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Work was begun on this contract on Z8 June 1974. Phase I of the study 
was completed in June 1975 and an interim report was submitted and published 
as NASA CR-134933. Efforts on the study were directed toward the local 
analysis of a three-dimensional high velocity impact problem based on Eulerian 
representation. During the follow-on study in Phase II, efforts were directed 
toward the global finite element analysis of the problem by coupling the Eulerian 
mode with the Lagrangian mode, based on the results obtained in Phase I. An 
interfacing procedure for coupling the presently developed program, CELFE, 
with NASTRAN was also accomplished to increase the range of applicability 
for the program. 
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The descriptions and user's manual of the CELFE program, together 
with the execution of the CELFE/NASTRAN system, are presented as Part II 
of the final report. The execution procedure and the transfer of data between 
the CELFE and NASTRAN programs are controlled through the use of "DATA" 
files in the Univac 1100 system. Five data files are used to control the run­
stream and data transfer, and three files are used to hold the programs. These 
files are contained on a single tape. 
Changes in NASTRAN routines required by the present analysis are also 
discussed in this report. All the program listings, except the last two files 
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Descriptions of the CELFE program developed for high velocity impact 
analysis, together with the user's manual, are presented. The execution of 
CELFE and NASTRAN programs and the transfer of data between these two 
programs are controlled through the use of "DATA" files containing runstream 
control cards and user data cards in the Univac 1100 system. The complete 
CELFE/NASTRAN system consists of eight files contained in the delivery tape 
in the following sequence: 
File Name Ty Purpose 
1 RUNI DATA (SDF) Exec 8 control attaching the required files 
and executing the example problem 
2 LEE Program CELFE program, source, relocatable and 
absolute elements 
3 NASI DATA (SDF) NASTRAN runstream includes executive, 
case and bulk data decks 
4 START DATA (SDF) Assign disk files and executes CELFE for 
I st run 
5 LOOP DATA (SDF) Exec 8 control cards for looping from 
NASTRAN to CELFE 
6 PCH2 DATA (SDF) GRID cards for the CELFE model 
7 NASTRAN Program 14 NASTRAN absolute elements 
8 OBJ Program NASTRAN relocatable and selected source 
elements. 
Descriptions of routines in the CELFE program that are stored in 
the LEE file are presented in Section 2, while the complete listings of the 
program are given in Appendix A. In Section 3, the interfacing procedure 
for CELFE/NASTRAN is presented. Some modifications on NASTRAN 
required for the procedure are also discussed, and the changed routines 
are listed in Appendix B. A CELFE/NASTRAN finite element model is 
I-1. 
demonstrated in the last part of this section for illustration. The procedure 
for executing the program, including the descriptions of all the-files stored in 
the program tape, are presented in Section 4,_ and the -coa.ipLete listing-of the 




2. DESCRIPTION OF CELFE PROGRAM ELEMENTS 
The CELFE program consists of one main routine, CELFE; two flags, 
NASTRN and NFLAG; one PDP PROC,CELFEP; and 31 subroutines. All 
the routines are stored in LEE file, and listed alphabetically in Appendix A. 
The functions of the routines are tabulated in Table 2-1. 
2.1 SUBROUTINE ALMS 
Subroutine ALMS [A-1]* determines the pressure distribution using the 
Los Alamos equation of state. This subroutine is called after the solution in 
density, momentum and energy are determined. The calling sequence is 
written as 




The descriptions of the arguments of ALMS are given in Table 2-2. 
2.2 SUBROUTINE BNDEQ 
This is the in-core banded matrix equation solver [A-4] used for solving 
all the governing equations. The calling sequence reads 
Call BNDEQ(A, I,J,K, L) 
where 
A = compact form of the banded coefficient 
matrix plus loading vector 
I = maximim number of rows 
S = maximum number of columns 
K = total number of unknowns, and 
L = half bandwidth. 








LIST OF SUBPROGRAMS IN CELFE 
Subprogram Subprogram Function Compiled 
Title Listing Pag 
ALMS Los Alamos equation of state A-i 
BNDEQ In-core banded matrix equation solver A-4 
CELANI Routine for generating and assembling element matrices of 
constitutive equations A-7 
CELDIS Routine for generating and assembling element matrices in 
coupling modes A-12 
CELFE Main program A-19 
CELFEP FORTRAN procedure definition processor A-32 
CELTRN Principal routine for interfacing CELFE/NASTRAN system A-38 
CEL3SB Jacobian updating. routine A -45 
CEL3CV Routine for generating and assembling element matrices of 
conservation equations A-48 
ELAGVA Subroutine computing element matrices for momentum 
equations in L c zone A-'53 
ELCELA Subroutine computing element matrices for constitutive 
equations in impact zone A-56 
ELCELD Subroutine computing element matrices for displacements 
in impact zone A-59 
ELCELV Subroutine computing element matrices for conservation 
equations in impact zone A-61 
ELDISA Subroutine computing element matrices for displacements 
in L zone A-64 
c 
ELMATS Translation of element matrices for constitutive equations 
from CELFE A-86 
ELMATX Translation of element matrices for conservation equations 
and displacements from CELFE A-88 
FRCRIT Chamis' failure criterion for composites A-67 
GEOMTR Subroutine defining initial finite element mesh, free surface 
nodes, and related geometric conditions from input data A-TZ 
INTVEC Reading subroutine for interpreting a vector in NASTRAN 
OUTPUTZ format A-75 
INVDET Matrix inversion routine A-79 
MATMUL Matrix multiplication routine A-80 
MATRX Writing subroutine for CELFE data in NASTRAN INPUTTZ format A-81 
MESHUP Mesh updating routine A-90 
OPENTP Reading subroutine for data written in NASTRAN OUTPUTZ format A-95 
OUTNMAT Bridging routine for element matrices translated by ELMIATS and 
ELMATX toMATRX A-99 
SFCALC Shape functions for cubic isoparametric element A-103 
SFCALL Shape functions for linear isopararnetric element A-I01 
SFCALQ Shape functions for quadratic element A-10Z 
SLTEST Routine for testing rebound, sliding or penetration A-108 
SORT Sorting routine A-I19 
STIFFG Reading routine for material stiffness coefficients of anisotropic 
materials A-I20 
STIFF GomputtLng routine for material stiffness coefficients for ortho­
tropic materials A-123 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF PROGRAM VARIABLES 
Description 
Time step multiplicity, a 
Relaxation factor, a 
Body force, F i (I=number of nodes) 
Material stiffness coefficients C k (I=number of nodes) 
Displacements, u., at present integration step (I=number 
of nodes) 
u. at INNER = 1 












Total number of boundary nodes for u.
3 
Nodal number of boundary nodes for deviatoric stresses 
S jk(n 1,Z, .. , IBDST(J, K)) 
Total number of boundary nodes for S k 
Nodal number of boundary nodes for V 1 ,VZV 3 , E and p 
(I= 1,Z,..., IBDVT(J)) 
Total number of boundary nodes for V 1 , V2 , V 3 ' E and p 
Parameter for generation of initial data: 
ICOND 0 - Read data from input cards 
1 - Generate data from main program 
= I and 2, the number of iterations in two-step time inte­
gration procedure 
Nodal number of impact nodes (I= 1,....INTFT) 
Total number of impact nodes 
Order of finite elements in impact zone and Lagrangian 
zone, respectively 
Materials of target and projectile, respectively: 
= 0 - Isotropic


= 1 - Orthotropie


Number of time steps


Total number of time steps


Unit: = I - ISU


= 2 - English 
Flag controlling the run: 
NASTRN = 0- In-core CELFE run 
= I - CELFE/NASTRAN run 
Number of elements and nodes, respectively, for starting 
the L mesh 
o 
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Table 2-2 - (Concluded) 
Word Description 
NELT, NPST Total number of elements and nodes, respectively, for 
the CELFE substructure 
NEPJ,NPPJ Number of element and node, respectively, for starting 
the projectile mesh 
NEPJT, NPPJT Number of last element and node, respectively, for 
the projectile mesh 
NET,NPS Total number of elements and nodes, respectively, in 
impact zone 
NETR, NPTR Number of element and node, respectively, for starting
the interface nodes between the impact zone and the 
Lagrangian zone 
NFLAG Flag controlling the CELFE run 
NFRAC Total number of failure nodes 
NFS(I) Nodal number of free surface nodes (I= 1 .... NFST) 
NFST Total number of free-surface nodes 
PMIU, TMIU Viscosities for projectile and target materials if ISOP, 
ISOT = 0, respectively 
PNIU, PPNIU Poisson's ratio for target and projectile when ISOP, 
ISOT = 0, respectively 
PRS(I) Pressure distribution in impact zone at present step 
(I=numnier of node) 
PRSN(I) Pressure at INNER = I 
PRSPRV(I) Pressure at previods time step 
PYLD, TYLD Yielding stresses for projectile and target when ISOP, 
ISOT = 0, respectively 
RHOP, RHOT Initial densities for projectile and target 
SLC, SLT Unidirectional failure stresses under compressive and 
tensile loads, respectively 
SMIU Coulomb's friction coefficient 
STS(1, J, K) Deviatoric stresses S k at present step (I=number of node) 
STSN(I;IJ,,K) Deviatoric stresses SJ at INNER = 1 
STSPRV(I, J, K) Deviatoric stresses Sjk at previous time step 
TIME Time in fsec 
V(J) Impact velocity V., J= I, Z,3 
VBD, SBD, DISBD Boundary conditions for VER, STS, and DIS, respectively 
VER(I, J) Momentums, energy and density, VI, V 2 , V3 , E and p (3=1, 
.. 5) at present step (I=number of node) 
VERN(I, J) V 1 ,V 2 1,V 3 , E and p at INNER= 1 
VERPRV(I, J) VIV 2 1,V 3 , E and p at previous time steps 
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2.3 SUBROUTINES CELANI, CELDIS AND CEL3CV 
Subroutines CELANI [A-7], CELDIS [A-12] and CEL3CV [A-48] are prin­
cipally and logically identical routines for generating and assembling the element 
matrices of constitutive equations, displacement equations, and conservative equa­
tions, respectively. The respective calling sequences are read as follows: 









Here, INTF, INTFT and qINT are described in Table 2-1; and 
LI,LZ,I = 	 1,2, 3, representing the coordinates X,X 3 ' 
respectively. 
J = 1,..., 	 with 1, Z, 3 representing momentums on xl, x2 , x 3 ; 
4 representing the total energy; and 5 the density. 
FORTRAN PROC PARAMI is inserted in all three subroutines to define 
the sizes of dimensional variables. The FORTRAN PROGs CONSTV, DISPLV 
and CONSRV are also inserted, respectively, to subroutines CELANI, CELDIS 
and CEL3CV, for storing the common blocks. 
As an illustration, the flow chart for-CELANI is depicted in Fig. 2-1. 
2.4 CELFE -M AIN PROGRAM 
CELFE [A-19] reads the flag NASTRN for the option (whether the in-core 
or coupled CELFE/NASTRAN procedure) to be utilized in the computations as 
the starting 	 point. Following NASTRN, the flag NLAG and related param­
eters controlling the procedure, and numerical data for mesh, material prop­
erties, etc., are read subsequently from data cards. Then, the program 
provides the main runstream for the entire impact analysis. The procedure 
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in Global Arrays into 
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Gall EGL __ Generate ElementCall ELCELA/-- Matrices 
Convert Element Matrices 





I Call I ELMATS - WriteNASTN =00 ELMATS all Data in Disk 
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Solve the Matrix 
Equations to Obtain Call BNDEQ 
Deviatoric Stresses SReturn ]* 















Call STIFG ~ 
Read Boundary Conditions) 
Read Time tpD 
JSubroutine GEOMTR 
- Input Finite ElementLMesh 
~s~ubtoutine STIFFG
--Compute the Material 
Stiffness Coefficients 








Call CELTRN OpnDisk Files 
WSubroutine CEL3CV 
--Assemble Element 
Matrices for Con-Cal CELCV 
Sservation Equations 





Call CELANI - -Assemble Element 
LHtuaee Equations 
NASTRN 













oCall CELTRN - - aareon File anMatrices for Dis­
placement EquationsDatE on FileCoupling Eulerian-
Lagrangian Modes 
NASTRN= 1 
NAS !RNN=J-- Subtroutine CGLTRNEL j-WNrite Eleent
Call CETN 1Matrices on File and 
IPunch DAREA. TIC, 




Cal EXI Surutn 
-RatASTCASITRN 
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Z~lr ---- _-fsubr outin ALMS 
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Lfrom Equation of State 
rouinSTRENGS
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Fig. 2-2 (Continued) 
Subroutine, FRCRIT 
Call PRGRIT > ...­ alure Criterion 
for Otho-tropic 
Materials 
--­° - r_;Fsubrovtine CELSJB 
Call CELsB -- Update Yacobia 
fot Moving Coordinate 
System 
INNER 1 
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SL EST 
-Test Solution for 
Penetration, Rebound 
No 
-No i (ITER. EQ. ITGIV) 
Yes 
Fig 2-2 (Concluded) 
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2.5 PDP CELFEP 






PARAMI PROC defines the sizes of the parameters for the main


program and all major subroutines except GEOMTR and CELTRN.


PARAIVIZ PROC defines the sizes of the parameters for GEOMTR.


CELFEI PROC stores related dimensions and common blocks in


the main routine CELFE.


CONSRV PROC stores the common blocks for subroutine CEL3CV.


CONSTV PROC stores the common blocks for subroutine GELANI.


DISPLV PROC stores the common blocks for subroutine CELDIS.


GENMSH PROC stores the common blocks for subroutine GEOMTR.


TESTNG PROC stores the related parameters, dimensions, and


common blocks for subroutine SLTEST.


CELSTR PROC defines the parameters, data, and dimensions, as


well as stores the common blocks for subroutine CELTRN.


STATEQ PROC defines the data for subroutine ALMS.


The parameters are described in Table 2-3.


Z.6 SUBROUTINE CELTRN 
This subprogram [A-38] serves as the principal routine for interfacing 
the CELFE/NASTRAN system. It is called only when the flag NASTRN=, and 
the calling sequence reads 
Call CELTRN (K) 
where K= 1,...,4. 
The runstream of CELTRN can be described according to the value of 
K as 
K = 1: Store all the solutions of the previous time step, related data 
and parameters in disk file 16; also, call subroutine OPNNAS to open the 
disk file KFILE for storing the matrices computed from subroutines CELANI 
and CEL3CV in NASTRAN INPUTTZ format. 
2-10 
Table 2-3 
DESCRIPTIONS OF PARAMETERS IN FORTRAN PROCs 
Word 	 
IU 5 
NBV, NBS, NBD 

















Dimension of the conservation 
equations. 
Dimensions of the boundary nodes 
for conservation equations, con­
stitutives equations, and displace­
- ments, respectively, in CELFE 
zone. 
For in-core CELFE run: Dimen­
sions of column and row, respec­
tively, for banded natrices; for 
CELFE/NASTRAN run: NCMAX=2, 
NRMAX = MAXDOF (number of 
degrees of freedom). 
Dimension of the free surface 
nodes. 
Dimension of the impact nodes. 
Dimension of the projectile nodes. 
Dimension of elements in impact 
zone. 
Dimension of elements in CELFE 
zone. 
Dimension of failure nodes. 
Number of Gaussian points used 
in impact zone. 
Number of Gaussian points used 
in L Zone. 
c 

Dimension of nodes-for each 

element in impact zone. 

Dimension of nodes for each L ­
c
element. 
Dimension of nodes in impact zone. 
Dimension of nodes in CELFE zone. 
Dimension of trailer. 
Dimension of time-step in the run. 
Dimension of working space in inter­




K = 2: Call subroutine OPNNAS to open the disk file LFILE for storing 
matrices computed from CELDIS in NASTRAN INPUTTZ format. 
K = 3: Read the coordinates from bre-akpointed disk-file- 18 in NASTRAN 
bulk data format GRID, and update the mesh. Then punch the image cards of 
the coordinates and store in breakpointed disk file 19 in the same format. At 
the same time, update the DAREA, DIT and TSTEP, and punch and store in the 
same breakpointed disk file 19. 
K = 4: Call subroutine OPENTP to open the disk files MFILE and NFILE. 
Then read the stored data in file 16, and solutions computed by NASTRAN and 
stored in MFILE and NFILE in OUTPUTZ format. 
2.7 SUBROUTINE CEL3JB 
This subroutine [A-45] updates the Jacobian of the general moving co­
ordinate system with respect to the fixed frame. The computations cover 
only the mesh in the impact zone. The calling sequence reads 
Call CEL3JB(NPM, NEM, VERPRV, VERN, VER, NOD, NPE, FJPRV, 
FJ, KODE) 
where the arguments are defined in Tables 2-2 and 2-3. 
2.8 SUBROUTINES ELAGVA, ELCELA, ELCELD, ELCELV AND ELDISA 
These logically identical subroutines compute the element matrices 
following the finite element formulations of governing equations in various 
zones: 
ELCELV [A-61] -Por conservation equations in the impact zone 
ELCELA [A-56] - For constitutive equations in the impact zone 
ELCELD [A-59], ELAGVA [A-53], and ELDISA [A-64] - For 
coupling Eulerian-Lagrangian modes using lateral displacements 
and velocities as the coupling variables. Here, the first sub­
routine is for the impact zone, and the last two are for the L c 
zone. 
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Three-dimensional isoparametric elements are used in all sub­
routines. ELCELD, ELAGVA and ELDISA are called only when the L zoneC 
is not empty. (cf. Part I of the present report for the discussions and finite 
element formulations.) 
2.9 SUBROUTINES FRCRIT AND STRENG 
FRCRIT [A-67] is the principal subroutine for predicting the failure of 
composites based on Chamis' failure criterion; and STRENG [A-IZ5] is for 
isotropic materials based on von Mises' criterion. The numerical procedures 
follow directly the discussions given in Section 6.4 of Part I. 
The calling sequences are read, respectively, 
Call FRCRIT(NPMT, NPM, STS, INTF, C, CSTF, NCNT, NFRC, 




Call STRENG (NPM, STS, YIELD, NIPS, INTF, KODE) 
where the arguments are described in Tables 2-2 and 2-3. 
2.10 SUBROUTINE GEOMTR 
This subrputine [A-72] reads the finite element mesh from input data 
for the CELFE substructure, i.e., for the impact zone and the L c zone. Its 
calling sequence is 
Call GEOMTR(X, Y) 
where 




Y = respective dimensions of the impact zone 
The 3-D quadralateral elements must be used in the CELFE substructure. 
The serendipity family available in CELFE consists of linear, quadratic and 
cubic elements as shown in Fig. 2-3. 
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(1,-i, 	 (-1. 1,1,-1) 
a. 	 Linear Element 
°1'1





b. Quadratic Element 
(1(-1,,1. 1) 
c. Cubic Elenent 




LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
In GEOMTR, the free surface nodes for the impact zone, the impact 
surface nodes, and the interfacial nodes are also defined from the input data. 
The flow chart of the routine is depicted in Fig. 2-4. , 
It is noted that the geometry of the CELFE substructure must be divided 
a priori into the impact zone (including the projectile) and the L c zone. The 
dimensions of the impact zone chosen must be large enough to cover the possible 
failure zone. The partition is illustrated in Fig. 2-5. 
The elements and the corresponding nodes must first be numbered in the 
impact zone, this process repeated in the L zone; or vice versa. The number­
c 
ing cannot be mixed among different zones, which is also applied when the LN 
zone (NASTRAN zone) is included. 
The input data are stored in START file together with those read in 
main routine CELFE. 
METHOD FOR 'GEOMTR' 




DO Z10 N = 1, NET


READ 1000, (NOD(N,I), I = 1,NPE)


210 PRINT 1150, N, (NOD(N, I), I = 1, NPE) 
1000 FORMAT (2014) 
Here, we denote 
NET = total number of elements in the impact zone 
NPE = number of nodes in each element for the 
impact zone 
NOD(N, I) = global numbering of the node at the Nth ele­
ment corresponding to the Ith local numbering. 
2. 	 Generating Elements for the L- Zone: Following the statements


in (1), we write


NN = NET + 1


DO 211 N = NN, NELT


REAL 1000, (NOD(N,I), I = 1, NPELG)
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Fig. 2-4 - Flow Chart for Subroutine GEOMTR 
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Here, the integers 









Thus, the total number of elements in the Lc zone is equal to 
NELT-NET. In addition, note that the parameters NPE and 
NPELG may have different values depending on the order of 
elements used in the impact zone and the Lc zone. For ex­
ample, if linear elements are used in the impact zone, and 
quadratic elements in the Lc zone, then NPE = 8, NPELG= Z0. 
The numbering of nodes, NOD(N, I), in the finite element mesh must 
start from axes parallel to the impact plane, as illustrated in Fig. 2-6. 
3. 	 Generating Mesh in the Entire CELFE Substructure: The mesh 
in the CELFE structure is represented in different coordinate 
systems characterized by the integer KODE(I). The read state­
ment can be written as 
DO 220 N= 1,NPST 
READ 1300, G, KODE(N), (X(N, I), I= 1, 3) 
220 PRINT 1305, G, KODE(N), (X(N, I), I= 1,3) 
1300 FORMAT (16A1, 18, 3F8.3) 
Here, the integers 

















The format of the input cards is similar to the NASTRAN bulk 
data format GRID, with the given number of KODE(N) punched 
on the ,third (CP) field: 
N KODE(N) X(N, 1) X(N, 2) X(N,3) 
GRID 	 0 - 2.511.0 	 0.0 




141 14 2 14 ,,i I0 
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Fig. Z-6 (Continued) 






READ 1000, (NFS(I),I= 1, NFST) 
READ 1000, (INTF(I),I=1,INTFT) 
1000 FORMAT (2014) 
Remarks 
e 	 In general, all the KODE(I)s in the impact zone are set to be 1,


except the interface nodes between the impact zone and the


Lagrangian zone where the number of KODE(I) is set to be 2.


* 	 Ifthe mesh in the impact zone is too coarse and cannot be re­

fined, it is suggested that at the interior nodes of the impact
 

zone KODE(I)= 0; on free surface, KODE(I)= 1; and at the


interface, KODE(I) = 2.


* 	 When sliding is likely to occur due to oblique impact, the CELFE


substructure must be defined to be a band covering the entire


sliding path on the target (see Fig. 2-7). The integer KODE(I)- 1


for the entire CELFE substructure, except those interface nodes 
of the CELFE substructure and the L zone (NASTRAN zone), 
where KODE(I) = . 
LN Zone 	 L Zone 
Sliding 
Path 
Y ProjectileS /at t=t 1 Imac 
Point 
aZone at t=t I

/Sliding		 / 








2. 11 SUBROUTINES INTVEC, 	 MATRX AND OPENTP 





MATRX [A-81] - Write NASTRAN formatted data block for INPUTTZ 
Entry Points: OPNNAS - Open file, write data on header 
MATRX -Write second record name and 
trailer 
COLUMN- Write current column index 
ELEMNT -Write one row index and value 
into file 
WEOF - Write EOF for current data block. 
Reading Subroutines 
INTVEC [A-75] - Interpret a vector from OUTPUTZ 
OPENTP [A-95] - Read NASTRAN data block from OUTPUTZ 
Entry Points: OPENTP - first call to process NASTRAN 
tape made by OUTPUTZ 
OPENF - READ second record, name and 
trailer 
READF - NASTRAN data block begins from 
third record. 
METHOD FOR 'MATRX' 
1. Open file - Call OPNNAS (FILE, WORK, NWD, IWATE, LABEL, 1) 
2. 	 Write matrix name trailer - Call MATRX (NAME, NCOL, NROW, 
NFORM, NTYPE) 
3. Write matrix terms by columns 




DO J= 1, NROW 
2-22 
CALL ELEMNT(J,D) where D is value of matrix 
. D(J, I)CONTINUE 
4. Close - Call WEOF 
Word 	 Definition 
IDATE(3) Month, day, year 
LABEL(2) Value of P3 
NAME(Z) Matrix name, NASTRAN data 	 block name 
NCOL Number of columns 
NROW Number of rows 
NFORM Form of Matrix 	 1 - Square 
2 - Rectangular 
3 - Diagonal 
4 - Low Triangular 
5 - Upper Triangular 
6 - Symmetric 
7 - Row Vector 
8 - Identity 
NTYPE Type 	 I - S. P. 
2 -D.P. 
3 - CPSP 
4 - CPDP 
METHOD FOR "READ" 
OBJECTIVE - To read a matrix written by NASTRAN OUTPUTZ. 






2. Read Matrix (or Table) Name and Trailer -	 Call OPENF(IERR, ITRL) 
3. 	 Read Matrix (or Table) Values by Column - Call READF($N l , $N Z, 
A, WD, FLAG, IERR) 
Word Definition 
FILE FORTRAN unit number (12, 14, 15, etc.) 
N Working buffer 
NWD Size of buffer 
2-23 
IERR Flag use to locate fatal error 
ILB If, 0, no tape label record; if, +1, read tape label record 
ITRL(7) Seven work trailer 
$N 1 Statement number for ist return, READF -encountered 
EOR while reading 
$N 2 Statement number for 2nd return, call SKIPF 
A Array for matrix 
WD Size of working buffer 
FLAG Number of row left in current record. 
Remarks 
1. If an error return occurs from OPENTP, 
IERR Meaning 
-5 Incorrect number of words in date label 
-4 Incorrect number of words in header 
-3 Incorrect number of words in tape ID (P3) 
-2 EOR for first record missing 
-1 EOF for first record missing. 
2. If an error return occurs for OPENF, 
IERR Meaning 
-14 Incorrect number of words in data block name, 
or unexpected EOF encountered 
-13 EOR missing 
-12 Incorrect number of words in data block trailer 
-11 EOR missing after data block name. 
3. If an error return occurs from READF, 
IERR Meaning 
-22 EOR encountered when reading key 
-23 Value for EOR is not correct for this record 
-24 EOR is not correct value 
-25 Insufficient working core to hold FORTRAN 
logical record. Increase the value of NWD 
in OPENTP. 




4. If an error return occurs from SKIPF, 
IERR Meaning 
-31 EOR is not correct for this record


-32 Number of words to be read is incorrect


-34 Number of words to be read is greater than the


number of words in buffer area. 
5. Entry point READF is for general use in reading tables or matrices. 
6. The subroutine INTVEC may be used for reading a single matrix vector. 
2.12 SUBROUTINES ELMATS AND ELMTRX 
These routines bring the element matrices, each element at a time, from 
the subroutines CELANI, CEL3CV and CELDIS into the subroutine OUTMAT. 
Here, 
ELMATS [A-86] - Brings element matrices out from CELANI 
ELMAT [A-88] - Brings element matrices out from CEL3CV 
and CELDIS 
The subroutines are logically identical and are called, respectively, in CELANI, 
and CEL3CV, CELDIS (cf. Fig. 2-1). As an illustration, Fig. 2-8 depicts the flow 
chart for ELMATS which follows the flow chart given in Fig. 2-1. 
2.13 SUBROUTINE OUTMAT 
This subroutine [A-99] serves as the bridging routine to extract all the 
element matrices and loading vectors from CELFE, and write in files opened 
in MATRX on NASTRAN INPUTT2-format. The subroutine is called by ELMATS, 
and ELMTRX as 
Call OUTMAT (NAME, CD, NUMNP, NFORM, NOD, 
NELT, NPELG, NN, L, IPARAM) 
where 
NAME = Matrix name, NASTRAN D. B. name


CD = Element matrix or loading vector


NUMNP = 1 - Element matrix
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r-­
t~ ''NA
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Fig. 2- - Flow Chart for ELM-ATS 
NFORM = Form of the matrix 
NN = The number of the element being carried 
L = The number of coordinates, 1 for X, 2 for 
X., and 3 for X3


IPARAM = I No coupling involved


= 2 Coupling procedure


The remaining arguments in OUTMAT are described in Table 2-1, and the 
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Fig. 2-9 - Flow Chart for OUTMAT 
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2.14 SUBROUTINES SFCALL, SFCALQ, AND SFCALC 
This package of subroutines provides the shape functions of three­
dimensional isoparametric elements, along with their first-order derivatives 
with respect to spatial variables. Here 
SFCALL [A-101] -Provides shape functions and their derivatives 
for linear elements 
SFCALQ [A-102] -Provides shape functions and their derivatives 
for quadratic elements 
SFCALC [A-103] - Provides shape functions and their derivatives 
for cubic elements. 
2.15 SUBROUTINE SLTEST 









FORTRAN PROCs PARAMI and TESTNG are included to provide the sizes of 
the variables, and the storage of the common blocks. 
The criteria for various cases are discussed in Part I of this report. 
The routine tests the possibility of rebound first using the momentum vector 
computed each time step. If all nodes in the projectile begin to reverse the 
direction of velocities normal to the impact surface, the projectile is assumed 
to rebound. Then the computations in the following time step will exclude the 
projectile. Otherwise, the runstream proceeds to test the sliding case. 
If the impact is not oblique, jump to the third case. If yes, use the 
criterion discussed in Part I to test the onset of the sliding. If yes, the mesh 
of the entire CELFE substructure is regenerated, and the original impact 
surface becomes a moving contact surface and moves along the sliding band 
(cf. Section 2.10). Otherwise, the runstream proceeds to the third case. 
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The penetration follows the failure criteria tested in subroutines 
STRENG or FRCRIT. Thus, if there is no failure, the runstream returns. 
Otherwise, test the possibilities of degeneracy of certain elements'due to 
free surface motion, and/or other means. If there is a degenerate element, 
then regenerate the mesh and return (Fig. Z-10). 
2.16 MISCELLANEOUS SUBPROGRAMS 
There are miscellaneous subroutines for the needs of various computa­
tions: 
INVDET [A-79] - Computes the determinant and its inverse for 
a matrix 
MATMUL [A-80] - Provides the multiplication of matrices 
MESHUP [A-90] - Update the coordinate system from computed dis­
placement vector and smooth out the spurious 
oscillation when the mesh is too coarse 
SORT [A-119] -Sorts the global arrays of submatrices 
STIFFG [A-l20] -Computes the material stiffness coefficients 
for anisotropic materials by input data cards 
STIFF [A-I 23] -Computes the material stiffness coefficients for 
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3. CELFE/NASTRAN INTERFACING PROCEDURE 
The theoretical background and formulation of the CELFE/NASTRAN 
interfacing procedure are given in Part I of this report. In this section, re­
lated software aspects of the procedure are discussed, together with cor­
rections and modifications miade in the NASTRAN program, for making the 
procedure operational. 
3.1 GENERAL DISCUSSIONS 
The NASTRAN program is interfaced with the CELFE program to serve 
the following purposes: 






a 	 Resolving any limitation of the size of the CELFE program. 
These goals can be accomplished by treating the dynamic behavior in the 
vicinity of the impact point simulated by CELFE as a substructure of the 
entire NASTRAN model, and utilizing the NASTRAN program to perform 
all large matrix manipulation requirements. 
3.1.1 Geometric Considerations 
In the CELFE program, the three-dimensional serendipity family of 
elements'is used (cf. Section 2-10). The interfacing procedure permits the 
three-dimensional mesh of a CELFE substructure to be connected with any 
type of finite element mesh in the NASTRAN structure via suitably chosen 
linking elements available in NASTRAN. 
An illustration is shown in Fig. 3-la for a blade subjected to high velocity 











Fig. 3-1 - An Illustration of CELFE/NASTRAN Mesh -A Blade Impacted by a Projectile
Near the Leading Edge 
projectile and the vicinity of the impact point is discretized by three­
dimensional linear quadrilateral mesh; in the remaining region of the blade, 
NASTRAN plate elements are used. In order to join the two regions, typical 
CBAR elements are used at the interface nodes between the L zone and LN 
zone as shown in Fig. 3-lb. In Fig. 3-2, a wedge element family is used as 
the linking elements. 
3.1.2 Interfacing Procedure 
The GELFE in-core execution and CELFE/NASTRAN run are con­
trolled by a flag NASTRN described in the previous section. For the in-core 
run, where NASTRN=O, the element stiffness matrices of all variables are 
assembled and solved inside CELFE. For the CUELFE/NASTRAN interfacing 
procedure, where NASTRN=l, the element matrices computed by CELFE for 
"primary variables" as well as the "coupling variables" in CELFE sub­
structure are transmitted to NASTRAN. These matrices will be assembled 
and solved in NASTRAN for each iteration in each time step. The solution 
will be returned to CELFE to continue the execution. A general flow diagram 
for CELFE/NASTRAN runstream is illustrated in Fig. 3-3 (cf. also Fig. 2-2). 
Five data files were prepared to contain the input data for CELFE and 
NASTRAN, and control the runstream during program execution. These files 
are set-up as "permanent" files. Only the input data in the files need to be 
changed by the user for different problems. In addition, several scratch files 
will be generated within those permanent files to store the temporary data 
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LISTING OF FILES USED IN CELFE/NASTRAN PROCEDURE 
File Name Type 
INPT (14) Disk 
INPI (15) Disk 
INPZ (16) Disk 
INP3 (17) Disk 
LEE Program 
LOOP Data (SDF) 
NASTRAN Program 
NASl Data (SDF) 
OB Program 
PCH1 Disk 
PCHZ (18) Data (SDF) 
PCH3 (19)_ Disk 
PLT1 (12) Disk 
RUNI Data (SDF) 
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3.2 UTILIZATION OF NASTRAN PROGRAM 
3.2.1 Specific Tasks 
The specific tasks performed by NASTRAN are: 
* 	 Sum "primary variables" calculated by CELFE for each CELFE


isoparametric element and solve the matrix equations, Ax = B.








1i Kli+EZK2+K3 +KGGX = KGG 
o 	 Solve the equation of motion for each CELFE iteration. 
Kx+ B.+MM = P(t) 
To accomplish these tasks and to communicate information between CELFE 
and NASTRAN, several I/o routines were installed in CELFE which read and 
write matrices in an acceptable NASTRAN format. The standard NASTRAN 
Rigid Format 9 was then altered to perform the required matrix manipulation 
and output results to the CELFE program. The runstream sequence can be 
described as in Fig. 3-4 (cf. also Fig. 3-3). 
3.2.2 File Allocation for NASTRAN 
When communicating between a FORTRAN program (CELFE) and 
NASTRAN several restrictions and procedures must be followed. 
o 	 Data blocks (either tables or matrices) can be input or output from 
NASTRAN via the INPUTTZ and OUTPUTZ modules. These modules 
operate normally using FORTRAN unformatted read and write in-I
structions. 
o 	 The NASTRAN rules for writing the FORTRAN records must be


rigorously adhered to. Therefore, a set of subroutines has been


prepared which when added to the user FORTRAN program, will









CELFE (Iteration 1, 3, 5...) 
1. 	 Read Model Data - File '.SZT-A.RT' (-Iter. 1 orilyy
2. 	 Cal Mesh and Elem. Coeff. -(Iter. 1 only) 
3. 	 Store Variables & Const. for Restart - File 16 
4. 	 Calculate and Output NASTRAN Cards - Read File PCHZ 
DAREA, GRID, TIC, TSTEP - File PCHI 
GRID - File PCH3. 
5. 	 Calculate "Primary Variables" A&B 
6. 	 Output A&B -F ile 15 
7. 	 Calculate Element Stiffness Matrices 
8. 	 Output Kl, K2 & K3 - File 17 
NASTRAN (All Iterations) 
1. 	 Add File PCHI to Bulk Data 
2. 	 Initialize Files 14 & 15 
3. 	 Read A, B - File 15 
4. 	 Sum Element Matrices A, B 
5. 	 Solve X and Output-File 14 
6. 	 Repeat 3, 4, 5 for II Parameters 
7. 	 Calculate NASTRAN Model, KGGX 
8. 	 Read CELFE Stiffness K1, KZ,K 3 - File 17 
9. 	 Assemble CELFE/NASTRAN Stiffness 
10. Apply System Constraints 
11. Solve Transient Equations for Given Time Step 
12. Output Solution Vector UVN - File 12 
13. Print NASTRAN Solution 
CELFE (Iteration 2, 4, 6...) 
1. 	 Load Stored Constants - File 16 
2. 	 Jump to Inner Loop 
3. 	 Load Solution Vector (Disp., Velo.) -File 12 





GRID - File PCH3


15. Update "Primary Variables" A&B 
6. 	 Output A&B -File 15 
7. 	 Calculate Element Stiffness Matrices 
8. 	 Output 1, K2 & 13 -File 17 
Fig. 3-4.- CELFE/NASTRAN Runstream Description 
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a The simplest and least costly method for temporarily storing the


data is through the use of disk files rather than tape. Since all but


a few files used by NASTRAN are restricted to NASTRAN read and


write, the user must determine beforehand which files are available


in NASTRAN for FORTRAN formatted files. These files are highly


dependent on the particular version of NASTRAN to be used. However,


all versions permit the PLT1 (12) file to be used, if plotter number 1,


is not being used. Additional files can be obtained by checking the


total number of NTRAN files used. The DIAG 2 option will print the


file allocation table (FIAT). The NTRAN files may be counted di­

rectly from this table. The MAXFILES parameter on the NASTRAN


card can then be decreased by a number (N), where N is the number


of FORTRAN files available for use by INPUTTZ and OUTPUTZ.


The available files begin where the NTRAN files stop; e.g., if the


program had a maximum of 30 NTRAN files, and the last file was 46,


the user can use file 46 for a FORTRAN file by setting MAXFILES =


29 (30-N, here N=I) or files 44, 45 and 46 by setting MAXFILES = 27.


The Lewis Research Center's version of NASTRAN permits files 14


through 17 to be used for FORTRAN written files without exercising


any special options. For that reason disk files 12, 14, 15, 16 and 17








3.2.3 Program Changes for NASTRAN 
In.order to interface NASTRAN with CELFE, some subprograms in 
NASTRAN must be modified. The following is a summary of the program 
changes made to the NASTRAN program. 
o 	 Modify modules INPUTT 2 and OUTPUT2 to use formatted FORTRAN 
read and write statements. Format used: (ZZA6). Reason - The 
formatted read and write was selected to minimize disk or tape space 
when passing a large number of matrices between CELFE and NASTRAN. 
When the standard nonformatted write is used, a minimum of one 28 
word sector is used for each write statement. The small elemental 
matrices generated by CELFE may require only 8 or less non-zero 
terms per write statement (matrix column). The formatted write 
therefore reduces the disk or tape requirement by a factor of from 3 
to 14, since a null column requires 2 words and a full column 9. 
" 	 The modules INPUTTZ, OUTPUTZ and MATPRN were added to NASTRAN 
LINKT. This was accomplished by changing the subroutine XSEMO7 and 
data block routine XBSBD. The map symbolic was modified for LINK7, 
and LINK1, 2, 8 and 14 were recollected to include the changes in the 
block data routines. Reason - When the elemental matrices are being 
assembled, a DMAP loop is used to input, add, input, add, etc., solve 
the matrix equation and output the result. In the standard NASTRAN 
program, link switching occurs in this loop. INPUTTZ is in LINK2, 
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ADD in LINK7, SOLVE in LINK7, MATPRN in LINK8 and 
OUTPUTZ in LINK14. When a LINK change occurs on the 
Univac 1100 Exec 8 system, FORTRAN files are automatically 
rewound. This rewind feature would utilize -exces-sive CPU 
time as well as physically wear out a tape. In the example 
problem, the inner loop of the DMAP alter is repeated for 33 
elements and 11 parameters (33 x 11) or a total of 363 times 
for each iteration by CELFE. By placing all modules used in 
the DAMP loop into LINK7, the file retains its position at the 
end of each INPUTT2 read, and each elemental matrix can be 
read sequentially. The same is true for the solution vector [XI . 
When written to a disk or tape file, each of the 11 primary vari­
able solution vectors are written sequentially on the output file. 
3.2.4 Transient Analysis in NASTRAN 
Rigid format 9, "Direct Transient Analysis," was selected to perform 
the NASTRAN portion of the analysis [3]. The basic rigid format provides all 
of the module operations required for a normal finite element transient analysis. 
A DMAP alter program is added to Rigid Format 9 to read elemental 
matrices generated by CELFE, sum the matrices and solve the matrix equa­
tion AX = B for the "primary variablesII and to add the CELFE stiffness 
matrices (Kl, K 2, and K(3) to the NASTRAN system stiffness matrix (KOGX). 
Alters are also used to output to disk, the solution vector X for the "primary 
variables" and the NASTRAN data-block UVN which contains the displacement, 
velocity and acceleration vectors from each time step solved by the NASTRAN 
transient response analysis. 
3.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING- AN EXAMPLE 
The general discussions on the finite element mesh arrangement for 
CELFE/NASTRAN have been presented in Section 3.1 (e.g., Fig. 3-1). In 
this subsection, a specific procedure for the finite element modeling will be 




3.3.1 Normal Impact of a Projectile onto a Taped Composite Plate 
Consider a taped rectangular plate subjected to high velocity impact 
by a foreign object. Assume that the projectile hits on the center of the plate 
surface normally as shwon in Fig. 3-5. Thus, due to the symmetry of the 
problem, it suffices to consider only a quadrant of the plate, say, the first 
.quadrant. 
The finite element model (for the quarter of the plate together with the 
quarter of the projectile) is divided into two substructures. The first sub­
structure (CELFE model) is made up of CELFE 8-node isoparametric solid 
elements and the second substructure (NASTRAN model) is made up of any of 
the finite elements contained in the NASTRAN element library [2] . If the 
NASTRAN model utilizes bars and/or plate elements, special modeling tech­
niques must be employed to ensure inter-boundary displacement compatibility. 
3.3.2 CELFE Modeling Considerations 
The finite element modeling of the CELFE substructure must follow


the procedure described in Section 2. (specifically, Section 2.10 and Figs. 2-6


and 2-7). To prepare the modeling, it is important to recall the following:


" 	 The CELFE substructure consists of the impact zone and the Lc 
zone (Fig. 2-5). The impact zone, in turn, is composed of the 
E zone and E-L zone whose sizes change with respect to time [1] 
o 	 For normal impact, the size of the impact zone should a priori be 
chosen large enough to cover the terminated failure zone. Naturally, 
this can only be done by an estimation (or a guess). If too small a 
size is chosen the accuracy of the result will be affected; too large 
a size will consume computation time. 
" 	 For oblique impact, the configuration of the CELFE model should 
be able to allow the possible sliding taking place within the sub­
structure as remarked in Section 2. 10 and illustrated in Fig. 2-7. 
" 	 The finite element mesh for the CELFE substructure should be 
arranged according to the READing sequence in subroutine GEOMTR 
(Section 2. 10), namely, mesh numbering should start from the impact 
zone, and then the Lc zone. The coordinates and node numbering 
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The CELFE mesh can now readily be modeled and is shown in Fig. .3-6. 
The zoning is as follows:. 





* 	 The transition (E-L) zone starts from node 47 to node 76 (i.e.,


element 26 to element 33).


a 	 The L zone selected in this example is empty. 
Thus, in this example, the CELFE substructure is connected with NASTRAN 
substructure through nodes 62 through 76 in the E-L zone. 
3.3.3 NASTRAN Modeling Considerations 
Figure 3-7 illustrates the NASTRAN model. The process intercon­
necting the CELFE model and NASTRAN model is depicted in Fig. 3-8. To 
prepare the NASTIAN bulk data, the following procedure should be utilized: 
* All grid points contained in the CELFE model (e.g., I through 76),
including boundary points, must be defined in the NASTRAN bulk data. 
This is accomplished by adding the RCHI file (at ADD, P POHI1),
after the BEGIN BULK card of the NASl file. The cards in file 
PCHI have been generated by CELFE and are updated each iteration 
by adding the displacements calculated in the transient analysis to 
the current grid point coordinate location. The GELFE prbgram 
obtaines the previous grid location by reading the PCH2 file. The 
user must place the original CELFE GRID cards into the PCH2 file 
(cf. Table 3-1) 
a 	 All grid points contained in the NASTRAN model excluding the 
CELFE/NASTRAN interfacial boundary points (163 through 326 in 
the example) are placed in file NASI by the user. 
'e 	 CELFE grid points must be internally sequenced before the NASTRAN 
grid points. This simplifies the partitioning required to combine the 
two substructures for transient analysis in NASTRAN and for reading 
and writing data blocks in CELFE. 
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Fig. 3-6 - CELFE Finite Elentent Model 
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Fig. 3-7 - NASTRAN Finite Element Model 
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* 	 If multipoint constraints (MPG) are used to ensure displacement 
compatibility across the interface boundary, the following tech­
nique is recommended: 
A NASTRAN grid point has been added to each CELFE mid­
point grid lying on the boundary between the two substructures 
(e.g., 163, 166, 169, 172 and 175). The NASTRAN grid exists 
at the same location as the CELFE grid (e.g., 63, 66, 69, 72 
and 75). The mid-point grids are coupled by MPCs for the three 
translational degrees of freedom (DOF); rotational displacement 
is transmitted from the CQUADZ plate to the CELFE 8-node solid 
elements by using rigid bars (CBAR with arbitrarily large 
section properties) connected between the mid-point node 
(163) and the top and bottom nodes of the solid (64 and 62, 
respectively). 
* 	 Permanent grid point constraints are applied using the GRDSET


card and field 8 of the GRID card. These constraints remove


the inplane rotation DOF (6) on all CQUADZ elements and all ro­
tational DOFs (4, 5 and 6) on all CELFE 8-node solid elements. 






* 	 Loads for the transient analysis are provided on DAREA,


TABLED1 and TLOADI cards. The CELFE program will


automatically place a new set of DAREA cards into file PCHI


for each iteration. The user must provide TLOAD I and








" 	 The integration time step (TSTEP) is determined by CELFE


and placed into the PCH1 file; no user card is required.


* 	 The initial conditions (displacement and velocity) for each


iteration are obtained from CELFE which places TIC cards














BLOK=O, used to control file positioning by the INPUTTZ 
module. 
SYM=O, use unsymmetric solution techniques for module 
SOLVE. 
NOEQU= number of "primary variables" to be solved. 




4. EXECUTION OF CELFE/NASTRAN


4.1 RUNSTREAM FOR UNIVAC 1100 SYSTEM


The execution -of the CELFE and NASTRAN programs and the transfer 
of data between these two programs is controlled through the use of "DATA" 
files containing runstream control cards and user data cards. The options 
for using the in-core CELFE program and coupled CELFE/NASTRAN are 
controlled by the flag NASTRN, as described in Section 2, where 
NASTRN = 0 for in-core CELFE 
NASTRN = 1 for CELFE/NASTRAN 
4.1.1 Program Tape 
There are five files used to control the runstream and three files used 
to hold the programs. These files are contained on a delivery tape in the 
following sequence: 
File Name Type Purpose 
1 RUN1 DATA (SDF) Exec 8 control attaching the required 
files and executing the example problem 
2 LEE Program CELFE program, source, 
and absolute elements 
relocatable 
3 NASI DATA (SDF) NASTRAN runstream includes 
case and bulk data decks 
executive, 
4 START DATA (SDF) Assigns disk files and executes CELFE 
for ist run 
5 LOOP DATA (SDF) Exec 8 control cards for looping from 
NASTRAN to CELFE 
6 PCHZ DATA (SDF) GRID cards for the CELFE model 
7 NASTRAN Program 14 NASTRAN absolute elements 





The complete listing of the program LEE File is given in Appendix A. 
The modified source elements of NASTRAN contained in the program OBJ 
File .s listed- in Appendix B. A c-omplete listing of each Data File contained 
on the Program Tape is presented in Appendix C (Tables C-i through C-5). 
4.1.2 Data File Descriptions 
The Data Files listed in Appendix C are based on the demonstration 
example given in Section 3.3. The following is a brief description of the 
cards found in the Data Files: 
RUNI 	 The RUNI file is used to start (at START) a CELFE/NASTRAN 
run. All files required for execution are attached. Two data 
files START and LOOP are added (at ADD) to execute the pro­
grams. 
START 	 The START file provides the runstream and initial data for 
executing CELFE (cf. Section 4.Z for details) 
Card No. 
Assigns all necessary disk files 1-6 
Defines the required "USE" relationships 7-15 
Breakpoints the CELFE punch cards to file 
PCH 1 16 
Executes the CELFE program (first time only) 17 
All CELFE data cards 	 18-163 
Closes Breakpoint of punch cards 	 164 
Breaks the "USE" relationship so NASTRAN 
can use files 18 and 19 165-166 
Update the PCH2 file with new GRID cards from 
PCH3 file (PCH3 was written by CELFE at the 
same time card images were punched into PCHI.) 167 
NAS1 	 The NASI file contains the DIAP alter program added to 
Rigid Format 9 to read the element matrices generated by 
CELFE, sum the matrices and solve the matrix equations 
for the primary variables; at the same time, the element 
stiffness matrices are added from CELFE to solve the 
stiffness matrix equation for the entire system (cf. Section 
4.3 for details). 
The card numbering in this file is based on the demonstration example








LOOP Provides the necessary control cards for looping between 
NASTRAN and CELFE 
Card No. 
Add NAS 1 file to execute NASTRAN 	 1 
Breakpoint PUNCH$ to PCHl 	 6 
Define "USE" relationships 7-8 
Execute GELFE for second iteration of inner 
loop 9-11 
Close Breakpoint PUNCH$ 1 
Break "USE" relationship 13-14 
Update the PCHZ file with new GRID cards 
from PCH3 file 15 
Repeat procedure for first iteration of inner loop 17-26 
PCHZ Contains GRID cards for CELFE substructure at time t = 0. 
The cards are prepared for the NASTRAN program for the 
NASTRAN program to solve the system stiffness matrix 
equation. 
4.1.3 Basic Considerations for Input and Output 
The input data for CELFE and NASTRAN are prepared separately, and 
are stored in the different files, so that the CELFE in-core execution can be 
carried out more efficiently. 
The CELFE input data are given in the 'START' File, and -willbe de­
scribed in detail in Section 4.2. 
The NASTRAN input data, on the other hand, are prepared and stored 
in two separate files: 
" 	 The data for the NASTRAN substructure, together with the param­
eters required for solving the entire problem, are embedded in 
DMAP alters given in 'NASI' File. The details will be described 
in Section 4.3. 
" 	 The GRID data for CELFE substructure at t = 0 prepared for


NASTRAN is stored in 'IPCHZ' File. The data cards must be in






The present program is developed for both SI and British units. The


unit will be identified by the assigned value of IUNIT:


-IUNIT = I - SI Unit 
IUNIT = 2 - British Unit 
The units used for the input and output variables are listed in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1 
UNITS FOR INPUT/OUTPUT VARIABLES 
Variable SI (IUNIT = 1) British (IUNIT 2)= 




Time (AT) pisec gsec


Density gn/cm Ib/i 3


Pressure, Stresses (and megabar psi

Other Similar Quantities) 
3Energy megabar lbf-in./in 
4.2 INPUT DATA FOR CELFE 
As aforementioned, the input data for the CELFE program are all­
stored in 'START' file. For the demonstration example given in Section 3.3, 
these data are found on the card numbers 18 through 163. As readily de­
scribed in Section 4.1.2, the remaining cards (card Nos. 1 through 17, and 
Nos. 164 through 167) in the 'START' file are all control cards. All these 
control cards should be kept unchanged for all time in utilizing the program. 
The complete listing of the 'START' file is given in Table 4-2, and its 
card images are shown in Fig. 4-1. In -what follows, the input data cards will 










DATA SR1 'SL?3R1 iC/31/78 21:19:15 60)

















E. dASG,T IP3,F///2000 

.. . -- aUSE 14.,INPT. .. ... 








11. aASG, PCH2.-____ 














17. XOT _CELfE 
18. 42 ChANGE THIS CARD TO 0 FOR CLEFE RUN ONLY 
1_I. __ _ 
2C. HIGH VELOCITY IMPACT --- DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM 
. . . 2. 1., 1 1 5 1 4 1 - 0 2 8 . 0 
22. 4.C 0. 0. 
-23. 0.0 0.0 -7.560043 2.0000*0 2.0000+0 8.2000-2 

7,3-C " - 2;7027--3
. 3- b i20 . . 0.0 0.0 6.000-3- i. -Ob-0'W 
2E. 76 33 13 3 16 3 62 30 77 34 76 33 648 103 
2E. 20 20 0 15 15 10 in 10 '10 I 10 10 10 10 20 20 0 
21. 1 4 10 7 2 5 11 8 

2a. 2 S 11 8 3 6 12 9 

2S. 3 6 12 9 13 14 16 15 

3C, 4 17 20 5 1a 21 -1 

31. ., 5 18 21 11 6 19 22 12 
32. 10 20 23 26 11 21 24 27 

3!. 11 21 24 27 12 22 25 28 

3 .. 7 10 26 29 8 11 27 30 

35. 8 11 27 30 9 12 28 31 

3t. 7 32' 35 20 18 33- 36--21 

32. 18 33 36 21 19 34 37 22 
38. 20 35 38 23 21 36 39 24 

39. 21 36 39 24 22 37 40 25 

4C. 26 23 38 41 27 24 39 42 

41. 27 24 39 42 28 25 qO 43 -" 
42. 29 26 41 44 3027 42 45­
42. 30 27 42 45 31 28 43 46 
444. 32 47 50 35 33 48 51 36 

4E. 33 48 51 36 34 49 52 37 

4E. 35 50 53 38 36 51 54 39 

43. 	 36 51 54 39 37 52 55 40 

Ei 38 53 56 42 39 54 57 

45. 42 39 54 57 43 40 55 58 

5C. 44 41 56 59 45 42 57 60 

51. 45 42 57 60 46 43 58 61 

52. 47 62 65 50 48 63 66 51 
52. 	 48 63 66 51 49 64 67 52 
5s' S0 65 68 S3-1"-66" 69 5M -­ _ 
(Continued) 
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Table 4-2 (Continued) 
S-Y" 
55. 51 66 69 54 52 6T 70 55 
S­C-56 53 68 71 51" 59 69 72 
51. 57 54 69 72 58 55 70 73 
-­ 58. 59 5 17 O5 27 
59. 60 57 72 75 61 58 73 76 
6C. GRID' 1 20. D. Q 
-61. GRID 2 10. 0. 0.041 
62. GRID *3 10-. O, 0.082 
6 2. GRID 4 20.15 D: 0. 
C . GRID 5 10.15 D. C." 1 
65. GRID 6 10.15 D. 0.082 
.. 66. GRID 7 . . . . .. 20. . ... S 0.15-- O 
61. GRID 8 10. 0.15 0.041 
66 . GRID 9­ 10. [).'IS-0.082­
65. GRID 1 a 20.15 0.15 0. 
71. GRID 11 10.15 0.15 0.041 
71. GRID 12 10.15 0.15 O.C82 
- 7­2. .. . RID ... 13 . . . z .. 10. ... .O -"0.232­
73. GRID 14 10.15 0. 0.232 
75. GRID 16 10.15 0.15 C.232 
7E. &RID 17 20.35 0. D. 
77. GRID 18 10.35 O. 0.041 
.. ...78  .. . GRID " 19 .. . . . .10.35 " 11 . 0.082 
79. GRID 20 20.35 0.15 0. 
8C. - - GRID 2f--2110.5 - 0 1 - 0 0 
a]. GR10 22 10.35 0.15 0.082 
9 2. GRID 23 20.35 0.35 C. 
aB!. GRID 24 10.35 0.35 0.041 
...8 4 . GRID 25 10.3 5 C.35 "-- C.082­
a S. GRAI D 26 20.15 0.35 0. 
8 L. - GRID-­ 27­ -'10 iT C. 35­ -­ .041'­
8 7. GRID 28 10.15 0.35 C.082 
Be. GRID 29 .. . . ... 20. ... .0 35 . . 
89. LARID 30) Ia. 0.35 C.041 
9E. GRID 31 i0. 0.35 0.082 
91. GRID 32 20.5 0. C. 
92.- 6RIOD-- 33 . . O5 -';.. .q­
9 . GRID 34 10.5 0. 0.082. 
... 4. ... AGID -3S . .. 20.5 .. .0.35 .D 
9E. GRID 36 10.5 0.35 0.041 
.. 9t. GRID 37 10.5 0.35 0.082 
91. GRID 38 20.5 0.5 O. 
99. GRID 40 10.5 0.5 0.082 
. lo1 c. -'- GRID 41 20.3S 0.5 -0. 
A 2. GRID 43 10.35 0.5 0.082 
102. GRID 44 20. 0.5 O. 
I0E. GRID 46 Ia. 0:5 0.082 
-- 10f. - GRID-- 47 -21- . 'DD-­
107. GRID 48 1-1 O . 0.041 
I108. GRID 4 9 11 . 0. 0.082 
Ins. GRID 50 21. 0.5 0.











*111. GRID 52 	 11. 0.5 1.082


112. GRID 53 21. 1. a.


S113. GRID 54 -11, 1. 0.041


11q. GRID 55 11. 1. C.092


... 	 11. - GRID _ 56 - -20.5__ .,... .. 
lit. GRID 57 10.5 1. 0.041 
-111. GRID 58 10.5 1. G.082 
1C. CR10 59 20. 1. "0. 
11. GRID 60 10. 1. C.041


12C. GRID 61 10. 1. 0.082


121. GRID 62 	 22. 0. 0.


122. GRID 63 22. 0. .C41


12-. GRID--- 64 22. 0. .V82


12N. GRID 65 22. 1. 0.


.... 12E. GRID 66 22. 1. _  _ .041 
12t. GRID 67 22. 1. .082 
127. .... GRID 68 	 22. 2. 0.


12. GRID 69 	 22. 2. .041


12 . GRID 70 22. 2. .082 "


13C. GRID 71 21. 2. C.


I1.1. GRID 72 21. 2. .C41


132. GRID 7-13 	 21. 2. .082 
133. GRID 74 	 20. 2. 0.


134. GRID 75 20. 2. .041


13E. GRID 76 20. 2. .082


l3t. 1 4 6 7 9 10 12 13 14 1S 16 17 19 20 22 23 25 26 28 29


137. 31 32 34 35 37 38 40 41 43 44 46 47 49 50 52 53 55 56 58 59


13t. 61 62 64 65" 67 68 70'.71 73 74 76 .


139. 3 6 9 12


14- . B.1COO,3 9.1000.3 8.9000*3 -9.1000*3 0.1990.6 9.1000+3"8.900043- 9.1000*3"­

14 1. 8.1CU0+3 












14C. 0.00 0.'17 0.53 0.17 0.00 0.17 0.53 0.17


147. 0 .00 
148. 1 2 8913 -529 30-1 44 SM-5--O- -T--S-'­





15C. 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76


151. 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 .69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76


152. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76


15!. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76


154. 62 b4 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76


ISE. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76


15t. 62 64 65 61 68 70 71 73 74 76


151. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76


15E. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76


155. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76


16C. - 62-64 6567 W870 71737476


161. 1 2 3 7 8 9 13 15 29 30 31 44 4S 46 59 60 61 74 75 76


162. 1 2' 3 4 S- 6 13-14 17 18 --19 32-33 --34 -47--48 -49---62- 63 -'64 ­






16E. aFREE,6 18. 
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Fig. 4-1 - Input Data Cards for CELFE Stored in 'START' File 
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4.2.1 	 CELFE/NASTRAN Execution Control Flag- NASTRN Card 
Function: Defines the option of the execution -
NASTRN = 0 for in-core CELFE 
NASTRN = +I for CELFE/NASTRAN 
Format: (12) 
Example: (Card No. 18) 
+1 
The number in the bracket refers to the card numbers in Table 4-2 for 
the given example. 
4-9 
4.2.2 	 Iteration Loop Control Flag - NFLAG Card 
Function: Controls the 'iteration loops INNER and ITER. 
Format: (12) 








4.2.3 	 Problem Control - Title Card 
Function: Defines the title of the problem. 
Format: (12A 6) 
Example: (Card 20) 






















D-efines .the geometric, time andcmaterial 
parameters for a given problem. 
(1114) 
Format Description 
14 Order of the element in the impact zone 
14 Order of the element in L zone 
c 
14 Total number of the free surface nodes 
in CELFE substructure at t = 0 
14 Total number of the impact nodes at t = 0 
4 Target material: > 0 (see Remark 1) 
14 Projectile material: > (see Remark 1) 
14 Unit of input data: 
= 1 Metric unit 
= 2 British unit 
(see Table 4-1) 
14 Total time steps assigned for a specific 
run 
14 Parameter for generating initial data: 
= 0 read data from input data card (default) 
= 1 generate data from main program 
14 Number of time steps at the start of a 
specific run: 
Fresh start = 0 (default) 
Restart > 0 
Stop = ITGIV 
14 = 0 normal impact (default) 










Remarks- (1) 	 Both ISOT and ISOP may be assigned to the following values: 
= 0 isotropic materials 
= 1 unidirectional composites 
> 1 other types of anisotropic materials yet to be formulated. 
(At present, all materials other than isotropic and uni­





4.2.5 Computation Control Parameters -A, ALPHA, and TIME Card 
Fuffctori: Defines the relaxation factors for the multistep 
iteration scheme and the starting time for a 
specific run. 
Format: (3F10.4) 
Variable Column Format Description 
A 1-10 FIO.4 Multiplier of time step (Remark 1) 
ALPHA 11-20 FIO.4 Relaxation factor in multistep pro­
cedure (Remark 1) 
TIME 21-30 FIO°4 Starting time at present run 
Example: (Card 22) 
4.0 0.10 0.0 
Remarks: (1) 	 The definitions of A and ALPHA are defined in Eq. (5.36) of 
Part I. The values of these parameters depend on the specific 
problem. Computational experiments indicated that 
1.0 <A <4.0 
0.0 <ALPHA 	 < 1.0 
A will be increased as the impact velocity increases. 




4.2.6 Initial Data Card 
Function: 	 Specifies the impact velocity vector and the 
dimensions of priori assigned impact zone. 
Format: 	 (6FI0.5) 
Variable 	 Column Format Description 
V(1) 1-10 FIO.5 Impact velocity 
V(2) 11-20 F10.5 Components along x,y, and z-axis, 
V(3) 21-30 FIO.5 respectively 
DIMX 31-40 F10.5 
41-50 F10.5 Dimensions of impact zone along x, y, 






Example: (Card 23) 





4.2.7 	 Material Properties - pT'PP' AT'tP,YT'YP and As Card 
F-unction: Specifies initial material data. 
Format: (7E10.4) 
Variable Column Format Description 
RHOT 1-10 El0.4 initial density for the target and pro­
RHOP 11-20 ElO.4 jectile materials, respectively 
TMIU 21-30 E10.4 Isotropic shear moduli for target and 
PMIU_ .31-40 ElO.4 projectile materials, respectively 
TYLD 41-50 E10.4 Isotropic yield strength for target and 
PYLD 51-60 E10.4 projectile materials, respectively 
SMIU 61-70 El0.4 Coulomb's friction coefficient 
Example: (Card Z4) 
0.0 2.7027+3 0.07.3000-a 5.1200-2 
6.0000+3 1.0 
Remarks: (1) When ISOT / 0, set TMIU, TYLD = 0. 




4.2.8 	 Mesh Data Card 
Function: Specifies 	 the nodes and elements in various zones. 
Format: (1414) 
Variable Column Format Description 
NPS 1-4 14 Total number of nodal points in the 
impact zone 
NET 5-8 14 Total number of elements in the 
impact zone 
NPPJ 9-12 14 Number of the first node in the 
projectile 
NEPJ 13-16 14 Number of the first element in theprojectile 
NPPTT 17-20 14 Number of the last node in the pro­
jectile 
NEPJT 21-24 14 Number of the last element in the 
projectile 
NPTR 25-28 14 Number of the first node in the 
transition zone 
NETR 29-32 14 Number of the first element in the 
transition zone 
NPLG 33-36 14 Number of the first node in L zone 
NELG 37-40 14 Number of the first element in L c 
zone 
NPST 41-44 14 Total number of nodes in CELFE 
substructure 
NELT 45-48 14 Total number of elements in CELFE 
substructure 
MAXDOF 49-52 14 Maximum numbering of degree of 
freedom in the entire system 
NGD 53-56 14 Total number of nodes in the entire 
____________ _________ system 
Example. (Card 25) 
76 33 13 3 16 3 
62 30 77 34 76 33 
648 103 
4-17 
Remarks: (1) The finite element mesh numbering must start from the 
JCELFE structure (cf. Section'2.10). 
(Z) 	 MAXDOF is the maximum numbering of the-degree. of 
frerednm it may be larger or equal to the actual total 
number of degrees of freedom in the entire system, 




4.2.9 Boundary Condition Specification Card 
Function: 	 Specifies the total nodal numbers of boundary 
conditions for momentum, energy, density, 
stresses, and displacements in CELFE sub­
structure, 
Format: (1714) 
Variable Column Format 
IBDVT(l) 1-4 14 
IBDVT(2) 5-8 14 
IBDVT(3) 9-12 14 
IBDVT(4) 13-16 14 
IBDVT(5) 17-20 14 
IBDST(l, 1) 21-Z4 14 
IBDST(l, 2) 25-28 
IBDST(3, 3) 53-56 14 
IBDIST(l) 57-60 14 
IBDIST(2) 61-64 14 
IBDIST(3) 65-68 14 
Example: Card Z6) 
20 20 0 15 115 
20 10 10 10 10 
Description 
Total number of nodes for momentum 
boundary conditions along the x, y, and 
z-directions, respectively 
Total number of nodes for energy 
boundary conditions 
Total number of nodes for density 
boundary conditions 
Total number of nodes for stress 
boundary conditions 
Total number of nodes for transla­
tional displacement boundary condi­
tions 
15 10 10 10 




4.2.10 Mesh Generation - NOD(I, J) Cards 
Function:- -Generate -the finite -element-mesh for CELFE 
model. Here, 
NOD(I, J) = Global number of the jth node in 
the element I 
I 	 = , . . , NELT (total number of nodes in CELFE) 
= ,... ,NPE (total number of nodes in an element) 
IORDC or IORDL 1 2 3 
NPE 	 8 20 32 
Format 	 814 2014 3214 
No. of Cards per -1 1 2 
Element 
Example: (Cards 27 through 59) 
1 4 10 7 2 
5 11 8 
Remarks: (1) Cf. Section 2.10 for details. 
(2) When only one layer of elements are used for any direction 





4.2.11 Nodal Coordinates -GRID Cards 
Function: Specify the nodal coordinates for the CELFE model 
Format: (8A 1, Z18, 3F8.4) 
Variable Column Format 	 Description 
GRID 1-8 8A1 
N 	 9-16 18 Number of node 
RODE(N) 17-24 18 Node I.D. number: 
= 0 Eulerian mesh 
= 1EI-L mesh 
= 2 	Interfacial mesh for impact 
(E-L) zone and L zone 
= 3 L c mesh c 
(cf. Remarks 2, 3) 
X(N, 1) 25-32 F8.4 Nodal coordinates 
X(N, Z) 33-40 F8.4 
X(N, 3) 41-48 F8.4 
Example: (Cards 60 through 135) 
GRID 10 2 0.15 0.15 0.0 
Remarks: (1) Each card per node is required. 
(2) 	 In order to prevent possible error when the projectile pene­
trates to the point near the opposite side, it is suggested 
that the RODE value of surface nodes opposite the impact 
surface is set to 2 (see example). 
(3) 	 To reduce computation time for problems with high enough 
impact velocity when penetration is likely to occur, the 
nodes in the vicinity of the impact point may be set to 0 
a priori. Otherwise, all nodes in the impact zone should 




4.2.12 	 Free Surface Nodes - NFS() Cards 
F-unction: Id'entify the free surface nodes in CELFE model. 
NFS(I) - Global number of nodes on the free 
surface 
I = 1,.. , NFST (total number of free surface nodes) 
Format: (Z014) per card 
Example: (Cards 136 through 138) 




4.2.13 Initial Impact Surface Nodes - INTF(I) Cards 
- Function: Identify tle nodes on the impact surface at t = 0. 
INTF(I) - Global number of nodes on the impact 
surface 
I = 1,... INTFT (total-number of nodes on the 
initial impact surface 
Format: (Z014) per card' 
Example: (Card 139) 
3 6 9 1 




4.2.14 Anisotropic Material Stiffness Coefficients - C(N, I, J) Card(s) 
Fun-tion: 	 Specifies stiffness coefficients CLJ, i,j = I, .. 6, 
of anisotropic materials for the entire CELFE 
system on the global coordinate systems. 
Format: 	 (Z14) for each given (TJ), and follows by (8EI0.4) 
per card for (C(N,I,J),N. = 1,..... NPST). 
Variable Format No. of Cards Description 
(I, ') 214 One for Indices of Ci. Set I > 7 for 
each pair 
of (I,J) 
ending the reading. For C,, = 
Cij, i / j, cboose either one 
C(N,I,J) 8EI0.4 NPST/8 Stiffness coefficients on 
global coordinate system 
Example: (Nil, since ISOT = 1, ISOP - 0) 
Remarks: (1) This set of cards must be used when either ISOT > 1 or ISOP > 1. 




4.2.15 	 Anisotropic Material Properties for Target - SLT(I, J), SLC(I,J), 
E(I, J) and PNIU(I, J) Cards 
Function: 	 Specify anisotropic material properties for target 
on global coordinate system. 
Format: 	 (8EI0.4) per card. 






((SLT(I, J), 9E10.4 2 For I=J: 
J=1, 3),I= 1, 3) SLT(ImJ) = SI ijT (uniaxial tensil 
strength) 
For I/J: 
SLT(I, J) = S ijS (uniaxial shear 
strength) 
((SLC(I, J), 9EI0.4 2 For I=5: 
J=1, 3), I= 1, 3) SLC(I, J) = S i-C (uniaxial com­
pression str er gth) 
For /5: 
SLC (I, J) = SjijS (uniaxial shear 
strength) 
((E(I, J), 9E10.4 2 For l=J: 
J=1, 3),I=1, 3) E(I, J) = E2 i i (elastic modulus) 
For I/J: 
E(I, J) = Gpij (shear modulus) 
(PNIU(I, J), 9EI0.4 2 Poisson's ratio. (Set 0 values


J=1, 3), I=1, 3) for I=5)


Example: 	 (Cards 140 through 147) 
((SLT(I, 	J), J = 1, 3), 1= 1, 3) 
8.1+3 9.1+3 8.9+3 9.1+3 0.199+6 9.1+3 8.9+3 9.1+3 
8.1+3 
Remarks: (1) When ISOT = 0, skip these cards. 
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4.2.16 	 Anisotropic Material Properties for Projectile - PSLT(I, J), PSLC(I, 3) 
PE(I, J), and PPNIU(I, J) Cards 
Function: Specify anisotropic material properties for pro­
jectile on global coordinate system. 
Format: (Same as Section 4.2.15)






4.2.17 Boundary Nodes for Conservation Equations - IBDV(I, J) Cards 
Function: 	 Identify the nodal number of'boundary condition 
nodes for momentum, energy and density. 
IBDV(I, J) - Global number of the Ith boundary node 
for the i variable 
I = 1...., IBDVT (defined in Section 4.2.9)


J = 1, 2, 3 - momentum in x, y, and z-axis, respec­

tively 
= 4 - energy 
= 5 - density 
Format: 	 (2014) per card per J. 
Example: 	 (Cards 148 through 151) 
(IBDV(I, 1), 1= 	 1 .=. . 20) 
1 2 3 7 .... 	 76 




4.2.18 Boundary Nodes for Constitutitve Equations - IBDS(I, J, K) Card 




IBDV (I, J, K) - Global number of the I th boundary 
node for (J, K)th component of the 
deviatoric stress tensor 
I = 1,...., IBDST (defined in Section 4.2.9) 
Format: 	 (Z014) per card per component; the cards should be 
arranged according to ((IBDS(I, J, K), K = 1, 3), 1 = 1, 3) 
Example: 	 (Cards 152 through 160) 
(IBDS(I, 1, 1), I= 1, 10) 
62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76






4.2.19 Boundary Nodes for Displacement Vector - IBDIS(I,J) Cards 
Function: 	 Identify the nodal number of boundary condition 
nodes for displacements. 
IBDIS (I, J) - Global number of the Ith boundary node 
for 5 th component of the displacement 
vector. 
I = 1,.. . , IBDIST (defined in Section 4.2.9) 
Format: 	 (2014) per card per component 
Example: 	 (Cards 161, 162)

1 2 3 7 8 .... 	 76J





4.2.20 Time Integration Control - Time Interval DT(I) Cards 
Furcti-o: 	 Assign time steps for ITER loop (time integration 
procedure). 
DT(I) - Time step (psec) 
I= 1, . . ., ITGIV (defined in Section 4.2.4) 
Format: 	 (8FI0.4) per card. 




4.3 INPUT PROCEDURE FOR NASTRAN 
Rigid format 9, "Direct Transient Analysis," is selected to perform 
the NASTRAN portion of the analysis. As aforementioned, a DMAP alter is 
added to the format to control the CELFE/NASTRAN execution. The basic 
input preparation for the NASTRAN portion in CELFE/NASTRAN analysis 
follows the original rigid format 9. The user is presumably familiar with 
the applications of the NASTRAN program, and thus the detailed description 
of the input for the rigid format will not be repeated here (cf. Ref. 3 for in­
struction). Instead, in what follows, only the uncommon input procedure 
will be presented. 
4.3.1 DMAP Alters for Rigid Format 9 
The basic rigid format 9 provides all of the module operations required 
for the transient analysis. A DMAP alter program is added to the rigid format 
to read elemental matrices generated by CELFE, sum the matrices and solve 
the matrix equation AX = B for the "primary variables" and to add the CELFE 
stiffness matrices (KI,KZ, and K3) to the NASTRAN system stiffness matrix 
(EGGX). Alters are also used to output to disk, the solution vector X for 
the "primary variables" and the NASTRAN data block UVN which contains the 
displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors from each time step solved 
by the NASTRAN transient response analysis. 
The runstream for the entire alters is stored in the file 'NASI' as 
shown in Table 4-3 (for the example described in Section 3.3). Within the 
rigid format 9 (e.g., cards 73 through 191 in Table 4-3), any NASTRAN 
element model can be used, provided the linking elements are properly 
chosen (within NASTRAN) for connecting the CELFE and NASTRAN mesh. 
The preparation of bulk data for all admissible models follow the original 
rigid format as mentioned. The example given in Section 3.3 demonstrated 








































11. 	 S ASSEMBLE AND SOLVE 1I PRIMARY VARIABLES 
Z1 PARAI //CNNOP/VW ' TRUEs-I- 5 ...... . ...... ......... .... 
13. PARAM //CNNOP/VPN,FALSES*I 5













- -18 -LABEL OUTER S -. .... ........................


19. PARAM //CNSUB/V,Y,NOEQU/VYNOEQU $


--- 20----...COND --- bOTTOMIiNOEQU-5 . . .. . . . .


21. INPUTT2 /AIBI,,./CN,0/CNIS S


2r A0Q - AtIptAXS 






____z 2'W___ S 






27. CORD BOTTOMZNUNNP 5


m. EQtIV AXAT/FAt3EtS 
29. EQUIV bXBT/FALSE 5 
- 30 --- INPUTTZ /ABf,/V,Y, LOK/C.NI 1 5 
31. ADD AsAX/AT $ 
- 3.;-- EQUIV --- A7,AX/TRUE-....-------- ...-----------­






35. REPT INNER,31 $


37. LABEL BOTTOMZ s


38 -- MATPRN ATBT,,,// S


39. SOtE AT.UT/X/VY.SYM/C,NL/CN.I/CNI $







-2,- - PAAAH //C,N,SUB/V,Y.NUHNP/V,N,NUEL s-............. ..


43. REPT OUTERII 5


45. LABEL BOTOHI S 
S 









-- " "0 . . ASSEMBLE STIFFNESS MATRIX KGG 
sit PARAB //C,N,SUB/V.XNUMNP/VNNUEL S 
*bZ'-'INPUTTZ /,,t/CtN,-I/CNI7 • . 








Table 4-3 (Continued) 







57. INPUTTZ /KIK2,K3Jp/VYBLOK/C.NI7 S


-- Sr- ADDS--- . 1 ,K2.K3 KGGXp/KGGG - ...






62* LABEL KEND s








-- q - -ALTER 141----.---....... . .... . ....


65. - $ 
-&r- --- S-OUTPU-DSP-AND--VELOC-I-T'-TO CELFE ­
67. UMIRGE USETDUDVT,/UVN/C.NN/CoNUD/CNtS S 
-6- UVN, Iv.. - - ......r 111//---­
69. OUIPUT2 UVN,,,//CN,-I/CN9a2 S













75. LABEL- ONE TIME STEP TRANSIENT ANALYSIS















- 80 r ADC I . .. . ........ . .... . ..... ...... .
 _








85. BEGIN BULK 
-86-- --S PCHI CONTAINS-OAREA.-GRID AND TSTEP--CARDS-FROM CELFE,--CHANGE-EACH-DT 
87. WADDP PCtIft 
-8 - -PAAN - SLOK-- ------­






91. PARAI NUMNP 32


-92.- CELAS2-- I0.... I.3----23..I-........


93. CELASZ 1002 1.+3 236 2







-- &r-----C0R02R ]- -O--OO -OO.. ,- " .. OOO


97. +222 1.0 0.0 0.0 
- 98. .--pQUAD2 - 201 --- 123 .082 ... ....... ............. 
99. CQUAO2 203 201 175 204 210 172 
-t00.---- CQUADZ .. .209 -.-- 201 204 -- -205 -r 211 - 210 
101. CQUAO2 205 201 205 206 212 211 
---02 -CQUADZ_ -.-- 208...20I----- 172---20--- 226_. . 69­
103. CQUADZ 209 201 210 211 217 216 
-104. --- CQUAOZ --- ZI0 201 - 21 -- 212 218 - 217 
105. C-QIAO2 21 201 163 16& 220 219 
-106----.. CQUAD2 - 212 -- 201 - 166 169 - 221 -220 
107. CQUA02 213 201 169 216 222 221 
-108-----------CQUAD2- -1 2 201-.. 216-- 223- 222------- 217.--. 

109. CIUADZ 215 201 217 21 229 223 
-210.-- CQUAD2 216 . 201 229 220 - 226 225 
ORI9GN1AL PAGE IS 
4-33 " POOR QUALiTy 
Table 4-3 (Continued) 
Ill. CQUAD2 217 201 220 221 227 22h 
--- I -CQVADY2 --- D 2 1 8 -20O- 221----222 ----- 228 ---- 227--­
222 223 229 228


----- CQ-AD2 ------- 220---22-.....223 ----- 22'- 230--.--- 229-----­

113. 	 CQUAD2 219 201 






115. 	 CQUAD2 
 
1Q-------CUAD-2 222-- 201-- -226- 227 -- 233-232


117. CQUAD2 223 201 227 228 23q 233 
-118R- CQUAD2.- -- 22 '--------20I----228- -.--229- 235 .....231 
201 229 230 236 235119. CQUAD2 225 
 
-121. GRID-163 I 2. 1 . .0,.. 0- 6


- 121. GRID £66 1 2. 2. .0q9 0 6


-124 	 *0RID--1-- 41 -­
123. GRID 7 0 1 2. .0 0 0 6


-266- GRID- 1 .0-.... .0---75-
 --. 041-" 0 .
 
127. 	 GRID 201 .000 3.000 .041 0


--126 - GRID --- -.... 000 
 -- '000 ---. Oq ------0 - 6
........ 	
 
127. GRID 206 1 .000 .375 .091 0 6


-l- --GRiD210 - ---|0O-3000---O0] 0- 6­

129. 	 GRID 211 2.000 9,000 .O91 0 6


131. GRID 216 1 2.000 3.000 .,1 0 6


I32. GRID- - 21 7 -- 1-2.000---9.000---Oq--- 6


133. 	 GRID 218 1 2.000 4375 .Oi 0 6






135. GRID 220 1 3.000 1.000 .091 a 6


-136. GRID- 221 	 I- 0---0. -.­
-	 . 6

137. GRID 222 I 3.000 3.000 .0 1 0 6 
1389. GRIDO 21---- 3.000- 00----01" 0- 6 
I39. GRID 226 1 3.000 .375 .091 0 6 
-GIDT--GR 225 -- --',000---,000--- .041 0- 6 
143. 	 GRID 226 1 4000 1.000 .01 0 6


'-- 2.000 --- ,O -- -0------6­
j92-, 	 GRID - 227 - -- 9.000-­
13. GRID 228 I q.000 3500 .041 0 6


-I--4" - GRID - 229-- 1.8.0 S- -- 0o --..01 --- D- --- 6


195. GRID 230 I 4.110 9.005 *u04 0 6


-1-'1-. GRID 233 9.875----000 oqI-­- .---	 ­ 0------& 
149. 	 GRID 232 1 '4.875 3.000 .091 0 6


-98G. ...---	GRID - -233 -----.-I' .875--- 2.000 -- .091 -----0 --­
199. 	 GRID 239 1 9.875 3.000 .091 0 6 
-S0r--- GRID-235 1 - 875 --- O4.000 .01 ----0 --- 6-






153. CBAR I 1 62 163 0.0 1.0 0.0 1 
-159. - -AR - 2 1 -- 163--- 6-- ... 0.0 --- 1.0 --- 0.0 ---- 1 
155. 	 CBAR 3 I 65 166 0.0 1.0 0.0 1 

--5 ,r- -'- -CBAR, --... 1 ---	 66 ---- 67 .. .. 0, .. 1,0 .. .0 ...
­ -­
1h7. CBAR 5 1 68 169 0.0 1.0 0.0 1 
&- CAR- 6 169 70--- 0....0I0 -- 0-0 -- -­
159. CHAR 7 1 71 172 0.0 1.0 0.0 1 
-t60.- BR--- 8 .. - - 72 ---- 73 ---- 0.0 1.0 --- o.O -­
161. ClAR 9 1 71 175 0.0 1.0 0.0 1 
-162.... cBAR "-"0 1-- - 175 76 ... 0.0 1.0 --- 0.0 - ... 
163. P1AR 1 2 £0. 30. 10. 20.






 KPC I 163 1 1.0 63 1 -1.0 





































Table 4-3 (Concluded) 
MPC 1 163" 3 1.0 63 3 -1.0 
PC---- I ---­ I 1 . 66 - inO£66 ...­ ....... -
MPG £ 166 2 1.0 66 2 -1.0 
-MPC- -- 166- 3 ---. 0--66 3 le 
MPC 1 169 1 1.0 69 1 -1.O 
1 -P- I69- 2- -. 0- 69- 2- - 1.0 
MPC 3 169 3 1.0 69 3 -1.0 

MPG-- 72 - 1....72 -­ j .........
 
mPC 1 172 2 1.0 72 2 -1.0 

MHPC-- I, -172- 3- --... - 0 - 7 2 .... 3 1 .O 
HPC I 17 I i.0 75 1 -t.0 
HPn--1 -17 5--2 ... 1.0-7 5---2 ---­ 1 .0 
tPC 1 175 3 1.0 75 3 -1.0 
SPC1- -S I-- ---- ?-8 - -
SPCI I Is 13 Is 29 30 3-1 
SPCI --- I- - -?----...60-- 6£­
SPCI 1 I 74 76 76 
81S2C-I I Zq12 - 3 '4f- 5­
SPCI 1 24 13 111 17 18 19 
SPCI --I --- 2'f----33 34-f47-- .... ---­ 9" 
SPCI 1 2 62 63 64 
-TLOADI- 3 2- -- -­
TAULEOI 30 
1 












4.3.2 User's 	 Guide for Inputs in DMAP Alter Program-'NASl' File 
The preparation of input data for the a-lters can-bed&escribed by illus­
trating the 'NASi' file for the demonstration example as follows: 
DESCRIPTION OF NASI FILE 
Card No. 	 Description 
1 Suppress any heading previously defined.

Z Begin execution of NASTRAN program.

3 Set NASTRAN buffer size to 871 words.

6 Select rigid format 9 for transient analysis.

9 Insert DMAP alter cards 10 through 47 into the rigid format program

after DMAP No. Z.

12 Initialize DMAP parameter TRUE = -1.

13 Initialize DMlAP parameter FALSE = +1.

14 Calculate the number of CELFE elements (NUEL) in current analysis,

NUEL = NUMNP+1. Where the user defines NUMNP on a-ulk data PARAM 
input card (see card 91). 
15 Write a tape header record on file 14; do not rewind. 

16 Read the tape header record on file 15; do not rewind. 

18 Top of outer loop. 

19 	 Decrease the number of primary variable equations solved in NASTRAN by 1. 
NOEQU = NOEQU - 1, where NOEQU is defined by the user on a bulk data 
PARAM input card (see card 90). 
20 	 If all equations have been solved, jump outside outer loop (Card 45), LABEL 
BOTTOMI. 
21 Read first pair of element matrices Al and B1 from file 15. 
ZZ Transfer Al to AX. 
23 Transfer BI to BX. 
25 Top of inner loop which sums the element matrices. 
26 Decrease the element counter NUMNP=NUMNP-1. 
27 Jump to LABEL BOTTOMa if NU4NP=-l (all element matrices have been 
summed).­
a8 Break the equivalence between AX at AT. 
29 Break the equivalence between BX at BT. 




31 Add the element matrix A to the total assembled matrix AT.


A + AX = AT. 
32 Equivalence the matrices AX = AT. 
33 Add the element matrix B to the total assembled matrix BT. B + BX = B1. 
34 Equivalence the matrices BX = BT. 
35 	 Jump to the top of INNER loop (Card 25), repeat 31 times. Note the number 
31 may be set to an arbitrarily large number, looping will then be terminated 




37 	 LABEL BOTTOMZ. 
38 	 Print the assembled matrices AT, BT. This statement may be removed to 
minimize printout. 
39 	 Solve the matrix equation A • X=B using onsymmetric matrix decomposition. 
40 	 Print the solution Vector ,X. 
41 	 Write the ,olution vector onto file 14; do not rewind. 
4Z 	 Reset the parameter NUMNP=NUEL-I. NUMNP will then be used in the 
inner loop for the next primary variable to be solved by NASTRAN. 
43 	 Jump to the top of the OUTER loop (card 18); repeat 11 times. Note: If the 
user requires less than 11 parameters the parameter NOEQU should be 
reset on the PARAM bulk data card (card 90). 
45 	 LABEL BOTTOMI. 
46 	 Close file 14 with a rewind. 
48 	 Insert DMAP alter cards 49 through 63 into the rigid format program after 
DMAP No. 30. 
51 	 Reset the parameter NUMNP=NUEL-l for stiffness matrix loop, 
52 	 Read tape header record on file 17; do not rewind. 
53 	 LABEL E LOOP. 
54 	 Decrease the element counter NUMNP=NUNMP-l. 
55 	 Jump to LABEL KEND if NUMNP=-l (all element stiffness matrices have 
been summed). 
56 Break the equivalence between KGGX and KGGG. 
57 Read CELFE elenental stiffness matrices YI, 1<2 and K3 from file 17, do 
not rewind. 
58 Add the CELFE stiffness matrices to the NASTRAN stiffness matrix (KGGX). 
59 Equivalence matrix KGGG = KGGX. 
60 Jump to LABEL KLOOP (Card No. 52). If all CELFE elements have been 
assembled, terminate the looping and continue with the normal rigid format 
DMAP instructions. 
61 	 LABEL I<END. 
62 	 Print the assembled stiffness matrix KGGX. The user may remove this 
statement to minimize the printout. 
64 	 Insert DMAP alter cards 65 through 70 into the rigid format program after 
DMAP No. 141. 
67 	 Merge the S-set (single point constraints) with the D-set solution vector 
(UDVT) to furm the N-set (UVN) which can be read by the CELFE program. 
68 Print NASTRAN data block UVN. This data block contains the displacement, 
velocity and acceleration vectors for the transient analysis. 
69 Write a header record followed by the UVN data block on file 12. Continue 
with the remaining NASTRAN DMAP instructions. 
71 End of DMAP alters. 
72 End of Exec control deck. 
73-85 NASTRAN case control deck. Insert the DAREA, GRID, TIC and TSTEP 
cards generated by CELFE. These cards are updated every CELFE iteration. 
88-91 Parameters input to NASTRAN: 
BLOK=0. do not rewind file 
SYM=O, use unsynimetric SOLVE logic 
NOEQU=I1, number of primary variables 
NUMNP=32, one less than the number of CELFE elements present in problem. 
92-191 	 Bulk data defining the NASTRAN finite element model. 
192 	 NASTRAN control card file for execution of the NASTRAN program. 
4-37

It is important to note that several PARAM cards must be defined in 
the bulk data: 
BLOCK 0 Used to control file positioning by the 
INPUTTZ module. 
SYM = 0 Indicates the unsymmetric solution 
technique is used for module SOLVE. 
NOEQU = Ii Number of "primary variables" to be 
solved. For 0 < ISOT, ISOP < 5, there 
is always 11 variables; 3 components of 
momentum vector, total energy, density 
and 6 components of stress tensor. Other­
wise, NOEQU = 14. 
NUMNP = N-I With N = number of CELFE elements. 
In addition, for different problems with different CELFE elements, card 35 
should be changed to its correct values, NUMNP-l (or N-2). 
4.4 OUTPUT IN CELFE 
The output of the present program is also divided into two parts, a 
NASTRAN output printed in NASTRAN, and a CELFE output composed of the 
following sets. 
Output Listings: 
Output Set No. Description 
1 Nodal no., energy, density, pressure 
z Nodal no., stresses (a..) 
3 Nodal no., free surface coordinates 
x 1 , x z , x 3 
4 Nodal no., KODE, updated mesh x, 
xz, x 3 
Nodal no., displacements u1 , u2 , u3, 
v 1 , v, v 3velocities 
6(*) Failure number, nodal number of the 
failure node 
7(*) Nodal no., stiffness coefficients, C.. 





All the data for the last time step, i.e., ITER =ITGIV, are punched using 
E-format for variables, and I-format for integers. When restart is needed, 
replace the cards from 27 to 147 in file 'START' by this set of punched cards. 
Units: 
The units used in the output are identical to their counterparts in the 
input, and were summarized in Table 4-1. 
4.5 EXECUTIONS 
The executions of the present program vary according to the problems 
and the options desired by the user. In what follows, only those basic ones 
will be described. 
4.5.1 In-Core CELFE Executions 
For in-core GELFE run, only 'LEE' file and 'START' file are needed, 
e.g., 
@ ASG, T LEE, F///500 
@ ASG, T ST.ART, F 




For restarting the in-core run, replace the cards from 27 to 147 in file 
'START' by the output cards punched from the previous run. 
An alternative may be used by assigning a 'RESTR' tape far each run, 
and store all data in internal file 16 into 'RESTR' file for the subsequent re­








@ COPY, GMC 16, RESTR 
Then, for each restart, reassign the 'RESTR' tape. In addition, replace the 
'START' file with a data file 'RESTART', e.g., 
@ ASG, T RESTR,T, 
@ ADD, P RESTART. 
@ COPY, GMC 16, RESTR 
where the 'RESTART' file reads 
@DATA,L RESTART 






@ASG, T INPT, F///2000


@ASG, T INPl, F///Zooo


@ASG, T INPZ, F///2000


















@ ASG, A PCHZ.


@ USE 18., PCH2.


@ ASG, T PCH1, F///1000


@ ASG, C PCH3, F///1000


@ USE 19., PCH3. 















@ BRKPT PUNCH$ 
@ FREE, B 18.









4.5.2 Fresh Start of CELFE/NASTRAN Run 
The control cards for starting the CELFE/NASTRAN run are illustrated 
in Table 4-4. 
Table 4-4 






























































4.5.3 Restart CELFE/NASTRAN Run 
-
As in the in-core option, data.file S-TrART -willnot be used in the 
restart of CELFE/NASTRAN run. Instead, a 'RESTR' tape should be pre­
pared to store all data in relevant files for the subsequent executions. The 
overall runstrearn reads 
@ Run Card 
@ ASG, T 
@ ASG, T 
@ PREP 
@ REWIND 
@ ASG, T 
@ ASG, T 
@ ASG, T 
@ ASG, T 







@ ASG, T 
@ ASG, C 
@ USE 
@ USE 

































@ COPY, G 







@ COPY, GMC 
@ COPY, GMC 
@ COPY,GMC 
@ COPY, GMC 
@ COPY, GMC 
@ COPY, GMC 
@ COPY, GMC 















































ALMS -'DATE 010978 
arORts ALMSALM4S 
HSA E3 -01/09/78-23:43.02. Q,) . __ .. ____..... 
SUBROUTINE ALMS ENTRY POINT 000550 
STORAGE 'USED: COOE(l) 000604;.DATAO) _000114; BLANK, COMMON(2) 0Q000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES IBLOCM, NAME) 
"NER 3S .0003 
 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOCKX,TYPE, RELATIE.LOCATION, NAME).


.0001 000172 1OL .... 0001 000063 142G_.. 0001 000122 1526__ 0001 __000212 20L 0001 000245 207G 
0001 000275 2166 0001 000417 2416 0001 000426 2476 0001 000345 29L 0001 000367 30L 
(001 000371 35L 0001 000476 40L ...... 0001 000516 SQL . . 0000 R 000040 A . 0000 R 000020 AMU 
0000 R 000010 API 0000 R 000011 AP2 0000 R 00000 ATI 0000 R 000001 AT2 0000 R 000025 Al 
0000 R 000026 A2 0000 R 000041 B 0000 R 000012 BPO .... 0000 R 000013 BPI 0000 R 000014 BP2 
uOOO R 000002 BTO 0000 R 000003 STI n000P 000004 
 BT2 0000 R 000027 BO 0000 R 000042 B1 
:000 R 00n030 h1 0000 R 000031 B2 . .. 0000 R 000022 C ...... 0000 R 0U0015 C 0000 R 000016 CP1


I00O R 000005 CTO 0000 R 000006 CTI 0000 R 000032 CO 0000 R 000033 C1 0000 R 000021 E


0000 R 000035 ETA 0000 I 000034 1 0000 I 000043 II 0000 000046 INJPS 0600 I 000037 J


0000 R 000023 PHI 0000 R 000017 PHIP 0000 R 000007 PHIT anon..0000 R 000024 
 RHO.....0000 R 000036 SUMV
 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE ALMS(NPM,NP,N.NNPJ,INTF,TNTNFRAC,RHOT,RHOPVER,P 00l0033 
00101 2* C 000033 
00101 3* C LOS ALAMOS EQUATION OF STATE 000033 
00101 4* C 000033 
00103 5* - .. INCLUDE STATEVLIST ........ 000033 
00103 5* STATEO PROC 000033 
00i03 5* C 000033 
00104 5* OIMENSION VER(NPM,5);P(I),INTF(1) .. ........ .. ..... 000033 ... 
00104 5* C 000033 
00104 5* C 000033 
00104­ 5* C TARGET --- BORONfEPOXY 000033 
00104 5* C 000033 
00105 5* DATA ATIAT2,BTOBTIIT2,CTOCTIPHIT/1.8212,4.3509,0.3764,0.3287, 000033 
00105 5* 1 1.0801,0.5531,0.6346,0.250/ 000033 
00105 5* C 000033 
00105 S* C PROJECTILE --- SILASTIC 000033 
00105 5* C . . . - . .000033 
00116 5* DATA A?1;AP2;BPO;BPI,8P2;CPO,CP1,PNJP/004794,0.,Pi684,0.33969, 000033 
00116 St 1 0.02377,0.50767,0.4925,0.5721,0.3000/ 000033 
00116 S* END 000033 
00127 6* PFCNIX,Y)1(X*AMU4Y*E*C*E*E)/(E4PHI1 000033 
00127 7* C 000033 
00127 9* C TARGET 000133 
00 127 9* C (o0133 
00]30 10* RHO:RHIOT i)lOq33 
ALlS DATE 
010978 
00132 12 A2:AT2 000037 
00133 13* 8O=BTO 00004'1 
00134 14* Bi=Bl . 000043 
00135 15* B2=BT2 000045 
00136 16* CO:CTO 000047 
00137 17* CIrCT1 000051 
00140 18* PHI=PHIT 000053 
00141 19* DO 20 I=INP 000063 
00144 20* IF (I .GE. NN .AND I .LE. NPJ) GO TO.20 - ---------­ 000070 
00146 21* ETA:VER(I,5)/RHO 000106 
00147 22* AMU = ETA - 1.0 .... . ......... 000111 
00150 23* SUMV = 0.0 000113 
00151 24* 00 8 J z 1,3 000122 
00154 25* 8 SUMV = SUMV * VERIJ)*VER(I,J. 000122 
00156 26* SUMV = 0.5*SUMV/VER(I.,5) - - - - - - - ... .. .. . . 000126 
00157 27* E = (VER(T,4) - SUMVI/ETA 000131 
00160 28* A = Al + A2*APU 000134 
00161 29* 1 = 0 * AHU*(8I + B2*AMU) 000140 
00162 3n* C = CO * CI*AMU 000146 
00163 31* IF(ETA .LT. 1.0) GO TO 10 000152 






GO TO 20 -_000170 
100156 
001166 35* C.....EXPANSION .... 000170 
00167 36* 10 BOI0O+BI*AMU 000172 
00170 37* P(I):PFCN(AI,BOI) 000175 
00171 39* 20 CONTINUE 000216 
00173 39* RHOtRHOP 000216 
00114 40* AI=API 000220 
00175 41* A2rAPZ 000222 
U30I7u 42* BO:BPO 000224 
00177 43* g1=BPI 000226. 
001200 44 B2EiP2 G00230 
00201 4,* CO=CPO 000232 
01202 46* C :Cp1 000234 
00203 47* PHIZPHIP 000236 
U U a 4p* IF (NFRAC .EQ. El 00 TO 35 000240 
00206 1'19) 00 30 11:1,INT 000245 
00211 50* I=INIF(I1) 000245 
00212 51* ETAZVER(IS)/RHO. 000246 
00213 52* AMU ETA - 1.0 000254.__ 
00214 53* SUMV 0.0 000256 
00215 54* 00 28 J= 1,3 .000275 
00220 55* 28 SUMV = SUMV + VER(IJ)*VER(IJ) . .... 000275 
00222 564 SUV = 0.5*SUMV/VERII,5) .. -.. 000301 
0(1223 57* E Z (VER(I,4) - SUMV/ETA 000304 
00224 58* A = Al + A2*AMU . ..... O--00037 
00225 59* s = BO + AMU2*(3 1' 000313 
00226 60* C = CO + CI*AMU 000321 
00227 61* IF(ETA .LT. 1.0) GO TO 29 000325 
00227 6?4 C.....cOPl,-f SSION... 00 325 
00231 s3* P(1) PFCNIAi) 00 U 31 
00232 64* LO TO S) 0(100!43 
002 52 65* C.....LX -',1W ...... 000343 
00 313 664 2, '2w(I~A ' 4 
ALMS DATE 010978 
00234 67* P(I)=PFCN(A1,80l) 000352 
00235 . 68* 30 CONTINUE . .. . .. .. .. 000371 
00237 69* 35 CONTINUE 000371 
00237 70* .C 
-.. 000371 
00237 71" C PROJECTILE 000371 
00237 ..... 72* C o000371._ 
00240 73* [O 50 I:NNNPJ 000371 
00243 74* .. .. ETA:VER(I,5)/RHO 000417 
00244 75* AMU r ETA - 1.0 000421 
00245 76* SUMV 0.0 000423 
00246 77* 00 38 J: 1,3 000426 
0021 .-­ 78* 38 SUMV SUMV * VER(IJ)*VER(IIJ) 000426 
00253 79* SUMV 0.5*SUMV/VERI 000432 
00254 80* ... E = EVER I,4 - SUMV )/ETA­ ... 000435 
00255 81* A = Al + A2*AMU 000440 
0025b 82* 8 = 80 - AMU*(BI - B2*AMU) 000444 
00257 83* C = CO 4 C1*AHU 000452 
00260 84* IFETA .LT. 1.0) 60 TO 40 000456 -. 
00260 8s* C. COJPRESSION 000456 
00262 86* P(IIZPFCNCAB) .. ... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 000462 -
02?63 87* GO TO 50 000474 
1 00263 88* C.... EXPANSION ..... .. 000474 
00f. 4 89* 40 80100+B*AMU 000476 
0 3 "5 90* P(1I:PFCN(AiBOqL ..... Of1010 -
00266 91* 50 CONTINUE 000524 
00 0 92* RETURN 000524 
00271 93* END 000603 
17N OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
61HDG.P BNOE 
to, 
BNDE DATE 01078 
aFoRps BNDEBNDE 
HSA. E3 -01/9I 7-3:43:Q5_jQ,) ' 
--.. .... 
SUBROUTINE BNDEQ ENTRY POINT 000470






EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
-.. 
0003 NPRTS 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)--.........


0oo1 000311 1000 L 0001 000051 1116 0001 000314 1200L 0001 000114 1306 0001 000146 1376


0001 000376 ISOOL 0001 000206 154G 0001 000405 1600L 0000 
 000026 1601F 
 0000 000047 1603F


0001 000265 162B ......0001_ 000303 172G .... 0001 .- 000335 2046 0001 000344 207G 0001 000427 224G


I...0001 000433 230G 0001 000057 4iOL 
 0000 000013 420F 0001 "000071 430L --- 0001 000154 SOUL


000 000306 900L OOO0 R 000010 6 0000 R 000000 CERO 0000 I 000004 I 0000 000053 INJPS


0000 I 000007 u 0000 I 00012 JFIRST 0000 I 000005 JLAST 
 0000 I 000011 K 0000 I 000006 L 
0000 1 O00O03 NPH 0000 I 000002 NBNO 0000 R 000001 PARE 




00101 2* C EQUATION SOLVER FOR BANDED NON-SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 000,023


00101 3* C SOLUTION STORFO IN THE COLUMN ACN,2*ITERM) 000023


00104 - * DIMENSION A(NRMAXNCMAX)- ..... ..... 000023 
00104 5* CERO 1.D-6 
 000023
Cult5 6* PARE = CEROA*? 000125 





 NBM = NBNO - I 
----------.. .. 000b34 .. 
00107 9* C BEGINS ELIMINATION OF THE LOWER LEFT 000034






00113 ll* IF ( ABS(A(IITERM)) 
 .LT. CERO) 60 TO 410 000051


00115 12* GO TO 430 
 .000qs 
....­
00116 134 410 IF ( ABS(A(Il,ITER'M) '.LT. "PARE) GOTO1600 ... 000057


00120 14* PRINT 420, A(IITERMI, I 
 000662 
00124 15* 420 FORMAT 11 WARNING. ILL-CONDITIONED A-MATRIX." A:,,E16.' ',2 - 000071 .... 
00125 16* . 430 JLAST = MINO(I+ITERM-I1 N) 000071 
00126 17* L =ITERm + 1 000100










00133 20* 1U ( AHS(A(j,L)) .LT. PARE) GO TO 500 
 0(101 7 
00135 21* b Z AC.J,LI 000127


00136 21* O0 'SO KZL, 1PND 
 9101il16 
00141 234 450 A(J,i) : A(J,K) 
 I b It !0) '1i1 




00145 25* 500 CONTINUE 000155 
00147 26* ............. L:O 000155 
00150 27* JFIRST = I + 1 000156 
00151 . 28* - IF (JLAST .- LE_. ) GO. T .1000 ......-.... .. .... 000161 
00153 29* DO 900 JZ JFIRST, ULAST 000177 
00156 .. 30* L 10__. 000216_ 
00157 31* IF ( ABS(A(JITERM-L)) LT. PARE0 TO 900 02
D 21 
00161 32* DO 600 K:ITERM, NBM D......000265 
00164 33* 600 AIJ,K-L) : A(J-L,X) - A(JK-L) 000265 





IF (I .SE. 
0...0 800 K:1, 
N-ITERM+1) 
L 
GO To 900 000273 
00 0303 
00174 37* 800 A(J,NBNO-K) r -A(J,NBNO-K) 000303 
00176 3R* 900 CONTINUE - 000314 
00200 39* 1000 CONTINUE 000314 
00202 404 -.. 1200 L = ITERM - 1 000314 
00203 41 DO 1500 1:2, N 000316 
00/06 42* DO 1500 JriL--.............000344_ 
00211 43* IF (N+I-I+J .GT. N) GO TO 1500 000344 
00213 44* A(N+1-1,NBN) Z.AN+INBNR) r A(N=I+.NB1O' -I.If )-.......... 000351 
00214 45* 1500 CONTINUE 000401 
00217 46* RETURN 000401 
00220 47* 1600 PRINT 1601 000405 
00222 118* 1601 FORMAT (' COMPUTATION STOPPED IN BNDEQ BECAUSE Z 'E -RO' APPEAR-ED 04 0004110 
00222 49* IAIN DIAGONAL. T-iHE ATRIX FOLLOWS.') 000410 
00223 50* 00 1602 1:1, N .. 000410 
00226 51* 1602 PRINT 1603, (A(I,J), JIl, NBND) . .000427 
00235 52* 1603 FOR MAT (10E12.4. 000442 
00236 53* STOP 000442 
00257 ., 54 -­ ..... END --­ 000515_ 









HSA. E3 -01/09/78-23:43:07 1.. 
SUBROUTINE 	 CELANI ENTRY POINT 001160


STORAGE USED: COD () 001236; DATACO) (TOOIU: BLANK COMMONJA2) _QOO- -..................
 
- - - -. . ..


































































) 0 0027 NERR3& 
C) STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)


> r 	 0001 000352 
 1051 0001 000434 I15L 0001 000443 118 .---- DOi 000023 1416 0001 000024 14lG


0001 000621 1SOL 01 000625 152L 0001 000041 153G 0001 000646 155L 0001 000077 157G 

DO01 OO11 1766 0001 . 001015
e i-, '" 00 1646 0001 000125 0001 000714 20OL 0007312Q1L 0001 203"0 0001 000151 204G 0001 001022 204L 0001 000152 207G 0001 000175 2176 0001 001075 220LS0001 000176 222G 0001 000211 2306 0001 000245 2406 0001 000273 2456 0001 000312 2526 
4 	 0001 000333 260G 00 000357 270G 0001 000366 274G 0001' 000367 2776 0001 000413 3066


0001 000430 3150 0001 000441 323G 0001 000512 3336 
 0001 000547 344G 0001 000551 3476 
0001 000b73 3616 ..... 0001 000613 3676 . , 0001 - 000661 404G 0__001 - 000671 4116 . -- 0001 '000767 430G 
0001 001002 4356 0001 001054 4546 0001 000032 46L 	 001066 460G 0001 0011?4 4715
-0001 
 
0001 000051 48L 0001 
 000164 60L 0001 000167 68L 0001 000232 85L 0004 ,000001 A


0004 R 000002 ALPHA 0012 R 001370 C 0014 R 000000 CO 
 0013 R 000040 CFRC 0006 000055 CK 
0014 R 000200 CL 0014 R DOIO CS 0004 R 000013 OELT Ur14 Q OUO02O OF 0066 000033 E 
0014 R 000310 ELXYZ 0013 R [I(,f1C0 FJC$ 0012 R 001140 FJN 0012 P 0012S4 FJPRV 0OO 1 0000001 (02? 10001 1 011$ ,S2 , um I POST 0000 0300 12 1 E 00o 1 000011 11 010(1 I O0004 IN 
0010 0000i0 1NJE X OJ( 01)(104 1 INJPS 00U'I 1 10001 I INNER U004 1 00)10t1 II?1PC UOII f&0{1004 JSOP007 001,03 I ur (1)(14 1 1(i1tI' IfLQ? o'rn I noni n j 0 00 I 't :( OnD,D ill I (l110{}0 KODE 
CEL' 	 DATE 010978


0006 I 000022 LI 0015 000000 MAXDOF 0000 I 000002 N 0010 1 000001 NASTRN 0004 I 000006 NBW


-. 	 0000 I 000010 -NC0 -_-.0904lOO0ONEPW __ 0004.j 0000'03 NET 0007 000000 NFRAC 0004 000014 NFST 
0015 000001 NGD 004 1 000005 NHBW 0000 1 000003 NI 0000 I 000005 NJ 0011 I 000114 NOD 
0004 000007 NPJ .... 9004 __000004 NS-- - 0000_ i.000007_NR .. 001aO_ -000002.NSLIQ. 0003 1 007640 NSTAB 
0013 R 000000 OH 0014 R 000300 PH 0007 000002 PMIU 0006 000044 PNIU 0020 T 000000 PRSN 
0020 R 000114 ?PSPRV 0003 R 000000 S_____00229-R 001265 SBO 0014R- 000210 SF .... 0006-_ 000011 SLC 
0006 000000 SET 0017 R 000000 STL 0021 R 000000 STS 0016 R 000000 STSN 0016 R 001254 STSPRV


0007 000001 TMIU..... 0012 R 000344 VERN .----- 0005 R 000344, VERPRV 0..014 R 000340 VL 0014 R 000220 W


0012 R 000000 XN 0005 R 000000 XPRV


00101 1* . SUBROUTINE CELANI(INTF,.INTFTCINTLIL2) .. 000016 
00101 2* C 000016 
00101 3* *********4*** 000016 
00101 4 C 000016 
00101 5* C ASSEMBLE. SYSTEHATRICES-FOR CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 000016 .-.. 
00101 6* C 000016 
00101 7* ************************ . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . 000016 
00101 8* C 000016 
00103 9* INCLUDE PARAMI,LIST ... 000016 . 
00103 9* PARAMI PROC 000016 
00103 9* C 000016 
O010q 9* PARAMETER NPHT: 76,NE'MT- 33-1NP'M-- 76NEM 33 000016 
00105 9* PARAMETER NPELG: 8,NPEt _ 000016 
!00106 9* PARAMETER NOFRSr53,NDINTZ1O 000016 
00106 9* C 000016 
00107 9* PARAMETER NRHAX:2000,NCMAX=2 000016 
00110 9* PARAMETER NGPLG=2,NGP=2 000016 
00111 9* PARAMETER NCNT=6, NFRC=NPM 000016 
00112 9* PARAMETER IUZ5,NOPJTt 10,NTSTEPZ200 000016 
00113 9* PARAMETER NBV:NPM,NBS:NPMN3OZNPM 000016 
00113 9* END 000016 
00114 10* INCLUDE CONSTVLIST 000016 
00114 *10 CONSTV PROC _ 000016 
00115 0*....... COMMON /SYSMTX/'S(NRMAXNCMAX),NSTAB	 000016 

00116 10* COMMON /CELZI/ IOROC,A,ALPHA,NET,NPSNHBY.NBWNPPJNEPJINER 	 000016 

U01lb 10* 1 ITER,0ELTNFST 000016 

00117 10* COMMON /CELZ3/ XPRV(NPMT,3), VERPRV(NPMTIU) 000016 

00120 104 COMMON /ORTHPC/ SLT(3,3),SLC(33),LI(3,3),Et3,3)PNIU(3;3i',CK(3)-......... 000016, 

00121 I0* COMMON,/MATRL/ NFRAC,TNIUPMIUISOTISOP 000016 

00122 10* ..........COMMON /NCASE/ INDEXNASTRNNSLIOE 000016 

00123 10*- ........... COMMON /GEOMI/ KODE(NPMT),NOO(NEMTNPELG) 000016 

00124 10, COMMON /IMPCTI/ XNt(NPMT,3}1VERN(NPMTIUIFJN(NPMJFJPPV(NPMT, 000016 

00124 10* CINPMT,NCNTNCNT) 000016 

0012S 10* COMMON /IMPC13/ OM(NPE,3),FJCB(NPE),CFRC(NPELGNCNTNCNT) 000016 
00126 10 * COMMON /ELMLAG/ CD(NPELG ,NPELGICS(NPENLG, NPELG CL(NPELG., 000016 
00r26 10* ISF(NPELG),W(3,NPELG,DF(3,NPELG),PM(NPELG) tELXYZ(,NPELG,3I, , 000016 
0012b 10 2VL(NPELGIUI ....... .. 000016 
00127 10* COMMON /PARDOF/ MAXOOFNGO 000016 
00130 10* COMMON /STRESS/ STSN(NPM,3,3)STSPRV(NPM,3,3).. 000016 
010131 10* COMMON /STSELM/ STL(NPE,3,33 000016 
00132 10l* COMMON /IMPCf?/ PRSN(NPM),PRSPRV(NPM) ... .. ... .... ..... .... 000016 
00133 I01 COMMON /SOLSI?/ STS(NPM,3,3) 000016 




00134 10* END 000016
00135 . .. .... ._T T .000016._






00135 13* C .... 000016


0013b 14* IF (NASTRN ,NE. O) TO 46 000016
00140 15 D 0 "45 I7INRMAX ..--000024 
00143 16* 00 45 J:i,NCNAX 000024


00146 17* 45 S(IJlrO.0 000024


00151 18* 46 CONTINUE 000032


00152 19* DO 200 N:INET 000032


00155 20* GO TO 448,851,INNER 000041


00156 21* 48 D0 80 I:1,NPE 000051


00161 22* NI:NOD(4,1 000077


00162 23* FJCB(I3:FJPRV(NI) 000100


00163 24* DO 50 Jt1,3 00110


001bb 25* ELXYZ(IJ):XPRV(NIJ) ....... 0(0110

00167 26* 50 VLUIJ):VERPRV(NIJ)/VERPRV(NI,5) 000111


00171 27* IF(ITER .GT. ,1..OR. N..GE._NEPJ).GO TO68, 000115


00173 28* VL(I,31:O.O 00117


00174 29* VL(I,4..0.0 000120


00175 30* 20 60 IN'I,INTFT 000125


00200 31* NJ:INTF(IN) 000133 
011201 32* IF(NJ .NE. NI1 60 TO 60 000135 
002(1 33* DO 55 J j NCNT . . .. . .. . . . . .. . 000137 
0020b 34* 00 55 KrINCNT 000152 
00211 35* 55 C(NIJ,KI CINT(INJ,K) 000152 
00214 36* 60 CONTINUE 000167 
00216 37* 68 00 75 J:1,3 000167 
00221 38# Do 75 K:1,3 000176 ­
002?4. 39* .... 75 STL(IJK):SSPRV.N1 2J1)K.. 000176 
00227 40* DO 78 J:1,3 000211 
ON1Y32 41* 78 STL(IJ,J):STL(IJJI+PRSPRV(NI)I - - -. ...... . .. .. 000211 
00234 42* 80 CONTINUE 000230


00236 43* GO TO 135 00230 





00242 45*45* NI"-NF0C(NTI..................................... ............................................. 0L0 56­

00213 46* FJCB (I ):ALDHA*FJPRV(NI 3,(l.b-AtPHAi*FJN(NfT " Uu 
U0tI,11 47* 00 90 d:13 000273 
O0241 48* tLXYZII,JI:ALPHA*XPRV(NI,J*(I.0-ALPHA)*XN(NIJ 000273


00250 49* VL(IJ):ALPHAVERPRV(NIJI/VERPRV(NI,5).1.0-AL HA)*- . .000300


00250 50* 1 VERN(NI,J)/VERN(NI,5) 000300 
00251 - 51* 00 90 K:i,3 .... ...... .. . . . .... . .. .. .... 000312 
00254 52* 90 STL(I,JK)rALPHA*STSPRV(NIJK+(1.O-ALPHA)*STSNNIJK, 000312 
00257 53* DO 95 J:1,3 000333 
00262 54* 95 STL(I,J,Jl=STLII,J,J)+ALPHA*PRSPRVN1),(1.0-ALPHA}*PRSNINI) 000333


00264 55* 1O CONTINUE 000352


00266 56* 105 CONTINUE 000352


00267 57* D0 110 I:NPE .. 000352 
00272 58* NI:NOO(NI1 0000A57 
00273 59* 00 112 JZI,NCNI 000361 
00276 60* DO 110 KIzNCNT 0110367 
00301 61* 110 CFtCI,J,HX)C(NIJK) 000367 
00305 62* 00 118 I1,NPE 000413 
00310 63* NItNUDIN4,) [1lUl416 
00 311 64* IF (KCD.L(NI)) 112,112,115 0hO'20


01 14 b4* 112 00 1 1 -I ,3 C,Ia SO 
CELA DATE 010978

-0031?.... 66* 113 O(I,J:VL(I,J 000430 
00321 67* GO TO 118 000432 
00322 68* 115 DO 116 J=1, 000434 
00325 69* 116 OM(IJ): .0.0--------------------.. 000441 
00327 '70* 118 CONTINUE 000445 
00331--71* ___CALL ECLNPP iYZSLF kLM JC, LC0 SCyLt C _ 000445 
00331 72* INCNT,OELT,L1,L2,IORDC) 000445 
00332 73* 00 120 I=INPE ... 000473 
'00335 74* NIZNOO(NI) 000512 
00336 75* PM(I)=STSPRVCNILIL2) 000514 
00337 76* IF (LI .EO. L2) PM(I)=PM(II+PRSPRV(NI) 000520 
00341 77* 120 CONTINUE 000535 
01343 78* DO 140 I=INPF 000535 
003116 79* DO 140 J:INPE 000551 
0UJ351 8 * 140 CL(I)ZCL(I)tCD(IJ)*PM(J) 000551 
00354 814 IF (NASTRN .EQ. 0) GO TO 155 000562 
00356 82* IF (NSTA .NE. 0) GO TO 152 000564 
00360 83* DO 150 1:1 NPE .. . . ..... 000573 
00363 84* NIZNOD(N,T) 000576 
00164 85* IF (KODE(NI) .LT. 2) GO TO 150 ---------­ 000600 
00366 86* DO 148 JtI,'JPE 000613 
00371 87* 148 CS(I,J):0.O.. . . . . . .. ...... ... 000613 
00373 88.' CS(I,I):1.O 000614 
003T4 89* ,. CL(IIZSTSPRV(NI,LIL2) ......000616 
00375 90* "150 CONTINUE 000625 
00377 91* 152 CONTINUE 000625 
00400 92* CALL ELHA TS (CS, CL',NPS NEMT, NPELG, NOD, NCO,-IB6ST,IBOS, SBD,NBSS, 000625 
0040j0 93* 1 LI,L2) 000625 
004Ul 94* GO TO 200 000644 
001? 95* 155 CONTINUE 000646 
00403 -' 96* 00 160 I, NPE 000646 
011406 97* NRZNOO(NI) 000661 
00407 98* S(NRNBW)ZS(NRNaW).CL(Ii OOObb4 
00410 99* 00 160 JZI,NPE '0010671 











Olo4 ,I Io* +w INA tI.tN .I.. OI (10 if 201 jO072 
00423 104* RETURN 000725 
ooq24 1054 201 CONTINUE 000731 
004 25 106* IF (NSTAB .NE. 0) GO TO 204 000731 





IF (i(OE(I) .LT. 
DO 20? JI,NBW 












00443 113* IF (LI .EO. L2) S(INBW)%S( .NBW)PRSPRVIT '. 001007 

0041l5 1144 203 CONTINUE 





00447 115* 204 CONTINUE 
0) GO TO 220 001022
004"0U 116* .... IF(l 0I)S1(LI,L2).'Q. 
001%b2 117* I1 L0nS I (I 1,1L21 I01026 
0045113 q UO 1;11 1,I 11 t144 
G,4 1, 11J) ]It ( JII= I(+:'h',; I 00 1 tN tW " I " IL'":L) ' 

CELA . DATE 010978


00-64 1...22* . ,N 
 1.0 ..... 00106?-­
. .. 

00465 123* 20 S(IEtNBW)=SBD(I,LLZ). 001071


00467 124* 220 CALL BN0EQS,NRMAXNCMAXNPSNHBWI 001075


00010 125* 00 240 I:INPS----------------- . ------------ 001103 
00473 126* 240 STS(ILIL2;=SfINBW) 001124 
00475 - 127* . ... RETURN 001126 
00476 12* EN3 001235 












@rOR.S CELDCELD ...... -..... . 
















0005 CELZ3 001140---. . ... .. .. .. . . . . ...... --- ---..... .. .....
.. . . .......... --- . ..
 ...... 
0006 ORTHPC 000060 
0007 IATUL 000005 
0010 NCASE 000003 
(loll GEOMI 000524 
0012 IMPCTI 006650 - -.­




0015 PAPIDOF 000002 .. . 
L016 IS'PLC 001620 
LD]7 [11SELM 000060 
0020 SOLUIS 000344 
0021 B0IS 000713 
002? LAGRBN 000005 





















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)


0001 000232 1IOL 0001 000256 li5t 0001 000265 118L 0001 000006 1426 0001 000411 142L 
0001 000415 144t obo 00oooo7" 000oo 0051 1' -- Q .­ 0600 22- 16 0o---'00467 1sSL 
0001 000023 1606 0001 000535 165L 0001 000543 170L 0001 000610 171L 0001 000046 1756 
0001 010645 IROL 0001 bo0720 "18lt 0001 001074'192L...... 0001" "001100 193L 0001 001142 195L 
0001 001153 196L 0001 001221 200L 0001 001223 201L 0001 000067 203G 0001 001230 204L 
0001 001277 206L 0001 001304 208L .. 0001 000130 2126 0001 - 000141 2176. 0001 001352 220L 
0001 000170 2346 0001 000205 241G 0001 000235 2515 . 0001 000252 2606 0001 000263 2666 
0001 000316 2766 0001 -00330 304G .... 0001 000332 307G 0001 000363 324G . 0001 000403 3326 
0001 00041I7 3476 U01 000502 3636 0001 000512 370G 0001 000016 40L 0001 000547 0lG 
0001 010571 4126 0001 0001614 421G' 0001 0OObu5 4266 0001 0U0654 41416 0001 000671 4'6G 
0001 000031 4TL 0001 000037 46L 0001 000722 4606 0001 000730 4646 0001 000131 4676 
00011 00LDI 4776 0001 0001o 48L 0001 001013 5065 0001 001015 511G [001 001046 5266 
0001 001066 53'tG Or]O 001132 551G L001 00116 5655 0 001176 5720 ,001 001256 6136 
0001 001211 L0 ")6 U001 '001 1l 693sGi1 001343 641G 1001 '1l6 6"36 C,0:1 0 ?15?80L 




0012"-001370 C 0014 P 000000 CO 0013 R 000040 CFRC 0006 000055 CK 0019 P 000200 CL

0014 R 000100 CS 0004 R 000013 OELT .. 0014 R 000250 DE ....... .0020R 000000 1S , -. 0021 R 000347 DISBD 
0016 R O0000 DISN 0016 R 000344 DISPRV 0017 R 000000 OL 0006 000033 E 001 R 000310 ELXYZ 
0013 R 000030 FJCB 0012 -.... FJPRV .-.. 0000 I 00000 1 0021 T 000003 
 IBOISR 001140 FJN 0012 R 001254  

0021 1 000000 IqOIST 0000 I 000015 IE 0000 I 000014 II 0010 I 000000 INDEX 0000 000042 INJP$


0001 I 000011 INNER .... 0004 I 000000 ZIOROC 0022 I 000002 IOROL ... 0000 
 I 000010 IPARAM - 0007 000004 ISOP 
0004 
 1 000012 ITER 0000 1 000001 J 0O00 1 000013 K 000d 1 000006 KKK0007 000003 ISOT 

001n 1 010000 KOOE 0000 I 000004 LEE 00U6 I 000022 LI 
 0000 I 000005 LIE 0000 1 000002 LIN






0004 000006 NOW 0000 I 000012 NC 0022 1 000001 NELT 1 000010 NEPJ 0004 1 000003 NET
-0004 
 
000001 0000 1 000007 NI


0011 I OO0114 NOD 0004 000007 NPPJ 0004 1 000004 .. I 000000 NPST 0000 

0007 000000 NFRAC 0004 000014 NFST 0015 NGO 0004 000005 NHBW 

.
 NPS 0022 - I 000011 NR 

0010 000002 NSLIOE 0003 I 007o40 NSTAB 0013 P 000000 OM 0014 R 000300 PM 0007 000002 PMIU 

6006 000044 PNIU 0003 R 000000 S 0014 R 000210 SF 0 OU6 000011 SLC C000 000000 SLI 
0007 000001 TMIU 0012 R 000344 VERN 0005 R 000344 VERPRV 0014 R 000340 VL 0014 R 000220 W 
0016 R 000710 X 0012 R 000000 XN 0005 R 000000 XPRV 
00100 1* C .odoo


00100 2* * ** * *0


00100 3v C 	 000000


0MOD 4* C ..... ASSEMBLE.fSYS.TCMMATRIqL-- FOR PjIS?LACEMENTS_ I CELFE ZONE 	 000000


LI S*40 C 	 f nol00 





N 	 00)10 I * SUbROUTINE CELOIS(L) 000O0 
00103 9* INCLUDE PARAMItLIST 00000 
UOI03 9* PARAMI PROC-------------------------------------------------....... ... 0(00rj00 
00"3 94 C 	 000000 

G0104 Q* PARAMETER NPMT= 16,NEMT= 33,NPM= 76,NEM.33 





]0105 9* PARAMETER NPELG: 8,NPE: 8 0001100


0010 9* PARAMETER NOFRS53tNOINT=IO ... O-O






00107 9* PARAMETER NPMAX:2000,NCMAX:2 000000


00110 9* PARAMETER NCPLO:2,NGP:2 a o OOOi


00 111 9* PARAMEFrR NCNT:6, NFRC:NPM 000000


00)1- q# lANAM tttf IU:6,Nut[JP: 1ONftlSEI!OI 0 000000


COTI s 94 PARAMETER N0V=NPMNB:NPMN-----
BSNPN 
H , -- - ooooo
 




00114 10* ..... INCLUDE DISPLV 7 LIST-.-.--000_0






00114 11* OISPLV PROC 000060


00115 I1* COMMON /SYSMTX/ SINRMAXNCMAX),NSTAB .. ... . .. . ... .... 000000


00116 11* COMMON /CELZI/ IOROCtA,ALPHANETNPS,NHBWNBW.,NPPJNEPJ INNER, 000000


00116 114 1 ITER,DELT,NFST 000000


00117 11- . COMMON /CFLZ3/ XPPV(NPMT,3), VERPRV(NPMTtIU)-. 00000


00120 11* COMMON /OPTHPC/ SLT(3,31SLC(3,3)LI(3,3),E(3,3h ,,PNIU 13'3iCK(31-------- 000000


U0121 11* COMMON /MATRL/ NCPACTMIU,PMIU,rSOT,ISOP 090000


0(i22 11* COMMON /NCASF/ Ir[IEY,NASTRN,NSLTOE 00O000


00123 I1* COMMON ,LOMI/ HODT (NPMT) ,NO(NFMTNPEL) 0(]UJUO


00124 11* COMhON ilPttI/ XN(NPMT,3),VLRN(NPMT,IUIFJN(NPM),FJPrV(NPMlI,,13(100


01I124 11* IC INFiT , N( N f,1('NI I CIN 00000


Do I'1 1) 4 COMPON / IlIPC F 1/ 0uM N( 4 ),FJCS (NPF) ,CFRC(NFELONCNI ,NCNTI t )0'00


0:126 1I1 COIMN /EIMI A(,/ COl( 1'(I (,,NI LG),(L1NP0LGNPEL(I U0f(LO', 
CELO DATE 010978 
-­ 11* ISFINPELG),W(3,NPELGIDFt3,NPELG),PM(NPELG),ELXNZ(NPELGf31, 000000
00126 
00126 11*_. 2VL(NPELGIU) . 000000. 
00127 11* COMMON /PARDOF/ -AX-OF-NGD 000000 
00130 . 11* - COMMON /I ISLCVI A....... OOO0SN(NPMT,3)D0ISPRV(NPT,3)X(NPMT.3)BI,S(rI 







COMMON /SOLDIS/ DIS(NPMT,3) ...... 
COMMON /BODIS/ IDIST(31,IBOIS(NSO,31586(iBTN653 
000000 
0OOOOO 
00133 11* ENO 000000 
00134 12* COMMON /L'AGRGN/ NPSTNELTIORDL,MBW, NHBW 000000 
00134 13* C 000000 
00134 14* C 000000 
0 135 ... 15* ........ . IF (NASTRN) 45 ,40,40 000000 
UL140 16* 20 CONTINUE 000007 
00141 17 - 00 30 I:1,NRNAX -----------­ . 000007 
00144 18* 00 30 JzlNCMAX 000007 
00147 19* 30 S(IJ)ZO.O .. 000007 
U0152 20* G0 TO 45 000014 
50153 21* . .0. CONTINUE 000016 
00154 22* )0 41 1=I,NPST 000016 
00157 21* 00 41 J=1,3 . .. .­ .. . . . ... ... .. 000023 
00162 24* 41 UIS(IJ)ZO.O 000023 
00165 25* 45 CONTINUE..... ' 000031 
011166 26* IF (INDEX .EQ. 1) 6b TO 46 000031 
00170 27* LIN:I 000033 
00171 28* GO TO 170 000035 
00172 29* 46 CONTINUE 000037 
00173 30* LIN:NET+1 000037 
00174 31* DO 165 N:INET 000046 
00177 32* LEE'I 0000hI 
00200 33* IF (NASTRN EQ. 1) LEE=3 000053 
00202 344 00 150 LIE:1,LEE 000060 
00205 35* KXKzL 000067 
00206 36* IF (NASTRN .EQ. 1) KKK'LIE 000071 
00210 37* GO TO (48,85),INNER _.. .. 000076 
Oh211 38* 48 DO 80 I=I,NPE 000106 
00214 39* NI:NOO(NT) 000130 
U0 1 4f?* F,ICB(I):FJPRV(NI) 000131 
li 41 00 50 J1,3. 0001"I 
00221 4B* lLXY2(1,J)=XPRV(NIJ) 000141 
00222 43* VL(I.J)=VERPRVINIJ)JVERPR,V(NI,S-.-------. . 000142 
00223 44* 50 CONTINUE 000146 
00225 45* IF(ITER .GT. '1 .OR. N .GE. NEPJ) GO TO 80 000146 
00227 46* -. VL(I,3):O.O 000150 
00230 47* .80 CONTINUE 000157 
00232 48* 60 TO 110 000157 
00233 49* 85 00 1i0 I=INPE 000161 
00236 50* - . NINOD(N,I) 000170 
00237 51* FJCB(I):ALHA*FJPRV(NI)+(I.O-ALPHA)*FJN(NI) 000173 
00240 52* 00 100 J=1;3 000205"' 
00243 53* ELXYZ(I,J)tALPHA*XPRV(NI,J)+(I.O-ALPHA)*XN(NIJ-----------. 000205 
0(0244 54* VLI ,J):ALPIIA*VERPRV(NIJ)/VERPRVtNI,5)+ I.0-ALiHA)* 000212 
00244 55* I VElN(NI,J)/VERN(NI,5) 0(0212 
'024S 56* 100 CONTINUE 000235 
Ur1250 757* . . 110 DO 118 I:I,NPE 000235 
0U1+23 580 NIzNh)(NI 1 01(1240 
0;1;54 !9* ii (K0fE(NI 3 112,112,115 LI '143 
CLD . DATE 010978


0 ...... .. 112 00 113 J=1,3 000252 
00262 61* 113 OM(I*J) VL(1,. .-... 000252 
.00264 62* GO TO 118 000254 

00265 63* 115 00 116 d=,3 -. .. . .000256 

00270 64* 116 OH(IJ):O.0 000263 

00272 65* - 118 CONTINUE 000267 
00274 66* CALL ELCEL0(NGP,NPE,ELXYZ,SF,DF,W,VL,OMFJCBCD,CS,CL,OELT,KKK, 000267 
00274 67* IIORDC) 000267 

00215 68* 00 120 I:I,NPE 000310 

00300 69* NI:NOO(NT) 000316 

00301 70* 120 PM(I)tOISPRVINIKKK) 000321 
00303 71* 00 14o I:1lNPE ..... 000332 
00306 72* 00 140 JZI,NPE 000532 
00 11 73* 140 CL(I)ZCLII)tCO(I,J*PM(JI 000332 
00314 74* IF (NASTRN .E0. 0) GO TO 150 000343 
00316 75* IPARAH:2 000345 
00317 76* IF (NASTRN EQ. -1) IPARAM=I 000347 
On321 77* IF (NSTAB .NE. 0).G TO 144 . . . .. . . . . 000354 
00323 78* 00 142 I:INPE 000363 
003216 79* NI:NOD(N, I) 000366 
00327 80* IF (KOOE(NI) .LT. 2) GO TO 142 000370 
003 1 81* 00 141 J=INPE ... ...- . . 000403 
011334 82* 141 CS(IJ=O.O 000403 
001i36 83* ..... CS(I,Iz1.0. OU0404 
W,337 84* CL(I:UISPRV(NIKKK) 000406 
0034 0 85* 142 CONTINUE 000415 
U0Ji42 86* 144 CONTINUE 000415

00343 87* CALL ELfrRX(CSCLtNPSNEMTmNPELGNODNC0,IBDIST,18DISDISBDNBO, 000415

00'3 88* 1 LIE.IPARAMI G)0415

9.- P 15 0  
 O0344 89* IF (NASTRN .NE. n ...... 000434 

'0346b 90* 00 145 I=INPE '000447 

00351 91* NRNOD(NI) 000447 

003'.2 92* 145 DIS(NR,KKK):DIS(NRKKK)+CL(I) ("00452 
0U3S'4 93* 150 CONTINUF 000463 

00356 94* IF (NASTRN .EO. 0) 60 TO 158 000463 

00360 95* GO TO 165 000465 

!]00361 96* 158 CONTINUE -030467


tjt2,., 9T#4 DO 160 tfltNvr 00ul"&7 
00365 980 NR:NUI 1N (300502 
00366 99* S(NR,HBW):SINR,MBW)+CL(I)- .. 600505 
00361 100* 00 160 JdlNPE 000512 
00 372 101* . . NC:NOO(N,J)-NR MHBW 600512 
00373 102* 160 S(NR,NC)zS(NRNC3iCS(IJ) 000517 
00376 1034 165 CONTINUE 000536 
00400 104* IF (LIN .GT. NELT) GO TO 201 000536 
00402 105* 170 CONTINUE 000543 
00403 106* 00 200 N:LIN.NELT 00)543 
00406 107* LEE-I 060952 
00407 108* IF (NASTRN .EQ. 1) LEE:3 000554 
00411 109* 00 195 LIE:1,LEE 000561 
0( 414q 110* X3K:L 010571 
001115 111* IF (NASERN EO. 1) KKK:LIE 1)005 13 
00417 112* GO t0 (171,18P),INNER 1'1136(10 
(,4230 1! * 171 00 17' 1:I ,NPr LG ,{ 14 
ktfl'2 3 11' NI-Nbl Nu I 1,,,!) 4 










119.* ....... .. 
00 172 J:1,3 
ELXYZ(IJ).'YNI1J! 
8F(IJ)zBFS(NItJ)
,OJ ) DI SPR V N It . . .. . . . ... . ... . . . .. .. 
000625 
. 000625 
... ... -.......  .  
000626 
000630 _ 
00433 120* 172 VLII,J)VEPPRV(NIJ) 000632 
00435 ...121 *.. 175 CONTINUE 000643 
00437 122* GO TO 185 000643 
00440 123* 180 00 .184 I:INPELG 000645 
00443 124* NIZNOD(NIl) 000654 
00444 125* VL(I,5):ALPHA*VERPRV(NII5,!!I.OrALPHAo)*VERNI)---­ -. 000657 
00445 
0 0 4 r-0 
126* 
127* 




004151 128* OL(IIJ)=ALPHA*DISPRV(NIJ)(.0-ALPHADISNNTJ 000672 
00452 129* VLCI ,J):ALPHA*VERPRV(NIJ)+(1.0-ALPHA)*VERN(NIJ--.-----..... 000700 
00453 130* 184 BF(I,J):BFS(NIJ) 000706 
00456 131* 185 CONTINUE 000722 
00457 132* 00 187 I:I,NPELG 000722 
00462 133* . . NI:NOO(NI) G00722 
004163 134* 00 187 JZ1,NCN. 000723 
00"66 13,* 00 187 K:1,NCNT 000731 
UU471 136* 187 CFRC(IJK):C(NIJ,K. 000731 
00475 137* CALL ELOISA (NGPLGNPELGELXYZSFDF W DL VL ,F,CO,CS, CL,LI ,CFRC, 000747 
004/5 138* I NCNTELTKKK,IORDL) 000747 
00476 139* 00 168 IINPELG -. 000773 
0o001 140. NI:NOO(NI) 001001 
00!,02 lql* PM(I=OISPRV(NIKKK .. 001004 
00503 142* 188 CONTINUE . 001015 
00505 143* 00 189 I:1,NPFLG 001015 
oUSlG 144* 00 189 JzlNPELG 001015 
00513 145* ........ 189 CL(1):CLCII+CDOIJ)*PM(J) - 001015 
0Ul 6 146* IF (NASTRN EQ. 03 GO TO 195 001026 
(1102U I47* 001030 IPARAM72 
00521 148* IF (NASTRN .EO. -1) IPARAM: . 001032­
00523 149 - IF INSTAB .NE. O) GO TO 193.. 001037 
U0025 150* DO 192 I:I,NPELG 001046 
00530 151* NI7NOiN__ 001051 
0 31 152* IF (KOOF(NI) .LT. 21 0 TO 192 001053 
00533 153* 00 191 Jz1,NPELG 001066 
M,3:, 154* 191 CSII,J):O.O 001066 
00540 155* CS(11)=1.O 001067 
D0541 156* CL(I):OISPRV(NIKXKj . .. . ... . . .. . . . . .. . .. 001071 
00Q42 157* 192 CONTINUE 001100 
00544 158* 193 CONTINUE 001100 
00545 159* -- CALL EL.MTflX CS,CL,NPST,NEHT ,NPELG,NOD,N,CD,IBOIST,IBDIS,01S80, 001100 
00545 160* 1 NBDLIEIPARAMf 001100 
00S46 161* IF (NASTRN .NE. 1) GO TO 195 001117 
00550 162* 00 194 1=1,NPELG 001132 
005S3 163* NRINOO(NI ) 001132 
0U554­ 16* 194 0IS(NRKKXNiX[I'0NRIS R; XlC*CL(1 001135" 
00556 165* 195 CONTINUE 001147 
00560 166* IF (NASTRN EO . O) GO TO 196 .. .. .... . . .. .. ... ... ...... 001 147 
00562 167* GO 10 200 001 151 
00563 168v 196 COrT INIJE 001153 
00564 169* un 116 Ttl NPFLG 001153 
00567 1?04 (N, ( ll 166NP : (N I!)

4
60" 7L, 1714 (M ,",'tI)r (NOrV Wfl I I 1171 













00 198 J=1.NPEL& 
NC:NODINJ)-NR+MHBW 
198 S(NRNCl:S(NRNC)+CS(TvJ) 
200 CONTINUE.. ............................... 
201 CONTINUE 








00603 178* C 001223 
00605 179* RETURN 001224 
00605 1804 C 001224 
00606 181* 204 CONTINUE I 001230 
00607 182* KKL ......... 001230 
00610 J83* IF INSTAB .NE. 0) G0 TO 208 001231 
O,612 184* 00 206 I:1,tNPST 001256 
0r6615 1854 IF (KODEI) .LT. 2) GO TO 206---------------­ .............. .. 001261 
00617 186* 00 235 J:lMBW 001271 
00622 187* 205 S(IJ)tO.O 001271 
00621I 1884 S(I,MH0W):1.0 001272 
00b25 IB9* S(INRW)tDISPRV(IKKK. 001274 
00626 190* 206 CONTINUE 001 304 (Ib0u 1914 208 CONIINUF 031304 
U(JlH 1924 IF(ILIDST(KKK) .EO. 0) GO TO 220 001 304 
>01633 193* 1I:IOIST(K8K1 001306 (if.634 194# 00 210 I=1,TI 001 321 
U, 5 IE: iI)IS{ KKK|1. . . 001 331 





- 209 S(IEJ)Z0 .0­
S(IEMHBWf:1.a 




















CALL BNOEOn S1NRHAtNC.A 












END OF COMPILATION: NO' DIAGNOSTICS.. . 
&HOGP CELFE 
CELFE DATE 103178 
___aop%'s...CELEE,jqgLFE ___________ 





































































































































































































S fiA GE ASSIGNMENT I410 CK' TYPE, RELATIVE LOCAIION, NAME)

£1101 000016 ' T -i 00006b-e 00212 000 00212 iO66lF 00006­ 02s2 -1002tEF ld 001 001d350 '10076' 
C001 001356 10146 - 0001 001366 1020G COOl 001404 1027G 0001 001406 10326 0001 010143.1 10446 
COel 001437 10516 cool 001461 10626 COl 001467 10476 0001 001470 10716 0000 002126 11OOF 
LOCI 001513 11026 GOOD 002127 110SF CC1 001527 11106 float 001544 1'1206 0001 001553 11260 
cO1 001574 11366 0001 001602 11436 Cel0 001606 11476 0001 001631 1157G 0001 0'01637 11646 
-11 001640 11666 0000 002130 1200F col 001670 12016 0001 001671 1204G 0001 o01733 12246 





























C001 0U2276 13736 O00 002143 14UOF Crol 002315 14060 0001 002316 1411G 0001 007317 14140 
CO0 002145 1420F 0CO1 002362 1427G CC01 002363 14326 0001 002414 1445G JO01 002444 14656 
cn£l 002445 1470G 0001 002457 14766 0001 001766 190L 0000 00 151 ISOOF 0001 002464 15036 
C001 002465 15066 'C001 002503 1515G 0.00 " 002170 1520F 0001" 00 504 15266 - 0001' 062173 1530F 
(o1 002525 15326 Cool 002526 15356 CCO0 0.02176 ISSOF 0001 002564 1551 OC1 002572 15566 
(00l1 002614 15676 CC01 002622 15746 COOl 002623 1576G 000 002223 158OF O00 0o6'226 1582F 
COot] 002244 15bF CO00 002262 1600F COl 002b46 1607G 0000 002263 1612F 0001 002662 16150 
cool 002677 16256 0001 002706 16336 CCOl 002727 1643G 0001 002736 16506 0001 002741 16546 
c(lI. 002767 1666G 0000 002307 1682F COO­ 002314 1683F 0000 002315 1684F OCO0 002325 1685F 
COCCO 002335 1686F ........ 002345 1667F CrOO" '002355 17UfF 0001 0,3007 17006 Oral " 003015 17053 
coo1 003016 17076 COO 002363 1720F COOl 003565 2000L 0001 003205 200t6 0001 003206 20106 
C(01 003223 20176 CO1 003227 20236 CcOl 003250 20326 0001 003254 20366 0OL1 003267 20446 
COOl 003276 20526 c001 003314 20616 COOl 303325 20676 0001 003333 20746 0001 002011 210L 
COol 003337 2100b 0001 033351 21066 C2CC.i 003373 21146 0001 003377 21206 0001 003413 21276 
1cl 003417 21336 001 _ 003434 21426 COOl 003445 21506 0001 003453 2'1556 0001 0013457 21616 
1. 003474 21706 0001 0035(5 21766 CC00 
£...... 002400 220F' o0001 003506 2200 -­ 0001 003523 22076

(o01 003524 22116 0001 003536 22176 c001 003537 22226 0001 003543 22256G 0001 0U0C463 25L

COOl 002043 260L 0001 000146 2706 CCCI 0U2055 270L 0001 OL0147 2726 0001 0020 75 320L

C01 000260 3256 cool 000337 3466 0001 000344 3536 0001 000357 3616 001 000367 3676

LflC1 0(040Z 3756 C0O1 000654 40L Co1 000403 400G 0na 002077 400L 0001 00414 4076

coo1 000431 4 156 coo1 000442 4236 
 CCO1 000446 4306 0001 000447 433G 0c0 000507 4446

C1o 000513 4506 0001 -000525 4566 0 CC1 000547 4646 0001­ '000553 4706 .. 0001 00fl567 477G

[10C1 000772 48L COOl 002102 5001 OCl 000573 5036 0001 001116 51L 0001 0016'10 5126

c001 000621 5206 COOl 002121 520L CO1 000627 5256 0001 002152 525L 0001 000633 b31G

C(1l 002213 533L c001 002301 535L Croi 001211 54L 0001 O00b53 5406 001 00Z332 !40L

c1 060664 5466 COUI 000665 5516 CCI 001275 56L 0001 OL0760 5606 U00 00r701 06S&0

COl 000721 5756 CO0l 001341 0L CC1 000732 6046 0001 0u0733 6076 061 002374 6151

L031 061010 6250' COOl 001011 627G CO1 001326 6366 0001 001u27 6406 00,1 0d21117 (45

CEL FIE DATE 103178

COL 001041 6466 0001 001054 6526. C.o. 0010556656 ool. 001075 6676 0L01 001076 672G 
6c doio2 6766 0001 002423 700L 0001 002434 i01L 000b Ol14F7&s .. bO1 001173'-7150 
CnoL 002543 720 - Cool 001202 7226 CCCl 001215 732G 0001 001224 7356 - 0001 003033 739L 
(001 001257 7446 001 0U1266 7516 CcO1 001304 7626 0001 001326 7716 0C01 001335 776G 
Coo1 003034 801L cooo 003560 820L Col 003564 850L 0005 R 000001 A 0005 A 000002 ALPHA 
(034 000030 BF C032 R 001254 8FS C014 R 001370 C 0017 000000 CO 0015 000040 CFRC 
CC'.016R OLCI CINT C07 .000055 CK C0CO R 000245 CIF 0017 000203 CL 0C26 R 000-002 CONSTI 
COuJ A 1!210J CONST2 C017 QUOlO CS £016 R 00n044 CSPF 0016 R 000000 CSTF DODS R 00P013 OELT 
(017 0L0250 OF CC26 R 0C00I 01FF CE12 P 000013 DIFFS 0000 R 00.000 DIM OCCO R 002113 DIML 
COCO 9 002112 0IHV £024 R 000004 DIMX (C24 R 000015 DIHY 0024 R O0OuCo OIMZ D4i R 00(000 DIS 
C043 R 030347 UISBD L032 R O00CO0 CISN C032 R 000344 DISPRV 0034 000600 DL 0025 1 000032 OT 
COL7 000033 L C03 R OGOCDO LF C017 000310 ELXYZ 0000 R 002076 FAC 0012 R 00(007 EACTE 
C012 R OuCOOl FACTL COI? R 00L05 FACTR CCI? R 001011 FACTS 0012 A OC000 FACTV 0000PR 002075 FACVO 
C000 9 O0131 FJ CCIS 000030 FJCB C14 R 001140 FJN 0014 R 001254 FJPRV 000,0 1 002313 1 
3
£0433 I 00 1001S CC43 I 000090 1OIST CC42 I 000011 IPS 0042 I COOjOC I0;ST 0041 I 000005 IBOV 
C041 I 00000£ IBDVT C004 I 030U07 ICO D Cr44 00000 iDATE 0011 1 000000 INDEX 0005 1 00(011 INNER 

1023 II 0d0065 INIF C022 I 000032 INIFT COCS I 100000 OROC 0000 1 0C2065 IOhDER 0021 1 00002 IOROL 

COL 1 GG04 ISOP £CGII I 00O03 ISOT COS5 1 000012 ITER 0025 I O0000 ITGIV or12 I O rirOL IUNIT 
tOCO 1 002074 o £000 1 002102 x COO0 I 002116 K 1 0000 I 002120 KK 0P13 I 0(0C00C KOOC 
[100 ,1 002104 L GOO 1 002117 LEE CO? r42rj?2 LI 0000 I 002103 LIE 0000 I 001114 Lt. 
C001 1 00U'115 LI 0000 1 002116 L2 COCO I 002117 H 002n I 000000 MAXDOF LC00 1 002105 N 
COll 1 000001 NASTRN CCO5 I 0030006 NBW C21 1 0000n3 NPW T J024 I 0J000 3 NELG (C! I OCV001 NCLT 
[005 1 03JOCa NEPJ CC22 I 000.10 NEPJT CrO 1 000093 NET 0024 I 000001 NETR 0000 1 032110 NF 
£0C0 .1 002072 NFL AG Co1b I 000 0 NFhAL CC23 I (000-10 NFS 0005 I OCJI4 NFS 020 I OufOOl NOD 
tIC) II100005 NH6W COZI I 00O004 NHBWI CCCO I 002101 NI 0000 I 002121 NN 0013 1 300114 NOD 
..C? I OuO114 NOLFRC 0024 I 03r,002 NPLG C5Oc I 000007 NPPJ 0022 I 000001 NPPJT ufu5 I 00O04 NPRS 
(3.I 1i000000 YNPST CE24 1 013C0O NPTR C(l1 I 000012 NSLIOE 000' I 0C7t40 NSTAB 0015 030000 OH 
C030 00J4 4 PCK £03' 000022 PE CG17 000300 PH 0010 R 000002 PHIU 0000 R 0J0611 PNF0007 0u0044 PNIU 0C30 
 00033 PPNIU CEEO R C00015 PPS 0035 R O0C60 PRSN 
 0C35 A 00R(14 PPSPRV 

£030 00011 PSLC cC3O 000000 PSLT IC4 A 0R000b PYL " 0004 R 000001 RHOP 0004 R 0ocoon RHOI 
COG3 0LOUD0 S 004? R 001265 S8bU CCl? 000210 SF 0007 000611 SLC 0007 0C000 SLT 
(026 R 000000 SMIU CC33 O0000 STL CC37 R 030030 STS 0032 R 060000 STSN 0031 R 001254 STSPRV 
(025 R 000001 TIME Cool R 000001 TITLE CIO R 000001 TMIU 0004 R O30u05 TYLO 0004 R 00002 V 
(041 R 0010601 VBL Cr36 R 000000 VER Crl4 R 00344 VFRN 0006, R n00344 VERPRV 0C17 0r340 VL 
(n26 R 010003 VMAX C026 R 000004 VMIN Cr00 R 002077 vO 0017 0*00220 W 0032 R O00710 X 

£026 R 060005 XDIM COO0 R 002111 XOL C14 R 0000410 XN 0006 R OuO000 XPRV 0027 R 000000 YIELD 

O010C 1* C **********************************************C********************** 00000 
O010C 2* C * * 000C00 

0010 3* C ** CELFE - COUPLFD EULERIAN-LAGRANGIAN FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM FOR * 000000 

1,0111C 4* C * HIGh VELOCITY IMPACT ANALYSIS. THE PRESENT PROGRAM INCLUDES THE * b00000 

O01CC 5* C * INTERFACING PROCEDURE FOR CELFE AND NASTRAN 415.7) PROGRAMS * 000030 

001Cc 64 C * -- (CELFE/NASTRAN 1.01 DEVELOPED BY CHUN-HIAN LEF, LOCKHEED * OM0E0 

COlIC 7* C * MTSSLFS & SPACE CO., INC., HREC, HUNTSVILLE, ALA. DEC. 1977. * 00C00 

010J1 8* C *0 0OO 

0010 9* C THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF HIGH VELOCITY IMPACT 000000


0It,13£ 10 4 C 0000 

CICiVIC 124 C 0OCOO


:0ini 13* INCLUDE PAkAMILIST 000000


"0102 13. PARAMI PROC COOOi0


C0102 13# C OO00 

" OIC - ' 13* -- PARAMETER NPMT: 76,NEMT: 33,NPM= 7t,NEM: 33 .. ..- 0-0-I 
.. CELFE .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..: . .. . . . . . . . . DATE 103178 
OclIc 13* PARAMETER NPELG= 8,NPE= 8 000.oOCO1


--- 000 -13. PARAMETE-R NOFRS=53,NDINT=10 bOOOo0i" 
OO0 0 O . 13. .. . ... .. .. . 000001 
00106 13. ...... PARAMETER NRMAX=20OD,NCHAX=2... 000001 
O0107 13* PARAMETER NGPLG=2,NGP=2 ODOMO 
0011 c 13* PARAFETER NCNT=6, NFRC=NPM 000D01l 
DoOCOI
'Coll1 13 . PARAMETFR U=5,NDPJT= 10,NTSIEP=2OO0 "- 13* PARAMETER N M B =P ..... MUCCINSGO 11 2 .... . 0 0 0 
00112 13. END GOcOI 
Coll3 144 INCLUDE CELFF'1,LIST O00OI 
010I11. is OOJCOl 
0 011 3 15. CELFEI PROC Uri00on1 
0-0114 . 15,*..........-. CPHENSION TITLE112) ()0 0CO0


Doll1E 15* DIMENSION PRSINPH),FJ(NPH'). ... O00DQ 
CC I116 15. LIMENSION CKF(NFRC,31,EFiNFRC,3,3),fPNF{NFRC,}3,3 ..... .... .. ... . O0 COI 
0011 - 159 DIMENSION 1ORDEP4IU OODCOI 
L0111 Is* C 000i01 
001?L 15* COMMON /5YSMTX/ 5INPHAXNCMAXINSTAB UO)OOIl


-,001711....15" . .... COMMON ICATAX/ RHOT,RHOP,Vt3),TYLD,PYLD,ICOND 000001 
00122 . ...15* COMMCN ICELZI/ IORfiC,AALPHA,NET,.NPS NHBW',NBW ,INPPJNEPJ,.INNE R DOOM 
00122 Is* 1 IT'£RDELTNFST 000001 
OL1?2 15* CONMVON /CELZ3/ XPRV(NPKT,3). VERPRV(NPMTIU) OOOCOI 
0012q 15. COMMON /ORTHPCI SLT(3,3),SLD(],3),LI43,3),E(3,3),PNIU13,3),CK(3) OOOCOI 
LIU12 E 15' COMMON /VATRLI NFRAC,TKIUPM]II,ISOI,ISOP DOOM0 
CIOI1? 15* CONMCON IKCASE1 INOEX,NASTRN,NSLIDE O000,01 
OU 121' '..15.* CON M;N /UN IT CV/ 1UN IT ,FA CTL f2 ) FA CT V (2 ,FADTR (2) FACT E'21......... ...... 00 0 C0 
LC,017 - 15. 1 FACTS(2),DIFFS(2) Do0a001 
GO013 1 15; COMMON /CCOHI/ KOOL(NPMT),NOC(hEMT.NPEL6) COoCD 
0OI11 15* COMMON /IMPCTI/ XN(NPMT.3),VERN(NPMTIU),FJN(NPM).FJPRV(NPM), O00C01 
0013 1 15* 1CINPHT,NCNT,NCNT) OOjCG1 
06132 15* COMMON / IMPCT3/ OM(NPE, 3) FJCB (NPE ) CFRC( NPEL6,NCNT NCNT) L3OO0Cal 
DO013 2 154 CONMMON / 1HPC T4/ CSTF( NC N T ,NO NT ) CSPF (NCNT N ONT )Do t000 
00132 15. ICItT(hDjINTNCNTtNCNTJ OOOco1 
O013k 15* CONYO N / ELFL A G/ COD(NPEL G ,NPE LU )C S(NPELG, NP EL G )CL INP EL 6 1 ODOOO 
0013 IS* 15FittELG),w(3.NPELG),DF(3,NPELG),PM(NPELGIELXYZINPELG,31, tOJC0l 
OC13 15. 2WL4NPELGIU DOdOlO 
0013 IS* COMMON /PARD)OF/ MAXDOF,NOD 000131 
Uri131t * 15# ... .. COMMON ILACRGN/ NPST,NELTIOROLNOWTNH3WT . . . ... . .. . . 0 co01 
0013-1 15. COMMCN /NOOEPJ/ NEPJI,NPPJTINIFT C0OCD1 
O0 14 C Is* COMMON/SRFACC/ NFS(NDFRS),INTF(NOINT) 000001 
00141 15" COMMON /LELZ2/ NPTR,NETRNPLG,NqELGDIMXDIMYOIMZ 000001 
00 14 2 15* COMMON /TSTEP/ ITGIVTIME,L)TiNTSTEP) 000C01 
...O0142 15* COMMON, /SURFCEI SMlU,DIFF,CONSTI.VVMAX.VMINXDIM(3)" OOOCOl 
OClh14.A s 1OMFC-N IMATRL.2i YIELrNPMT),NorFRD|NFRCi' DOOM0 
0014E 1S* .. COMMON /PROJMTI PSLT(3,3).PSLC(3,31,PE(3,3),PPNIU(3,3),PCK(3) ODOM0 
0014E 15" COMMON /STRESS/ STSN(NPM,3,3),STSPRVINPM,3,3) ODOM0 
0014- 15* COMMON IDISPLC/,DISN[NPMT,3),DISPRY|NPMT,3),X fNPMT,3|,BFStNPMT,3) OOOCCI 
OVIE C 15. COMMON /STSELM/ STL(NPE,3,3) 000r01 
U0l151 .. 15* .. . .. OMHCN /OlSELP/ OL(NPELG,3),8F4NPFLG,3) .... . .. .. .... .. . .OOOCa 
011152 15. COMMON lIMPE T2/ PRSMiNPM),PRSPRVINPM) odOjCl 
0(J1q2 15* COMMON ISOLCNV/ VER(IPHTIU) COOCOl 
001114 1S* COMMON /SOLSTRI STS(NPM,3,3) 00 0Do01 
041 " 15* COMMON / SO LD IS / DIS(NPMT, 3) OqOl 
0c
GUISE 15* COMMCN /EOVER/ TBDVT(IU},IBDVIKPV,IU),VPDfNBV.IU} DOOM0 
0 0 1 5 15" CONMMO N IEOSTR/ IBDST(3,3|,1BDS(NJBS,3,3).SBU(NBS 3,3) .. .. . . ... O rOCO 

















































Ell 017 404 














































COMMON /DATE/ IDATEt3) 000001 
EQUIVALENCE IS(1),EFI) .- _000ol 
END OOCOl 





C NFLAG = 0 IST XOT, READ DATA o00COl 
C NFLA =+I, 2ND XOT, GO TO LOOPI 0OO01 
C NFLAG =-I 3RD XOT. GO TO LOOP2 000001 
C bOOCOl 
C 000001 
C NASTRN 3 ------. IN-CORE CELFE RUN LOUcO 
C =i ----- CELFE/NASTRAN RUN o00ol 
C =-I ----- CELFE RUN USING NASTRAN SUBROUTINE SOLVE ONLY 000001 
C uOOCOI 
C 0OCCol 
C .. ISO!7 O ISOTROPIC, 000cf 
C 1, UNIDIRECTIONAL FIBER COMPOSITES . . . . . . . 000 01 
C 2,3,.... FOR OTHER ANISOTROPIC MATERIALS 000l1 
C 000001 
C***************** 000031 
C 0100 C-01 
C O0COl 
READ 1002, NASTRN .000001 
REAC 1002, NFLAG 000006 
IF (NFLAG .NE. 0 b0 TO 400 000013 
1 READ. 15,1001, END=O2000TITLE 0J.316 
PRINT 1001, TITLE 000r26 
INDEX 1 00035 
C.4.... .. 030035 
C 000035 
C PEAD DATA 600035 
C o0c35 
C 000035 












READ 1200, RIOT,RHOP,TMIU,PMIU,TYLD,PYLDSMIU 600100


























C NPS ---- TOTAL NODES IN IMPACT ZONE 000135 
C tET------ TOTAL ELEMENTSIN' IMPACT'ZONE 000135 
C NPP ----- NO. OF NODE BEGINNING THE PROJECTILE 000135 
C, NEPJ ----- NO. OF ELEMENT BEGINNING THE PROJECTILE 00U135 
C NPPJT ---- TOTAL NUDES OF PROJECTILE 000135 
C NEPJT ---- TOTAL ELEMENTS OF PROJECTILE r000135


C NPTR ----- NO. OF NODE PEGINNTNG THF TRANSITION LAYER (j3013S


C NFTR ----- NO. OF ELEMENT bEGINNING THE TRANSITION LAYER 00'0135


*EL*E. . . . . . ... . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . ..... -D..ATE 103178 
00265 69* C NPLG --- NO. OF NODE BEGINNING THE LAGRANGIAN ZONE 000135 
0026T 70* C NELE ----- NO. OF ELEMENT BEGINNING THE LAGRANGIAN ZONE 000135 
, 0026E 
U0265 
.. l)* . 
72* C 
NPST­ -- AL NODES INCOMPLETE STRUCTURE 
NEL ------- TOTAL ELEMENTS IN COMPLETE STRUCTURE 
-. 000135 
000135 
00265 73* C 000135 
G026E 74* .*************************** 
. 000135 
0026Z 75* C 000135 














-1 --------- MOVING NODES IN COUPLING ZONE (INCLUDING 
FREE SURFACE IN EULFRIAN ZONE) 






C026E -­ 81* C : 3----- -------LAGRANGIAN NODES 000135 
00265 82 C 000135 
00265 63* C*********.********* ** 000135 
0026E 84* C 000135 
6fl30C 85* FACTVOZ1.OUE-6 000161 






FACIRtl)=I.O.... 000165 000167 
C031" 89* FACIE (1=I.0 000171 
0030E 90* FACTSIl):I.0 000173 
003n6 91* OTFFS(1)r1.D 000175 















































olm,=ClMX 000213 000215 
t 






6 4 F (lIM .GE.. DIHYX I:QM 





0 0032q 109* 00 '12 J=1,3 000236 
















VMAX:VO*RHOT 000265 000267 




























C INITIAL CONDITIONS 
-003?0 
p00320 
C'3 2 1244 Od O20 
CELFE . ... .. 	 DATE 103178


00342 125* C 	 000320


0034E 127* DO 14 I;1,NPST 000337 

0035C 1289* WIEL0II)ZTYLD 000337 

00351 129* VER(I,5I:RHOT 000340 
00352 1139* O0 14 J.1,4 000344 
0035' 131* -14 VERIIJ=.fl 000!44 
CU360 132* CO 15 I=NPPJNPPJT 000357 
U036 133* VTELC(I)PYLO 000357 
(0364 134* YERI],4)=0.50*RHOP*VO**2 00360 
0036E 135* VER (1,51 RhOP 000362

0036t 136# 00 1 J:1,3 000367

00371 137. 15 VER(I.J):RHOP*V(J) 000367

00374 138* 00 16 I'1,NPST --- 00g403


00377 139* DO 16 J=1,3 000403


00402 140* DiS(I J):O.O 000403


00403 141* 16 UFSII,J):O.0 000403


004])6 142 D0 17 I:IINTFT 00 '
414 
00411 143* hl - INU (1 600414 
60412 144* VER(NI,43Z0.504RHOP*VO**2--------------------------......... 000415 
00412 145* VER(NI,5):RHOP 000420 
00414 146* LO 17 j:1,3 000431 
0i041 147* '17 VER(NI,J):RHOP*VJ) 000431


U')q ?2 148* 00 20 I:I,NPS 000442


1(J42E 149* FJI):I.0 030442


00426 150* PRS I):. . 000443 
00421 151* 00 20 .j=1,3 000447 
1,J4!2 152* GO 2C K:1,3 000447 
0643 153: 20 STS(I,J,K):0.0 	 003447






C0442" 156* ........-25 





304 E 1b9* 















G;O 6E .167* 

2 4 -b 168. 
00521 169* 
00E3E 170* 































0O 28 -J=1,IU U004o3


READ 2200, (VER(I,J)I=I,NPSI) 000507








IF (ISOT .6GE. 0) VI:J 000S27








DO 32 Jnl,3 000567


READ 2200, (DISIIj)I=1NPSTI 00567


READ 2200, (PRSI),I:I,NPS) 000602


READ 2200, (FJ(II),11,NPS) 000613


D0 3b u:1,3 ......- 000627 

READ 2200, BFSfI,J),I:=,NPSII 000627 





40 	CONTINUE 000654 
DO 44 Z:1,NPST L10654 
UO 44 LZI,IU L00665 
VERh(,L)=VERlI,L) 	 000665 
44 	VERPRV(I,L):VER(IL) 000C66 

03 45 1:1,NPST 000701








SPRV(TJ )OIS(i'JD 	 03702


103178 CELFE .ATE 
 
0061 181* -!x___JN.IQa....__ _____________________ 000704 
00570 182* XPRV(IJ)=X(IJ) 000706 
00571 -183* 4 CONTINUE.. 000721 
00574 1844 00 47 I:1,NPS 000721 
00577 185* FJN(I):FJ(I . 000721 
00600 186# FJPRVII)=FJ(I) 000722 
060J1 187* ...... pRSN(:PRS(I)(1 _ 000724 
00602 158* PRSPRV(I)=PRS(I) 000726 
coL0i2 189* 00 47 =1,3 ..... 00733 
C060t 190* 00 47 K-1,3 00733 




, 193~ ...... 
47 STSPRV(I,J,K)=STS(1,J,K)
C.... ... . .. . .. 
00073430734 
C0612 194* C 000734 
00612 195W C INITIAL MATERIAL PROPERTIES 000734 
00b12 196# C 000734 
0012 1974 C 000734 
0061O 158* IF (ITLR .NE. 0) 60 TO 48 000750 
006b20C 19* . ...CLL T FG(NM PJ F ~ _PS t 000752 
0062L 00* 1 CINT1,KOOE) 000152 
006?1 201* O -TO 51 000770 
00622 202* 48 CONTINUE 000772 
0022 263* READ 2200, ((CSTF(IJ),JlNCNT),IrNCNTI 000772 
0U634 204* READ 2200, ((CSPFtI,J)hJ:1,NCNT),IrlNCNT) 001C20 
C064E 20' .00 49 K=I,INTFT ---...  .. 001041 
[IQ05O 206# N0 49 N 001041 
I0651 207* 00 49 IrINCNT 001042 
N60654 208* CO 4S J=1,NCNT 001055 
00657 2694 CINT(N,1,J)=CSTFlIJ) 001055 
00660 210* IF (KOOEN) .EQ. 0) CINT(N,I,J):CSPF(IJ) 001056 
00662 2114 49 CONTINUE 001076 
6066 k 212* 00 50 J:1,NCNT ----------­ 001C76 
00671 2134 nO SC K=l,NCNT 001076 
(10674 214k 50 PEAC 2200, (C(IJK),I=1,NPST) 001076 
00704 215* 51 CONTINuF 001116 
00704 .16* C 001116 
00704 217* C 001116 
00704 218. C .....- GEN Er ATE-BOUDiARY" 'CONilTIONS 01116 
OL704 219* C 001116 
60704 A20* C 001116 
0070E 221* JO 54 ,JzzU 001116 
0071 222* N:ISCVT(J) 001155 
00711 223* IF EN.EQ.O) GO TO 54 001157 
00712 224 .. ..REAO'iiOd,(IBOv(I; Tz N. 001161 
00721 225* nO 53 K=IN 001202 
00724 .226* KI='10V1KJ) 001202 
D072E 227* 53 VROIKJ):VER(MI.,) .. ... ... 001203 
00721 22R* 54 CONTINUE U01215 
00731 229* 00 56 J71,3 001215 
00,734 230* 0 56 K=I3. .. .­ 001224 
00737 231* N= IPOST(J,K) G01241 
0074C 232* IF (N .E. 0) G0 TO 56 " .001243 
00742 233. REAC 1100,( IBOSII,J,K).I=IN) 001245 
007S 234* 00 55 M=IN 001266 
00752 235* IFlZS(M,JK) 001266 




















































































CELFE ....... -DATE 103178 
237* 56 CONTINUE 001304 
238* 00 60 J=1,3 001304-­
239* N=IBCISTtJ) 001310 
240* iF(N .EQ. 0)' 60"'1-60 001312 
241* READ lIOOIIBDISI.JI .N) .. . . . . . 001314 
242* DO 59 K=rJN 001335 
243* _I:IEDIS(KJ 001335 
59 0158Dm ,J)0,0 D244001336-­
245* 60 CONTINUE 001342 
246* C 001342 
247* C 001342 
248* READ 1400,fDT(I),I:IITOIV) 001342 
249* .... 00 92 IrIINTFT 001356 
250* NI=INTFII) 001256 
.251* 00 90 Jrl,3 001257 
252* 90 VER(NId)ZVIJI/FACTVO '001366 
253* 92 VER(N],4)VERINI,4)/DIFFSEIUNIT) 001371 
254* 00 1C0 I:NPPJNPPJT 001406 
255* . . . DO 95 J:l,3 . .. .. -.. . .. . 001406 
256* 95 VER (I,J)zV(J)/FACTVO 00 1406 
2574 100 VER(I 4)ZVERII,4)/OIFFS4IUNIT) 001411 
258* C ****** 001 411 
259* C 001411 
260* C ASSEMBLE AND SOLVE SYS-TEM OF EQUATIONS 001411 
261* c ITERATION WITH TIME 001411 
262* C 001411 
126 3* C********* 001*411 
264* PRINT 1500, TIME 001420 
.265* O0 '120 I1 NPS 001431 
266* 120 PRINT 1520, I,tVER(IJ)J=4,IU)PRSII) 001431 
267* PRINT 1550 001451 
268* DO 121 1=lNPS 001461 
269* 121 PRINT 1580, I,(STSIIJ.K),X:l,3),4:1,3) 001461 
270* PRINT 1585 001504 
271'* 00 122 I:1,NFST 001513 
272* NF=NFS(I) 001513 
273* 122 PRINT 1520,IlXHNFJ,J:I,3) 001515 
274* PRIN! 1582 001 534 
2754 DO 123 IINPST 001 544 
276* 123 PRINT 1530, IKOOEI),lX4IJ),J:1,31 001544 
277* PRINT 1612 001563 
2784 DO 124 I=INPST 001574 




Ul4 280* PRINT 1686 001621


OlSt h1* LO 125 T:l,NPST 001631


blII, 282* 125 PRINT 1687, I',IfC(I,J,K),KnI,CN7),JZI,NCNT) 001631


11 74 2u34 130 CON7INUE 001655


117? 284* ITER:ITER.. 001655


0117- 2t5* IF (ITEC ,GT. ITGIV) GO TO SOC 001657


3 1176 2 .6* C 
 001657 
0120C 2o7* DO 132 I:1,NPST 001664 
0120 288* CO 132 J:l,3 001671 
012n 289o CLS(IJ)=O O 001671 
010) 20* EISN (I,J=O.o 001671 
01.'I 291* 132 DISP-Vl,J):O.0 001672 
f1213 292* TIMLTIMECOJItTER) 001700 




01215 29* 135 INNERZINNERI 001705"


01216 295* .... IF (INNER EQ ., 1) OE T:AcTI R - -- -00170?


0122C 296* IF IINNER .EO. 2) DELTDT4ITER)- 001720






 298* 00 *138 1:2,3 001733 

0122c 299* IF IXOL .GE. XDIM(I) XL=XDIM(I) 001733 

-123 '200* 138 CONI]iNUE 001742 
01232 301* NSTAL3O 001742 
01232 302* DIxV=TIME*VO 
 001743 
0123 4 303* DMML=OIM-XOL 001746 
123E 304* IF (IIMV .GT. DILJ NSTAB:-- ......... OD 1751 










CLLFE . . .....- DA-TE 103.178 
01242 309*' 140 CONTINUE 001762 
01242 310* CALL CLLTRN(I' .. 001762 
01242 3114 C 001762 
U1244 .2124 150 CONTINUE 001766 
0124E 313* CALL CELTRNS. 001766 
01246 314* 00 2CC LL=l,IU 001773 
01251 315* L:IORDER(LL) 001773 
U1112' 316* CALL CEL3CV(L) 001774 
a01 2 317* 200 CONTINUE 002COO 
U12'd 318 "* GO TO (210,260,.85f),INOCX " 002C00 
012bt 219* 210 CONTINUE 002C13 
012) 320* FO 25C LI=1,3 002013 











U127C 324* CALL CELANIIINTF;INTFTICINT,LIL2) .. 002C27 
01271 325v 250 CONTINUE 002r43 
U1214 326* 260 CONTINUE 602043 
C 27 1 227* LEE:3 ,002043 
c1276 228* IF (NASTRN .NE. 1) GO TO 270 002C44 
G130C 229* LEE:I 002C47 
01301 330* CALL CELTRN(2) 002C51 
01302 331* 270 CONTINUE 002C55 
013l2 232* " 0 3CO KKI1,LEE 002055 
013£l 333* CALL CELDIS(KK) 002061 
U1307 '334* 300 CONTINUE 002C66 
01311 !335* IF (NASTRNI 320,500,310 .02C66 
01314 *336* 310 CONTINUE 002071 
01315 237* CALL CELTRN(3) 002071 
0131C :338* 320 CONTINUE 002C7s 
01317 '339* CALL EXIT U') 2C75 
01317 3404 C 002075 
01317 341*. C LOOPi -------I. 002C75 
01317 342* C 002075 
01317 '343* C REAG VECTOR IN FROM NASTRAN 002C75 
0131 7 344* C 00205 
0132£ -!345. 400 CONTINUE 002077 
01321 246* CALL CELTRNI4I 002r77 
UI?21 347# C G) 2f77 
01322 348* 500 CONTINUE 0p2 1)2 
CELFE .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. DATE 103178 
01323 34 9* (INNF R I TO- 2 1 021F NE, 1. G0 520­
0133C 351* E0 510 J=ltIU . .. 002112 
0133 3 352* 510 VERNlIIJ)=VER(I'J) 002112 
01336 353* 520 CONTINUE (002121 
01331 '354* CALL MESHUP(NPMT,NEMT,NPELGNPE,IUIOROCvNETNPST,DELTKODE# 002121 
01337 355* .... . 1. NO[,DIS,X,XPRV,VERPRVI . .. . . . ... . . ... . . . ... .. . . . 00 2...121 
01341 :35 6* ''- -" GO TO (525,645,850) INDEX .... 002141 
0134 1 3574 525 CONTINUE 002152 
0134 2 358* CALL ALMS(NPHTNPSNPPJNPPJTINIFINTFTNFRAC,RHOTRHOPVEPPRS) 002152 
ol 114 3b9* DO 53U I:INFST 032166 
01346' 3t0 NF:KFS11) CID2 176 
0134 1 361 * 530 PR S(1,FI)= . 002177 
0135 1 '362 * IF 11M40 .NF. I ) GO TO 53 . . . . . . . .. ... ... . . . . . 0022Z22 
0139 3 3(63¢ DO 532 1=1,NPS 002210 
01 56 364* E32 PRSN(J)=PRS(J) 002210 
6136C '36-, 533 CONTINUF 002213 
01361 366* CALL $IRE.NG(NPMSTSYIELO,NFS,INTFKODE) 002213 
01362 367* D0 536 NzINPS 002222 
G136E 368* .. . .. .. 0 536 1=1 3 .... . .. . .. . ... . . . . . r022,i6 
0137C 369* IF (ISOT ,LT. 0) GO TO 535 002'266 
0137 2 70" CO 534 J=I '3 002276 
C137 371V 534 STSlt,,JI)=STS(NIJ) 002276 
01 71 372* 535 STSfN,II)=STS(N'I'I)-PRSlN) 002!01 
G14CC 73* 536 CONTINUE 00 2307 
I l~ 3 7 € .. . IF(INNLP ,NE. ) G O 5 0 . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .... . 002337


Orz01 'IlE 375* 60 E38 N=tNPS 002317 
000141 C '3764 DO 538 3113 002317 
01413. 77* 00 538 Jzl,3 002317 
01 It 378* 538 STSNIN,IJ)=STS(N,l.j) 002317 
01 22 379* 54U CONTINUE 002332 
0142 1 36O0 . .. CALL FRCRTIT(NPMT,NPM,STS,TNTF,C,CSTF.CSPF;NCN-T.-'KFRCNODFRC-; ... .... .. .. ' 002332 
01223 281* 1 NFS,EF,PNFCKFKODE) 002312 
01 2Nl '3b2* IF IINNFR .NE. 1) ( O TO 615 002352 
0lp2t 38 3* 00 t10 ,J=INPST 002263 
011 1 3b4* bO 61L J=1,3 602363 
0143q 385" IhlJ*D~ZJ 002263 
tOlqlE "" '386* . . 610' XN(IJ~rXlI,J) .. . . E002364'" 
0144C !387* 61S CON 7 1NU F 002374 
0144 1 3E8* CALL' CLL3J iINPMTVERPRVVERN,VERFJPRV,FJKODE D02 37 4 
01144 , 89* IFIINNEP .NE. 1) GO TO 645 0 92 404 
C1444 '39cl* CC 642 I=INPS 002414 
0144-1 391* 642 FJN(1)=FJ(I) 002414 
0145 1 392* . .. 645 CO0NT7IN UE ..... .. . . .... .... .. ......... .... .. .............. . .. ... 30 2417 
0O14 2 293* IF(lNKER ,EQ. 2) GO TO 700 002417 
6 14 394* 6O To 135 002421 
Clh 11's+ 700 CON71NUE C02423 
0145L 396# IF (INDEX .GT. 1) 60 TO 701 002423 
1314 6 3V74 CALL SLIEST 0 2426 
C1 4 6 1 ' '3 8* ........- IF (INDEX ;EQ. 3)1 GO 0"826 . . .. . . . . 0024M0 
r.l4f 1 '39 9.* 00 2 430 
(,].14C 4unv 701 CONTIINUE G02434 
C 146&4 4U1,1 CO 7C5 1=1 ,NPST. 002q4 
0146]7 2* 60 7C5 J=I,IU 012445' 
. 01472 463* . .. 705 VERPRVIl J)=YER I'J ). . 002445 
0147 8 404* - DO 7C8 TIINPS D02 4,7 







01502 407* 00 708 J=l,3. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. -.. . . ..-. . 002465 
01505 408* 00 708 Krl,3 002465 
0161c 409* - 708 STSPRV I ?JK=STS(--J K 002465 
01514 4104 DO 710 T=I.NPST 002504 
01511 .. L 'k V0 710 .4=1,3 -. _ 002504 
01522 412* XPRV(IJ)=X(I,J) 002504 
(1i2b 413* DISPRV(IJ):DIS(IJ) .... . . - . .-.. 002505 
01524 414* 710 CONTINUE 002514 
01E2 1 415* IF(IUNIT .EQ. 1) GO TO 720 002514 
01531 416* DO 715 I=,NPST Ut 2517 
015 34 '417* -....... DO 712 J:1,33 .. . C02526 
01537 :418* 712 VER (I,J):=0odo O.0VERPRVI,J)IVERPRVII,5) 002526' 
G1'41 419# VER(I,4):VERPRV(,'4I/OIFFSIUNIT) - ----­ 002532 
C1542 4204 715 CONIINUF -002543 
01 iA q 121* 720 CONTINUE 002E43 
0154E 422* PRINT 1500, lIME 002543 
C155 42C, . DO 725 1:1.NPS ................. 002564
q 4. 
01b53 424* 725 PRINT 1520, 1,1 VER(ItJ),JZ4,IU),PRS4I) 002564 
01sb4 425* PR'INT 1550 002C34 
0156t 426* D0 730 I:1,NPS 002614 
01671 427* 730 PRINT 1580, IIfSTS(IJjKK:1,3).J= 3) 002614 
(11un4 428* PRINT 1585 002637 
iJ160e .120* DO 731 Tn ,NFST - 002C46 
01b1l 430. NF=NFS(I) 002E46 
t 01612 431. 731 PPINT 1520,I,4X(NFJ),Jfl,3) 002650 
01622 432* PRINT 1582 002667 
0162 433* 00 732 T:1,NPST 002677 
U1627 434* 732 PRINT 1530, IKODEfI),(XI1,J),J=1,3) 002677 
0164C ;435 PRINT 1612 002716 
01642 A36* DO 733 It:INPST -... ..... .. ..... 002727 
01645 -437* 733 PRINT 1520, IIDIS(IJi),Jr,3)dVERIX,d),J=1,3) 002727 
01661 438* IFINFRAC .EO. 0) GO TO 739 002754 
01662 439* PRINT 1682 002756 
01665 440* 00 735 ITINFPAC 002762 
0167E .,4414 . 735 PRINT 1683, I,NODFRC(-) 002767 
0167E 442* PRINT 1686 002777 
01671 '43* DO 758 !1,1NPST 003C07 
01702 ,444* 738 PRINT 1687, I,(ICIIJK),K:1=NCNT),J=INCNTI 003007 
01715 '45* 739 CONTINUE 0030533 
0171!E 46* C 003C33 
-. 01716 447* 60 TO 130 .. 003033 
01717 448* 8OC PRINT 1720 003034 
01721 .4494* ICONO:0 003037 
01722 '50* PUNCH 1100, IOROCIORDL,NFST,INTFT,'ISOTISOPIUNITITGIV.ICOND 003040 
U1722 461* 1 ,ITERNSLIDE 003C40 
01731 ;'52* PUNCH 1400, A,ALPHA,TIHE 003r57 
01744 .453*­__ PUNCH 1400, I'l(I),Ii,3)DIXDTMYfDIMZ 003066 
01752 . 454* PUNCH 1400, RHOTRHOP,TMIUPMIU;TYLDPYLDSMIU 003101 
01762 455* PUNCF l1CC, NPSNETNPPJNEPUNPPJ7,NEPJTNPTRNETRNPLG.NELG 003114 
0176! 456* 1 NPSTNELT,NAXDOFNGD 003114 
020030 457* PUNC 1100,(IELVT(IIn1,IU),IIIBDST(TJ),J:1,3),IZ1,3), 003136 
C2002 -458* 1IIBCIST(I),IZ1,3) 003136 
C201 c 459* Do 801 N:1,NET 003223 
02021 '460* 801 PUNCH 1IOD,(NOL(N,Il,I:1,NPEI 003223 
CELFE CATE 103178 
_0203 C .... _9 1* 14N=NL T+ 1 003236 
02031 Vi62. 0 02N=NEL 003241 
02034 -463. , 802 PUNCh I1OCvfNODfNI)01=l#NPELG) ... ..... .. . .... . . . .003250 
02042 464* DO 8C3 N=I,NPST 003267

02040t ,.65* 803 PUNCh'1420, N,KODElN),(XfN,I),I=1,3) 003267

C205 1 ,466* PUNCH 1100, lNFStII,I=1,NFST) 003306

02065 ,467* _-PUN Ch 1100 , ( INTF (I) 1=1 .INTF ). . ..... . ... . . . .. . ...... . . 003317

02072 468* Do 805 Jzl,IU 003333

02076 :469* 805 PUNCH 22J0,(VERPRV(IJ),1=1,NPST) 003333

L210E ,470* 00 s08 J=1,3 U03351

1 2I11 471* LIE=I 003351

0J2111 47?* IF(ISOT .6E. 0) LIE=I G03 53

02112 473* 00 8C8 K=LIE,3 603!57

0211 t 474*'... 8 8 FPN CH 2200 t(STS tII J K 1=1 , NPS .. .. . .. ... . .. . . ... .. . .. . 003373

02 12 ( .475* c0 sic J=1,3 D03 413

0213 1 476* 810 PUN Ch 2200, (OIS(IJ),I=I,NPST) b03413

02145C 477* PUNCH 2200, IPRSII)tI:INPS) rig3 426 
02146 4784 PUNCh 22CO,(FJ(II,1=1,KPS) 003437

02154 479* Co 811 J=l,3 00 i453 
02151 "'480* 6..11 PUN CP 22203 , FS (I J) I11 NPS T) .. . .... .. . . . .. ... . . . . . .003453

CJ21 66 481* PUNCh 2200,(YIELD(II,I 1,NPST) 0034166

U217h -482. PUNCh Z200, ((CSTF(IJ),J=1,hCNT),I=INCNT) 003477

0220 E 48 3* PUNCF. 2200, ((CSPF(TJ),J INCNTI=lINCNT) 00 3515 
02 21 4649 00 818 JzlNCNI G03E37

G2 221 4655* 60 816 K=I,N(.NT U33537 
0222 4b6* .. 8'18" PUNCH 2200, (C(IJ,K),I=I;NPSTF__.. _ . ... . ........ ....... 003E37 
I 0223A 487* GO TO 65C 003556 
0l22SE 466* 820 PRINT 17C0 23 5G0

0 02237 469* 850 60 TO 1 033564 
0423 1 490 0 :00 3 5 6 
C0223 7 .­91 * 00cD3S64 
0224C 492* 1000 FOR MAT7 12A6l .. . ... . ... . . . ... .. ...... ... .. .. . 0 3E G 
6224 1 493* 1001 FORMAT tlHl,12A6.*) b03565 











C?244 h96* 1105 f2ORVAT~qB4021 13565
































U=221­504i­ 1500 'FORMAT (1HI ;2X ,-t fPitMZ =-,-EI' .4/_lH'0_,6X__lNOD E SX_, _E qE'RG_ 9'X,-­ 003565 
















155G FOkHAT (IHOj,2X,'NOOE',4X,-SlI',IOXISI2' IOX,'SlS',10X,*S21",IOX," 




C225 i_ 510* 1580 FORMAT '(16;lP9513.4) 003E65













0226 1 14* Il"' 2X,071/1 003565

0226 2 515* 160U FORPAT (33141 003 56 5

0'2263Z.. 516i '­ 1612 FORMAT IIhO,2x , DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITY-/ 6..
03E65





































HflS, 'F.px.'tlX'. .xiYN.inn.'iiZ't l1X.Xv 1 .Iy I X 
2 'V2"/) 
. .­ - - .003565 
1682 FORMAT (1HO,8X,'FAILURE NODE/) 
164 FRMAT(21201 
16814 FORMAT(hO,2X.3OHPOISSON RATIO 1) 
1685 FORMAT( IHO,2X',ZOHFRACTURE CRITERION COEFFICIENT/) 
1686 FORMATI1F0,2X,3OHSTIFFNESS COEFrICIENTS I, 
1687 FORMAi(IlOlP12EI0.4/1OX,1P12EID.4/1OX,1P'12E10.4) .. 
C 
1700 FORMAT ('OSTATIC SULUTION ATTAINED-) 
1720 FORMAT ('FAIL TO SATISFY PRESCRIBED CRITERION FOR AT'TAINING 
1STATICSOLUTIN--') 
C 



















E D OF COPILATIOh: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
-ahO6,P CELFEP - -
DATE 103178
CELfEP . .... ..


aPOP ,L6F ELFEPCELFEP 
POP12R1ftTZ-16 10j31j78 20:56:37 (00) I 
DaC1 C 
00C? C 
PUOOC3 PARAMI PROC 
tort. C 
00C6 PARAMETER NPMT: 76,NEMTr 33,NPM= 76,NEH _33 
00 C6 PARAMETER NPELG= 8PE 8 
DOC7 PARAMETFR hDFRS:S3.NDINT:IO 
[i)8 C 
30C9 PAfAHETER NRHAXZ20OO,NCHAX:2 
0010 PAPAMETER NGPLGr2,NGPr2 
0011 PAkANETER NCNT:6, NtRCZNPM 
11012 PARAHEIER lUzrs,NOPJTZ 1ONTSTEP=200 .. .. . . .. ... .. .. ....... .. .... .. . 
0013 PARAMETER NPVtNPM,hBSZNPM,NBD:NPH 
00 14 ENO 
PLODO1s PARAM2 PROC 
0P16 PAAAMEIER NPMT: 76,NEMT= 33,NPHt 76,NEN= 33 
0)17 PAIiAME TER NPEL6= 8, NPF= & 
r018 PAIAMETER NDFRSZ53,iOINT:I0 
0019 C 
0Jl zo C THE PARAHETERS ARE SAME AS THOSE FIRST THREE CARDS IN PARAMi 
ULOtl C 
30,2 END 
PE O7Z3 CELFEI PFOC 
0024 DIMENSION TILEr12) 
0025 DIMENSION PnS(NPMIFJNPM) 
00-26 DIMENSION CIFNFRC,3),EFINFRC,3,3),PNFINFRC,3.) 
NLr DIMFNSION IORDERtIU) 
b928 C 
0D29 COMMON /SYSYTX/ S(NRHAXhNCMAXI,NSTAP 
l1320 COMMON IDATAXI RHOTRHOPV(3),TYLD,PYLD,ICON) 
0021 COMMON /CFL?1/ IORUC,AALPHA.NETNPS Nl4BW,NaW,NPPJNEPJ,INNER. 
0C2 1 . ITERDELTNFST 
0023 COMMON /CEL23/ XPRV(NPMT,3 ), VERPRVINPMT.IU) 
Otq COMMON /ORTMPC/ SLT(3,3),SLC(3,3),LI(3,)3,E(33 ),PNIUt3,3),CK(3 
u.0 1 CONHON /MAIPL/ NFRACTMIU.PMIUISOT.ISOP -. . ..­
0026 COMMON INCASE/ It LXNASTRNNSLIUE 
0047 COMMON /UNITCV/ IUNI1,FACTLIZ),FACIV(2).FACTR(2),FACTE(2), 
002a 1 FACIS(21,OIFFS(2) 
0029 COMMON /GEOM1/ KODE(NPHT),N OONFMT,NPELG) 
u040 COMMON IIMPCTXI XN4NPMT,3),VERN(NPMTIUbFJN(NPMIFJPRVINPM), 
OG 41 IC(NPMTNCNINCNT) 
br.2 ......... COMMON /IMPCT3/ OM(NPE3)1,FJCB(NPE )CFRC(NPELGNCNTNCNT) 
D0O43 COMMON /IMPCT5/ CSTFINCNT.NCNT),CSPF(NCNTNCNTI, 
. ICIINT (NUIN NCNTNCNT) 
00k5 COPeUN /ELMLAG/ CD4KPELGNPELG),CStrPPLGNPElG).CL(NPELG), 
1136 1SFINPrLGI ,w(3,NPELG),0FI3,NPELG),PMIIPELI),ELXYZ(NPELG3), 
CO,17 2Vl (PLC,IU) 
jr1) o LOSMON /PARCOr/ MAXDOFN6D 
U) 0 CO1MON /LAGRGN/ KPSTNELTIOROLNBWTNHBWT 
j)r'. COMON /NC[.EPJ/ NFPRdfNPPJT,INTFT 
C.1l COMMONsRFACE/ NFS(hOFRS),INTF(NuINTI 
OOER COhPON /CEL22/ NPTP,NETPNPL6,NELGCIMXDIMYPIMZ 
0OE3 COMMON /TSVEP/ ITCIV,TIMEljT(rTSIEP) 





0055 COMMON /MATUL2/ YIELDINPMT),NOCFRC(NFPC)


0056 COMMON JPROJHr/ PSLT(T.3),PSLCi3,3),PF3,3).PPNTU(3,3),PCK3)


DOE7 COMMON /S TRESS/.STSN(NPM,3,3).STSPRVfNPM,33) .


0058 COMMON /OISPLC/ DISN(NPMT,3),DISPRV(NPMT,3),XINPMT3),BFSINPMT.3)


00E9 COMMON /SCSELM/ STL(NPE,3,3)


0060 COMMON /DISELM/ DL(NPELG,3),bF(NPELC,3)


O ctl COMMON /IMPCT2/ PRSN(NPM),PRSPRV(NPM) .. .. ........ .. ..


0OO0 COMMON /SOLCNV/ VERINPMTIU)


0163 COMMON /SCLSTRJ STSINPM.3,3k


0C4 COMMON /SOLOIS/ DISINPMT,3)


Ot,) COMMON /BCVER/ IdOVT(IU),IDV(NBVIU),VBOINBVIU)


GO6 COMMON /BCSrR/ IBDST(3,3),IBDS(NBS.3,3),SBDINBS,3,3.


0067 COMMON /BC[IS/ IBDIST(3),ISOISCNbO,3), DISBDqN8D .3) ______














0072 COMMON /SYSMTX/ S(NRMAXNCMAX),NSTAP


(o-3 .........- COMMON /CELZ1/ IORUCA,ALPHA,NET.NPSNHB6,NBWNPPJNEPJINNER,

OR Jq I ITER DELI, NFST 
Unit, COMMON /CELZ3/ XPRV(NPT,3k, VERPRV(NPMT,IU)


00C76 COMMON /ORTFPC/ SLT(3,3),SLC(3,3),LI(3,3),E(3,3',PNIUI3,3),CK f3)


On0l COMMON /MATRL/ NFRAC,TMIU,PMIU,TSOTISOP


Urli7 COMMON. /NCfSE/ INDEX,NASTRNNSLIDE








00 '- COMMON /GEOr1/ KOOL(NPMT),NOD(NEMTNPELG3








b" 4 COMMON /IPPC13/ OM(NPE,3).FJCB(NPE),CFRCINPELGNCNT.NCNT)











0r)8 COMMON /PAROOF/ MAXOOFNGO


.09 COMMON /STRESS/ STSN(NPM,3,3).STSPRV(NPM,3,3)


Ofso COMMON /SISELM/ STL(NPE,3,3)


C051 COMMON /DISPLC/ DISNINPMT,3),OISPRINPMT,3IX(NPMT,3BFS(NPMT.3)


00D52 COMMON /DISELM/ OL(NPELG,31 ,bF(NPELG,3)


0053 COMMON /SOLCNVI VER(NPT,IU)








PE006 CONSIV PROC 
Of',57 COMMON ,/SYSMTX/,S(NRMAXINCMAX )NSTAS 
L0'8 COMMON /CELZXi IO/OCA ALPhANET/NPS NHBW,NBWNPPJNEPJ INNER, 
Ons - I ITER DELT,NFST 
DIED COMMON /CEL23/ XPRVINPMT,3), VERPRV(NPM7,IOI


o1c1 COMMON /ORTPPC/ $LT(3,3).SLC(3,3),LItl,3),E(3,3),PNIU(3,3),CK43)


ul'E2 COMMON /MATRL/ NFRAC,TMIUPHIUISO TISOP














01(7 COMMON /IMPCT3/ OM(NPE,31,FJCB(NPEI,CFRC(NPELGNCNTNCNT)







t 1n 2VLINPELG,1u 

CELFEP . .. ..... DATE 103178 
___01 11 COMMON /PARDOFJ MAXDOFNSkD -
0112 COMMON ISIflESSI STSNINPM,3,3),STSPRVNPM,3,31 
0113 COMMON /STSELM/ STL(NPE,3,3. 
0114 COMMON /IMPCT2/ PRSN(NPM),PRSPRV(NPM) 
0115 COMMON /SOLSTR/ STSINPM,3,3) 
0116 COMMON /BCSTR/ IBDST(3,3iIBDS(NBS,3,3),SBDINBS.3,3) 
0117 END 
PEOIIR DISPLY PROC 
0119 COMMON /SYSMTX/ S(NRMAX,NCMAX),NSTAB 
3120 COMMON /CELZI/ IORDCAALPHANETNPSNRBW,NBWNPPJNEPJINNER, 
0121 1 ITEROELI,NFS7 
0122 COMMON /CEL23/ XPRV(NPMT,3), VERPRVINPMT,IUI 
0123 COMMON /ORTHPC/ SLTI3,3),SLC43,3),LII,3f)EI3,3 ),PNIU(3,3J,CK(3-1.... 
0124 COMMON /MATRL/ NFRACTMIUPMIUISO5,ISOP 
012S COMMON /NCASE/ INDEX,NASTRNNSLIOE 
0126 COhMON /6O01/ KODE(NPMT),NOO(NEMTNPELG) 
3127 COMMUN /IMPCTI/ XN(NPMT,3)VERNINPMTIU),FJN(NPM),FJPRV(NPM), 
0128 ICINPNTNCKTNChT) 
012' - COMMON iIFPCr3i uM(NPE,3),FJCB(NPFJ,CFRC(NPELENCNTNCT) 
0130 COMMON /ELPLAG/ CO(NPELGNPELGICS(KPCLG.NPELG).CL(NPCLG), 
0121 ISFINPELGJ,WI3,NPELG),DF43,NPEL),PM(IPELG),ELXYZ(NPELG,3), 
0122 2VLLNPELGIL) 
0123 COMMON /PAPOOF/ MAXOOFN6O 
3124 COMMON /DISPLC/ 0ISN(NPMT,3),DISPRV(NPM1,3),XINPMT,3),BFS(NPMT3) 
G I -r, COMMON /OISELM/ DLINPELG,3).dFINPEL,3) 
01!6 COMMON /SCLDIS/ DISINPMT,3) 
L, 0127 
012) '8 END 
COMMON /BCDIS/ IbDIST(3),IBDISIN8D,3),DISBDtNBD,3) 
PL119 GENMS PPOC 
a'IO COMMON/SRFACE/ NFS(NAFRSlINTF(NOINT) 
3141 COMMON /GEOMI/ KODE(NPMT),NOO(NEMT,NPELG) 
01 "? COMMON /CEL21/ IUROCAALPHANET,NPS,NHBW,NBWNPPJNEPJINNER,".... 
01,13 1 ITER,OELT,NFST 
01 4 COMMON /LAGRGN/ NPST,NELT,IOROL,NWTNHRWT 
fi]k" COMMON /CEL2/ NPFR,NfTR IPLUNELG,DIMX,IMYDIMZ 
0146 COMMON INOLCPJ/ lEPJTNPPJTINTFI 
0147 DIMENSION XINPMT,3),G(16) 
01 44 EN 
'. PF0119 TESTNS PROL 
01 -0 PARAMETER I1 IMzNEM 
01t1 
01 12 C DIMENSION NDE0(32),INTELM(NDIM) 
011E3 
01 40155 
.... COMMON /CELZI/ IORDC,AALPHA.NETNPSNKBWNBWNPPJNEPJINNER,
I ITER ,OELT,NFST . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .COMMON /CEL23/ XPRV(NPMT,3), VERPRV(NPMTIU) . .. . .. ... 
.I6 COMMON /MAIRL/ NFRAC,TMIUPMIUISOI.ISOP 
DIET COMMON INCASE/ I X NASTRN NSLI E......C 
OE8 COMMON /GEOMI/ KOOE(NPHT),NOD(NEMT,NPELG) 
01E9O..O . COMMON /LACRGM/ NPSTNEL,IORDL,NBkTNHBWTCOMMON INOOEPJI NEPJT,NPPJTINTFT 
OIU COMMON/SRFACE/ NFS(NOFRSI,INTF(NOINT) 
01t2 - - COMMON iSURFCF/ SMIU,DIFFPR,VO,VMAXPR,VMINPRXDIME3) 
010L COMMON /STRESS/ STSN(NPM,3,3),STSPRV(NPM3,3) 
01L4 COMMON /OISPLC/ OISN(NPMT,3),DISPPVENPMT,3),X(NPMT,3), FS(NPMT,3 -
Ol( COMMON iIMPCTII XN(NPMI,3),VEfNINPMI,IU),FJN(NPM),FJPRV(NPM), 
0166 1 CINPMT.NCNT,NCNT) 
CELFEP .- . .. D..ATE '103178 
.j0_7 COMMON /IHPCT2/ PRSNINPML)YRSPRVINPr) _


0168 COMMON /SOLCNV/ VER(NPMT,IU)


. 01E9 . . . COMMON /SOLSTR/ STS(NPM,3,31 - ........----­- .. 
0170 COMMON /SLDIS/ DIS(NPMT,3) 
0171 . COMMON /BDVER/ IBOVT(IU),IBDVINBVIU),VBDINBV,1tU------------.......... . . 
0112 COMMON /BCSTR/ IBOST(3,3),IBDS(NBS,3,3),SBDCNBS,3,3) 
0113 COMMON _/8CCIS/ IOQIST(3,TSBDISNNO,!)IS DNE._83 











1 . . ... COMMON /SYSMTX/ SINRMAXNCMAX),NSTAP01)b0 COMMON /DA7AX/ RIIOTRHOP,Vi3lTYLDPYLD,lCOND" 






01t3 COMMON /CFL?3/ XPPV(PMTt3)1 VERPRVINPMTIU)


0184 COMMON /ORIHPC/ SLT(3,3),SLCI3,3),LT3,3),E13,3),PNIU3,3),CK331


o1s COMMON /MATRL/ NFRACTHIU,PMIUISOTISO?-.











01E9 COMMON /CECF'. KOOEINPMT),NODNEMT.NPELG)








61 2 COMMON /IVPCT3/ OM NPE,3 FJCB(NPE),CFRCINPELGNCNTNCNT .

















]SR COrMON /PAIROF/ MAXDOF,NbD


01$9 COMMON /CELZ2/ NPTR,NETR,NPLGNELS,fIMX,OtXYDIMZ


"2Oc COMMON /LACRGN/ NPST,NELT,IORDL,NBWTNHBWT "


O2CI COMMON /PROJMT/ PSLT(3,3),PSLC(3,3),PE(3,3),PPNIU(3,3),PCK(31


0?(2 COMMON /NOCEPJ/ NEPJT,NPPJT.INTFT


01[3 -COMMON /SURFCE/ SMIUDIFF,CONSTI,VMAXVMINXDIM.3)








(.2[6 COMMON /MATRL2/ YIELbtNPMT),NODFRCINFRC)


02C7 COMMON /STRESS/ STSN(NPM,3,3),STSPRV(NPM,3,3)


02CS COMMON /IHPCT2/ PPSN(NPMIPRSPRVINPP)


... 029 COMMON IDTSPLC/ OISNINPMI,3),DISPRV(NPHT,_3)Xf(NPH 31BFSINPMT,3.


02 10 COMMON /SOLCNV/ VER(NPMTIUI


0211 COMMON /SULSTR/ STS(NPM93,3)


0212 COMMON /SOLDIS/ IS(NPMT,3)


0213 COPMON /BCvER/ ILOVT(IU),IBDV(NBV,IL),VBDINBV.IU)


0214 COMMON /BCSTR/ 160ST(3,31,IBDS(NbS,2,3),SBDINBS.3,3)


0215 COMMON /80DIS/ IBDISTI3).IbDIS(ND,3),QISSD(NBD,3)














0220 C KFILE:OUTPUT MOMENTUM, ENERGY, DENSITY AND STSRESS MATRICFS


021 C AND ASSOCIATEU FORCING VECTORS IN CELFE ZONE






0223 C MFILE=INPUT SOLUTIONS OF ENTIRE STRUCTURE IN DISPLACEMENTS AND 
024' 
02!S C 
FMILE=I NP UJ- SOLUTIONS OF DENSIT't, 
IN CELFE ZONE 
MONE~itUMS. ENERGY, STRESSES 
0226 C NFILE:INPUT SOLUTIONS OF ENTIRE STRUCTURE IN DISPLACEMENTS AND 
0227 C VELOCITIES 
02;8 C FILE 16 USED IC STORE CELFE VARIABLES AND RELATED QUANTITIES BETWEEN 
0229 C EXECUTIONS OF NASTRAN 
0220 DATA NWD/2COU/ 
0221 END 
PE02!2 STATEC PROC 
- 0223 C 
02!4 COMMON /UNIICV/ IUNIT,FACTLt2),FACTV(21,FACTRt2J.FACTEIZJ, 
022M I FACTS(2),EIFFS(2) 







TARGET --- BORON/EPOXY 
02q1 DATA ATI,AT ,RIO.BT,HT2,CTO,CTI,PIIT/1.8212.3509 .0.3764,0. 3287, 








PROJECTILE --- SILASTIC 
Ul?46 DATA APIAP2,BPOBP1,BP2,CPOCPIPHIP/0.DD4794,0.04684,0.33969, 
:)24 1?I .02377,C.5O767 ,0.4925,O.5721,0.3C00/ 
0s2A8 END' ------­ -























































S iORAGE' ASSI GNME NT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
000i 000013 100 ' .. .000'" o646"i 'io1F... 0601'" 6666"K'Ys .... --"00 1OF ""00 "0 5 1810F 
0000010000001 
004074 1820F .. 0000....004101 _1825F_0o4145 1912F ooo1 000060 200L00o147 215L .. ...DO 1...0002 53-,225L .. . 
G..OOD. .004106 -190OF000i 000070 2076 
1...O002 67 230L. 
.....-DO0O-,_004122 1910F 0000_ 004134 1911F0001 000116 21OL ooo1 000125 211L 
aO00 I _0033 4-252 L . ...0001 ..000344 255L_, 
ciao1 000217 256G 0001, 000226 2610 0001 000243 2675 0000 004164 3000F 0001 000300 314G 
0001 000307 317G 0001 000324.,3250G , 0001 O000414 360G . 0001 000434 367G , 0001 000443 3776 
UO01 000354 400L 0001 000467 405G 0001 0004D6 405L Cool 000411 410L 0001 000507 414G 
11001 000523 427G .. 0001 000543 4366 .. 0001 000520 450L .. 0001 -000556 451G 0001 000576 4606 
0001 000550 460L 0001 000604 480L 0001 000717 500L 0001 000626 5016 0001 0010632 504G 
Goal 0006417 51IG ---.....0001 _,000672 5266G.­ . 0001 000701 531G-­ 000 1 _000722 900L.... 0001 n00732 906L 
0001 1100742 907L 0001 000752 908L 0001 000760 999L 0 00 5 000001 A 0005 R 0U0 0002 ALP HA'­
0032 001254 BFS 0000 R 003736 B G 0000 R 003766 Br 0013 001370 C 0016 000000 0O 
0014 000040 CFRC 0015 000110 CINT 0007 000055 CK 0016 000200 CL 0024 000002 CONST1 
0016 000100 C S 0015 000044 CSPF 0015 000000 CSTF 0005 R 000013 DELT 0016 000250 OF 
6024 00000101IFF 0020 000004 OIMX " 0020 000005 DOIMY '" 0020 000006 OIMZ 01035 k' 000000 DIS 
00oqo 000347 OISBD ... 003 2 000000 OISN . ... 0032 000344 DISPRV=,. 0025 .000002 0T ... 0007 000033 E 
0016 000310 ELXYZ 0014 000030 FJCB 0013 001140 FJN 0013 001254 FJPRV-- UO00 1 0040130 1 
> 0040 1 9000003 1 I01 0040 1 000000 IBOIST,. 0037 000011 IBOS .0037 000000 IBOSI U036 000005 IBOV 













1 004036 II 
000065 INTF ... 
0000 
0023 












Colo 000004 ISOP --. G010 000003 5T...0005 000012 ITEM .. 0025 000000 ITGIV 0000 1 003722 ITRL 
Do004 000007 IUNIT 0000 1 0041035 J (1000 1 004037 K 0000 1 0U3731 KFILE' 0012 000000 MODE 
0000 1 004027 L 0000 1 004045 LCOL 0000 1 003732 LFILE 0007 000022 LI 0000 1 004044 LIE 
0000 1 004047 LL GOOD 1 004046 LSET 0017 000000 MAXOOF 0000 1 003733 MFILE 0011 1 000001 NASTRN 
0005 000006 NBw 0021 000003 NBWT 0020 000003 NELG UP21 000001 NELT 0005 000010 NEPJ 
f1023 000000 NEPJ7 0005 000003 NET 0020 000001 NETR 0000 1 003734 NFILE 0010 000000 NFRAC 
0 0D26 000000 NFS 0005 000014 NFST 0017 OODUOI NGO 0009 0U0005 NHBW 0021 '000004 NHBWT 
. 001," 000114 NOD -"002 7 000114 NOOFRC"-­ 0020 00n002 NPLG .... )00-"000007 NPPJ .... 0023"" 000001 NPPJT 
"UGO 00 000004 NPS 0021 1 000000 NPST 0020 000000 NPTR DODO 1 004043 NR 0011 '000002 NSLIDE 






















, U O00 R 003720 P3 .. 0004 .. 000001 RHOP 0004 000000 RHOT 0003 R 000000 S 0037 001265 SRO 
GO016 0002 10 S F 0007 000011 SLC ..... 000O7 __000000 SLT' OC..024 "" 000000 SKID ... 0034 R 000001) STS 

























0000 R 0000044' OK 03 070 Oq 000 01 000X 00 000XR 
0000 P 004031 X2 ..... 0027_ 000000 YIELD 0000 R 004032 Y2,. 0000 R 00403 3 Z2 
00101 I* SUBROUTINE tELTRN(KKK) " 000000 
00101 23 000000 
00101 4* C O'l00luo 
CELTRN ................ . . . . .. . ........ . . ... . .. D T 0....o 













C . . .. . 
INCLUDE PARAMI,LIST 
. . .......... .000000 
OOO00 
00 103 9* P ARAMI PROC . ................. ....... 000000 





PARAMETER NPMT= 76NEMT= 33 
PARAMETER NPELGt 8,NPE= 8 
NPM. 76NEMS 33 000000 
000000 
00106 9* PARAMETER NDFRSZS3,N0INTZ10 .. C-000OO 
00106 9* C 0fl0000 






PARAMETER NCNT:6, NFRC:NPM 
000000 
000000 
00112 9* PARAMETER IU:5,NDPJTt 10,NTSTEP=200 000000 
00113 9* PARAMETER NBV=NPM,NBS=NPM,N3OZNPM------------------. 000ODD 
00113 9* END 000000 
00114 10* INCLUDE CELSTRLIST 000000 
00114 10* 'CELSTR PROC 000000 












COMMON /SYSMTXI S(NRMAXNCHAX)tNSTAB 
COMMON /OATAX/ RHOT,RHOPV(3),TYLO,PYLD,IUNITICCNO 
COMMON /CELT1/ IORDCA ALPHA NET NP$jNHBWINBW.t -t 
1 ITER,OELINFST 





























COMMON /MATRL/ NFRACTMIUPMIUISOTISOP 
COMMON /NCASE/ INDEXNASTRNNSLIOE 
COMMON /GEOHI/ KOOE(NPMT),NOO(NEMINPELO) 
COMMON /IMPCTI/ XN(NPMT,3),VERN(NPMTIUI),FJN(FNPM),FV(NPM), 
IC(NPMTNCNT,NCNT) 























































COMMON /IMPCT4/ CSTF(NCNTNCNT),CSPF(NCNTNCNT), 
1CINT(N0INTNCNT,NCNT) 
COMMON /ELMLAG/ CD(NPFLG ,NPFLG),CS(NPELGNPELG),CL(NPELG), 
ISF(NPELG),W(3,NPELG),OF(3,NPELG),PM(NPELG),ELXYZ(NPELG, 31, 
2Vt(NPELGIU) . .OOOO 
COMMON /PARDOF/ MAXDOFNGD 
COMMON /ZEL12/ NPTR,NETR,NPLGNELGDIMXDIMYoIMZ 
COMMON /LAGRGN/ NPSTNELTIORDL,NSWTNHBWT 
COMMON /PROJMT/ .PSLT 3,3 1P SLCC3t3)?PEt3,3)t..E.NIC 
3 
I 
COMMON /NOOEPJ/ NEPJT,NPPJT,INTFT 
COMMON /SURFCE/ SMIUOIFFCONSTIVMAXVMINXDIM(3) - ----­-----
COMMON /TSTEP/ ITGIV,TIME,DTiNTSTEP) 
COMMONI SRFACE/ NFS(NOFRS),INTF(NOINT) .... . . . . . .. .... 
COMMON /MATRL2/ YIELO(NPMT),NODFRC(NFRC) 
COMMON /STRESS/ STSNCNPH,3,3),STSPRV(NPM,33) ,. . . .. 
COMMON /IMPCT2/ PRSN(NPM),PRSPRV(NPH) 
COMMON /IITSPLC/ 0ISN(NPMT,3),OISPPV(NPMT,3),X(NPMT,3),BFS(NPMT,3 
COMMON /SOL(NV/ VFR(NPMT,IU) 
CON MON / -01SI R/ STSINPM,3,3) 
COMIjON /tOLLIS/ 01tL(NPMT , 3) 
COtimON /rivi d (/ ,)VT (IU) ,IOV(N0 V ,IUI ,V8D(NBVIU) 
COMM N hh l1I1SI1/ i I)SlI IltUI NdS, 3 I ,SR0INBS,3,3) 


























00155 10* COMMON /DATE/ IDATE3) 000OoQ 
00156 . 10* DATA P3/rXXXX'-iXX/ 
___ 000000 
00160 10* DATA KFILELFILE,MFILE,NFILEI15,17,14,12/ -00000 
00160 10* . .C-.... 000000 . . 
00160 10* C KFILE=OUTPUT MOMENTUM, ENERGY, DENSITY AND STSRESS MATRICES 000000 
- 00160 10* C AND ASSOCIATED FORCING VECTORS IN CELFE ZONE 000000.__ 
00160 10* C LFILE:OU'TPUT DISPLACEMENT MATRIX OF CELFE ZONE 000000 
00160 10* - CMFILE=INPUT SOLUTIONS OF ENTIRE STRUCTURE IN DISPLACEMENTS AND 000000 __ 
00160 10* C MFILE'INPUT SOLUTIONS OF DENSITY, MOMENTUMS, ENERGY, STRESSES 000000 
00160 10* .C IN CELFE ZONE 000000 
00160 10* C NFILEzINPUT SOLUTIONS OF ENTIRE STRUCTURE IN 'DISPLACEMENTS"ANt.I .............. 000000 
00160 10* C VELOCITIES 000000 
U0160 IO* C FILE 16 USED' TO STORE CELFE VARIABLES AND RELATED QUANTITIES BETWEEN 000000 
00160 10* C EXECUTIONS OF NASTRAN 000000 
00165 10* DATA NWD/2000/ 000000 
00165 10* END 000000 
0D167 II* DIMENSION BG(24),BI(32) 000000 
00170 12* NSTORPENRMAX*NCMAX+1 +9 .13 4NPMT*(3+IU) +48 +5..3_NPMTNEHT*NPEL 000000 -
00170 13* 1G +NPMT*(3+IU+NCNT*NCNT)+2*NP­ 000000 
O001O 14* 2+NCNT*(NCNT+NCNT+NCNT*NDINT) +2 +7 +5 +39 +3 *8 +2+NTSTEP 000000 
00170 Is* 3+NDFRS+NDINT +NPMT+NFRC +NPMo(9+9) +NPM*2 +NPMT*12 +NPHT*IU 000000 
00170 16* 4+NPM*9 *NPMT*3 +IU*(1+2*NBV) 9+NBS*18 +3+NBD*6 000000 
00171 17* 60 TO (100,150,200,400KKX 000001 
Do171 18* C 000001 
U0171 19* " C STORE DATA IN DISK FILE 1"6 AND 'OPEN FILE IN NASTRAN"INPUTT2 000001 -
c0171 20* C FORMAT FOR WRITE ELEMENT MATRICES OF CONSERVATION AND 000001 
U0171 21* C CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 000001 
00171 22* C 000001 
00172 23* 100 CONTINUE 000013 
U0173 24I* WRITE(6,1O1)NSTORE 000013 
00uI/ 25* 101 FORMAT(IX,'LENGTH OF LABLED COMMONSTORED IN FILE I6Z',18) 000020 
00171 26* CALL NTRAN(16,10,1,NSTORE,IBDIST( ),L,22).... 000020 
00200 27* CALL OPNNAS(KFILEWORK,NWD,IDATEP3,1) 000031 
00101 28* RETURN 000041 
00201 29* C 000041 
00 201 30* C OPEN FILE IN NASTRAN INPUTT2 FORMATFOR WRITE ELEMENT MATRICES 000041 
0110 31* C OF DISPLACEMENT VECTOR 000041 
00201 lp* G 000041 
011202 33* 150 CONTINUE 000045 
00203 34* CALL OPNNAS(LFILEWORKNWD,IDATE,P3,I) 000045 
00204t 35* RETURN 000054 
00204 36* C 000054 
00 04 37* -.C UPDATE AND WRITE NASTRAN BULK DATA IN FILE 000054 
00204 38* C 000054 
00205 39* 200 CONTINUE 000060 
00706 40* DO 220 It1,NPST 000060 
00211 41* READ (18,1800)BGX2,Y2";:2BI 000070 
00220 42* 60 TO (210,Z11),INNER 000106 
00221 434 '2 10' X2:XPRV(I,I ]000116 
00222 44* Y2:XPRV(I,2) 000117 
00223 45* Z2=XPRV(I,3. 000121 
60224 46* GO TO 215 000123 
00224 47* C 000123 
00224 - 49* C UPDAIE GRID COORDINATES FROM LAST TIME STEP . ......... ... ....... ... ... -000123 
01:?24 494 C UI0 123 
Oo()pS 50* 211 X2:At PIIA*YXPRV(I ,)II.0-ALPHAI*XN(I ) - Is 











































































































51"* Y2zALPKA*XPRV(1,2)(I.o-ALPHA)*XN(I,2) 000132 
52* - - Z2ZALPHA*XPRV(jIt)4(11.l-ALpHA)*XN(It3............. ......... 000140 ­
53* 215 CONTINUE 000147 
54* C W. -E- - - -- 00014'7, 
55* C OUTPUT TO NASTRAN NEW GRID LOCATION 000147 
56* C 000147­
57* PUNCH 1800,BG,X2,YZZ, 000147 
58* WRITE(I9,18OO)BGX2,Y2,22,8 . 000164 
59* 220 CONTINUE 000205 
60* PUNCH 1810, DELT --------- - 000205 
61* ID'I 000212 
..	62* 00 230 1Z1,NPST............... 000217 
63* 00 230 JZI3 000226 
64* IF (IBDIST(J) .EQ, 0) GO TO 225- ------------ 000232 
65* IIZIBOIST(J) 000234 
66* DO 223 K:1,11 . . 000236 
67* IE:IBOIS(KJ) 	 000243


68* IF (XE EQ. I G)- 1.2.3 
 000245
Q- TO 	 
69* 23 CONTINUE 000253 
70* 225 CONTINUE 000253 
71* C 000253 
72* C UPDATE VELOCITY FOR NASTRAN INITjIL CQNDITION ----------------- 000253 
73* C 000253 
74* - VEL:VERPRV(itJl/VEPPRV(ILJ/VE ..........,) 000253, 
75* PUNCH 1820, 1ID IJ,DISI,J IVEL 000255 




78* 00 255 1=1,NPST 000300


79* 00 255 J=1,3 000307














84* IF (IE .EQ. I. 0 TO 255------------ 000326


85* 250 CONTINUE 000334


86* .. 252 CONTINUE 000334


87* PUNCH 1825, IDIJOIS(IJ) 000334





90* C 000350 ­
91* C UPDATE FILE 16 AND-READ SOLUTIONS FROM'NASTRAN" IN OUTPUiT2FORMAT...... . 000350 
92* C 000350.. 
93* '400 CONTINUE 000354 
94* CALL NTRAN(16 1 10,2,NSTORE ,I8DIST(I), L 22) ._.. .. . 000354 
95* CALL OPENTP(MFILEWORK,NWIERRi) 000364 
96* IF hIERR .NE'. ) GO TO 900 000373 
97* 60 TO (410,450,405),INDEX 000375 
98* 405 RETURN 000406 
99* - 10 CONTINUE 000414 
100* 00 420 I:I,TU ----. .. 00014 
101* CALL OPENF(IERR,ITRL) 000414 
1024 IF (IE'R .NF. 0) G0 TO 900 000420 
103* CALL INTVfC($900,WORK,NWK,ITRL(3),' 000422 
104* O0 419 NRZINPHT 60(1 34 
1054 VLR(NH, I )ZWORK(NR) L0I'4 54 













































































































107* 420 CONTINUE 

_ ....... . 000443






IF(ISOT .GE. 0) 
DO 425 JzLIE,3 
LIEX . .. .. . . .000445 
000452 





IF(IERR bNE. 01 GO TO 900 
CALL INTVEC($900,WORK,NWKtITRL(3)I 








117* 424 CONTINUE 000516 
118* .. 425 CONTINUE ,­ 000516 
1194 60 10 460 000516 
1204 450 CONTINUE . 000523 
121* O 455 I:1z,3 000523 
122* CALL OPENF(IERRITRL) .. .... 00-0523 
123* IF (IERR .NE. O) GO TO'900 000527 
1214 . CALL INTVEC IS 9002WORtXNWKR L.j_3.)j 1-1 000531 
125* DO 454 NR1,NPMT 000543 
126* VER(NRI)=.WORKINR) -... . . . U00543 
127* 454 CONTINUE 000550 
1284 455 CONTINUE - - - - - - - - - -. . . . 000550 
1294 460 CONTINUE 000550 
130* 
131* 
IF (NASTRN .EQ. 1 
00 465 1:13 







IF (IERR .NE. 0) G06'90D 
CALL INTVEC($900 WORK,NWkI 
DO q64 NR:INPMT 
. 












138* 465 CONTINUE 000602 
139* GO TO 500 000602 
140* 480 CONTINUE 000604 
141* C 000604 





CAST NASTRAN'TIME-STEP . 000604 
000604 
145* CALL OPENTP(NFILEWORK,NWKIERRI) 000604 
146* IF (IERR .NE. 0) GO TO 906 ......... 000612 





GO TO 907 -------­ 000620 
000622 
150* DO 490 LSET=1,4 -­ ----­ -........ 000632 
151* DO 490 LL'1,2 000632 























0O 498 TI,NPST ' 
00 498 J 1...3 
IJ:64(1-1)J 








00535 163* 498 CONTINUE 000717 
00540 164* 500 CONTINUE 000717 
00541 165* RETURN 000717 
00542 166* 900 WRITEI6,1900),MFILE,IERR ----------­ 000722. 
0054600547 167*168* GO TO 999 906 WRITE( 6, 91p.) Fj .__, __ _ _ 000730 00073? 
00553 169* GO TO 999 000740 
001554 170* 907 WRITE(6,1911) NFILEIERR .. .. ... ... .. ...... . 000742 
00560 171* GO TO 999 000750 
00561 172* 908 WRITE(6,1912) NFILE . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. 000752 
00564 173* 999 CONTINUE 000760 
00565 114* CALL ERTRAN(Il 000760 
00566 175* 1800 FORMAT(2iqAI,3F;83,32AI 000762 
00567 176* 1810 FORMAT ('TSTEP l't 7X,'2-,7XF8.3,'l.-­ . ..... 000762 
00570 177* 1820 FORMAT('TIC ',318,1P2E8.2) 000762 
00571 178* 1825 FORMAT ( OAREA ',318, IPE8.?) 000762 
00572 179* 1900 FORMAT (1Xo B MATRIX FILE ERROR'SX, FILE NO. '13,SX, 000762 
0U572 180* 1 ']LRR z',I4) 000762 
u0573 1814 1910 FORMAT CX,'ERROR IN OPENTP, FILE NO. , 13,5X,tIERR: -,I4) [0076? 
00574 182" 1911 FORMAT (IX,'ERROR IN OPENF, FILE NO. 13,5X,'IERR: ',4) .. .. 000762 
0O%75 18* 1912 FORMAT (IX,'ERROR IN INTVEC WHEN READING DISP. AND VELOC. 1 000762 
0057S 184* 1 5X,'VECfORS FROM FILE NO.' 14) 000762 
00576 1855 3000 FORMAT(IX,*COLUMN ',13 ,' HAD ',I5,' WORDS READ, ',15, 600762 
00'76 18 * 1e wORDS WERE SKIPPEQ IN THIS COLUMN.') . .... . ...................... ..-C0076? 
00577 181* RETURN 000762 
00600 1884 END 00101s 














I .LIB SYSS*MSFCS. 
2 SEG CELFE 
3 IN CELFEMATRX -. ----­
4 SEG C3VL*,(CELFE) 
.5. .IN C3VL __.... 
6 SEG CELA*,C3VL 
7 IN CELA 
a SEG CELO*,CELA 
9 IN CELD 
10 SEG C3JB*,CELD 
11 IN C3.JB 
12 SEG FRCR*,C3JR 
13 IN FRCR 
14 SEG STFG*,FRCR 
is IN STFG 
16 SEG STRN*,STFG. ... ... 
.,17 IN STRN­ -­- _ 
18 SEG SLID*,STRN 
19 IN SLID 
20 SEG OPENT*,SLID 









SUBROUTINE CEL3JB ENTRY POINT 000111

















0OOS NERR3S .. .... .... .. .


STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE'LOCATION, NAME)' 
6001 000062 IDOL 0001 000031 "1076 0001. 000 036 SOL 0001 060051 6OL 0001 000054 BOL 
0001 000056 8SL ,0003 .00001A ........ 0003. _000002. ALPHA ... 0003 _,000043 DELT 0000.OO INJPs,_000005
 
0003 1 000011 INNER 0003 000000 IOROC 0003 000012 ITER 0000 I 000000 N 0003 000006 NBW 
0003 000010 NEPJ 0003 000003 NET 0003 000014 NFST 0003 000005 NHBW 0003 000007 NPPJ 
0003 1 000004 NPS 0000 R 000001 X 0000 R 000002 Y OOO R 000003 Z 
001] 14 SUBROUTINE CEL3JB(NPMVERPRVVERNVERFJPRVFJKOOE) 000031


00103 24 DIMENSION VERPRV(NPM,5),VERN(NPM,5),VER(NPMS), 000031 
00103 3* 2FJPRV(IFJ(I),KOPE(l) 000031 
00104 4* COMMON /CELZI/ IOPDCAALPHANETNPSNHBWNBWNPPJNEPJINNER, 000031 
00104 9* 1 ITER,OELTNFST .......................... 000031 ­
00104 6* C 000031 
El isOr 7* FJCBIXY;Z):X*Y/Z O|0O0 1 
Oolab B G 000031 
00106 9* 00 100 N=INPS . .- -O0O003..------- . 
001,11 30* IF(KOOE(N) .NE. 0G) 0TO-50 000031 
00113 11* . . FJ(N) =1.0 ........ 000032. 
00114 12* GO TO ioo 000034 
00115 13* 50 X=FJPRV(N. 000036 
00116 14* Y=VERPRV(N,5) 000037 
00117 15* 60 TO (60, 0),INNER-....- ........ .......- .......... .... .. . . ... 
 ­ . ...... 000041
 
00120 164 60 Z=VERN(N,5) 000051


00121 17* Go TO 85 000052


00122 I * 80 Z: VER(N,S) 000054


00123 19* 85 FJ(N) ZFJCB(XY,?) -- . ........ ... ..-.. 000056


00124 20* 100 CONTINUE OU0070


00126 21* RETURN G00070


00127 22* END 010131


END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.


C3JB D4TE 010978 
GHflGP -C3VL 
oN 






HSA E3 -11097/ 9 7 8 -2 3.. (0, ... . .
- 3:43:31:4.. .. . 
SUBROUTINE CEL3CV ENTRY POINT 001461






0003 SYSNTX 007641 ..--.....------ -
U004 CELZI 000015 
0005 CELZ3 001140 
0006 ORTHPC 000060 


























































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK _TYE. RELATIVE LOCATIONL NAME) 
0001 000275 IIL 0001 000324_I15L........0001. 000333 118L-.-- 0001 ­ 000434 120L 0001 000004 1426 
0001 000005 145G 0001 000517 ISOL 0001 000523 155L 0001 000544 158L 0001 000607 165L 
0001 000616 170L 0001 000050 171G 0001 000642 171L 0001 000106 175G 0001 000672 180L 
0001 000730 188L 0001 001052 190L 0001 001135 193L 0001 001141 195L ool 001162 197L 
001 001230 200L - 0001 - 000117 202G .. 0001 0001ql 214G 0001 000144 220G ... 6001 000205 231G 
0001 000225 2366 0001 000246 2446 0001 001234 250L' 0001 000303 2546 0001 000320 263G 
0001 000331 2716 0001 001241 280L 000] 001254 293L 0001 001262 295L U00 001330 300L 
001 00)0421 3011 0001 001335 302L 0001 000445 314G 0001 O00447 3170 O001 001403 320L 
1001 000471 331G 001 00(,I1 337G 0001 000554 3546 0001 000564 3616 0001 000632 3766 
0001 l004 7 402G 0001 000655 416G UOUI 000013 41L 0001 (1007r2 4206 001 000710 42'1G 
0001 1)O135 4 3,G 00111 ,00743 44?G 0001 00744 4456 0001 001037 4556 0001 0001?1 46L 
L,00 0)0(140 471. 0001 001063 410G uoOlI 001065 4730 0001 o0flJtiU 411L LOu 001 07 5056 











0001 001362 6116 0001 001374 6156 0001 001427 6266 0001 000131 68L 0001 000173 85L 
0004 000001 A .... l.R 000002 ALPHA 0021 P 00003.0 020 p01254.SF5 .0012.R001370 C 
0014 R 000000 CO 0013 R 000040 CFRC 0006 000055 CK 0014 R 000200 CL 0014 R 000100 CS 
0004 R 000013 OELT .-- _0014 R 000250.DF R000 0021 R 000000 DL
0000 DISN.... 0020 R 000344 DISPRV-

0006 000033 E 0014 R 000310 ELXYZ 0013 R 000030 FJCB 0012 R 001140 FJN 0012 R 001254 FJPRV


0000 1 000000 I 0023 I 000005 IBOV 0023 I 000000 IROVT 0000 1 000014 IE 0000 I 000013 II


0010 I 000000 INDEX 0000 O600044 INJPS 0004 I 000011 INNER 60004 I000000 IOROC 0024 I 000002 IOROL'"


0007 000004 ISOP ... 0007 000003 ISOT . 0004 I 000012 ITER non 0000 I 000007 K-... Co n.....000001 
Coll I 000000 KODE 0006 I 000022 LI 0000 I 000002 LIN 0015 000000 MAXOOF 0000 1 000003 MBW 
0000 I 000004 MHBW 0000 I 000005 N 0010 I 000001 NASTRN... 0004 I 000006 NBW 0024 I 000003 NBWT 
0000 I 000011 NC 0024 I 000001 NELT 0004 I 000010 NEPJ 0004 I 000003 NET 0007 000000 NFRAC 
0004 000014 NFST ----- 0015 000001 NGO .. 0004 I 000005 NHIW O0240. 1 000004 NHBWT .00U0 1 000006 NI 
0011 I 000114 NOD 0004 000007 NPPJ 0000 I 000012 NPQ 0004 I 000004 NPS 0024 I 000000 NPST 
0000 I 000010 NR o010 000002 NSLIDE- 0003 1 007640 NSTAB 0013 R 000000 OM 0014 R 000300 PM 
0007 000002 PMIU 0006 000044 PNIU 0003 R 000000 S 0014 R 000210 SF 0006 000011 SLC 
0006 000000 SLT 0017 R 000000 STL , 0016 P 000000 STSN ..... 0016 P 001254 SJSPRV - 0007 000001 TMIU 
0023 P 000601 VBD 0022 R 000000 VER 0012 R 000344 VERN 0005 R 000344 VERPRV 0014 P 000340 VL 
0014 R 000220 W 0202OR. 000710 X -. 0012 R 000000 XN 0005 R 000000 XPRV .. 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE CEL3CV(L) 000000 
00101 2* , C . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 000000 
00101 3* ************************ 000000 
00101 4* C 000000 
,t' 00101 5o C ASSEMBLE SYSTEM MATRICES FOR CONSERVATION EQUATIONS - 000000 
0 00101 6* C 000000 
00101 7* C * * * * *­ - - - - - - - - . . .. . . . . . . . -. ..­ oooDOO .. 
00101 8* C 000000 
00103 9* - INCLUDE PARAMILIST 000000 
00103 9* PARAMI PROC 000000 
00103 9* C 000000 
00104 9* PARAMETER NPKT= 76,NEMT= 33,NPM= 76,NEM= 33 1000000 
D001 b 9* - PARAMETER NPELG= 8,NPE 8 O00000 




9. PARAMETER N4RMAX~znOONCMAX=Z 
000000 
000000 
U0rUQ10 P AaIA ME f E NGPLO:? ,NBP:2 000000 
00111 9* PARAMETER NCNT=6, NFrC=NPH 000000 . . . 
00112 9* PARAMETER IU:5,NOPJTZ 10,NTSTEP=200 O0000n 
00113 
r00113 9* 9* . ... END. PARAMETER NBV:NPM,NBSZNPM,NB)=NPM ... 0000000 0 00 . . 
00114 10* 000000 
001141 10* -. INCLUDE CONSRVLIST o0oobo 
11($}00114 I0. -'CONS4V PROC 000000 
00115 10t* COMMON /SYSMTX/ S(NRMAXNCMAX)*NSTAB, 000060 
00116 10* COMMON /CELZ1/ IORDC,A,ALPHANET,NPS,'NHBNB PPP NE-P4JINE.. . 000000 
00116 10*. 1 ITER,DELTINFST 
___000000 
" 00111 10* COMMON /CEL?3/ XPRVCNPMT,3), VERPRVNPMTIUT 00000 . 
00120 10* COMMON /ORTiPC/ SLT(3,3),SLC(3,3),LI3,3),E(3,3),'NIU(3.3),CK(3. 000000......... 
00121 10* COMMON /MATRL/ NFQACTMIUPHIUISOTISOP 010000 
00122 10* COMMON /NCASE/ INOEXiNASTRNNSLIOF 000000 
00123 10* COMMON /GEOMI/ XODLCNPMT),NOO(NENTNPELG) 00000 
00124 10* COMMON /ImPCTI/ XN(NPT,3),VERN(NPMT,IU),FJN(NPMkFJPRV(NPM, [D00006n 
U 24 10* 1( NPH I ,NCHNI ,NCNI t 010 00 




00126 10* COMMON /ELMLAG/ CO(NPELGNPELG),CS(NPELGNPELG)UCLINPELG), 000000 
-. 00126 .. 1lSF(NPELG)I( 3-jNPEL ,F(3.VNPELG (.P LNF(M3 .NLP6.1-LXx?1I ................... 
 000000
 
00126 10* 2VL(NPELGIUI 000000


00127 10* COMMON /PARDOF/ MAXDOFNGD . ... 000000_


00130 10* COMMON /STRESS/ STSN(NPM,3,3),STSPRV(NPM,3,3) 000000


.00131 - 10* COMMON /STSELH/ STL (NPE31,_- -- 000000 
00132 10* COMMON /DISPLC/ DISN(NPMT,3)10ISPRV(NPMT,3),X(NPMT,3),BFS(NPMT,3) OO000 
00133 10* ........ COMMON /DISELM/ DLINPELG,33,BF(NPELG,1 I ---------------- 000000 
00134 10* COMMON /SOLCNV/ VEP(NPHTIU) 000000 
00135 10* COMMON /BDVER/ IBDVTIIU),IBOV(NBVIU),VBD(NBVUI-1...... 000000 
00135 10* END 000000 
00136 11*  COMMON /LAGRGN/_.NPSTNELTIORDLNBWTNHBWT 000000 
00136 12* 000000 
00136 13* C... .... . . .. .. 000000 
00137 14* IF (NASTRN .NE. 0) 60 TO 41 000000 
00141 15* 00 40 1:1,NRMAX 000005 
0[J144 16* 00 40 J=I,NCMAX 000005 
00147 17* ..... .-40 S(I,JI:O.0 . . . . . . . . .000005 . 
00152 16* 41 CONTINUE 000013 
00153 19. IF (INDEX .EQ. 1) GO TO 46 .......... 000013 
00155 20* LIN:I 000015 
00156 214 GO To i . . - .000017 
00157 22* 46 CONTINUE 000021 
00160 23* LIN=NET+1 ,000021 
00161 24* MBWNBT 000023 
00162 25* MHBWNHBWT-- 000025 
00163 26* IF (L .LE. 3i 60 TO 47 000027 
0016S "" 27* HBW:NBW 000033 
00166 28* MHbWNHBW 000035 
00167 29* .-...... 47 CONTINUE 000040 
00170 30* DO 165 N:1,NET 000040 
00173 3i* GO TO (48,85SINNER ..--------------- 000050 
00174 32* 48 00 80 I=1,NPE 000060 
00177 33* NI=NOD(NI) ....... . 000106 
00200 34* FJCB(I)=FJPRV(NI) 000107 
00201 35* 00 50 J:1,3 ....... 000117 
00204 36* ELXYZ(I,J):XPRVtNI.J 000117 
U0205 37* 50 VL(I,J)=VERPRV(NIJ)/VERPRV(NI,5) 000120 
00207 38* IFiITER .GT. 1 .OR. N *GE. NEPJ) GO To 68 000124 
00211 39* VL(I,31:O.0 .. 000126 
00212 40* VL4I,4):O.O 000127 
00213 41* -.. 68 G0 75 J=1,3 -000131 
00216 42* BF(.IJ)=BFS(NI, .. 000141 
00217 43* 00 75 K=1,3 000144 
00222 44* 75 STLtIJKI=STSPRV(NIJK) 000144 
00225 45* 80 CONTINUE 000171 
00227 46* GO TO 110 000171 
00230 47* 85 00 100 I1,NPE 000173 
00233 48* NI:NOD(Nl) 000205 
00234 49* FJLB(I):ALPHA*FJPRV(NI)+i(.0-ALPHA)*FJN(NII 000?12 
00235 50* DO 90 j:1,3 010225 
00240 51* EI.XYZ(IJJIALPIIA*XPRV(NI1J)+(I.O-ALPHA)*XNNI,J) 000225 
0fl?41 52* VL (I ,J)ZALPFA*VERPRV(NI,J)/VERPRV(NI 5)*( I.O-AL'HA)* 001323? 
00?241 53* 1 VFRN(NI ,J)/ VERN(NI ,53 -.... 010232 
U[11 544 F(I ,JIIBFS(NIJI 00024 2 
Uil?43 55* On 90 i(1,3 01102146 
CSVL .AT.E 010978-" 

0 "...56* 90 STL(I,JKI=ALPHA*STSPRVtNIJK)+*1.0-ALPHA)*STSN(NI,JK) 0002'"6 

00251 57* ........100 CONTINUE ....... ... 000275 
00253 58* 110 DO 118 I1TNPE 000275 
00256 59* NI=NOOCNIL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 000306 
60257 60* IF(KODE(NI)) 112,112,115 000310 
00262 61* 112.00 113 J= 23 _-,. 000320 
00265 6?* 113 ON(IJ)=VL(IJ 000320 
00267 63* GO TO 118 000322 
00270 64* 115 DO 116 J=,3 000324 
00273 65* 116 OM(IJ)=O. .. 000331 
00275 66* 118 CONTINUE 000335 






DO 120 :I1,NPE . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . ... .. . . . 
000335 
000361 
00303 70* NItNOO(NI) 000421 
00304 71* PMII):VERPRV(NIL) 000422 
00305 72* IF(ITER .GT. I .OR. N .GE. NEPJ)"8O TO '2.--­ . 000426 
00307 73* IF(L .EQ. 3 .OR. L_.EQ.4)PM(I=O.O 000430. 
00311 74* 120 CONTINUE 000436 
00313 75* DO 140 IZI=NPE 000436 
00316 76* 00 140 J:1,NPE 000447 
.00 321 77* 140 CLI:CL(I)CD(IJ)*PJ ....... ..... 000447 
00324 78* IF (NASTRN EO. 0) GO TO 158 000460 
00326 79* -.. IF (NSTAB .NE. 0). GO.T 155. .... 000462 
00330 80* 00 150 IZ1,NPE 000471 
00333 81* NI:NOD(Nl) 000474 
'0034 82* IF (KOOE(NI)..LT. 2) GO TO 1so 000476 
0 00336 83* DO 148 J:1,'PE -.­ 000511 
00341 84* 148 CS(I,J)z0.0 000511 
00343 85* CSUI=1.O 000512 
U0I44 86* C.L(1):VERPRV(NIL) 000514 
00345 87* 150 CONTINUE 000523 
00347 88* 155 CONTINUE 006523 
00350 89* CALL ELMTRXICSCL,NPSNEMTNPELGNOD,N,CD,IBDVT,IBOV,VBDNBV,L,I) . 00523 
00351 90* GO TO 165 000542 
0035Z 91* .... 158 CONTINUE 000544 
00353 92* o0 166 I=I,NPE o00o544 
00356 93* NR:NOO(NI) 000554 
00357 94* S(NflBW)S(NR0MBW)+CLiIr 000557 
00360 95* DO 160 J=INPE 000564 
00363 96* NCZNODINJ)-NR MHBW . . . . ---... . . .. 000564 
00364 97* 160 S(NR,NC):S(NRNC.+CS(I,J) 000571 
00367 " 98*-...... i65 CONTINUE 000611­
00371 99* IF (LIN .GT. NELT) GO TO.250 000611 
00373 100* 170 IF (L .GT. 3)00 TO1250 000616 





60 To (171,180),lINNER 
171 DO 175 I:I,NPELG 
000632 
000642 
00404 104* NI: NOO(N,I) 000647 






DL(I,J):OISPRV(NIJ) ... .... 
000655 
000656 
00412 108* BF(ITJ):BFS(NIJ) 000660 
00413 109* ......- 175 CONTINUE 000670 
Cq416 110* CO TO 18 UU670 
00417 111* 180 DO 1% 1:l,NPEL6 000672 
CSVL DATE 010978 
0O'122 112* NIZNODCNI) 000702 
00423 113* DO ]85 J=1 3 ....................... 000703 -
00426 114* ELXYZ(I,J)3X(NId) 000710 
00427 115* .. DL(I,J)=ALPHA*0 SPRV(NI,*JAIO=ALPH4)OISN.LN L... D00711 
00430 116* BF(I,J)zBFS(NIJ) 000717 
00431 117* . 185 CONTINUE , 
_ 000730 
00434 .118* 188 CONTINUE 000730 
00435 119* - 00 189 I=1 NPELG -­ -----­ 000730 
004U) 120* NI=NOD(NIl) 000735 
00441 121* . . DO 189 J]1,NCNT .. 000736. 
00444 122* 00 189 KZINCNT 000744 
00447 - 123* - ... 189 CFRC(I,J,K) C(NIJK)........................­ 000744 -
00453 124* CALL ELAGVA(NOPLGNPELGELXYZ-SFOFWDL, BFtCD,CSCL,LI, 000762 
00453 125* 1 CFRCNCNTDELTLIOROL) ............... ............... . ..... 000762 
00454 1264 00 190 I=lNPELG 001005 
00457 127* NIZNOD(NI. 001037 
00460 128* Pm(I1:VERPRV(NIL) 001040 
00461 129* - - IF(ITER .GT. I .0R. N .GE NEPJ GO TO 190 001044 -
00463 130* IF(L .EO. 3 ) PN(I)rO.O 001046 
004t65 131* 190 CONTINUE 001054 
00467 132* DO 191 1=1,NPELG 001054 
00472 133* 00 191 J:1,NPELG 001065 
00475 134* 191 CL(I):CL(I).CD(I,JI*PH(J) 001065 
00500 135* IF ('ASTRN .EQ. 0) GO O 197.. . . . . .. .­ - 001076 
> 00502 136* IF (NST43 .NE. 0) 0 TO 195 001100 
. 001107 

u- 00,07 138* NITNOD(NI,) 001112 

1 00',04 137* 00 193 I=INPELG -. . .. . . . . . 
- 00510 139* IF IKODENI) .LT. 2) GO TO 193 ........................................... 
- 001114 
UU12 140* 00 192 J:INPELG 001127

00515 141* 192 CS(IJ)=O.O .... ..... 001127.­
0Gt517 142* CS(I,I)ZI.D 001130

00520 143* CL(I)=VERPRVINILJ . .001132 
010521 144* 193 CONTINUE 001141







CALL ELHTRX(CSCLNPSTNEMTNPELGNODNCDIBDVTIBDV ,VBDNBVL i) 






00526 148* 197 CONTINUE 001162

00527 149# 00 198 Iz1,NPELG 001162

00532 150* NR=NOO(N,I) 001175

00533 151* S(NR,NSWT) =S(NR,NBWT) +CL(I) 001200

0054 152m 00 198 J:1,NPELG 001205 
00537 153* -. NCZNOD(NJI-NR+NHBWT 001205_­
00540 154* 198 S(NR,NC)=S(NRNC)+CS(IJ) 001212 
00543 155* 200 CONTINUE 001234 
00545 156* 250 CONTINUE 001234 
00546 157* IF (NAStRN EO. 0) GO TO 280 . 001234 
00550 158* RETURN 001235 
00551 159* ... 280 IF (L-4)2927 2931293 .n " --.­ 001241 
00554 160* 292 NPQ=NPST 0 1244 
00555 1614 MRW:NRWT 001246 
00556 162* HHUWZNHRWT 0)1250 
0U557 163* GO TO 295 0012S2 
00560 164* 293 NPO:NPS 001754 
00561 165*) - MrW NRW Gill 255 
00562 1664 NHBW:NI8W '",j157 




056 168* IF (NSTAB .NE. 0) 60 TO 302 00IZ62 
00566 169* ... .. 300 IDON 001307 
00571 170* IF iKODECI) .LT. 23 60 TO i00 001312 
00573 171* 00 298 J . .. 001322


00576 172* ?98 S(IJ):O.o 001322


00600 173* S(ItaBW)z1.O 001323


00601 174* S(IMBW):VERPRV(IL) 001325










00605 177* IF(IBDVT(L) .EO. 03 GOT032C 001335


60b07 178* IIX=IBOVT(L) 001337


-, 00610, 179* DO 310 IzlII 
 001352 ­

00613 180* IE:IBDV(ILi 001362


00614 181* DO 305 J:1,MBW 001363


00617 182* 305 S(IEJ=O.D 001374


00621 183* . S(IE,MHBW)=I.0 001375


0(1622 184* 310 S(IEMBW):VD(I,-L) 001377
43

00624 185* 320 CALL BNOEO(S,NRMAX_!NAM X_NPQMHBW) 014.03 . 
00625 186* 00 340 I:I,NPQ 001-11


00630 - 187* 340 VER(I,L) =S(IMBW).... 001427 
00632 188* RETURN 001431

00633 189* EN) 0015'25









-- HSA ,E3 -01/09/78-23=43:36(0,L____ 
_-
SUBROUTINE ELAGVA ENTRY POINT 000616 










































 000127 113G 0.... . 000131. 117Q .
 P-Q 
 .G..
 _. 000150 131 ......0-... ..­
0001 
 000326 160G 0001 000330 1646 
 0001 000341 1726 
 0001 000342 175G 

0001 
 000366 2076 
 0001 000367 2126 
 0001 000416 2216 .
 .
0001 000420 224G 

ln 	 0001 
 000456 237G 
 0001 000514 2476 
 0001 000543 2546 
 0001 000616 2666 
0001 
 on70 55L 
 oo01 000176 56L 
 0001 000204 57L 
 0001 000211 5BL 
0000 R 000231 CFT 
 0000 R 000240 CNI 
 0000 R 000230 CNST 
 Ooo0 R 000241 Cl 
0000 R 000227 GET 
 .... 
 0000 R 000124 05 
 0000 R 000232 fJ 
 ...... 0000 R 000140 GAUSS 
0000 R 000200 Gd 
 0000 R 000211 GJINV 
 0000 R 000135 H 0001 1 000222 1 
£000 I 000236 I 
 0000 000256 INJP$ 
 0000 1 000223 J 0000 I 000225 JJ 
0000 I 000231 K 
 0000 I 000226 KR 
 0000 1 000235 LEE 0000 R 000160 WT 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE ELAGVA(NGPNNELXYZ,SF,0F,W,0ISBFPCDCS, 
 
00101 2* ICSL,LT,CFRCIDIMDT,L,IORD) 
 
00103 3* DIMENSION ELXYZ(NN,3),SF(NN),DF(3,NN)7 W(3,NN),CD(NNNN),CSINNNN) .......­
00103 4* 1 DIS(NN,3),CSL(NN),BF(NN,3),CFRCNN,IDIK,IIMI 
 
00104 . 5* DI1ENSION XYZ(3) C9?9)?DS(3,3 ,LI(3,3),H(3) 
 
00105 6* DIMENSION GAUSS(4,'fWT(4,4),GJ(3 ,3) ,GJINV(3,3) 
 
00106 7* DATA GAUSS/4*0.,-.57735027,.577350272*0. .


00106 8* 1 -.77459667,0.;.77459667,0., 
 
00106 94 2 -.86113631,-.33998104,.33998104,.86113631/ 
 
OorIlu 10* DATA WT/2.,3*0.,2*1.,2*0.,.55555556,.8BBasa9,.5555556,d, 
 
00110 11* ..... 1 .34785485,2*.65214515,.34785485/ 
___ 
00112 12* DO SO IZI,NN 

00115 ]3* CSL(I)Z0.O 

00116 14* 00 50 J INN 
 
00121 15* CS(I,J)0.0 
 
00122 164 50 C9(l,d)Z0.0 
 
0 125 17* 00,1Is II1 ,NGP .. .I.r 

0(1 0 18* DO i0 JJZ1,NGP 

Onl33 194 















0000 R 000003 c


0000 R 000242 02


0000 R 000233 GFOS


0000 I 000221 II


0000 I 000237 JK































































































































































21* XY2(2)=GAUSS(JJNGP..22* XYZ(3)3GAUSS(KKNGPI 
23* GO TO (55,56,57),1IR ...... .. ... '. .. .. .. 
24* 55 CALL SFCALLtXYZSFDF) 
25* GO 0 58 
26* 5"6"CALL SFCALQ(XYZ,SF,F) 
27* GO TO 58 
28* 57 CALL SFCALCIXYZSFDFi 
29* SO CONTINUE 
30* CALL MATMULIOPELXYZ,6J;3,NN,31 
31* . .. CALL INVDET(GJGJINV7 OET) 
32* CALL MATULIGJINV,FW,3,3,tNN) 
33* CNST:DET*WT(IINGP)*WT(JJNGP)*WT.tKKPu )i ......_...... 
34* CFTZCNST*DT 
35* FJ:0.0 ..... . ....... .. . .. . .... ... 
36* GF S=O.0 
37* 00 63 J'113 -.......... 
38* H(J)=0.f. 
39* 00 63 K:10 . . . . .. . . .. .. . ..... . .. .. 
40* 60 OSJK)=0.O 
441* 00 65 1:1,101M . ..-. . 
42# 00 65 J=1,IOh 
'i3* .... 65 C(ItJ=O.O 
44* 00 72 ItvNN 
45* FJ-FJ+SF(l)* BF4IJL. 
46* 00 72 JzI,IDIH 
47* DO 72 KXI,I0IM 
48* 72 CCJ,K):C(J,K)+CFRC(IJI*sF(I ... 
49* DO 75 It, NN., 
" 50* D0 75 J=1 3 
51* 00 75 K:l,3 
52* 75 0S (J, K):OS (J,K) (X)K *OIS J. 
53* LEE:LI(L,L)" 
54* DO 105 11,3 
55* IJLI(I tI ) 
56* JK=LI(LI) 
57* 
584 105 6FObZGFOS- 6ILEEIlJ*DS(I,It 
59* 00 140 1=1NN 
60* CNI:CNST*SFI1 . .. .. . .. 
61* CSL(I):CSL(I)+CNI*DT*FJ+CFT*GFOS*W(L,I) +CFT*(Ht1)*WIlI) 
62* 1 +H(2)*W(2,I1)+H(3)*W(3,I)) 
63* 10 140 J:I,NN 
64* 140 CO(IJ):CO(IJ)+CNI*SF[J) 
65* 150 CONTINUE 
66* DO 200 I=I.NN 
67* CSL(I)=2.50*CSL(I)------­
68* DO 200 J1,NN 






























































































































SUBROUTINE'ELCELA ENTRY POINT 001111
















0001 000136 1136 
0001 000163 1346 
0001 000407 2076 
0001 000470 2356 
UOO 000572 2716 
001 000743 327G 
o0l 000217 57L 
o 6 0000 R 000260 CNST 
COOO R 000025 DON 
0000 R 000230 Gd 
O00O 1 000267 IJ 
' 	 ODUO 1 000256 KK 



































































(BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION,NAME.-------------------------------------------.. 

_.0O0l__ QQ100j G. .. 0 O._p660_J2L__ Qp pO1SiL . . 002 000160 I.3 
0001 000347 1606 0001 000353 1666 0ol 000366 1766 0001 000367 2DIG 
0001 *000416 2136 .. O001 000427 2206 .. .0001_. 000465 2276 000i 000467 2326 
0001 0f0522 2466 0001 000524 2516 0001 000525'254G -0001 000555 264G 
0001 000621 3DOG - 0001 000622 3036 001 000652 3146 1OOO 000712 3226 
0001 001032 3426 0001 001033 3456 0001 000203 SSL 0001 000211 56L 
0001 000224 58L 0000 R 000047 C 0000 R 000261 CFT O0 R 000270 CNI 
0000 A-000271 Cl 000 A 000272 C2 DOOO 000257 DET OOO"IR-000265 DIV 
0000 R 000036 DV 0000 R 000262 FJ 000 R 000170 GAUSS 0000 R 000263 GFOS 
0000 R 000241 GJINV 0000 R 00001? H 0 O I 000252 1 0006 I 000254 1I 
0000 000306 INJPS 0000 I 000253 J 0000 I 000255 JJ Good I 000264 K 
0000 I 000266 LEE 0000 R 000022 6M ...... 0000 R 300006 S 0000 R 000003 V 






























































ELCA DATE 01g978 
00121 17* CS(XJ):O.O 000140 
00122 18* . 50 C(I,4J=O.O­ _.00014R.0 
00125 19* DO 150 IIZ1,NGP 000163 
00130 20* DO 150 JdrlNGP ...-... 000163 
00133 21* DO 150 KK=I,NGP 000163 
00136 . 22* . ... XYZ(1)UGAUSS(IIjNGPI 000163 
00137 23* XYZ(2)=GAUSS(JJNGP) 000164 
00140 24* XYZt3I=GAUSS(KKNGP) 0-..00167 
00141 25* GO TO (55,56,57 ),TORD 000172 
00142 26* 55 CALL SFCALL(XYZSFDF. 000203 
00143 27* GO TO 58 000207 
00144 28* 56 CALL SFCALQ(XYZ.SFtDF ___ __ 000211 
001'0 29* GO TO 58 000215 
00146 30* 57 CALL SFCALC(XYZSFDF.. . . .. . 000217 
00147 31* 58 CONTINUE 000224 
00150 32* CALL NATHUL(0FELXYZGJ,3,NN3r
" 
. .. .. . .000224 
00151 33* CALL INVOET(GJGJINVDETI 000233 
00152 34* ..... CALL HATMUL(GJINVDFW,3LjtNN) 000240 
00153 35* CNST:DETWT(I1,NGP)*WT(JJ,NGP)*WTIKKNGP) 000250 
00154 36* CFT=CNST*DT 000257 
00155 37* FJ:0.0 000261 
30156 38* GF 5=0.0 -.. . . . . . . . . . . 000?62 
001S7 39* DO 63 J1, 3 010347 
0o162 4 0------. OH(J)=O..0-­ ................. .. 000347 
00163 41* V(J):OO 000347 
00164 42* H(J)0O.O 000350 
i 011165 43* 00 60 K=,3 000353 
-Q 00170 44* DOM(JK): 0----------------------------­ .. 000353 
00171 45* S(JxI:0.0 000353 
00172 46* . .. -60 DV(JKM:O.0 .... 000354 
00175 47* DO 65 I=I,1M 000367 
00?O 48* 0 65 J 1,I.OIHM . ... .. . .. . . . .... . . .. ......... 000367 
00203 49* 65 C(I,J:0,0 000367 
00206 50* D0 70 I=INN 00-04o0T 
00211 51* FJ=FJ+SFIU)*FJCB(I) 000407 
00212 52* 00 70 J:1,3 000416 -­
00215 53* ON(J):OM(J).SF(I)*OME(IJ) 000416 
00216 54* V(J):V(J)+SF(I}*VEL(IJ) - 000421 
o;17 55* 00 70 KI, 3 000 427 
00222 56* 70 S(JK)%S(JKI4SF(I)*ST(I.,JK).. 000427 
00226 57* 00 72 I=INN 000470 
00231 58* DO 72 J:1,IDIM 000470 .. 
00234 59* DO 72 KnI1IM 000470 
00237 60* 72 C(JK)=C(JK)+CFRC(IJK)S?(1) 000470 
00243 61* CFT:CFT*FJ 000510 
00244 62* DIv:.0 000513 
00245 63* DO 75 IZNN . 000525 
00250 64* . . 0...0 75 JtI,3 ......... 000525 . 
00253 65* D0 75 KzI,3 000925 
00256 664 DOM(J,K)=DOM(J, )+W (KI1 *OME I JI ........................... ........ (100525 
00257 b7* 75 DV(JK):V(J,KItW(KI)*VEL(IJ) 000530 






00 J l,3 ' . 
00055 
9..00097? 
60273 71* GFOS:GI-OS-0.50*S . , J)*(DV (J L2)-OV(L2,J) I. (00J72 
00273 7 * 1 o.tn,.SJ,L21*)0V( I J)-IJ-(J L|L ) 172 fI 
ELCA DATE 010978 
00274 73* 100 CONTINUE 000607 
00276 74* -. LEE=LItLILL . 000607 
00277 75* DO 105 I:1,3 000611 
00302 76* DO 105 J;l3 - ---.. 000622 
00305 77* IJ:LI(I.J) 000622 
00306 78* 105 GFOStGFOS+O..50*C(LEEIJ)L*DV(IJ)3DV(_.J)) 000623 
00311 79* IF(Ll .NE. L2) GO TO 120 000644 
00313 80* DO 110 1I,3 000652 
00316 81* 110 GFOS:GFOS-0.33333333*C(LEEI)*DIV 000652 
00320 82* 120 CONTINUE 000660 
00321 834 DO 140 I:I,NN 000660 
00324 - - 84* . . . CNI:CNST*SF(1)*FJ . 000723 
00325 85* CSL( I ):CSL (I)+CNI*OT*GFOS 000727 
00326 86* DO 140 JnI,NN 000743 
of)S3 1 87* CSC(I ,J):CS(TI,J) +CFT*(I, I)OM(1").+W(2,'*M2)W3I *O4k*F 000743 
00331 88* - *CNI*OT4DIV*SF(J) 000743 
00332 89* 140 CD(I,J)ZCO(I,J)+CNI*SF(J) 000751 
00L335 90,--­ ....150 CONTINUE .. 001002 
00341 91* 00 200 IZINN OblOO2 
00344 92* DO 200 JZ1,NN 001033 
00347 93* Cl=CDI ,J)-O.33333333*CS(It,J) 001033 
I 00350 94* C2rCO(ITJ).O.66666667*CS(IJ) 001036 
L 00351 95* CDhIJ):C? 001042 
0 00352 96*--..... 200 CS(IJ)=Cl­ - - 001043 
00355 974 RETURN 001054 

00356 98* END 001243 






ELCO DATE 0 .978 
&FORS ELCO,ELCD 
--.HSA- E3 -01/09/78-Z3.43;42- L-- . ...... 
SUBROUTINE ELCELD" ENTRY POINT 00052? 
STORAGE USED: CODE(Il) 000636; DATA(O) Q0020h; BLANK COMMON(?) OOOQQ_ . 
























STORAGE ASSIGNMENT ,($LQCK, TYPE, RELAYZVE LOCATION, NAME) . .. ... .-...­
0001 000061 1136 .....0001 ..000063 117r ...... 00 ...000074 12G -01000071 I30G .,.0001 . 000102 133G. 
0001 000235 '1566 0001 000256 1646 0001 000264 1706 0001 000332 201G 0001 000362 2066 
(1001 000452 2216 0001 000453 2246 0001 000122 55L 0001 000130 56L 0001 000136 57L 
wl 0001 000143 58L 0000 P 000104 CI 0000 R 000101 CNST 0000 R 000105 Cl 0000 R 0001 06 C2 
ID 0000 R 000100 OET 0000 R 000103 DIV 0000 R 000102 FJ -. 0000 R 000011 GAUSS 0000 R 000051 GJ 
0000 R 000062 GJINV 0000 I 000073 1 0000 I 000075 II 0000 000114 INJPS 0000 1 000074 J 
0000 1 000076 JJ - - 0000 1.000077 K K. 0000 R 000006 OH ___.... OOOOR 000003 V .-..... 0000 R 000031 WT 
0000 R 000000 XYZ 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE ELCELD(NGPNNELXYZSFpFWVELOMEFJCBC0,C, _._. 000037 
00101 2* ICSL,OTLIORD) 000037 
00103 3* DIMENSION ELXYZ(NN,3),SF(NN),DF(3,NN),W(3,NN),CD(NNNN),CSL(NN), 000037 
001D13 I* 1 VEL(NN,I),(OHINN,IhrJCBINN),CS(NNNN) 000037 
00104 5* - - DIMENSION XYZ(3),V(3),OM(3) - - 000037 ­
00105 6* DIMENSION GAUSS(4,4),WT(4,4),GJr3,3),GJINV13,3) 000037 
00106 - CATA GAUSS/4*O.?-.57735027,.57735327t201-27* D.. 000037
 





00106 9* 2 -. 66113631,-.33998104,.33998104,.86113631/ 000037 

00110 10* DATA WT/2.,3*0.,2*1.,2*0.,.55555556,.88888889,.55555556,0'.-, 000037 
00i 0 11* - 1 .34785485,2*.65214515,.34785485/ - .. ..... ....... .. . 000037 
00112 12* DO 50 I=I,NN 000037 
0011 13* . . CSL(I)f:O.O -... 000063

00116 14* 00 50 J=I,NN 000063

00121 15* 50 CO(I,JIZO.O 000063

00124 16* DO 150 I1,NGP 000102

00127 17* 00 10 JJtINGP 00010?

00132 18* 00 150 KK:I,NP 01)0 102 
00135 19. X1Y0( I I S I II , NGP (..0 1LA10U 
00136 204 XY2I 2 f bpISs (JJ,NGP I. 'L,I) IL3 
00137 21* XYZ(3) G&IUSSMIX' ,NGP 1 11)13 r 
ELCO DATE 010978 
00140 22* 60 TO (55,56,57,IO0RD 000111 
00141 23* 55 CALL SFCALL(XZLSFIDF) (000122 
00142 24i 6O TO 58 000126 
00143 25*-----.­56 CALL SFCALQ(XYZ,.SFF.. 000130 
00144 26* 60 TO 58 000134 
00145 .. 27* 57 CALL ..SFCAL.C(XYZtSt DF .000136 
00146 28* 58 .CONTINUE 000143 
00147 29* CALL HATULI DPELXYZGJ,3,NN,3 
. 
.. 000143 
00150 30* CALL INVD'ET(GJGJINVDETk 000152 
00)51 31* ........ CALL MATKUL(GJINVOFW,3,3,NN) 000157 
00152 32* CNST=DET*WT(1,NGP)*WT(JJNGP)*WT(KKNGPI 000167 
00153 33* FJ: .0 ............... ... .. 000176 
0 1b4 34* 01V=0.0 00017 
00155 35* 00 60 1:1,3 . 000235 
U0160 .6* V(I)=O.3 000235 
00161 37* . .60 OM(1)=0. . 000235 
00163 38* 00 100 ]z1,NN 000256 
00166 39* FJ:FJ+FJCB(I)*SF(I) 
- -­ 000256 
00167 40* DO 130 JZl,3 000264 
tjl72 41* - ViJ)V(J).VEL(IJ).SF(I .. 000264 
00173 42* DIVZOIV+OME (IJ)*W(J,l ) 000267 
00174 43* 100 ON(J2ZON(J) ONE(IpJ)*SF(1I.) 000273 
00177 44* CNST:CNST*FJ 000312 
O0?006 45* 00 120 111,NN 000332 
O 00203 46* CIZCNST*SF(Ii 000344 
00204 470 CSL(I)ZCSL(T)-CI* VIL) *0OT. 000347 
U0205 48* DO 120 J:1,NN 000362 
00210 49 * CSI ,J):CS ( I,J ) CNST*(OM( I )*W(II )+oH(2L1*W£2,I) *OM(3) *W(3,I) .. . 000362 
00210 50* 1 *(OT*SF(J)4CI*DIV*SF(J)*DT 000362 
00211 51* ........ 120 COCI,J):CO(IJI.CI*SF(J) 000371 
00214 52* 159 CONTINUE 000422 
00220 53* 00 200 I1,NN 000422 
L0U223 54* 00 200 JINN 000453 
00226 55* CI=CO(I,J)-0.3333333*CS(I J) 000453 
00227 56* C2ZCD(IJl+0.6666667*CS(IJ) 000456 












END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
"HOGP ELCV 




HSA E3 -O/09/78-23:43:45.IOt) 

SUBROUTINE ELCELV ENTRY POINT- 00103i 
STORAGE USED: CODE(lI) 001165; DATA(O) 000250; BLANK._COMMON(2).0OOO.. 

















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPEa RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME.)--­
COol 000565 IDOL- OODI. 000075 1I ... 0001 P_p0077.117._S001....0019_?6G 0.001 000117,1316 
0001 000122 1346 0001 000264 1606 0001 000270 1666 0001 000313 1766 0001 0003.22 2Q26 
0001 000333 207G 0001 000374 220G ., 0001 000376 2236 0001 * 000377 2266 co00 000427 2366 
0001 000435 2436 0001 000462 253G 0001 000473 2606 0001 000527 266G 0001 000530 271G 
0" -0001 d 000551 2776 0001 000553 3026 0001 000622 3116 - 0001 000645 315G 0001 000663 323G 
- 0001 000753 3366 0001 000754 3416 0001 000142 55L 0001 000150 56L 0001 000156 57L 
0001 000163 SL 0001 000500 90L 0000 R 000140 CFT .... 0000 2 000145 CNI 0000 R 000137 CNST­
0000 R 000146 Cl 0000 R 000147 C2 0000 R 000136 DET 0000 R 000144 DIV 0000 R 000025 DOM 
UO0 P 000036 OV 0000 R 000141 FJ 0000 R 000047 bAUSS 0000 R 000142 GFOS 0000 R 000107 GJ 
00O R 000120 GJINV 0000 P 000017 H 0000 I 000131 I 0000 I 000133 11 0000 000160 INJP$ 
0000 I 000132 J 0000 I 000134 JJ 0000 I 000143 K 0000 I 000135 KK 0000 R 000022 OM 
000D R 000006 S 0000 R 000003 V OOUO R 000067 WT 0000 R 000000 XYZ 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE ELCELV(NGP _NNjELXYZSFOF,VELOMEFJCBBF,STRCU, 0000 4 
00101 2* ICSCSLIUDTL1,IORD) 000044 
00103 3* D_IMENSION ELXYZ(NN1 31!jSF(NN),0)F(3yNNfl)W(3 1NN),CP(D NC(NNp tNN!L _ __ .000044 
00103 4* 1,STR(NN,3,3),CSL(NN) ,BF(NN,3'),VEL(NN,5),OME(NN,33 ,FJCB(NN) 000044 
00104 5* DIMENSION XYZ(3),V(3),S(3,3),H(3),OM(3),OOM(3,3),DV(3,3) 000044 l 
00105 6* DIMENSION GAUSS(4,4),WT(4,4),GJ(3,3),GJINV(3,3) 00004 
00106 7* DATA GAUSS/4*0.,-.57735027,b57735027,2*0., 000044 
00106 8* 1 -.77459667,0.,.77459667,0., 000044 
00106 - 9* 2 -.86113631,-.33998104,.33998104,.86113631/ . .. 000044 
00110 10* DATA WT/2.,3*0..21,2*0. ,55555556,.8888889,.S5SS5556,0., 000044 
00110 11* I .34785465,2*.65214515,.34785485/ .... 000044 
00112 12* 00 50 I:I,NN (00044 
0(115 13* CSL(1):O. 000075 
00116 14* DO 50 J:1,NN 001177 
00121 




(L1( ,,JI zU.0 
G1'J)077 
0.10):I17 






















































































































19* . . .....no iso_ KK I NGP - - -----­












G0 TO 15 5 , 5 6 15 7 )LI Q R O 
000126 
000131 
24* 55 CALL SFCALL(XY2,SFDF) 000142 
25* GO TO 58 000146 
26* 56 CALL SFCALQ(XYZ,SFDFi 000150 
27* 0 TO 58 000154 
28* ----­ CALL SFCALC(XYZSFDFI . . . . ... . . . . . . . 000156 
29* 58 CONTINUE 000163 
30* CALL MATMUL(DFbELXYZiGJ,3,NN,3) 000163 
31* CALL INVOETIGJGJINVDET) 000172 
32* CALL MATMUL(GJINVDFW,3,3,NN) 000177 
33* ........- CNST:OET*WT(IlTNGP)*WT(JJtNGP)*Lfl(KUNGP .. 000207 
34* CFTZCNST*DT 0002,16 
35* FJ 0.0 .................. 000220 
36* GF)SO.O 000221 
37* D0 63 J=1,3 ... . . . . . . . 000264 
38* OH(J):O.O 000264 
39* VCJ)=O.O 000264 
40* H(J):0.O 000265 
41* DO 60 XZ1,3 000270 
42* O0M(JK)=O.O 000270 
43* . . S(JK)O.O ..-...... 000270 
44* 60 DV(JK)=O. . 000271 
45* 00 70 I=1,NN 000313 
46* FJ:FJ+SF(I1*FJCB(I) 000313 
47* 00 70 J=1,3 000322 
48* - O(J:OMCJ)+SF(I)*O7E(IJ) 000322 
49* V I J) V(J )+ SF I )*VEL I,J 000325 
50* 00 70 K=1,3 000333 
51* 70 S(J,K):SIJ,K).SF(I)*STR;(I, K) 000333 
52* CFTrCFT*FJ 000362 
53* DTV=O.O 000365 
54*50* -- DO '..7575 1=1 NNhJ:l=,3 . .000377 0Q0377 
&+ 00 75 K1,3 000377 
57* DOH(JX):DOMJK)I+W(KI)*OME(IJ). ... 000377 
58* 75 DV(JIK):V(JK+W(K,Ii*VEL(IJ) 000402 
59* DO 78 J:1,3 .000427 
60* 78 OIVZDIV+OOM(JJ) 000427­
61* 00 81 J=1,3 -000435 




85 00 88 IZiNN .......... 000440 000444 
65* --88 GFOS=GFOS+SF(1)*BF(ItL1I 000462 
66* 00 89 K:1,3 *, 000473 
67* 89 H(K):HIXI-S(L1,K) 000q73 
68* GO TO 100 000476 
69* 90 DO 9b I'I,NN 000500 
70* 00 95 J:1,3 000530 
71* 95 uFoSzbFO +SF (II*BFII-J)*VEL.(1IJ­1 . .. .. . . .. .. ... ... .. .. 000530 
724 0O 96 1:1,3 U00553 




003 .. 74* 96 H TK) :HCK)-S(JK)V(J) 000553 
00307 - 75* . 100 CONTINUE 000565 
00310 76* DO 120 I:1,NN 000565 
00313 77* CNI:SF(I)*CNST*FJ - - ... 000633 ­
0031q 7S* 00 110 J:1,3 000637


. 00317 _79* 110LI CSL 1___________)___________I__ 000645 _ 
00321 80* CSL(I):CSL(I)-CNI;GFOS*OT 000652


00322 81* DO 120 J=1NN 000663


00325 -82* CS(I,J):CS(I,J)+CFT*(W(1,I)*OM(1)W(2,I*OM(2)+W(3I)*OMI3.)* 000663


00325 83* 1 SF(,)+CNI*DT*DIV*SF(J) 000663


0U326 84* 120 CD(I,JI:CD(I,J)+CNI*SF(J 000671


00331 85* 150 CONTINUE 000723 _­

00335 86* 00 200 I=I,NN 000723


00340 87* DO 200 JrlNN .... ....... .. ... .......... ..............- 000754


00343 88* CIZCD{I,J)-0.33333333*CS(IJ1 000754


00314 89* C2:C0(IJ) 0.66666667*CSIJ 000757


00345 90* CO(IJ)=C2 000763


00346 91* _. 200 Cs(TJ):Ci - . .................. . . . .. . 000764


00351 92* 300 RETURN 000775


00352 93* END 001164














SUBROUTINE ELOISA.. ENR POINT 0141. 
STORAGE USED:, COD 001164;.._D A_).gO4 BLLANK COMMON(2) 000000 















SIORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE., RELATIVE LOCATION,. NAME). -......--  .

0001 000145 13g... 
0001 000374 1616 
0001 000443 2126 
Go000l 000552 2446 
0001 000760 3056 
 
0000 R 000006 C 
 
0000 R 000246 C2 
 
UOIO R 000237 GFOS 
 
0000 1 000227 II 
 
O00C 1 000243 JK 
 
0000 R 000003 V 
 
0001 000147 1176 
 
0001 000377 1666 
0001 000450 2166 
0001 000612 254G,'"' 
0001 000214 55L 
0000 R 000234 CFT 
 
0000 R 000232 DET 
 
000O R 000203 GJ -.....

0000 1 000242 IJ 
 
0000 I 000240 K 
 
0000 R 000163 WT . .. 
 
0001 000165 1266 
0001 000410 1746 
0001 0 00513 2266 .... 
0001 000643 2616 
0001 000222 56L 
0000 R 000244 CNI 
 
0000 R 000127 DS 
 
0000 R 000214 GJINV 
 
D00 000266 INJPS_ 
 
0D00 I 000231 KK 
 
oObO R 000000 XYZ .

0001 000170 1316 
 




0001 000646 2646 
 
0001 000230 57L 
 
0000 R 000233 CNST 
 
0000 R 000236 FJ 
 
0000"R 000140 H ­
0000 I 000226 J 



















0000 R 000245 Cl


























































1 -.77459667,0..77459667,0.,........................ .. 
2 -. 86113631,-.33998104,.33998104,.8611'3631/ 
DATA WT/2;,3*O.,2*1.;2*.,.555555:56888858',-85855556,0. 
1 .34785485,2*.65214515,.34785485/ 
00 50 I:INN 
CSL(I)=0.0 















































00130 19* 00 150 JJ=I.NGP 000173 
00133 20* 00 150 KK=INGP .000173 
00136 21* XYZ(l)-GAUSS(IINGP0 
00137 22* XYZ(2)GAUSS(JJ,NGPL --. .... " 000175 -. 
00140 23* XYZ(3I=GAUSS(XKNGP) 000200 
. 00141 24* .... - 00 TO (55,56,57 ) IOPD ~ 000203 -- ­
00142 25* 55 CALL SFCALL(XYZ.SFDFI 000214 
00143 26* GO TO 58 000220 
00144 27* 56 CALL SFCALO(XYZSFDF) 000222 
00145 28* GO TO 58 000226 
00146 29* 57 CALL SFCALC(XYZSFDFi 000230 
00147 30* .. . ..58 CONTINUE 000235 -
00150 31* CALL MATMUL(OFiLXYZ,GJ,3,NN,-3) 000235 
00151 32* CALL INVDET(GJGJINVDET) - - ...-.... 0002qq 
00152 33* CALLMAIIULIGJINVDF,W,3,3,NN) 000251 
00153 34* - CNST:OrT*WT(IINGP)*WTIJJ1 NGP)*WT(KX,,NGP) -----­ . 000261 
00154 35* CFT:CNST*DT 000271 
00155 36* .RHO0.0 ... ........... . 000273 
00156 37* FJZ3.0 000274 
00157 38* GF25:0.0 000275 
00160 39* 00 60 J:1,3 000374 
00163 40* H(J):0 .0 000374 
00164 41 * V(J)=O. 000374 
001(15 -. 42* ..... .-DO 60 K=I ,3 000377 
00170 43* 60 OS(JK)O.0 000377 
00173 II# 00 65 =1,IDIM 000411 
00176 45* DO 65 J:110.IM 000411 
u' 00201 46* 65 C(IJI O.0 000411 
002"04 47* DO 70 I=I,NN 000430 
00207 48* .........­ FJZFJ4SF(I)*BF(I L) .. . . . . . . . .. 000430 
00210 49* RHO=RHO*SF(II*VEL(I,5) 000433 
00?11 50* 00 70 Jz13 000443 
00214 51* V(J):V(J)+SF(I1*VEL(I,J) 000443 
00215 52* DO 70 K=1,3 000450,. 
00220 53* DS(J, )=DS(dK)*W(K.i)*DIS(TJ) 000450 
00221 54* .70 CONTINUE ----....... 000476 -. 
00225 55* 00 72 I:1,NN 000476 
00230 56* 00 72 J:1,10 lM - - - - - - - - - - - --.. .. . .. . 000516 
00233 57* 00 72 KXl,IOIM 000516 
0023b 58* 72 C(J,K)ZC(JK)+CFRC(IJK)*SF(.I. 000516­
06242 59* LEL=LI(LLI 000536 
00243 60*­ ... 00 105 I113 000552 
00246 61* IJ=LI( 1,11 000552 
00247 62* JKZLIILI) - 000553 
00250 63* H(I)ZH(I)-D.5O*C(IJKJKi*OS(T,L). 000555 
0J251 64* 105 GFOS=GFOS- C(LEEIJ)*DS(, ... 000563 
00253 65* 00 140 IZINN 000572 
00256 66* CNI=CNST*SF(1) ,_ 000612 
00257 67 CSL(1):CSL4I)*CNI*-V(LLi+.50*T*FJ)*.0*CFT*GFOS1*WLI3O.50* 000614 
00257 68* ICFT*(H(1 W(1,1)*H2)*W(2,I)tH(3)*W(3.I1) . 000614 
00260 69* 00 140 J:INN 000646 
00263 70* DO 135 K:I,3 000646 
00266 71* JK:Llt.,K) 00546 
00267 72* 135 CS(1,J)lcS(T,JI)+O.bf*C(JKJK)*CFT*W(K,I)*W(-J)-......... 00047 
0021 73* 140 CD(IJ)ZCOII,J)+CNI*SF(J)RHO (.0660 
00274 74* 150 COIN1IL -,107e2 
ELGO 
 
00300 75* 00 200 I=1,NN 
 
00303 .76* -CSL(I)=5.O*DT*CSLII)/6.0 
 
00304 77* DO 200 d1,NN 
 
b03a7 78* .. CI=CO(IJ)+3.O*OT*CS(UJ)/28.0 
 
00310 79* C2=CO(IJ)-13.0*DT*CS(IJI/42.0 
 
-. 00311 --. 80* .. . CD(ItJI:C 2 
 
00312 81* 200 CS(I,J)=C1 
 
00315 8?* RETURN 
 
00316 83* END 
 













































HSA E3 	 -01/Q9/75-23;43;51. A6,) 
SUBROUTINE FRCRIT ENTRY POINT OO1420








0003 - CELZI 000015 -----.................... ........... . .. . . 
0004 NOOEPJ 000003 




0007 PROJMT 000047 






STORAGE 	ASSIGNMENT (LOCK 2 TYE ETRF V.. TQ N .--------------------------- -------
U00 1 000510 105L 0001 000543 1OL 0001 00013 117G 0001 000161 1246 0001 000572 125L 
0, 0001 000162 1278 0001 000212 1376 0001 000605 140L 0001 000217 1426 0001 000220 145G 
000702 145L 0001 0- .0001 000257 1636-A 	 0001 0001 000712 150L 000240 1546 001 000256 
 1606 
0001 000302 1776 0001 000727 200L 0001 000335 2046 0001 000733 205L 0001 000361 2166

col 000174 22L . 0001 .001012 220L---- oal0 000404 2140G. o gz40 3 245G 0001 001044 245L.
 
0001 001045 246L 0001 000477 2656 0001 001147 2761 0001 000515 2776 0001 001202 280L 
[1001 001231 2R5L 0001 001244 290L - 0001 001341 292L - - 0001 001351 295L 0001 000351 30L 
UOU 001366 300L o01 000520 302G 0001 000620 3416 0001 000755 3736 O001 000774 3766 
D0l 001023 4110 0001 001076 4336 0001 001105 4406 0001 000402 45L 0001 001136 4576 
0001 000403 46L 0001 001154 471G 0001 001157 t1746 0001 001257 5336 0003 000001 A 
0003 000002 ALPHA 0006.R 000055 CK .... 0003 000013 CELT ... 0006 000033 E O0O R 000046 F 
0000 I 000011 0000I 000045 II 0000 000066 INJLPS 0003 I 000011 INNER 0004 I 000002 INTFT ('001 000000 O0oc 0005 I no0001 0p 0I00 I OUnoo3 ISOT 0n03 000012 IT&P U000 1 000042 J 
U0O 1 00043 I OUO I OOOq7 KI 0000 I 000030 LEE 0006 1 000322 LI UOUO 1 000056 LI1 
0000 I 000057 L12 0000 I 000060 LJ - 0000 1 000061 LK 0000 1 000024 LI 0000 1 000032 L2 
0000 1 000054 M 0000 I 000053 MLTMIN 0000 1 000003 MP 0000 I oon0OO N 0003 000006 NBW 
0003 000010 NCPJ ... 0004 000000 NEJT -- ' 0003 000003 NET 0005 1 000000 NFRAC . 0003 I 000014 NEST 
0003 000005 NHBW 0000 I 000055 NI 0000 1 000062 NK 0003 I 000007 NPPJ 0004 I"000001 NPPJI 
0003 I 000004 NPS 0007 R 000044 PCK __0007 000022 PE ...... 0005 000002 PMIU 0006 000044 PNIU 
0007 000033 PPNIU 0007 R 000011 PSLC 0007 R 000000 PSLT 0000 R 000010 RATIO 0000 R 000052 RH 
0000 R 000016 RHIN - 0000 R 000051 RN 0000 R o.no. .. 0006 R o0011 SLC U006 R 000000 SLT 
UO00 R 000044 SUM 0005 000001 TMIU 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE FRCRI(NPMTNPMSTS,INTFCCSTFCSPFNCNTNFRC, 	 000112 
00101 2* 1 NDFRCNFS,EF,FNF,CKFKODE) 	 000112


00101 34 C -n -0 	 I 
00101 4* C 	 [111011 
00101 5* C TEST THE FAILURE OF COMPOSITES bASED ON CHAMTS' CRITERION 	 01011? 
FRCR 
 DATE 010978 -
00l1 6* C 000112 
00101 7*90103 C ,*DIMENSIONSTS(NPM-3,3C(NPMT.NCNT,NCNT),PNF(NFRC,3,3), __ 000112 000112 
00103 9* ......-­ j -CSTF(NCNT ,NCNy1NDFRCNFRCbFNFfl3t,)uIN ft .... 000112 
00103 10* 2 ,KODE(1),NFS(l),CKF(NFRC,3) 000112 

_. 00 1 0 3 1 1 * 3 C S P F ( N CNT,N C N T ) . . .... ... ... . . . 0 0 0 1 1 2 

00104 12* DIMENSION S(3), MP(5)RATIO(61,RMIN(6),LC( L2(6) 000112 
00105 13* ...........-COMMON /CELZI/ IORDCAALPHANET NPS NHBWNNBW NPPJ, MEe N jtNNEj.. . ........ 000112 
00105 14* 1 ITER,DELT,NFST 000112 
00106 15* COMMON /NODEPJ/ NFPJTNPPJTINTFT - 000112 
00107 16* COMMON /MATRL/ NFRAC,TMIUPMIUISOTISOP 000112 
-. 00110 71 . COMMON /OR THPC/SLT 3,3),SLC(3,3})LI13 t ),-E(_3) 000112 
00111 18* COMMON /PROJMT/ PSLJ43, 3,PSLC(3,3),PE(3,3),PPNIU(3,3),PCK(3 000112 
00112 19* DATA MP/1,2,3,1,2/ .. 000112 
00114 20* DATA LI/1,6,5,6,2,4,5,4,3/ 000112 
00116 21* 00 22 N:INPS 000112 
00121 22* IF IN .GE. NPPJ .AND. N .LE. NPPJT) GO TO 22 . . . .­ 000131 
00123 23* DO 20 1=1,NCNT ........ .......... 000162 
00126 24* DO 20 J:1,NCNT 000162 
00131 25* 20 C(N,I,J)=CSTF(IJ) -...... .... . .. 000162 
00134 26* 22 CONTINUE 000175 
00136 27* DO 24 N:NPPJ,NPPJT 000175 
00141 28* 00 24 In1,NCNT 000220 
00144 29* 00 24 JZ1,NCNT 000220 
00147 , 30* 24 C(N,IJ):CSPF(IJ) 000220 






DO 26 Irl,NCNT 
000240 
000241 
00162 34* 00 26 Jn1,NCNT 000257 
0015 35* .... .. -IF (KODE(N) .EQ. 0) C(N,I.tJ)=CSPF(I,J) 000257 .. 
00167 36* 26 CONTINUE 000272 
00173 37* NFRAC=O 000272 
00174 38* IF (ISOT .EO. 0) G TO"205 .. 000273 
00176 39* 00 200 N:INPS 000302.. 
00201 40* IF(N .GE. NPPJ .ANO."N .LE. NPPJTI sO*10200 .. . .000313 
00203 41* DO 30 I=1,INTFT--------- .. . .... .. . ... .. 0003 35 
00206 42* 1.........IF (KODE(N) .NE. 0 .AND. N .EO. INTF(I)) G0 TO 30 000343 
00210 43* IF(N .EO. INTF(I)) GO TO 200 000346 
00212 44* 30 CONTINUE 000353 
00214 45* SUMZO.O 000353 
00215 46* DO 50 I=1,3 000361 
00220 47* IF(STS(N,TI) EQ. 0.03 GOTO 45 000361 
00222 -48* . 1.IF(STS(NI,I .LT. 0.01 S(I):SLCI,I) 000363 
00224 49* IF(STS(NIi) .GT. 0.01 S(I):SLT(IT) 000370 
00226 50* RATIO(I):STS(N,I,I)/S(I) 000375 
00227 51* GO TO 46 000400 
00230 52* 45 RATIO(I)=O.O 000402 
00231 53* 46 CONTINUE ,' 000403 
00232 54* 11:13 000403 
00233 55* J:MP(I.I) 000406 
0U234 56* K=MP(I+21 000410 
00235 57* 50 RATTO(II):STS(NJ,K{)/SLTtJK) .. .. .. 000422 
00237 54* 20 60 I:I,NCNT 00034 
00242 59* 60 SUMiSUMRATIO(I)*2 000434 
00244 (r1* 00 65 1:1,3 U00443 
bn2 7 61* 1l.MP(+i1W) 11433 
FRCR DATE 010978 
-002506 * 65 SUM=SUM-CK(I)*RATIO(I)*RATIO(II) 000445 
00252 63* FI.0-SUM 000453 
00253 64* IF(F) 100,100,200 000455 
-. 00256 65* 100 NFRAC:NFRAC+1 000457 
00257 66* NORC(NFRAC)rN 000464 
00260 67* IF (INNER .EQ. 1) G0 TO 105 000466. 
00262 68 IF IKODE(N) .NE. 2) KODNNI:0 000470 
00264 69* DO 102 I=INFST . 000477 
00267 70* KI:NFS(I) 1 000477 
00270 71* IF (N .EO. KI) KOOE(N)=I - - 000500 
00272 72* 102 CONTINUE 000510 
.700274 .. 73* 105 CONTINUE - -­, 000510... 
00275 74* I1-1 000510 
00276 75* 00 140 I1,3. . - - 0-0520 
00301 76* 00 140 J:i,3 000520 
00304 77* IF (1I ....6) Go.,.T . ... . ....... . 000520 
00306 78* LEE'LI(I,) r- 000524 
00307 79* IF(LEE .GT. 1) Go TO 110 000527 
00311 80* RMINIII )zABS(RATIO(LEE) 000532 
00312 81* LI(II)=: 000535 
00315 82* L2(II)ZJ 000537 
00314 83* G0 TO 140 . .... 000541 
00315 04* 110 CONTINUE 000543 
06316 BS* RN:RMIN(II).1tEI74............ 000544 
00317 86* RH=RMIN(II)-1.E-4 000547 
00320 87* IF(kbS(RATXO(LEE)).GT. RN).GO TO 140-.................................. .... 600552 
00322 B8* IF(AHS(RATIO(LEE)).GE. RM) GO TO 125 000556 
00324 89* RHIN(II)ZABS(RATIO(LEE)l 000562 
00325 90* LI(iI:I 000564 
00326 91* L2(II)rJ 000566 
00327 92* GO TO 140 000670 
00330 93* 125 1I:11+l 000572 
00331 94* RMINCII))ABS(RATIO(LEE)) 000576 
00332 95* LI(II): 000600 
00333 96* L2(II IJ 000602 
00334 97* 140 CONTINUE .... . . .... 000612 
00337 98* 4LTMIN=II 000612 
u i a 99* 00 180 M:1.MLTMIN .. .. . .. . . . ... . . .. -. 00061 
00343 100* NI ZNFRAC 000620 









00347 104* IF(LIl .NE. L12) GOITO 145 000634 
00351 105* -- LJ MP(LT1+1) ......... ............ 000637. 
00352 106* LKZMP(LI1*2) 000655 
00353 107* PNF(NI,LII,LJ)mO.0 
-... . . . .. . . . . 000672 
00354 108* PNF(NIL11,LK):C.O 000673 
0035 .... 9 ........... CKF (NILII)Z O.0 000675 ­
00356 110* CKF(NILK) =0.0 000676 
00357 111* 60 TO 150 000700 
00360 112* 145 EF(NILI2,LII}:O.O 000702 
0361 113* 150 CONTINUE 000712 
00362 114* C(N,LII,LI2):O.C 000723 










00370 118* IF (ISOP .EO. 0) RETURN 000733 
00372 119*- DO----DO0 N ,NPPI --­........... ...-..000755 
00375 120* D0-210 I=I,INTFT 000774 
00400 )?1* -I F (KOOEIN.) . E~Q -P._ANDO, _ILEQiINTEhILf O 2 000774~ 
00402 122* IF (N .GE. NPPJ ) 60 TO 220 001003 
00404 123 210 CONTINUE-. .-----010 
0040600407 124*125 . GO TO 300SUM=O.O 0010100010.12 
00410 126* DO 250 1=1,3 0010 1 2 
00413 127* IF(STS(N,I,T) .EQ. 0.0 GO TO 245 001023 
004i5 128# IF(STS(NII) .LI. 0.0) S():SLCII) 001025 
n01117 129* - IF(STS(NpIjjI) P§[.02 .01S(I):LT(I .0O1032 
U0421 130* RATIO(I):STSN,I,I)I/S(1) 001037 
00422 131* 60 70 246 . .. . .... . . . 001042 
(10423 132* 245 RATIO(I)=O.O 001044 
00124 133* .....-246 CON7INUE 001045 
00425 134* 11:1+3 011045 
0(142 b 135* J=MP(I+ 1 001050, 
00427 136 K:MP(I+2) 001052 
00430 137* 250 RATID(II)STS(NJ9,K)/PSL(JK) -001064 
00432 138* DO 260 I1INCNi 001076 
06'o35 139* 260 SUM:SUM+RATIO(I)**2­ - .........­ 001076 
00437 110* 00 265 I=1,3 001105 
00142 ll* IT:MP(I+i) 001 105 
00443 142* 265 SUM:SUM-PCCI)*RATIOCI)*RATIOtII) 001 107 
00445 143* - . FI.O-SUH, 001115 
00446 144* IF(F) 270,270,300 001117 
0 00451 ill!* 270 NFRAC:NFRAC+1 001121 
00452 146* NOFRC(NFRAC)=N 001126 
00453 147* IF (INNER..EO. 1) GO TO 276 . 001130 
00455 148* KOUE(N)=0 001132 
00456 149* DO 275 K=I,NFST----------------------------------------------------------.­ 001136 
U041J61 150* NKNFS(K) 001136 
00162 151* IF (N .EQ. NK) KODE(N)=1 001137 
00464 152* 275 CONTINUE 001147 
004066 153* 276 CONTINUE 001147 
004b7 15q* II:1 001147 
00470 155* 00 290 I=1,3 001157 
tjN 1fl0 6,4~p * -= 001 157 
00476 157* IF (11 .GT. 6) GO TO 290 001157 
00500 158* LEE:LI(',J. 001163 
00501 159* IF{LEE .GT. 1) GO TO 280 001166 
00'03" 160* RMIN(II)'ABS(RATIO(LEE)) 001171 
00'04 161* LI(II)I 001174 
00505 162* L2(II): . 001176 
00506 163* GO TO 290 001200 
00507 164* 280 CONTINUE 001202' 
00510 165* RN:RMIN(II)I.E-4 001203 
00511 .166* RM:RMIN(II)-1.E-4 001206 
00512 167* IF(ABS(RATIO(LEE)).GT. RN) Go TO 290 001211 
00514 16R* IFIABS(PATIOILEE)).GE. RM) GO TOs ... .. - ,001215 
00516 lbl RMIN(II) A8S(PATIOLEE)) . . --... ... .. 001221 
00517 170* LI(I1)=I 001223 
00520 171* L2 11)J P01225 
00521 172* 60 10 290 [01227 
OI"22 II* 285 11 111 001231 
FRR. DATE 010978 
00523 174 RIN (II )=ABSIRATIOLEE )) 001235 
.. 00524 175* LI(II)l .001237, 
00525 1764 L2(II)J 001241 
00 52 6 17 7 * .29 0 C ON T INU E - .-. .... . . .. . . .. . . . . .-. . . a. .. . .. . . . . . . .0012 5 1 -
00531 178* MLTMINZII 001251 
00532 179* ...... DO 298 M 011LTMIN 001253 
00535 180* NI:NFRAC 001257 
00536 181* _, LI~rLI(M) .. . 001260 
00537 1824 L12:L2(M) 001262 
0054L 183* EF(NILIILI2)=O.O 001272 
00541 184* IF(LI1 .NE. L12) GO TO 292 001273 
0C543 1854 LJZMP(LII+U ___ ___--_ 001276 
00544 186* LH:NP(LII+2) 001314 
b01l>45 187* PNF(NI,LII,LJ) O O .. -.....001331 
00',46 188 PNr(NI,LIILK)=O.O 001332 
10547 189* CKF(NITLIIIZOO . . . . . . . .. . . . 001334 
0050 190* CKF(NITL) =0.0 U01335 























RETURN .-.. ...... 
END 
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SUBROUTINE GEOMTR ENTRY POINT 000376














































STORAGE ASSIGNMEN T . RELATIVE LOCATION NAME­
. 
0000 000026 100Cr 0000 .000027 1110-F DO 000035 1l15F 0000 000036 1200F 0001 __000024 1276


0000 000043 130OF 
 0000 O0046 1305F 001 000031 1336 0000 000051 1350F OOD0 000060 140OF--

LO0 000042 142G 0000 000066 142OF 
 - 0001 000076 1530 0001 000103 1576 0001 000114 166G 
0001 000150 1776 0001 000161 2056 0001 000176 2156 0001 000130 215L - .0001 000216 224G 
0001 000217 227G oo1 000220 2326 0001 000250 2446 0001 000251 2470 0001 000252 252G 
0001 000310 270G . O..o 000325 '300G 60001 000336 3066 0001----000353'3166 0005 "-000001 A 
,0005 000002 ALPHA 0005 000013 DELT­ 0007 000004 OIMX 0007 000005 DIlY 0007 000006 DIMZ


0000 R 000000 G 0000 I 000021 I 0000 000100 INJP$ ... 
 o0 000011 INNER "-- 0003 I 000065 INTF


0010 1 000002 INTFT 0005 000000 IORDC 0006 OOnO02 IOROL 005 
 000012 ITER 0000 I 000023 J 
UDO I 000024 K 0004 I 000000 KODE 0000 I 000020 N 0005 000006 NBW 0006 000003 NBWT 
0007 000003 NELG 0006 I OOO001 NELT 0005 000010 NEPJ 0010 000000 NEPJT 0005 I 000003 NET


O 0005fooo014 NFST 0005 I000005"NHBW ..... 0006-!f 000004 NHBWT'­
U007 bo001 NETR 0OO3 6oo00 
 NFS 

0000 1 000022 NN ... 0004 I 000114 NOD .... 0007 000002 NPLG 0005 
 000007 NPPJ 0010 ....
000001
 NPPJT,, 
0005 000004 NPS 0006 I 000000 NPST 0007 000000 NPTR - 0000 I 000025 NW 












00101 4, C GENERATE GEOMETRIC INFORMATION FROM INPUT DATA (.00013





00101 6* C 
 00001,3







00103 T* PARAM1 PROC 000013 

00103 7* C 000013 
00104 7* PARAMETER NPMT= 76,NEMT= 33,NPH= 76,NEM= 33 000013 
00105 7 -. . PARAMETER NPELG= 8,NPVZ 0 . . .. 000013 
00106 
00106 -
7*7* ...... PARAMETER NDFRS=53,NDINTZIO ..... . . .. . . 000013 000013 
(30107 7* PARAMETER NRMAXZ200ONCMAX=2 000013 
00110 - 7* PARAMETER NGPLG=2,NGP=2 ....---. 000013 
00111 7* PARAMETER NCNT=6, NFRC:NPM 000013 
00112 7* PARAMETER IUr5,NDPJT= 10,NTSTEPZ200. .. . . .. .. 000013 




8* INCLUDE GENMSH LIS T ....­
000013 
00114 9 C 000013 
00114 10* C 6000 13 
D0114 10* GENMSH PROC 000013 
00115 10* COMMON/SRFACE/ NFS(NOFRS),INTF(NOINT) 000013 
00116 1a* COMMON /GEOMI/ KODE(NPKTINOD(NEMTNPELG) (100013 
00117 10* COMMON /CELZ1/ IORDC,A,ALPHANETNPSNHBWNB',NPPJNEPJINNER, 000013 
00117 101 1 ITERDELTNFST . ........ 000013 
00120 10* COMMON /LAGRGN/ NPSTNELT,IOROL,NRWTNHBWT 000013 
00121 10* COMMON /CELZ2/ NPTRNETRNPLGNELGDIMX OIMYOIMZ .. 000013 
00122 10* COMMON /NODEPJ/ NEPJTNPPJTINTFT 000013 
6(1123 I0* DIMENSION XCNPMT,3),G(16I . 000013 . 
00123 la END 000013 
00124 1i* PRINT 1110 000013 





RFAD 1000, (NOOINI),I-1,NPE) 
210 PRINT 1150, NCNOO(N,I),I:I,NPE) 
.. ... 000024 
000034 
00147 1"* NNZNLT+. 000055 
rJUl50 16* IF (NN .GT. NELT) GO TO 215 010060 
00152 17* 00 211 N:NN,NELT -------------.. 000063 
00155 In* READ 1000, (NOD(NI),I:1,NPELG) 000076 
00163 19* 211 PRINT 1150, N,INOD(Nl),I:I,NPELGI­ . . ............ ............. 000106 
00173 20* 215 CONTINUE 000130 
00174 21* PRINT 1200-­ 000130 
00176 224 00 220 NZI,NPST 000133 









00223 26* 00 250 IrI,NET 000220 
0226 27* 00 250 JI1 . .N.P.E 000220 
00231 28* DO 250 K:I,NPE 000220 
00234 29* NWZIABS(NOD(IJ)-NOD(ItK))* - . . ................ .. ........- 000220 
0023b 3n* 250 IF (NHBW .LT. NW) NHBW:NW 000224 
0042 31* NHBWT:NH8W 000242 
00243 32* DO 252 I=NN,NELT 000252 
. 0024b 33* - DO 2S2 J:I,NPELG .., ," 000252 
00251 34* 00 252 K:I,NPELG 000252 
00254 35* NW:IABS(NOD(I,J)-NOD(IK))*1 000252 
00255 36* 252 IF (NH6WT .LT. NW) NHBWT=NW 000256 









001It I]* PRINT 1000, (NFS(fljIrNFST) 0I0317 
00304 11* RfAD COD, (!N!F(I),I:I,INTFT) hl0330 
GEOH Dt.' 010978 
00312 '2* PRINT 1420 000341 
00314 - 43* PRINT 1000Q_.JI TF±Q )rj-jTLyTF.TI ______ 000345 
00322 44* 1000 FORMAT (2014) 000356 
.00323 45* ._. 1110 FORMAT I' CLEMEN.-. ,. ND.NODE.N. 000356._ 
00324 46* 1150 FORMAT(33141 000356 
00325 ------ 7* .1200 FORMAT (/'- GRID COORDjNATES'/j ____ 000356 
00326 48* 1300 FORMAT(I6AIIS,3F8.3) 000356


00327 49* 1305 FORMAT lIX,16A1,I8,3F8.3) 000356 
00330 50* 1350 FORMAT /// 6X,NNBW :,I5/SX,'NHBWT z-I5///) 000356 
00331 51* 1400 FORMAT (//" NODES ON FREE SURFACE-/) 000356 
00332 52* 1420 FORMAT t// NODES ON IMPACT SURFACE'/) 000356 
00333 . .. 53* RETURN . . .. .. . . ... 000356 
0033q 54* END 000411 
END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.










HSA E3 -01/09/78-23:43:S8 10,. .. ......


SUBROUTINE INTVEC ENTRY POINT 000705


SIORAGE USED: CODE(l) 000731; DA7A(O),000166; BLANK COMMON21 000000


o~o " EAO . ............


EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, WANE)-' 
















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)


0001 000022 IOL 0001 000377 I'OL 001 000"403 1101.. 0001 000426 120L 0001 000451 130L 
0001 000061 13G ... 001. 000474 I4 ...... O - 000517.50 .. Q00.1 000520 160L.. 0001__ 000260 1646 
0001 000530 170L 0001 000551 190L 0001 000554 200L 0001 000332 2076 0001 000566 210L 
000 000575 220L. 0001 000365 2246 0001 0006C4 225 0001 000614 230L 0001 . 000402 2340 
l 0001 000623 240L 0001 000633 250L 0001 000643 260L 0001 000652 270L 0001 000066 30L 
0000 0000?6 300F 0001 000547 3066 0000 000033 310F .....-000 000042 320F 0000 000050 325F 
0000 000061 330F 0000 000067 3bOF 0000 000076 350F 0000 000110 360F 0000 000120 370F 
0001 000661 400L.-__ 0001 000263 45L -..... 0001 , 000266 SOL ......0001 000303 55L .... 0001 - 000337 80L 
6001 000350 90L 0000 D 000132 0 0000 I 000014 1 0000 1 010011 IERR 0000 I 000010 IFL 
0000 1 000024 II 0000 000140 INJP$­ .0000 1 000007 IPAD . 0000 I 000023 IS 0000 I 000012 IWO 
GOOD I 000132 IX 0000 1 000134 IY 0000 I 000013 K 0000 1 000020 KK 0000 1 000017 L 
0000 1 000021 LAST 0000 1 000025 H 0000 1 000015 HTYPE 0000 1 000016 MWO 0000 1 000005 NOUT 
0000 1 000022 NS 0000 1 000006 NULL 0000 I 000001 PTYPE 0000 R 000134 R 0000 I 000000 WO 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE INTVEC(*,A,NWD,N,ITYPE) .. -... 000006 
00103 2* INTEGER A(1),WOIX(2),PTYPE(4),IY 000006 
00103 3* C ***** ** ** 000006 
00103 4* C INTERPRETER VECTOR doboo6


00103 5* C **0**. ***** .0000






00105 7* EQUIVALENCE (OtIX),(RIY) ........ 000006 ....


00106 8* DATA PTYPE /1,2,2,4/ 000006


00110 . 9* . DATA NOUT/6/ .000... ...... O006


00112 10* DATA NULL,IPAO/4HNULL,4HPAD / 000006


00112 11* C 000006


00112 12* C 000006

00115 13* WO)NWO 00006

00116 '14* LALL READF ($200,$10,A.WD, IFL ,IERR )- ....... - ..--- 00001

00117 15. .... GO TO 21[) 0n002o 
00120 16* 10 IF(I1YPE.LE.O.OR.ITYPE.GE.5) GO TO 220 ,0-ll2?


0i1?2 17* IWN ZITYPEITTYP') 1,i1,7 36 
INTVEC 	 DATE 010978


00123 18* IF(IWb4N+IWD.GE.NWtD 60 TO 225 	 000041


, 	 00125 19* IFA2°N.NULLI 0O30 000046 
00127 20* K=N*IWD 000051 
00130 . 2 . . DO, ?0J l,$ .............. 000054 
00133 22* 20 A(I)=O 000061 
...00135... 23* RETURN-- - _000062 
00136 24* 30 MTYPLA(jl) 000066 
00137 25* ..... IF(MTYPE.LE.D.OR.MTYPE.GE.5) GO T O-230 ................- .....- 0000677
00141 	 26* MWD=PTYPE(MTYPE| 	 ' 000103 
00142 - 27* -....... IF(MTYPE.LE.2.ANO.ITYPE.GE.3) GO T0 240-... ............... .... 000106 
00144 28* IF(ITYPELE.2.AND.MT PE.GE.3 GO TO 240 nOlo30 
00144 -.... 29* C .* TO SET TYPE CHANGE _ SINGLE TO DUUBLE OR DOUBLE TO SINGLE 000130 
00146 30h* IF(MTYPE.EQ..AND.ITYPE.LQ.2) 'ASSIGN Ii0 TO L 000150 
00150 31* IF(HTYPE.EO.2.AND.ITYPE.EQ.I) ASSIGN 120 TO L 000166 
00152 32* IF(HTYPE.EQ.3.ANO.ITYPE.EQ.4) ASSIGN 130 To L 000204 
00154 33* IF(XTYPE.EQ.4.AND.ITYPE.EQ.3I ASSIGN 140 TO L.. 000222 
00156 34* KK=O 000240 




00160 36* K=NWU-WD 000242


O0161 37* IF(K.EQ.0) GO TO 45 000245


00163 38* DO 40 I=WD,I ,-1 000247


00166 39* 40 A(K+I):A(I) . .--. 000260 -. 
0017U 40* 45 K:K+2 000263 
00170 41* - C *. TO CATCH INDEX OF STRING HEADER 000263 
00170 42* C 000263 
00171 43* 50 IFIK.GT.NWO) GO TO 170 000266


00173 44* IF(A(K).NE.IPAD) GO TO 55 000271


0015 '45* K=K*I 000276


00176 46* GO TO 50 000301


00177 47*. 55 NS=FLD(D,20,A(K)3 00&303


0O0"00 4R* ISZFLOI20,16,A(K) 000307


00200 49* C . .... . ........ ............. 0-00307


00201 50* II:S-LAST-I 000313


00202 51* IF(II) 750,80,60_... 000316


00205 52* 60 M=II*IWD 000320


-00206 53* DO 70 I=IM _ 000325 
00211 54*, 70 A(KK+I)ZO- 000332 
pn'13 55* K$ZKK+4M. 000333 
00214 	 s56 88 1E-Idb 240,260,85 000337


57* 85 M=IWD*NS 	
Z00217
	 000341
00217 	 58* 1 F. 	 90 	I (MTYPF.EO.IIYPE G--OTO 	 000343
 
00222 .- 59* GO TO 100 000346 
00223 60* 90 DO 95 lM 000350 
00226 61* 95 A(KKXI)=AUK+I) 000365­
00230 62* KK:KK+M 000367 
00231 63* KtK+H 000372 
00232 64* Go To 160 000375 
00233 65* 1O0 DO 150 1z1,NS 000377 
00236 66* G0 TO L ,I11,2_,30,140, 000402 
00237 67* 110 KZK+I 000403 
00240 68* IY=A(K) 000411 
00241 69* U:R 000413 
00242 70* A(KK*])=XX( 000415 
00243 71* AIKKt2):lX(2) 000117 
U0244 724 lK&$-V1K2 Of)4 21 
0U24 5 	 73* (1 TOY'I4U 0 	 24GO 
INTVEC DATE 010978 
.0.6.. 120 K=Kt2 000426 
00247 75t IX ()=A (.$z1 . ... ..... 00043?. 
00250 76* IX(C2)A(K) 000434 
00251 77* R'O ....­ 000436­
00252 78* KK=KK*1 000440 
00253 79* A(KK)=IY 000445 
00254 80# GO TO 150 005447 
00255 81* . . 130 K=K+l­ -1.. 000451 
00256 82* IYZA(XK 000457 
00257 83* O=R 000461 
00260 84* A(KKtI):lX(I) 000463 
00261 - 85* A(XK2)ZLX(2?) 000465 
00262 86* XKtKXK+2 000467 
00263 87* 60 TO 110 ... . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .000472 
00264 88* 140 KKn+2 000474 
00265 89* IX(IIZA(K-1) 000500 
00266 90* IX(2)ZAIK) 000502 
00267 - 91* R=O0 000504 
0(1210 92* KKZKK*1 000506 
00271 93* . A(KK)=IY 000513 
00272 94* GO TO 120 000515 
00273 954 150 CONTINUE 000520 
00275 96* 160 KZK4I 000520 
00276 97* LAST:K/ID .. .. 000522 -
0tU77 98* GO TO 50 000526 
00300 00301 99* 100* 17070 MKK-IWO (N-M WO 000530 000532 
00!02 101* IF(M) 270,190,175 -­ - - - - - - - - - - . ... .. . .. 000535 
00305 1024 175 DO 180 1:1, M 000542 
00310 103* -... 180 A(KK+I:O 000547 
00312 104* 190 CONTI NUE 000551 
00313 105l* RETTURN 000551 
00313 106* C ***** **** 000551 
00313 107* C ERROR OCCURED 000551 
00313 108* C ****v ** 000551 









00320 112* 210 WRITE(NOUT,3101 NWO 000566 
00323 113* GO TO 400 000573 
00324 114* 220 WRITE(NOUT,320) ITYPE 000575 
00327 115* . GO TO 400 .... 000602 
00330 116* 225 WRITE(NOUT,3 5iNNhWO 000604 
00334 317* GO TO 400 000612 
00335 118* 230 WRITE(NOUT,3301 MTYPE 000614 
00340 119* GO TO 400 . . , ... . . . . . 000621., 
00341 120* 240 WRITE(NOUT,340) ITYPEMTYPE 000623 
00345 121* GO TO 400 000631 
00346 122* . .250 WRITE(NOUT,350)-ISLAST 000633 
00352 123* G0 TO 400 000641 
00353 124* 260 WRITE(NOUT,3bO) NS 000643 
00356 125* GO TO 400 00U650 
00357 126* 270 WRITE(NOUT,370) NKK Ud0652 
00363 127* 400 STOP (1(0661 
003b4 1280 300 FORMAI('U INTVEC FNCOIJNTERED EaF') 1,00730 
00365 129* 310 FORMAT('O INTVEC INSUFFICIENT CORE NWD',I5) (10730 
-INTVEC 
 
00366 130* 320 
00367 -­ 131* 325 
00370 132* 330 
00371 133* 340 
00372 134* 350 
00373 ... 135* .....360 
00374 136* 370 
00375 137* 
FORMAT('a INTVEC ITYPE ABNORMAL ',I5) 
FORHATUO INTVEC AREA, LITTLE ._N,Oj5t... AREA"' 15)_ 
FORMAT('Q INiVEC MTYPE ABNORMAL 'IS) 
FORMATWO INTVEC__ ITYPE=,I3,.' MTYP='tI3) . -
FORMAT('O INTVEC MATRIX INDEX ABNORMAL IS:',I,' LAST',IS) 
FORMAT('0 INTVEC MATRIX INDEX ABNORMAL N5z,.I5) 



















END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 









SUBROUTINE INVOET ENTRY POINT 000136 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT. (BLOCK, TYPE., ELATIYE LOCAITON.,NAME) 
- 0000 fl000000 ciL --. f0 fllQ t2Q qROfO2 C3 -Pan MOPQQ2NP3_ 











00105 4* F(ZlZ2,Z3,24):G(ZlZ2,Z3,Z4)/DET 
-. INVO04O 000002 
00106 5* CIZG(A(2,2),A(3,3),A(2,3),A3,2)) INVO050 000001 
00107 " 6* C2ZG(A(2,3),A(3,l),A(2,1 ) A(3.3)) .......................... . INVO060 000007 
00110 7* C3ZG(A(2,I),A(3,2),A(2,2),A(3,1)) INVO070 000015 
00111 8* DET:A(1,1)*C1+A(1,2)*C24A(1,3)*C3 INVO080 000023 
011112 9* 8(1,1) S(A(2,2), A (3,3), A( 3,21,A(2 3)31 INVO090 000032 
00113 10* 8(t,2)1 -F(A(1,2),A(3,3),A(1,3),A(3,2))-.......................... . .. INVO1O 000035 
00114 ii* B(1,33:F(A(1,2),A(2,3),A(1,3,)A(2,2)) INVollO 000044 
00 1b 12. B(2,1):-F(A(2,1),A(3,3),A(2,3),A(3,I)) .. INVO120 000053 
Ollb 3* Bi2,2)ZF(A(I,1),A(3,3),A(3,1),A(1,3) INVO30 030060) 
00117 14* B2,3):-F(A(II),A(2,3),A(l,31,A(2,1I)J INVO40 000067 
00120 15* B(3,1):F(A(2,1),A(3,2),A(3,11,A(2,2)3 INVOISO 000076 
00121 16* StS,2l:-r CAtI,1),A(3,2),A(1,2),A(3,1 )) INVOI6O 000105 
00122 17* 8(3,3)=F(A(I, ),A(2',2)tA(2,I1 A(1t2) , INVOI70 000114 
00123 18* RETURN INV180 000123 
00124 19* EN. INVO190 000156 
END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. ._ -
v)HDGP MATM 
MATM DATE 010978 
aFORS MATMHATM 
HSA E3 -01/09/78-23:44:03 (0J) 
SUBROUTINE MATMUL ENTRY POINT 000121 
STORAGE USED: .COD(.1. -OOl4l. DATA 1} QTAU5(2 BLANLSOmOANI?1 O00 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 




1 000001 J 
000U1 0 2M 0 1G 
000 1 000002 K 
0001 000057 114G 0oO I 1 00200 O_0004 J3.__ 
O0 






















. SUBROUTINE MATMUL(A,? COti±NLtL) 
DIMENSION A(MN),B(NtL),C(M,L) 
DO 10 1:1,H 
DO 10 J:I,L . 
CfI,J)=3, 




.. .. . . -. . . 
. . . .. . ... 





















END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
-­ aHOGP MATRX------­
-­






HNSA E3 -Ol/09/78*-23:j44:04__, _ _ .k .____ -- ____________ 
SUBROUTINE OPNNAS ENTRY POINT 001107
 

....... .		 MATRX ENTRY POIN.TO01120


COLUMN ENTRY POINT 001135


ELEMNT - ENTRY POINT 001142


WEOF ENTRY POINT 001151"


STORAGE USED: CODECI) 001154: DATA(O) 000143: BLANK COMMQN(2) 000000



























- STORAGE 	 ASSIGNMENT- .(BLQCKf TYPg_ RELATIVE--LOC 0..N........... 	 . . . . .
O NAH 
DODO 000047 101F. 0001 _.000377.1 05L 000413 OO1 0_, 	 0001.0001 0TL ..... 00 413 pOL.. 000434 120L. 
0001 000451 130L 0001 000033 135G 0001 000475 150L 0000 000054 151F 0001 000076 1565 
0001 000564 195L 0001 000571 200L 0001 000144 2056 0001 _ 000621 205L 0001 000640 210L 
r001 000707 0001 ' . 000066 0001 001 000741 '310L240L 6 0..07 2 250L .0000 251F 000275 257G 
O001 000752 320L 0001 000771 330L 0001 001006 340L . . O .0001000551 375G 0001 000656 424G 
0001 001020 SOOOL 0001 001044 520G 0001 001052 6000L 0000 000077 6001F 0001 000122 8L 
0000 000046 8O0oF 0001 000364 90L - -. 0000 I 000033 j - 00n I 000001 IOHDR 0000 I OOOOZO IEOF 
0000 I 000021 IEOR 0000 I 000034 IFT 0000 I 000045 II 0000 I 000041 IKL 0000 000111 INJPS 
DOO I 000040 IRET 0000 100023 1TRL 0000 I 000032 TWO ... .0000 I 000035 JJ .. 0000 1 000022 KEY 
0000 I 000037 KSV 0000 1 000044 L UCOO I 00003b LAST 0D00 I 000043 M 0000 I 000000 MAX 
000 I 000042 MM 0000 1 000017 NN 0000 1 OOnO 4 NOUT 1 000015 NULL 0000 I 000016 NUNET"
-0000 
 
0000 1 000013 P 0000 I 000012 PAD 0000 I 000011 SS 0000 I 000010 SYSBUF


D011 1* SUBROUTTNE OPNNA (NNNNNIp±NWP,IDATELARELILB) 8/76-RS. 0 0oo. . 
00101 2* C NNNNN OUTPUT NUMBER 8/76-RS. 000000 
00101 3* C Wfl) - W(NWD) WORKING BUFFER .8/76-RS. 000000 
D0101 4* C IDATEdl) - IDATE(31 DATE 8/76-RS. 000000 
00101 5* C LADEL(I) - LAREL(2) LABEL ,/76-RS, 000000. . 
00101 6* C NAME lI)'-"NAME(2) MTI NAE THS AEISSDQ DTABLOCK NAME 8/76-PS. 000000 
00101 7* C NCOL ------ NUMBER OF COLUMNS 8/76-PS. 000000 ­
00101 8* C NROW ------ NUMBER OF ROWS 8/76-RS. 000000 
00101 9* C NFORM ------ FORM OF MATRIX ISOUARE 2,RECTANGULAR 3,DIAGON 8/16-RS. 000000 
00]01 10* C ',LOWEP TRIANG 5,UPPER TRIANG 6,SYMMETRIC 8/76-RS. 0130000 
0101- 11* - C -.. .. 7,POW VECTOR 8,IlENTITY 8/76-RS. 000000


.00101 12* C NTYPE TYPF 1,SINCLE 2.OU8LE 3,COMPLEX SIN6LE 8/76-RS. UrU000


U0101 13* C 4,COMPLEX DOUBLE 8/7(,-RS. 0O{0.0














00105 16* DATA IODRA/4HNAST,4HRAN ,4HFORT,4H TAP,4HE ID,4H COo,4HE - / 8/76-RS. 000000 
00107 17* DATA NOUT/6/ - 8/76-RS. 000000 -
00111 18* DATA SYSBUF/371/ 8/76-Rs. 000000 
















00121 23* . NN:NWO-8 8/76-RS. 000001 
00122 24* SSZSYSBUF-5 8/76-RS. 000O04 
-0123 25* IEOF:O--... 8/76-RS. 000007 
00124 26* IEOR:O 8/76-RS. 000010 
00125 27* . . IF(ILB.EQ.0) 60 TO 8 8/76-RS. 000011 
00127, 28* KEY:3 BI76-RS. 000013 
00130 29* WPITE(NUNIT18000) KEY ......... 8/7 000015 
00133 30* WRITE(NUNIT,80063 IOATE 8/7o 000023 
00141 31. KEY:7 8/76-RS. 000036 
00142 37* .... WRTE(NUNIT8000 KEY 8/7 000040 
00145 33* WRITE(NUNITt8000) ID-IDA.... 8/7 000046 
00150 34* KEY=2 8/76-RS. 000056 
00151 35* -. WRITE(NUNITt8001 KEY . .. . . . 8/7 000060 
00154 36* WRITE(NUNIT,800D) LABEL 8/7 000066 
00162 37* IEOR:IEOR-1 B/76-RS. .... 000101._ 








IEOF 817 ......000112 
7 6-RS. 000120 
N 0017 41* a- .--.....-CONTINUE .. . ..... ..... 8/76-RS. 000122 
00173 42* RETURN 8/76-RS. 000122 
00173 43* C 8/76-RS. 000122 
00173 44* C 8/76-RS. 000122 
00174 454 ENTRY MATRX(NAHENCOL,NROWNFORMNTYPEk _ 8/76-RS. 000124 
00176 46* INTEGER NAKE(2),ITRL(7 8176-RS. 000124 











00211 50* IEORIEOR-1 8176-RS. 000147 
00212 51* WRITE(NUNTT,8000)8IEOR 8/7 000152 
06215 52* KEYzT B /76-RS.000160 











00223 56* ITRL(3)ZNROW 8/76-RS. 000174 
00224 57* ITRL(4I=NFORM 8/76-RS. 000176 
0022S 58* ITRL(5J=NTYPE 8/76-RS. 000200 
00226 59* IWO:2 8/76-RS. 000202 
00227 60*' IF(ITRL(5).EQ.1) IW6I­ . 8176-RS. "' 000204 
00231 61* IF(ITRL(Sl.E0.4) IWD:4 8/76-RS. 000211 
00233 ' 62* MAXIIWW*NROW+2, 8176-R5. 000216 
-. 00234 63* ITRLI6):MAX .. 8176-RS. 000222 -
00235 64* ITRL(71:0 8/76-RS. 000223 
0023b 65* WRITE(NUNITT,8000) ITRL 8/7 000224 
00241 66* WRITE(NOUT,100) ITRLtI ) It7, 7 8/76-RS. 000234 
00244 67* 1001 FORMAT('OMATRIX .79AILER_ 18 . 8176-RS. 000244 
00245 64* IFJRlLOR-1 8176-RS° 000244 
0024b - 69* Wit1TL (NUN? I ,OPn) I EOR 8/7 Dfl02747 
.HATRX- DATE 010978 
00251 70* KEY=2 8/76-RS. 000255 
-­ 00252 - 71* WRITE(NLNILt.DQ0.KE_ - -8/7 000257. 
00255 72* hRITE(NUNIT,8000) NAME 
...IEOR= FOR__ .. ............... 
8/7
8/7 6-RS . 000265 000300 
00264 74* WRITE(NUNIT,8000) IEOR 8/7 000303 
00267 75* ... . ....KEY=O 8/76-RS.__ 000311.1 
00270 76* IFT=I 8/76-RS. 000312 
00271 77* P=4 8/76-RS. 000314 
00272 78* RETURN 8/76-RS. 000316 
00272 79 . C .... 8/76-RS. 00d316 
00272 80* C 8/76-RS. 000316 
00273 __ 81* ENTRY COLUHNIICOL) 8/76-RS. . 000321 
00275 82* IF(IFT.EQI.AND.ICOL.GT.I) GO TO 110 8/76-RS. 000321 
00277 83* IF(IFT.EO.1) GO.TO 107". 8/76-RS. 000336 
00301 84* IF(JJ.GT.0) GO TO 90 8/76-RS. 000341 
00303 85* P:'-2 . 8/76-RS. ­ 000344 
00304 86* KEY:KEY-I 8/76-RS. 000347 
00305 87* IF(LAST.EO.-3) GO TO 105 8/76-RS. 000352 
00307 88* IFT=IFT-1 8/76-RS. 000355 
00310 89* LAST=-2 8/76-RS. 000360 
00311 90* 60 TO 107 0/76-RS. 000362 
00312 91* 90 .. LD(0,20,WI(KSVI)=JJ 8/76-RS. . 000364 
00313 92* ASSIGN 105 TO IRET 8/76-RS. 000373 
00314 93* GO TO 5000 8/76-RS..__ 000375, 
00315 94* 105 P:P+I 8/76-PS. 000377 
00316 954 IEORIEOR-1 8176-RS. 000401 
00317 96* WRITE4NUNIT,.8000) IEOR 8/7 000404 
00322 97* 107 CONTINUE .. .-. . . . . . . . 8/76-RS. 000413 
00323 98* 110 IKLZICOL-IFT 8/76-RS. 000413 
00324 99* . 1.IF(IKL ) 151 01 .... . 8/76-RS. 000415 
00327 100* 115 KEY=2 8/76-RS. 000417 
00330 101* PzP+2 8/76-RS. 000421 
00331 102* W(1):ITRL5i . 8/76-RS. 000424 
00332 103* W(2)ZNULL 8/76-RS. 000426 















WRITE(NUNIT BDO I IEOR 
IFTAIFT*I 





00342 109* GO TO 110 ... ....... -­- ---- 8/76-RS. , 000447 
00343 110* 130 KEY:KEY1 8/76-RS. 000451 
0034' 111*--------- IFT=IFTtI 8/76-RS _ 000453 
00345 112* P=P+2 8/76-RS. 000456 
00346 113* W(KEY) ITRL(S1 8/76-RS..­ 000461 
00347 114* LASTZ-1 8/76-RS. 000466 
00350 115* JJ--O 8/76-RS. 000470 
00351 116* RETURN 8/76-RS. 000471 





151 FORMAT('O COLUMN TERMINATES AS 
STOP 






00357 120* C 8/76-RS. 000503 
00357 121* C. 8/76-RS. 000503 
00360 







I NTE3 F R A ( 4,) . . . ... 
MO 
. . . . . ./..6 
8/76-RS. 
- lS . 
8/ /6-PS. 
000505 
0 0 05 
600105 
of) 564 1254 IF(1WOw-LAST.GT.I) MMZ 8/ 7A-pS. 1100506 
HATRX DATE 010978 
00366 126* H=MOD(P+1,SSk 8/76-RS. 000SIS 
-- 00367 127* IF(M.EQCO.OR.M.EQ.1) GO TO 195 8/76-RS. 000522 
00371 128* M=SS-H 8/76-0S. 00535 
00372 129* 1.IFtM.GE.IWD+MM) GO TO 200 -­ 8/76-45 .....000540 
00374 130* 00 190 L='1, 8/76-RS. 000545 
00377 131* KEY'KEY*1 8/76-RS. 000551 




190 WK{KE Y=PAO 
P=P*M __ 
8/76-RS.
8/76-RS. 000553 000560 
00403 134* 195 LAST:-l 8/76-PS. 000564 
00404 135# P:P+2 8/76-RS. - 000565 
00405 136* 200 II:IROW-LAST 8/76-RS. 000571 
00406 137* --- IFII.LE.O.) GO TO 250 8/76-RS. _ 000573 







GO TO 210 





00415 141* . FL(20,20,W(KSV))JJ-1 8/76-RS. . 000610 
00416 142* JJ:l 8/76-RS. 000616 
00417 143* 205 KEYtKEY*1 '8/76-RS. 000621 
00420 144* KSV=KEY 8/76-RS. 000623 
00421 1454 FLO(23216,W(KEY))=IROW 8/76-RS. 000624 
00422 146* P'P+1 8/76-RS. 000634 
004?3 147* 210 00 220 L:IIWD 8/76-RS. 000640 
00426 148* 220 W(KEY+L)A(L) . 8/76-PS. 000656 
a030 149* KEY:IEY+IWD 8/76-RS. 000660 
00431 150" P-PW 8/76-PS. 000663" 
(00432 151* LASTZIROW .......... 8/76RS.S . 000666 
00433 152* IF(KEY.LT.NN) GO TO 240 8176-RS' 000670 









00440 156* ASSIGN'240 TO IRET 8/76-RS.--OOJO­











o0414 160* 250 WRITE(NOUT,251) 8/76-PS. 000112 
00450 161* 251 FORMAT(UO ELEMNT TERMINATES AS ROW INDEX DECREASED%217) 8/76-PS ....000720 
00451 162* STOP /76-RS 000720 












00453 166* ' IF(K y.EO. ) GO --To 20... 8/76-RS. 000722 
00455 167* FLO(3,2,W(KSV)):JJ _8/76-RS. 000724 
Z 00456 00457 168* .J.J=. 169* ASSIGN 310 TO IRET 8/76-RS. 8176-RS. ___ 000734 000735 
00461 170* -........ GO TO 5000 ....... 8/76-RS. 000737 
00461 171* 310 IEOR=IEOR-1 8/76-RS. 000741 
00462 172*---------­ WRITE(NUNIT,800D)-IEOR . 18/7.. 000743 
00465 173* 320 IKL:ITRL(2)-IFT .' 8/76-RS. 000752 
-" 00466 174* IF(IKL.LE.O-GO TO 340 8/76-PS.-R 000754 
00470 175* KEY:2 8/76-RS. 000757 
00471 176* W(1) ITRL15) 8/76-RS. 000761 
00472 177* W(2)=NULL 8/76-RS. 000763 
00473 178* ASSIGN 330 TO IRT 8/76-RS. 000769 
00474 179* bO To boOn 8/76-RS. 000767 
0475 180* 330 IEOR:ILOd-1 8/76-PS. 000771 
01476 181* WR17LNUNIT ,80001 IEOR P/7 0J0773 
c 










---­80 TO 320.__ 







00506 185* IEOR=O ----... 8176-RS. .. 001013 







..... 8/76-RS ._001014 
8/76-RS. 001014 





























00526 195* 600Q WRITE(NOUT ,60011 KEY 8/76-RS. 001052 
00531 196* RETURN 0 8/76-RS. 001057 
00S32 197* 6001 FORMAT(PO WORK AREA IS TOO SMALL KEY'6. .. ... 8/76-RS. 001153 
00533 198* END 8/76-RS. 001153 








HSA _E3_ -01/09/78-231:44 :07 (1, 1_________________ 
SUBROUTINE ELMATS ENTRY POINT 000231 
STORAGE USED: CQDE,(l) 000312. DATA.WO) 
'COMMON BLOCKS: 
006 4o_ LALKM MMN(21OQQ. . . 















0001 00007i 116G 
0000 I fo0l00O_1 
K 
































































































































COMMON /PAROOF/ MAXDOFNGD 

O 0 6 O 4 

- II IBDT(LIL2) .. . ... ....... . .............­








IF INJ .NE. If) GO TO 125 


















CALL OUTNAT(NAME',_cNUMNP_ NdDE,NUME[LN;*NN9L-'- - -


























































00150 27* NAHE(2)=4H 000164 

00151 28* CALL OUTMATiNAMCO-,IJL-,NOOEtNUMELtNPENNLL_ 000166 

00152 29* RETURN 000202 

..... .. .... .... .. ...... .-
0015 3 30* END .. .. .. . . ........... . .... . .. ....... 000 311
 







- DATE 010978 
aFORS MATXMATX 
--- NSA, £3_91J09/78-23:44:O9_I~(111_________________________________ 
SUBROUTINE ELMTRX ENTRY POINT 000231 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1_0O0320L DAT 00 0 0 57 BLANKgCOMMON(21 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS:....... 
0003__ PARDOF 000002 
EXTERdAL REFERENCES iBL&CK .AM 
0004 
.0005 OUTMAT .._NERRS_ 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT"-(LCTPRLTV OAIN AE 
coal 000057 11 .... '0001 00006'616i6 ..........­ ..01 00 5 1 0-005... 001 00061. .0001 000123 145. ae-ono I-00000-3 10000 1 000004 IE 0000 1 000002 110000 I 000005 J 0000 1 000007 K 0003 000000 MAXDOF 0000 I 000000 NAME 

















00103 3* DIMENSION NAME(2),CS(NPE,NPE),dCL(PE),'N66(NUMELNPE 
. .. . 000016 
00103 4* 1 ,CD(NPENPE) 000016 





COMMON /PAROOF/ MAXDOFNGD 








0O 1110 lz '". 000022 OUD47..... 
00114 
00115 10 * ll* .. IE=IBD(I,L)00 125 J:1,NPE ..... ......... 000057000066. 
00120 12* NJ=NOOE(qNJ) 000073 

























































00151 27* NAHE(I)=4HCL 000164 
00152 28* - . NAME(2)4H -00016 6 
00153 29* CALL OUTMA.(NAMECD,I,1,NODENUMELNPE,NN.L,1) 000170 
00154 30* RETURN .... ... . 04 
00155 31* EN) 000317 













HlSA E 3O/9.82 44:11 Q,) 
_______________ 
SUBROUTINE MESHUP ENTRY POINT 000470


STORAGE USED: CODE(I 00052P; Q TAIG) 000211 BLANK COMMON (2tDQ000

















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)


0001 .000435 IOOL 0001 000102ilL 0000 900131 1ZOF 0001 000051 1228 O0001 000070 1276


0001 000115 145G 0001 000103 151 0001--- 000151.152G 000 -0100175. 1636
0....oi ­ 0001 000200 166G
 
0001 000241 1766 0001 000106 181 co01 000260 210G 0Dl 0G0277 2226 - O01 000321 233G 
-. 001 000156 35L 0001.OOO_._OOO170 4L 0001 000372 66L 0001 000420_70L 0001 000426 80L

0000 R 000124 DFO aon R 000130 DfX 0000 R 000127 DFY 00000125 OF1

0000 R 000126 DX -.-. 0000 1 000113 I 0000 .. 00014.INJPS 0000 1 000114 J 06o0o I1 000121 K

S0000 1 000122 H 0000 I 000110 MJ 0000 1 000000 HOVEl 0000 1i000014 MOVE2 00OO 1"000030 MOVE3

0000 1 000044 MOVE4 0000 1 000060 MOVE5 0000 I 000074 MOVE6 0000 1 000116N .... 00 00 000120 NO

0000 I 000123 NJ 0000 1 000117 NT

00101 1* SUBROUTINE HESHUP(NPMTNEMTNPELG,NPE,IU,IOROCNETNPSTDELT, 000051 . 

00101 2* 1 KODENOD,DISX;XPRVVERPRV) 000051 
00101 3* C 000051 
0011 . . ************************* 000051 
bujol 5* --.­ 000051 
00101 6*1 C UPDATE MESH .. 000051. . 
00101 7* C 000051 
00101 8* - **********&*005 
00101 9" c 000051 
00103 10* DIMENSION KODE(NPMT),NOD(NEHT.NPELr),,DIS(NPMT,3),X(NPM,3), 000051 
00103 11* I XPRVINPMT,3),VERPRVINPMT,IU) booo5 . . 
o0104 12* DIMENSION MOVEI14;3),HOVE2(,3kNOV3(4,3lMOVE4(4,3JHOVEs(4,3I, 000051 
00104 13* 1 -MOVEb(4,3),MJ(3)" 000051, 
00105 14* DATA MOVE*i/1,4,S,8,1,'7,3,19,1',1 ,2130'/.. . . . . .. 0000S 
00107 15* DATA MOVE2/1,2,5,6,1,3,13,i5.1,4,21,24/ ._ 000051' 
00111 16* DATA HOVE3/1,2,3,4,1 3'S,7,1,4,7, Ooo 00051­
00113 17* . . DATA MOVE4/2,3,6,7,3,5,15.17,4,7,24,27/ 000051 
00115 18* DATA MOVE5/4,3,8,7,7,5,19,17,10,7,30,27/ 000051 
00117 19*­ ...... ... DATA HOVE6/S,6,7,8,13,15,17,19,21,24,27,30/ .. . . . . ... . . 000051 









.EO. C). GO.TO 18 .000062 
000070 
... . 
01131 .23* 0FZ:0IS(I,J)*VFRPRV(IJ 000170 
MESHUP DATE 010978
 
00132 24* IF (OFZ) 10,11,15 000072 
-­ 0f0135 ,. 25* . . . J0SIIj E LT!fE-0V0007JLVERP4VAI,5I .. ... O0O 
00136 26* Go TO 15 000100 
_. 00137, 27* . 11 i 0stI,J)=O,O ...... 00 0 ... 
00140 28* 15 CONTINUE OOllS 
...0012 -29* .8 CONTINUE, 000115 .... 
00144 30 D0 40 I11,NPST 000115 
00147 31* ........ IF IKOOE(II .EQ O .GO TO 35 ........ 000131 
00151 32* 00 30 J=1,3 000 151 

00154 33* 30X J V J. . .. 000151 

00156 34* 60 TO 40 
000154 
00157 ... 35* 35 X(II =XPY(VIJ) o000156 . 
00160 36* 40 CONTINUE 000200 
00162 37* O.00 90 NtINET .. .. . .. . .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. . 000200 
O0165 38* 00 80 I=1,NPE 000200 
00170 39* NTZIT-­ -­ 000200 
00171 40* ND:NODON,NT) 000206 
00172 -... 41* . .. IF (KOOE(ND) .E. 0) 60 TO 80 000210 
00174 42* MJ(1)=O 000214 
00175 43* 00 58 J=1,4 ..... 000241 
00 00 44* IF (NT EO. MOVEI(J,IOROC)1 MJ(IIZMOVE4(JIORDC) 000241 
00202 45* IF (NT .EO. MOVEq(JIOROC)) MJ.Ll)=MOVE1(JkORDC ........... 000245 
00204 46* 58 CONTINUE 000254 
00206 ,.­ 47* ... . I?)'= ... 000254. 
00207 44* DO 60,Jl,4 000260 
00212 49v IF (NT EQ. MOVE2JIORDC) MJ(22HOVES(J,IORDC)-­ -. 000260 
00214 50* IF (NT EQ. MOVE5(U,IORDC)) MJ(2IZMOVE2(J,IOROC) 000264 
00216 51" 60 CONTINUE 000273 
00220 52* MJ(3)=O 000273 
002]P 53* ......... 00 62 Jrl,4­..... ............ 000277 
00224 54* IF (NT EQ. MOVE3(J,IORDC)) MJ(3IZMOVE6IJIORDC) 000277 
00226 55* IF (NT .EO. MOVE6LJIORDC)) MJ(3IZHOVE3(JIORDC). C00303 
00230 56* 62 CONTINUE 000321 
00232 57* 00 70 K=1,3 --------------------­ 000321 
00235 58* MZMJ(K) 000321 













00243 63* 0FZ=FO*OFI 000346 
00244 64* IF (DFZ) 65,65,66 000350 
00247 65* 65. X:DELT*VERPR V(ND01 VERPRV( N0j_5 ...000352__ 
00250 66* DIS(NDK)z0X 000356 
00251 67* -X:ABS(DX) 000357
000361 

00252 68* IF (DX .GE. ABS(DFO)i GO TO 100 

00254 69* X(ND,K)=XPRV(NDK)+DIS(ND,K3­ - _____... 000365 
00255 70* 60 70 70 000370 
00256 71* .........66 OFY=ABS (OF I)-ABS(CFO 000372 
00257 72* IF (OFY) 70,70,68 000375 
00262 73* 68 UFX:ABS(XPRV(NDK)-X(ND,i)b 000377 
00263 74* UX:DELT*VERPPV(NDK )/VERPRV (ND,5 . 000403 
00264 75* IF (ARS(OXI .GE. OFX) GO TO 70 -000407 
00266 76* 01(N0,K):DX 000413 
00267 77# - X(N0, ):XPRV(N0, )-DX . . . .............. . ... r..415 
00270 7A* 70 CONIINU1 01104 31 
01)272 79* 80 LONTINUE 0004 SI 
MESHUP 
 'fTE D109l8 
00274 80* 90 CONTINUE , 000431 
-­ 00276 81* RETURN­ . 000431 
00277 82* 100 PRINT 1200 
_. 00301. 83* STOP 000Q 
00302 '84* 1200"FORMAT. (2X,*******-REDUCE THE TIME STEP, MESH TO COARSE'I 000517 
00303 85* END 000517 
END OF 
















1. .0 000000 
 































































































0o000 01 00000 NSTAB 47,1.191,1 6 7 5 0 
0o o0q~opOOv	 
__O_ 
00 00 00 000000 

00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000 
00 40 00 000000 
00 44 00 000000 
00 41 00 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000 . ....­
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000. 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000 
00 0O00 000000 
00 00 00 000000 . . . . . .. . .. . ... 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000. 
00 00 00 000000 
00 0000 000000 -----------.. 
O0 O0 O0 000000 
00 00 00 000000-----------------------.... . ..­
00 00 00 000000 
00 D0 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000O .... ..... 
00 00 00 000000 
00 0000 000000 
00 00 00 000000 
O0 00 00 000O 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 n0 000000 -----------. 
00 U0 00 doo001) 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 000000 
o0 o0 o0 0oooc 
00 00 00 000000 -­ .. 
00 00 00 000000 
O0 00 00 000000 ...... . . 
00 00 00 000000 
00 00 00 0o000 " 
00 00 00 000000 
o0 O0 o0 000000 
00 00 00 000nUO 
END 
END. ASSEMBLER IMAGE 







NSA E3 -01/09/78-23;44:18 J1,1_ 
..
ENTRY' POINT- 00766SUBROUTINE OPENTP 
 
............ .. OPENF ENTRY POINT 001054


READF ENTRY POINT 001142


SKIPF ENTRY POINT 001242


STORAGE USED: CODE(I 001326;"DATA(O) 000103; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000






















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCKt TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
001 000433 10L 0001 000627 11 0001 00015210011D1000i 0001-000155 10021 000160 1003L 
ool 000163 1004L 001 000166 105L 0001 000372 lOIlL­ 0O01 000375 IOI?L. 0001 000400 1013L 
0001 000403 1014L 0001 000575 1020L 0001 000600 1021L 0001 000603 1022L 0ODI 000606 1023L 
COOl 000611 1f24L .....0001 000717_1031L. 0001 . 000722 l032L _Q 001 000727 1034L 0001 000037 123G 
0001 000063 1366 0001 000107 1516 0001 000123 1606 0001 000644 2OOL 0000 000012 2001W. 
0000 0000 1J 2002F 0000 000025 2011F 0000 000033 2012F 0000 000040 2021F 0000 00.0045 2022F 
0000 000056 2031F 0001 000663 220L 0001 000673 230L 0001 000240 2336 0001 000275 2536 
0001 000310 261G 0001 000341 2766 0001 000366 3126 0001 000461 352G 0001 000512 362G 
t)1 000710 4726 0001 00054q SSL 0001 000553 60L 0001 000563 70L 0001 0O01SO 8L 
0000 000011 800OF 0001 000624 99-L 0000 j 000004 I O-O-I-0000I 0006 II 0000 0000065 INJPS 
OOOI 000002 IWO 0000 I 000010 IX 1000I 0003 K 0 000! 000007 L 0000Y 000005' LAST 
0000 1 OOOn1 NOUT 0000 1 O0000 UNIT 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE OPENTP(NNNNNWDIERR,TLB) 000000 
00101 2* C 'NNN NUMBER OF'UNIT 000000 
00103 3* INTEGER UNIT,N(I) 000000 
00104 4* DATA NOUT/6/ 000000 
00104 5* C OPENTP FIRST CALL TO PROCESS NASTRAN TAPE"MADE-BY-OITPUT2 -- rr TAPE HEADER 000000 ... 
00104 6* C OPENF EVERY DATA-BLOCK HAS TWO RECORDS. I.NAME 2.TRAILER 000000 
00104 7* C READF TRUE NASTRAN DATA-BLOCK BEGINS FROM THIRDRECORD 000000 
00104 8* C A IS ADRESS OF UESR CORE TO READ-IN 000000 
00104 9* C WD NUMBER OF WORDS TO READ (DESIRE INPUT) (RESULT OUTPUT) o000000 
00104 10* C FLAG NUMBER OF WORDS LEFT IN THE CURRENT RECORD, (OUTPUT) 000000 
00106 11* IERRO G00000


00107 ,12* UNITZNNN On000


UO110 134 8000 FORMAT(22A61 000002


00111 14* IWD=NWD 000007


OPENT DATE 010978 

00112 15* IF(ILB.EQ.0) GO TO 8 000004 
_. 00114. 16* REA0 (UNIT§QPO0) K 000006 
00117 17* IFiK.NE"3),,GO TO 1001 000014 
00121 18* - REA(UNT,800).-(N A(I .000023)=A 
00127 19* READ(UNIT'800D) K 000042
00 1 3 2  
 20*. IF(K.NE.7) O To av 2 000050 
000053
00134 21* REAO(UNIT8000) (N(I),I=4,10). 

00142 22* READ(UNIT,80001 _K 000066. 

00145 23* IF(K.NE.2) GO TO 1003 000074 









2001 FORMAT('O. UNIT='..tItSXt34t,9AI 0001l2 000126 
00165 27* READ(UNIT,8000) K 000126 
00170 28* IF(K.NE.-t) GO TO 1004­ -.000134 - -
00172 29* READ(UNIT,8000) K 000137 
00175 30* IF(K.NE.O) GO' TO 1005-­ -­ 000145 
00171 31* 8 CONTINUE 000150 
00200 32*------------ LAST=O ..... 000150 
00261 33* GO TO 999' 000150 
00202 34* 1001 IERR:IERR-1 " 000152 
0O203 35* 1002 IERRIERiR-1 .000155 
00204 36* i003 IERR:IERR-1 . ... . .000160 
00205 37* 1004 IERR:IERR-1 000163 
00206 384 .... 1005 IERR:IERR-1 - 000166 
00207 39* WRItE(NOUT2002)IERR , 000176 
00212 40* 2002 FORMAT(-O OPENTPERROR _ IERR=''I61) 000176 
00213 41* 00 TO 999' 0001,76 
00213 42* C - 000176 
00214 43* ENTRY OPE'NF(IERRITRL) 000177 
00216 44* DIMENSION ITRL(1) 000177 
00217 45* IERRP-1f 000177 
00220 46* READUNIT800F K 000201 
002 0 47* C READ AGAIN IF EOF IS FOUND - 000201 
00223 48* IF(K.EQ.0) READ (UNIT,8300) K ..... 000207 
00227 49* IF(K.NE.2) GO TO 1i­ 000217 
00231 50* READ(UNIT,80001 N(i})4I 23 000226 
00247 1 READ(UNIT,8000) K 000243 
00242 














00265 57*' 2011 FORMAT('0',4X,2A4,' TRAILER=Z7I8) 000313 
00266 58* - - RED(tUNIT,8000) K. ........ 000313 
00271 59* READ(UNIT,SO00) K 000321"­
00274 60* REAO(UNIT,80001 (N(IIz1,K) 000327 







GO TOO 1014 " .' 000352 000355---­
00310 64* IERR:0 - " 000357 
0011 65* 00 5 1=1,7 000366 
00314 66* 5 ITRLtII:N(I+2) 000366 
00316 67* GO TO 999 000370 
00317 6R* 1011 IFRR:IERR-1 000372 
00320 694 101 IENRIERR-I 000375 
00321 70* 1013 1I-I R:1RN-1 0004 JuO 
OPENT DATE 010978 
00322 71 1014 IERR:IERR-1 000403 
00323 72* 2 0 RIE(NOUI,2-QI)_I R .... ......... 000405 
00326 73*. 2012 FORMAT('O OPENP ERROR IERRZ,16) 000413 
00327 74* SO To 999 . (..000413 
00327 75* C 000413 
00330 ... 76*.... ENTRY READFJ.*,AyFLApj GI E R 
_OO 00*414f. 
00332 77* INTEGER A(1),WDFLAG 000414 
00333 78* .. IERR:-20 0004141  
00334 79* 11:0 000'14 






IF(19 I02f l0,1_0 000421 000427 
0(344 83* 10 IF(K.GT.LI LZK 000433 
00346 84 . IF(IwD.LT.K) GO TO IQ21---­- 000443 
00350 85* RFAD(UNITTBOO) (N(I),I:IK1 000447 
00356 86* L=L-K 000464 
00357 87* Ir(II+K.GT.W0) K=W-II 000467 
00361 8s * DO 40 IlK 000477 
00164 894 40 AII+I)ZN(1) 000512 
00366 90* IIlI--K 000514 -
ul67 91* REAO(iUNIT,8000) K 000917 
00172 92* IF(K) 50,1022,60 000525 
6:137, 93* SO IFK.NE.LAST-1) G0 TO 1023 000530 
0U9417 ...... LASTZK 
_____­ 000534, 
Uj4OU 95* FLAG:l 000536 
00401 96* FI L) 1024 70,55­ .. . .. . . ..... ............... ................................ . ...­ 000540 
0J404 97* 55 W0=I 000544 
0(1405 984 IERRzO 000545 
0140 99* RETURN 2 000546 
00407 O0* 60....60F(L 1024,§5__0 000553 
0U412 101* 65 FLAG:O 000556 
00413 102* BACKSPACE UNIT 000557 
00414 103# 70 IF(WD.GT.1I) GO 10 55 000563 
00416 104* W4I:1 000556 
00417 105* IEN4R:O 000570 
00420 106 RETURN 000571 
00421 107* 1020 IERR:IERR-I 000575 
00422 108. 1oi IERrIER-1 000600 
00423 109* 1022 IERRzIERR-1 [100603 
0042" l10* 1023 IERR:IERR-1 000606 
00425 111* 1024 IFRR:IERR-1 000611 
0042b 112* 1025 IERRZlERR-1 000613 
0427 113* WRI]TE(NOUT,2021) IERR 000615 
00432 1144 2021 FORtIAT '0 READEERROR IERR=',16­ .......... ..... ....... 000624 
00*431 1154 999 RETURN 000624 
(10434 116* 100 CONTINUE 000627 
00435 117* WRITEINOUT,20221 UNIT 000627 
00440 I184 2022 FORMATI'O READ ENCOUNTER.E EOF MARK WHILE READ-INSGI)!. .. . 000634 
00441 119* RETURN 1 000634 
00441 1204 C 000634 
00441 121* C 000634 
00442 1224 FNIRY SK]PF(IERR) 000640 
- 00444 123* 1E1R-!0 [(106110 
00445 124* 1x =11 0,1f6b42 
0,44b I 200 AEA0 tUNII, 80 (10 K (1,10644 


















































































WO 0 200 












GO TO 200 

1031 	 IERRIERR-1 






WRITE(NOUT,2631T IERR .... 







END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 








_ . HSA E3 -01IO9/78-23;44:? ,Q-
-
SUBROUTINE OUTMAT ENTRY POINT 000372


































) STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)


0001 000024 IDOL 0001 "000135 '120L 000i 00005"4"1226.... 0001 00006" 125G 0001 bb6l12 135G 
co0 000147 ISOL 0001 000165 1546 - 0001 000240 167G 0001 0001000257 173G O 000213 200L 
U001 000303 2036 0001 000344 2206 0001 000331 220L OO 0 OOOO41 COP 0000 I 000040 DOF 
0010 I 000044 I 0000 000056 INJPS 0003 000002 IOROL __ 0000 I 000046 J 0000 1 000045 K 
O00 I 000050 LEE 0000 1 000047 LI 0000 I 000052 LL 0004 I 0OOO MAXDOF 0003 000003 NBWT 
0000 I 000013 NCOLMN 0003 000001 NELT 0004 000001 NGD . 0003 000004 NHBWT., 0000 I 000051 NJ 
0003 1 000000 NPST 0000 I 000000 NY 
00101 1* S'UBROUTINE OUTMA7INAMECODNUMNP, NFORMNOOE, UMELNPENNLIRARAM).-.... . 000005


00103 2* DIMENSION NAME(1), CD(NPE,1),NODE(NUMELNPE) 000005


00104 .. . 3* -.... DIMENSION NY(32) 000005






00105 5* INTEGER DOF ... .. .. 000005.


00105 6* C 
 000005 
00106 7* COMMON /LAGRGN/ NPSTNELTIOROL.NBWT.NHBWT 
-..... 000005 
00107 8* COMMON /PARDOF/ MAXDOFNGO 000005 
00107 .... 9* C......... ,' 000005 
00110 -"-"10* DATA OOF/6/ ........ . .. .. .... . 
- 000005-OOOOS 




00112 12* DOUBLE PRECISION COP 000005
00112 13* C ODOOO500113 14* CALL SORT(NOOENYNNNPE, NUMEL) 000005 
00114 i
1s* -GO TO 
 (102,2OG)IPARAN 
- -- 0140------­
00115 16* 100 NCOLMNZWIST 
 0'10024 
UO116 17* IF (NJMNP CO. 1) GO TO 150 (100)25 
OUTM 






CALL MATRX(NAME,NCOLMN. NCOLMNNFORMI) 
D__120ItZ lNUMN -P 
000030 
000045 
00124 20* DO 120 K:lNPE 60006E 
00127 - 21* ..... I .NE. NODEN siGANP... .jJAJHUNP§O TO 120 000077 
00131 22* CALL.COLUMN(I) 000102 
00132 . 3* .. IF (I_NE.-NODE(NNK GO TO 120 000105 
00134 24* DO 110 J:1,NPE 000112 
00137 25* LI:NY(J) 000112 . 
00140 26* CALL ELEHNTENOOE(NNLIiCD(LIKi) .....' 000113 
00141 27* 110 CONTINUE . 000141 
00143 28* 120 CONTINUE 000141 
S00146 2CALL WEOF....... 000141 
00147 30* RETURN 000143 
00150 31* ..-..150 CONTINUE . 000147 
00151 32* CALL MATEX (NAME ,1NCOLMNNFORM,1l .............. 000147 
00152 33* CALL COLUMN(1) 000155 
00153 34* 00 160 JzNPE 000165 
O0156 35* LIZNY(J) 000165 
00157 36* CALL ELEMNT(NOOE(NNLI),CD(LI,l)) 000166 
00160 37* 160 CONTINUE . .. .... . 000205 









00165 41* CALL MATRX(NAMEtNCOLMN,.NCOLMNtNFORMt2) 000214 
o 001b6 42* D0 220 I1INUNNP 000240 
o 00171 43* LI=DOF*(I-11 L 000246 






IF (I .NE. NODE(NNK)) GO TO 220 
000273 
000276 








9 0021a 52* CALL ELEMNT(NJ,COP) 000323 00211 53* 20 CONTINUE -., 000335 

00213 54* 220 CONTINUE 000335 
00216 55* LLZLI.+ 000335 
0021 s%( . . 0 O 1 LL,MAX0.. 000340 
00222 57* CALL COLUMN . .. 000344 
00223 58* 230 CONTINUE 000351 
0022!) 59* CALL WE0F ___ 000351­
00226 60*RN 000353 
00227 61* END 000455 














SUBROUTINE SFCALL ENTRY POINT 000066 
U SED : DE dl O l 0 S j B A K C M O I ) CA~ 0 _ _ _ _ _ST O R AG E C ) 00 01 01 ; 0 0 




STORAGE ASSIGNMNT (8LOCK, TYPE, RELATI LLCA.... .... .................. .......


-....000, 1 000012 1 ... QOOi fLf.. __O.O00__o41 INJPS olRflQ ODQQ0XLN0DE 000A-P dROq001 X!jfi­
'0000 R 000032 YNPI 0000 R 000033 ZNPI 
00101 -* 1 _____SUBROUTINESFCALL(XY Z sr ........ 000012 
00101 2* c 3-0 LINEAR ISOPARAHETRIC ELEMENT 000012 
00101' 3* C - THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE SHAPE, FUqNCPONSANDTHEIR EIRST 000012 
00101 4* C DERIVATIVES AT THE GAUSSIAN POINT XYZ 000012 
00103 5* * DIMENSION XNODE(8,3),XYZ(3) SF(8),DF(3,8)-.... ............... . .... .............. .000012 
00104 6* DATA XNODE/-1.O,2*1.0,2*-1.O,2*1.0,3*-.0,2*1.0,2*-.0 000012 
00104 7" ?*1.0,4*-1.0,4*1.0/ ... ...... ... 000012 
O0IU 8* FCK(A,BC):0.125*A*B*C 000012 
00107 9* 00 20 1:1,8 000012 
00112 10* XNPIXYZiI*XNOOE(I,1)4I.0 000012 
00113 11* YNPI:XYZ(2)*XNOOEU1,2)+I.O ... . ... ....------ 00015 
00114 12* ZNPI:XYZ(3)*XNOOE(I,3)*I.0 000021 
00115 13* SF(I)=FCK(XNPIYNPI ZNPI) 000025 .............
.... .......­
00116 14 DF(I ,I)=FCKIXNOE(II ),YNPI,-ZNPI) 000031 
001117 15* orF2,I):FCK(XNPI ,XNODE(I 1),ZNPI) ....... .... .. ....... ....... . ... 00036 - . . 
00120 Ib it0 bPtI:FCfKIXNPI ,VNPI,,XN0UE (1)I 000043


00122 17* RETURN 000051


00123 18* END 000100


END OF COMPILATION: . NO_,DIAGNOSTICS... 









tISA E3_ -01/09/78:-23:44:4 ________ -- -___________


SUBROUTINE SFCALQ ENTRY OIT -000267 
STORAGE USED: CODE().00l311;.DATA(0)_0023 BL4N OMMON(2) 000000








STORAGE ASSIGNMENT .(BLOCK,. TYPE, _RELATIVE LOCATION,_NAME)


0001 00013 114G 0001 000077 1308 0001 000164 15L 0001 000234 20L 0000 R 000142 CST 
0000 R 000150 ETA 0000 1 000153 1 0000 I 000152 lED 0000 I 1f46II 0000 000170 INJPS 
- fOO0 I 000154 II 0000 I .000143.J 0000 1 000145 JJ 0000 1 000146 KK ....... 0600 000074 NM 
0000 1 000134 NP 0000 R 000147 XI 0000 R 000000 XNODE 0000 R 000160 XNPI 0000 R 000155 XP 
0000 R 000161 YNPI 0000 R.000156 YP. 0000 R 000151 OO R 000162 ZNPL.. D000ZETA 0.0. 000157 
 ZP
 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE SFCALQ(XYZSF;DF) 1000013


o 00101---. 2* C 3-0 QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENT 000013


fi101 3* C EVALUATE SHAPE FUNCTIONS-AND FIRST DERIVATIVESffAT THE 000013'


00101 . * C __ GAUSSIAN POINT XYZ __000013


OOlU3 5* DIMENSION XNOOE(20,3},N(8,4),NPI6bXYZtI)SF(20hfDF13,201 000013


00104 6* DATA XNOOE/-1.,O,3*1,0.,3*-1.,2*1.,2*-1.,0.,3*1.,2*-I., " 000013
7* 1' 3*-1.,0.,3*1.,0.,2*-1.,2*1.,3*-1,0..3*1.,0.,8*%1., 4*0.,8*1./ .... 00.... ... 
 T..





00106 8* DATA NM/2,6,18,14,4*0,8,20,16.4,4*0,9,10,11,12,4*0, ...... 0001­

00106 9* 1 1,3,5,731315,17,19/,NP/1,2,3,1,2,3/ 600013









00)13 1?* DO 30 J:1,4 o00013 - ' 
0UJ16 k* ±1#Nh't it 000025 
00117 14* , JJ=NP(J*I) 000032 
00120 15* . KKZNP(J+2) 000037 
00121 16* XIrXYZ(II) 600044 
00122 17* ETA XYZ(JJ) q00053 
00123 18* ZETA=XYZ(KKI . .. . . . -. ----.. . 000055 . . 
00124 19* IED:4 q00057 
00125 20* IF (W .EQ. 4) IE-8 000066 
00127 21* 00 20 I:IIED 000072 
00132 22* II:NM(IJ) 000071 
00133 23* XP=XNODE(IIII}, 0'00 122 
00134 24* YP:XNODE(I1,JJ) 000124 
00135, 25* LP:XNODE(I1,KK) 000126 
00136 26* XNPIXP*XI4. SFC0490 00130 
00137 27* YNPI1YP*ETA .. SFCOSOD 000133 
00140 2A* ZNPIrZP*ZETA+I. SFC0510 000136 










00144 31* OF(Iltl.):-O.*XI*YNPI*ZNPI 00o0146 
00145 - 3?*-.--...--- -DF(JJ,IIFCf(XIjYF,YZP,.......... 00 152. 
00146 33* DF(KI{II)=FCM(XIZPYNP1) 000156 
00147 34*--- - --- GO TO 20 -. .. . .. ... . . .. . 000162 
00150 35* 15 CST:XNPI+YNP1+ZNPI-5. 000164 
-UO1SL 1~ 3 6* SF (1 ):FCx.XNP ,YNP , ZNPq. ____________________ 000175 
00152 37* DF(III)=FCK(XP,YNP ,ZNPI,XNPI) 000203 
00153 38* .... Dr(2,I1)=F'CK(YPZNPIXNPIYNP1) 000213 
00154 39* DF(3,11):FCK(ZPXNP1,YNPlZNPI) 000223 
00155 40* 20 CONTINUE SFCO610 000237 
001S7 41* 30 CONTINUE SF00790 000237 
00161 . . 2* RETURN . ..... . .... 000237 
0016Z 43* END 000310 
ENQ OF COMPILATION: -- N. _OIAGNO$TICS. . 
- HDG.P SFCU 









SUBROUTINE SFCALC ENTRY POINT 000307









STORAGE ASSIGNMENT.. .(BLOCKt TyPERELATIVE LOCATION,.NAM ......


0001 000027 117G .. -0001- S0106 f1laG 000I -O0206 ISL OPAl 0Opz5L2._ 0000 R 000207 OST..

0000 R 000215 ETA 0000 I 000217 I 0000 I 000211 II Goon 000237 INJP 0000 I 000220 II 
0000 I 000210 J 0000 1 000212 JJ 0000 I 000213 K. . 0000 I 000140 NM 00bo I 000200 NP 
0000 R 000206 TEMP 0000 R 000227 TEMPi- 0000 R 000214 XI000 V 000000 XNO0E 0000 R000224 XNPI 
0000 R 000221 XP 0000 R 000225 YNPI . 0'0 R 000222 YP .qo R,000216 ZETA .......
0000 R 000226 ZNPI.. 

0000 R 000223 ZP


o 	 00101 1* SUBROUTINE SFCALC(XYZ7 SF1 DF) - -- ­ 00011 
" 0001 2* C 3-0 CUBIC ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENT 000011 
00101 3* C EVALUATE SHAPE FUNCTIONS AND FIRST DERIVATIVES AT THE 000011 
00101 4* C GAUSSIAN POINT XYZ 000011 
00103 5* DIMENSION XNODE(32 ,3),NM(8 ,4),NP(6),XYZ(3),SFt32),DF(3,32) .... ......... 
 ... 000011.l .. 
00104 6* DATA XNOOE/-l.,-.333333333,.333333333,4*1. .333333333, SFC0080 
 00O011 
00104 7* .. 1 -. 333333333,4*-I.,2*1.,2*-I.,2*1.,2*-I.,-.33333333, SFCO09a 
 000011 .. ... 
00104 8* 2 .333333333.4*1.,.333333333,-.333333333,3*:1., 
 000011 
00104 9* 3 4*-1.,-.333333333,.333333333,4*1 ... 333333333, 
 000011 
00104 104 4 -.333333333,2*-1.,2*1.,2*-.,2*1.,4*-I.,-. 33333333, SFC12
 0000111 3 3 3 3Z 3 3
t00!4 11* S .333333333.4*j.1. w3 33r-.3333 .
 000011 

00104 I* 6 12*-1.,4*-.333333333,4*.333333333,12*1./ SFC 
 000011 

0010b 13* D 000011
ATA NM/2,9,29,22,3,8,28,23,12,32,25,5,l1,31,26,6,13,14,15i,1,
 ...... 
00106 14* 1 17,18,19,20,1,4, ,l1021,24,27,30/,NP/1,2,3,1,2,3/ . . 1 . . 
00111 15* FUNCI(AB)=0.140625*A*B 000011 




00113 17* FUNC4{(AB)=(I.-A*A)*(9.*B-8.) SFC0210 
 000011 

00114 1SB* FUNCStAB}ITEMP*f9.*A*(I.-3.*B*B)-B-B) - ..... SFC0220 
 000011 

00115 19* CST:XYZ(1)**2.XYZ(2)**2+XYZ(3)4*2-2.11111111 
 000011 

00116 20* 00 30 J:1,4 
 000027 

C10121 21* II=NP(J1 ._ 
 000035 

00122 22* JJ=NP(J+ .1 
 000042 

00123 23* KK=NP(J+2) 
 000047 

00124 24* XI:XYZIII) 
 000054 

00125 25* ETA:XYZtJJ) 
 000056 

00126 264 ZETA:XYZ(K$) 
 000060 

00127 27*. 00 20 1:1,8 ------. SFC0440 
 000073 

00132 2R* II:NM(1,J) 
 0iO106 





00134 30* YP:XNODE(IlJJI 
00135 31* ZP=XNODE lKI, -.... 
00136 32* XNP1=XP*X+I.. SFC0490 
00137 33* YNPI=YP*ETA+. SFCOSOO ... 
00140 34* ZNPI:ZP*ZETA4l. SFCQ510 
00141 35* IF (J .EQ. 4) GO TO 15 
00143 36* M-P--THPFUNC (ZNP,YNPI. SFCO7ob 
00144 37 .EMP1I:FUNC4(XI XNP1)............. ... SFC0710.... 






DF(JJI1)ZTEMPI*FUNCI(YPZNPI) -......... ...... . ... . ........ . 
00150 41* DF(KKII,)ZTEPI1FUNCI(,ZPjYNP1I 
00151 42* GO TO 20 
00152 43* . .15 TEMP:FUNCI(YNP1,ZNPI . SFC0330 
00153 44* SF(I1):TEMP*XNPI*CST SFC0340 
00154 45* DF(III)ZFUNC2(XPXIXNPI) SFCO350 
00155 46* TEKP:FUNCI(2NPIXNPI) SFC0370 
00156 474 . .. (2,I1)ZFUNC21YPtETA1 i.L) SFC0380 
00157 48* TEMPZFUNCI(XNPI,YNPI) SFC0400 
00160 49* DF(3,II )FUNC21ZPZETAZNP1 I SFC0410 
00161 50* 20 CONTINUE SFCO61O 
1 00163 51* 30 CONTINUE ---- SFC0790 
00165 52* RETURN 
0 00166 53* END 




















































































SUBROUTINE SLTES'T ENTRY POINT-003016

















0006 NCASE 	 000003


0007 SEOMI 000524--------------------------------......... 
.. ­
0010 LAGRGN 000005 
0011 NOOEPJ 000003 

























- 0023 	 BDOVER 001375 
-...-..... ......... 

0 0024 BDSTR 002541


















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)


o001 001643 101 46.... 6o 6-1 Tbi -1026 0001.00.  0331--o0 L 000-o1 001711 10i26 0001 001734 'f5566i 6 

0001 001752 	10626 0001 001762 107OG oo01 000357 110L 0000 000413 110OF 0001 000452 111L 

11116 00203411176 0)46 6..... .... 
 113L
0001 002014 0 01 -" 0001 - 1'i12L ... 0001-'-002047 -1127 )01 000467 
[001 002071 1141G 0001 002104 11476 0001 000703 115L 0001 002117 11556 0001 002136 11676

0001 ... 002157 11756 0001 ---0 I0705"I8L 0000 000422 12oF, 0000 000431 1201F 0000-00441 '1202F'


0001 002211 1?116 0001 002214 1214C 0001 002232 12226 . 0001 002260 12376 0001 002263 1242G


0001 002303 1254G 0001 002322 12666' 0001 001141 130L "0001 002341 13006 0001 001143 131L


0001 001165 	132L 0001 002452 1337G 0001 001202 135L 0001 002553 14066 D01 002570 1420G


000l 002601 1'31G 0001 002337 144L 0001 002620 14406 0001 001346 145L 0001 002651 14546 
0001 002657 1457G 0O1 002106 1477 0ni 001374 148L .... 0001 001376 150L 0001 002734 15106 
(001 '02745 1517G 0001 001434 102L Ot101 001463 ISSL 01)01 0 1530 15&L 0001 'DU136 160L 




0001 001701 171L coal 001725 173L 0001 001777 174L cool 002002 175L Goal 002043 182L 
0001 . 002045 185L .. 0001 . 002064.200L ........_000I 000232.2 1 ___.I.G0._ 00 23 _2 4I... .. 00 ! ....O0 333 277G

0001 '002256 300L GOBI 000347 307G cool 002400 310L 0001 1102424 314L 0001 002450 317L 
0001 002474 319L O0001 002503 320L .........0001 ,002516 32?_L - -_000I- 002525 32L.....0001 000367 3236 .

0001 "002527 323L 0001 002543 325L 0001 002561 326L 0001 002563 327L 0001 0025i3 .330L 
0001 000442 334G -- 0001 _.P02724 380L 0001 .,002757 397L 0001 000174 40L 0001 .. 002761 410L -­
0001 000725 4275 0001 000753- 437*G. 0001 001033 -60 b7- 0 001 -001045 -4650 0001I 00017k 50L 
0001 n02764 500L .... o0l 001102 SOTS, .. 0001 001147 534G ------ 0oo1 .001152 540G Goal001 001156 544G


O0001 001207 565G 60001 001230 5756 0001 001243 603G 001 '001265 611G 0001 001436 677r 
0001 001452 705G 0001 _ 001467 7170 ..... a00 001476 7220G___ 0001 ---001512 732G ... 0001 001515 735G 
0001 001553 7560G .. 0001 001565 763G 0001" 001604 7746 0003 000001 A 0000 R000272 ABN 
0000 R 000273 AST - -0003- 000002 ALPHA 0000, R 000267 APBI 0000 .R.000270 APB2 ... 0000 R, 000271 APB3 ... 
Dols 001254 BFS 0016 001370 C --- n00 R 000274 0NI '__0000- "000275 CN2 0000 R 000276 CN3 
0000 R 000277 CT1 0000 R 000300 CT2 ,--0000 R 000301 0T3 ..... 0003 R (100013 BELT 0000 R 000406 DF1 
0000 R 000410 OF2 0000 R 000412 DF3 0000 R 000243 OIFF 0013 R 000001 OIFFPR 0000 R 000230 DIMI 
0000] R 000231 OIH2 ... 0000 R 000232 01H3 0022 000000 DIS .... 0025 R 000347 OISBD -. 0015 000000 DISN 
0015 000344 DISPRV 0000 R 000236 041N 0000 R 000233 OXMIN'I- 0000 R 000234 OXMIN2 DODO 000235 DXHIN3 
0000 R 00034q DX1 ... 0000 R 000345 0X2 0000 R 0003q3 0X3 0016 001140 FJN ..... 0016 001254 FJPRV_ 
DODO0 R 0[10325 FNML 0000 R000326 FTBN ... 0000 R000320 El - 0000 R 000321 F2 0000 i 0010213 1 
0025 1 000003 IB015 0025 1 00000 OIS ... 0024 1 000011 IBOS .. 0024 1 000000 IBOST_ 0023 1 000005 IBOV 
0023 1 000000 IBOV7 DODD 1 000244 IOEX 0000 1 000362 IE 0000 1 000361 11 0000 1 000334 IN 
6006 1 000000 INDEX ,,0000 1 000360 INOG ..... 0000 1 000363 INEL ... 0000 000475 INJP$ .. 0003 000011 INNER 
ti000 1 000000 INT 0000 1 000337 INTEL .. 0000 1 000041, INTELK 0012 1 000065 INTF 0011 1 000002 INTFT {00I004 ITO 00 005 NI 0000 1 000355 INT2 0000 1 000350 INI DODO 1 000354IN 
1,000 1 0001377 IOMIT 0003 1 000000 IOROC 0010 000002 IOROL 0000 1 000331 IPLAN E ODDS 000004 1SOP 
C) 0005 000003 I50T .. 0003 1 000012 1T ER .... 0000 1 000214 11 .... 0000 1 000215 12 0000 1 000216 13 . . 
GOOD 1 000217 14 0000 1 000220 15 0000 1 000221 16 0000 1 000241 J 0000 1 000252 JA 
0000 1 000253 JB 0000 1 000246 J3. - 0000 1 000247 J6 0000... 1 0003q1 K ..... 0007 1 000006 KOOE . 
DODO 1 000364 KPE DOUG 1 000374 LIAO 0000 1 000373 LIN 0000 1 000376 LK 0000 1 000365 M 
01000 1 000366 HJ ... 0000 1 000402,HJI_ 0000 1 000403 MJ2- 0 000 1 000404 MJ3 ... 0000 1 000371 MK 
LOOC 1 000375 MN DODO I 000102 MOVEl 0000 1 000116 MOVE2 0000 1 000132 KOVE3 -0000 1 000146 MOVE4" 
000on 000o162 MOVE5 0000 1 000176 MOVF6 .0000 1 000212 N ., 0006 0001001 NASTRN 0003 000006 NSW 
00101 000003 NBW7 0000 1 000313 NCRIT (1000 1 Q0n401 NO 0000 1 000001 NDEG 0000 1 000370 NOIFEL 
ODIC] 000001 NELT 0003 1 000010 NEPJ . 0011 1 000000 NEPJT O0003 1 000003 NET 0000 1 000356 NF

0000 I 000357 NFOG 0000 1 000367 NFEL 0005 1 000000 NFRAC 0012 1 0U0000 NFS 0003 1 000914 NFS7 
0000 1 000 347 NFSI .... 0000 1 000353 NFS2 ... 0000 1 000346 NF1 ... 0000 1 0U0352 NF2 ... 0003 000005 NHBW 
ODIC 000004 NHBWT ----- 0000 1 1 000372 noa 000,-54 u000 1000250 NI' 0000 NJ 000 NJA 000255 NJB 
0000 1 n00251 NJO 0000 1 000222 NJI 0000 1 000223 NJ2 000B 00 NJ3 0000 1 000225 NJ4 
UU0 I 00AP N04 009 f qbz1 N fJQqQ I aahju? NK 060OH7 1 000114 NOD 0026 1 000114 NOOFRC 
0603 1 000007 NPPJ -. 0011 1 000001, NPPJT ... 0003 1 000604 NPS .... 0010 000000 NPST ... 0006 1 000002 NSLIOE 
DODO 1 000400 N T 0000 1 000405 NIX 0000 1 000407 NTY 0000 1 000411 NTZ DODO 1 000245 NVS' 
0000 1 000332 NX14INI 0000 1 000333 NXMIN2 0000 1 000316 NI 0000 1 000317 N2.. .. 0000 1 000322 N3 .... 
coos 000002 PMIU" 0017 -000000 PRSN 0017 000114 PRPV 00 037RT 0000 R 000312 RV 
0024 R 001265 SSD ... 0013 R 000000 SMIU ... 0021 R 000000 STS .....0014 000000 STSN . .. 0014 001254 STSPRV 
0000 R 000330 SUM 0005 000001 TMIU 0023 R 000601 VBD 0000 R 000314 VOFFI -0000 R 000315 VDIFF2 
0020 R 000000 VFR . . 01 6 000344 VERN 0004 R 000344 VERPRV 0000 R 000237 VMAX ... 0013 R 000003 VMAXPR 
00010 R 000240 VMIN 0013 R 000004 VMINPR 0000 R 000311 VN 0000 R 000242 VNOO 0000 R 000305 VNI 
0000 R 000306 VN2 ... 0000 R 000307 VN3 . .. 0013 R 000002 VO '" 0000 R 000310 VT 0000 R 000302 VTl 
0000 R 000303 VT2 0000 R 00C304 VT3 0000 R r100323 GOOD R 000324 v2 0015 R 000710 X
00 
0000 R 000256 XAI 0000 R 000257 XA2 0000 R 000260 XA3 0000 R 000261 XBl 0000 R 000262 XB2 
0000 R 000263 XB3 0000 R 0010264 XCI 0000 R 000265 XC2 DODO R 000266 XC3 0013 R 000005 XOIM 











00101 3* C****'************** 000026
00101. 4* _ C ...... - 000026 
00101 5* C TEST OF WHETHER THE PROJECTILE REBOUNDS, SLIDES OF PENETRATES 000026 
00101 6* C 000026 
00101 7* C NSLIOE z 0--..- NORMAL IMPACT 000026 
00101 8* 1......O.I.U.IPAT.
_.I __ __000026C .. . 

00101 9* C 000026 

00101 . 0'* C******************** 000026 

00101 11 C 000026 

- .00103 ... 22* ....... INCLUDE PARAMi1ti.L._____ 
__ST_____________________ 000026 _
00103 1?* PARAHI PROC 000026

00103 *.. 12* - - C ... PAR.ETER N.MT....N............ . ... . ......... 000026 
00104 12* PARAMETER NPMTZ 76,NEMT= 33,NPM= 76,NEM: 33 000026 
00105 12* PARAMETER NPELG= 8tNPE 8. 000026 
00106 12* PARAMETER NDFRSt53,NDINT=1a 000026 
00106 12* c 000026U"oo67 ... 12. ..... PARAMETER'NRMAX=2OOO NWCMA 3 2__ 000026"­

00110 12* PARAMETER NGPLGZ2,NGPr2 . ..- 000026 
00111 12* PARAMETER NCNTZ6, NFRCrNPM 000026 
00112 12* PARAMETER IU:SNDPJT: I0,NTSTEP=200 000026 
f0113 12* PARAMETER NBV:NPMNBS:NPMN3D=NPM 000026 
(J101is 22* ­ END 
_______________000026 
00114 13* INCLUDE TESTNGLIST 000026





0OOIlS 13* PARAMETER NDIN:NEM 000026 
0o 00116 13* DIMENSION NDEG(3?),2NTELMNDIHE L 000026 
o011b 13* C 000026 
00117 13* -. COHMON /CELZI/ IORDCAALPHANETNPSNHBWNBWNPPJNEPJINNER, 000026 
00117 13* 1 ITEROELTNFST 000026 
00120 13* COMMON /CELZ3/ XPRV(NPMT,3), VERPRVtNPHT,IU. 000026 
00121 13* COMMON /MATRL/ NFRAC,TMIUPMIU,ISOTISOP 000026 
00122 13* COMMON /NCASE/ INDEX,NASTRNNSLIDE 000026 
00123 13* COMMON /GEOMI/ KODE(NPMT),NOO(NEMTNPELG)'.. .. . 000026 
00124 13* -..----........ /LAGRGN/ NPST,NELTIOROLNBWTNHBWT 
__ _ _ 000026COMMON 
00125 13* COMMON /NOOEPJ/ NEPJTNPPJTINTFT 000026-­
00126 13* COMNON/SRFACE/ NFS(NDFRSIINTF(NDINT) 000026' 
00121 li* GQM4N /tUlittt/ MIU,bIVPPIR,VOVMAXPRVMINPRXlIM(3) ----... 000026 
00130 13* COMMON /STRFSS/ STSN(NPM,3,31,STSPRV(NPM,3,3) 000026 
00131 13* COMMON /DISPLC/ DISN(NPMT,3),DISPRV(NPMT,3),X(NPMT,3),BFS-(NPMT,3')---}.......... 000026"






00132 13* I' C(NPMTNCTNCNT| 000026


00133 13* COMMON /IMPCT2/ PRSN(NPM),PRSPRV(NPH) 000026


0013q 13* COMMON /SOLCNV/ VER(NPMT,IU) 000026-­

00135 13* COMMON /SOLSTR/ STS(NPM,3,3) 000026


00136 13* COMMON /SOLDIS/ 0IS(NPMT,3) 000026






00140 13 . . COMMON /BDSTR/ I8DST(3,31;IB)S(NBS;3,3) ,SB6(A S7.7,) 000026


00141 13* COMMON /8001S/ THOIST(3),IBDIS(NBD,31,DISBD(NBD,3) 000026


00142 13* COMMON /MATPL2/ YIELD(NPMT),NODFRC(NFRC) 000026






00143 14* DIMENSION MOVE1(4,3hHOVE2(4,3,MOVE3(4,3),MOVE4(4,3),MOVE5(I,3., 000026


0114 15* 1 MOVEO(4,3) 000026


oU144 16* DAIA MOVE1/1,4,5,8,1,?,13190,I,2l 30/ t00026


0014 W 17* DATA MOVL2/l,2,',6,1,3,13,IS,1,4,'1,24/ 000026


SLID DATE 010978 
00150 18* DATA MOVE3/1,2,3,4,1.3,5.7,I,4,7,Io/ 000026 
001S2 19*,. DATA HOVE4/2,A,6.7x3.SS1 7,427-2q,27/_7 _____7_12!______000026 
00154 20* DATA MOVES/4,3,8,7,7,S,19l7,10,7,30,27/ 000026 
00156 21* DATA MOVE6/S.6t7,8t13,.,I,9T i?42±3_... 000026. 
00156 2Z* C 000026 
00156.... 23* C 000026­
00160 24* IF 000026 
00162 25* ............ 00 40 NrI NET .... ....... ... . .. 000035 
00165 26* IF (N .GE. NEPJ .AND. N .LE. NEPJTI O0 TO 40 000035 
00167 - 27* 00 35 I1114 .. . ....... .. ..... 000056. 
00172 28* I1tHOVEIITIORDC) 000056 
.. 00173 29* I2=MOVE2[1,TORDC) .000061 
00174 30* I3ZMOVE3(I,IORDC) 000065 
00175 31* -qZMOVE4[IIOROC) 000071 
00176 32* 15ZOVE5(IIORDC) 000075 
00177 33* I6=MOVE6(IIORDC .... 000101, 
00200 344 NJI:NOD(N,II} 000105 
00201 - 35* NJ2:NOD(N,12) 000110. 
00202 36* NJ3:zOD(N,I3) 000113 
00203 37* NJ4:NOD(NI4 .-.. . . ... .. ..... . . - 000117 
00204 38* NJSZIOD(N,I5) 000123 
00205 39* NJ6zNOD(NI6) -......­ 000127 
00.106 40* DIMI:ABS[XPRV(NJ1,1J-XPRV(NJ4,1)) 000133 
00207 41* DTM2ZABS(XPRVINJ,22-XPRV(NJS5,2)) ... 000137 _ 
00210 42* DM3:ABS(XPRV(NJ3,3)-XPRVINJ6,3) 000143 
00211 43* IF OJM1 .LE. XOIM(I) XOIM(I):DIMI 000147 
00213 44* IF (DIM2 LE.. XDIN(2)) XDI(2)rDIM2 000155 
00215 45* IF DIM3 .LE. XDIH(3)) XOIM(3)OIM3 000163 
00217 46* 35 CONTINUE 0001,76 
00221 47* 40 CONTINUE ................ 000176.__ 
00223 48* 50 CONTINUE 000176 
00224 49* OXMIN1zXOM(I|/o. 000176 
00225 50 0XIN2ZXDIM(2)/1O. 000200 
00226 51* DXMIN3XDIM(3)/IO. .. 000203 
00227 52* D0INZDXMINI 000206 
00230 53* IF (OMIN .GE. DXMIN2) DMIN:OXMIN2 000207 
00232 54* IF (DHIN .GE. DXMIN3) 6INtOXMIN3 000215 
00234 55* IF (NFRAC *NE. 0) GO TO 110 00U223 
00234 56* C 000223 
00234 57* C TEST THE REBOUND CASE -_-_--_--000223 
00234 58* C 000223 
00236 59*. VMAX:O.O 000225 
00237 60* VMIN=O.0 000226 
00240 61* 00 100 I=INPS ........ -000233 
00243 62* DO 100 J:l,3 000233 
00246 63* VNOD=ABS(VER(IJ)l 000233 
00247 644 IF (VNOO GE. LHAX)-VMAX=VNOO 000234 
00251 65* ..... IF (VNO *LE. VMIN) VMIN:VNOD .' 000242 . 
00253 66* 100 CONTINUE 000254 
00256 67* IF (VMAX .GE. VMAXPR .DR. VMIN ,.LE. VHINPPA GoT. .. . . 000254 
00260 68* DIFFrVMAX-VMIN 000272 
00261 69* IF (0IFF .GF. 0IFFPRi 30 TO 104--------------------------­ 000275 
00263 70* DIFFPR:OIFF 000300 
00264 71* VMAXPP:VMAX 000302 
00265 724 VHINPP:VHIN 000304 




00270 74* IF (01FF .LE. 0.05) IDEX=2 00031100272 75*. IF (DIFF .LE,- O.Dl IDEX:3 000317 
00274 76* RETURN 000325 
00275 .. 77* .... CONTINUE 000333 





---. 1_ I INTF (J
IF(VER(I,3) .LT. 0.0) GO TO 110 
000333000336 
00304 .81* .... 105 CONTINUE 000347 ­
00306 82* DO 107 IZNPPJ;NPPJT 000347 
00311 83* 107 HODE(I)zq .... 000347 
00313 84* PRINT IIWO 000351 
00315 85* GO TO 200 000355 
00316 86* 110 CONTINUE 000357 
00316 87*. . C . 000357 
00316 88* C TEST THE SLIDING CASE 000357 
00316 89* . .- C ... 000357 
00317 90* IF (NSLIOE-.'EQ.O0) 60 TO 300 000351 
00321 91* . . .NV Sz 0 000362 
00322 92 00 118 NZ1,NET 000367' 
00325 93* ....... IF (N .GE. NEPJ .ANO..N _.LE._NEPJTI G TO 118 000367 
00327 94* J3:MOVE3(1,IORDC) 000405 
00330 95* J6rMOVE6(lI IORDC)-...-.. ...... ..... ..... 
_ .000415 . 
00331 96* NJ3:NOD(NJ3) 000425 
00332 97* NJ6=NOD(NJ6) 000430 











. . . . .. . .000442 00,0443 
0 00341 101* IF(NI .EQ. NJ6) GO TO 112 000445 
00343 102* G0 To 115 000450 
00344 103* Ill NJOZNJ3 000452 
00345 104* JA:J3+IOR'C 000453 -
00346 105* JJ:J3+3*IORDC 000455 
00347 106* GO To 113 000457 
00350 107* .1.12 NJOtNJ6 000461 
00351 1084 JA:J6+IOROC 000462 
[0352 109* JB:J6+3*IORDC 000464 
00353 110* 113 NJA:NOD(NJA) 000467 









00357 114* XA3=X(NJA,3)-X(NJO,3) 000510­
00360 115* XBIX(NJB,1)-X(NJO,1) 000513 
00361 116* X2:X(NJB,2)-X(NJO,2 0d0517-­
00362 '117* X83:X(NJB,3)-X(NJO,3)I002 
-
00363 11* XC1=XA2*XB8-XA3*XB2 000525 
00364 119* XC2tXA3*XBI-XAI*XB3 000531 
00365 120* XC3=XA1*XB2-XA2*XB1 000535 
00366 121* APBl:XAI+XB1 000542 
00367 122* APB2:XA2.XB2 000545 
00370 123* A$B83XA3+XB3 000550 
00371 124* A8N=S0RT(XC1**2.XC2**2,XC3*2) 000552"' 
00372 125* ABT:SORT(APBI**2*APB2**2+APB3**2. 000564 
00373 00374 126*127* CNIXCI/ABNCN2:XC2/ABN 000577000602 
00375 12R* CN3zXC/ABN 
 000605 
00376 1294 CT 1AP i/ABT1 (00610 
SLID DATE 01o976 









00402 133* VT2VER(NjO,)CT2.... .........----­ 000624 
00403 134* VT3:VER(NJO,3)/CT3 000627 
00401i .135* VN1=VER(NJ0,I)/CN1 000632._ 
00405 136* VN2:VER(NJO,2)/CN2 000635 
00406 137* . . VN3:VER(NJO,3)/CN3 ....... 000640 
00407 138* VTSORT(VTI**2+VT2**2+VT3*2) 0,0643 
00410 139* VN=SORT(VN1442VN2**Z+VN3.**21 000655 -
00411 140* RV:VT/VN-0.01 000667 
00412 14 1* IF(RV .GT. SMIU) NVSZNVS+1 000673.. 
00414 142* I15 CONTINUE 000706 
00416 14 3* 118 CONTINUE 000706 
00420 144* NCRIT:3*INTFT/4 000706 
00421 145* IF INVS .LE. NCRIT) G0 TO 300 000712 
00423 146* VDIFFI=O.0 000715 
00424 147* VDIFF2Z0.0 000716 
004 5 148* NI:INTF(1) 000717 
00426 149* 00 120 1:2,INTFT bo....000721 
00431 150* N2:INTF(C) 000725 
00432 1513 FI:VER(NIIH*VER(N2,t1) 000730 
00433 152* F2ZVER(N1,2)*VER(NZ,2) 000733 
00434 153* ... . IF(FI .LT. 0.0 .ANO.-F2.LT. 0.0) GO TO 300 __ 000736 
00436 154* DO 120 JI:INTFT 000753 
00441 155* N 3INTF(J) 000753 
S00442 156* VI:AS{VER(N2,1)-VER(N3,1))/VO 000756 
0044 .. 157* V2ZAS(VERiN2,2)-VER(N3,2))/V0 . .. . . . . .­ 000763 
00444 158* IFVI .G1. VOIFFI) VOIFF=V1 000770 
00446 159* .. .....-IF(V2 .GE. VOIFF2) VDIFF2rV2 . ..... 000776­
0(4S0 160* IF(VOIFFI .GE. 0.01 .AND. VDIFF2 .GE. 0.012 GO TO 300 001004 
00452 161* 120 CONTINUE 0010,26 
00455 162* FNML:0.0 001026 
00456 163* FTGN:0.0 001027 
00457 164* 00 125 I=IITNIFT 001033 
00462 165* NI=INTF(I) 001033 
60463 166* FNML:FNML.STSINT.13. 3) 001036 
Otifr41 167* 00 IQ2 J=ljI---­
- - - - 001045 
00467 1b8* 1 gffbiJZFTGN*.TSNIJ,3) 001045 
00471 16g* 125 CONTINUE 001052 
0473 170* FNML=ABS(FNNLI 001052 
00474 .-. 171* . . ... FTGNZABS(FTGNI 
00475 172* RT=FTGN/FNML 001056 
00476 173* - -­ SUM:SMIU+0.01 
-. Q-­001060 
00477 174* IF (RT .LE. SUM) GO TO 300 001063 
00501 175* PRINT 1200 001066 
00503 176* IPLANE:4*IORDC 001072 
00504 177* NXMINIO ........ 001075 
00505 178* NXMIN2=0 001076 
00506 179* 00 126 I=1 7TNTFT 001102 
00511 18D* ININTF(I) 001102 
00512 181* XSLIPI VERfINI)*DELT - .-... .... . . .... 001104 
00513 182* XSLIP2ZVER (IN,2)*DELT 001107 
00514 183* IF (XSL IPI .GF. OXHINI) DXMTNIZXSLIPi ....... 001112 
00516 184* IF (XSt P2 .GE. OXMIN2) OXMIN2ZXSLIP2 001 120 
00b20 185* 126 CONIINJuF 0r1123o) 




187*..-.. J2 IF INSLIDE)PRINT 1201 127,130,131 001130 001133 
00527 188* GO60 O200 001137 
00530 189* -130.NSLITPFz 001141. 
00531 190* 131 CONTINUE 0011 4.3 
00531­ 191* C 001143 









DO 135 N ztNET _ 
, ' 
O012..001143 
---­'D_0 114 7 , 
00536 196* INTNO=O 001147 
00537 ....197* 00 134 I=IjNPE 001152 
00542 198* NI.=NO0(NI| 00115,2­
0f543 199* .....- DO 132 KX lINTFT ......------.-­ 001 156 
00546 .200* NK=INTF(K) 001156 
00547 201* - IF (NI .NE. NKL 00 TO 132 001157 
00551 202* INTND:INTNO+1 001161, 
00552 203* . . 132 CONTINUE 001170 





... IF (INTNO .NE. 
INTEL=INTEL1 
IPLANE) G0 TO 135 001170001173 
00561 207* , INTELM(INTEL)rN ....... 001177 
00562 20A* 135 CONTINUE 001207 
00564 -. 209* DO 137 JrI,;NTFT 001207 




211* ... . 
212* 
KOOE(T)=-2 - .-. 
X(Itl1=X(II,1)+V-ERkfl )D T . 001211 001213 
00572 213* 137 X(I,2):X(I,2)+VERII,2)*DELT 001217 
00574 214* 00 138 I:NPPJ,NPPJT - 001230 
00577 215* X(I,1)zXI,1)+VER(I,1)*DELT 001230 
00600 216* 138 X(I,2):X(I,2)*VERtI,2-*DELT 001233 
00602 217* 00 150 T=INFST 001243 
00605 218* NIZNFS(I) 001243 
00606 219* - - IF (NI .GE. NPPJ .AND. NI,.LC..NPPJT) GO TO 150 001245 
00610 220* 00 148 J:,INTFT 001265 
00613 221* INT=INTFiJ) 001265 






IF (DX3 .3E. DXMIN3) GO TO 148 . 
001271 
001277 
00621 225* DXl rABS(X(NI,1I-X(INT,1)) 001306 
o 00622 226* DX2 ABS(X(NI,2)-X(INT.21).......... 001306 








00630 231* NFSNI-­ 001324 
" 00631 232* INI:J 001327" 








144 PRINT 1202 
NSLIDE:2 
aNE. 2) GO fTs1I001337 
00133700134 
00640 237* G0 TO 500 001344 
00641 238* f45 CONTINUE 001346 
00642 239* IF.(OX2 .E. OXMIN2) GO TO 148 001346 
00644 24f* DYCMiINpZDX2 001351 
00645 241* NXMI2-NXMIN2+ 0q1353 
SLID DATE 010978 

00646 242* NF2=I 001356 
00647 243* .NF2rI...... . 001360 
00650 244* 1N2=J 001363 
- 00651. 245* - INT2=INT.... 001365 
00652 246* IF (KODE(NFS2) .NE. 2) 60 TO 148 001367 
00654 .247*... ... TO 144 001372 
00655 248* - 1i48 CONTINUE 001377 
00657 249* . 5.Q CONTINUE 001377._­
00661 250* IF (NXRINi -EQ_ 0 NXNIN2 GAND.0E0) 6  TO 185 001377 
00663 251* NFZNF1 0 14O07l.1 .
00664 252* IN=IN1 001411 
00b65 253* NFDG=NFSI 001413 
00666 254* INOGZINTi 001415 
00667 255* IF (OXHINI jLEt.DXHIN2)-GO TO. 152 --­, 001417 
00671 256* NFZNF2 001423 
00672 257* IN=IN2 001425 
00673 258* NFDG:NFS2 001427 
00674 259* INDG:INT? 001431 
00675 260* 152 CONTINUE 001436 
00676 261* 00 155 J:1 2 001436_ 
00701 262* ' I IzIOISTIJ) 001442 
00102 263* IF (II EO., 0) GO T0 15G .... 001444 
00704 264* 00 153 1:lII 001446 
Do'M7 265* 1..IE:IBOIS(I)J-­ 001452 
00110 266* IF (IE .EQ. NFOG) NSLIOE=-1 001453 
z00712 267* 153 CONTINUE ------. 001467 
00714 268* 155 CONTINUE 001467 
U0716 269* - 00 160 N=INET 
-........... 001467 
I.00721 270* D0 160 I:1,NPE 001476 
00724 271*--. NI=NOD(NI) 001476 
0725 272* IF (NI .NE. INDOG) GO TO 160 001500 
00727 273* INEL:N 001502 
00730 274* KPErI 001504 
00731 275* 00 156 M=I NET­ .. . . . . . ... 001515 
00734 276* DO 156 JZINPE 001515 
00737 277* -.... J:NOD(NJ) 001515 
00740 278* IF (MJ .NE. NFOG) GO TO 156 001517 
00742 279* IF (J .NE. KPE) GO TO 156 - 001521 -
00744 280 - NFELZM 001524 
00745 281* GO TO 162-................... . .... . ......... 001526 
00746 282* 156 CONTINUE 001543 
00751 283* 160 CONTINUE 001543 
00754 284* 162 NDIFEL:M-N 001543 
00755 285* DO 170 I ItTNTEL 
- 001545 _ 
00760 286* NZINTELM(I) 001553 
00761 287* MN+NDIFEL 001555 
00762 288* 00 168 H:INPE 001560 
00765 289* NK=NOD(NK _ __001565 
00766 290* MKZNOD(MK) , 001567 
00767 2914 IF (KOUE(NK) .NE. -2) GO TO 168 .. 001572 
00771 292* X(lK,):X(NK,I) 001575 
00772 293* X(HXK2):X(NK,2)-----------------.. ...... 031577 
00773 294* 00 165 JZI,INTFT 001 604 
00776 295* NJ=INTF(J) 001 f04 
00777 2964 IF (NK .NE. NJ .OP. KODE(NJ) .NE. -2) 6O TO 165 ]0010 
01001 297* INfFIJ):MK 001621 
SLID DATE 010973 
01002 298* KODE(MK)=-5, 001623 
01003 299* 165 CONTINUE 001634 
01005. 300* 168 CONTINUE 001634 
01001 301* . 170 CONTINUE ._001634 
01011 362* MNEPJ-1 001634 
01012 303* .LINO 001637 
0101-3 304* 00 172 I:I,INTEL 001643 
01016 305* NZINTELM(I) 001643 
01017 306* M=M*1 001644 
01020 307* 00 171 K:ItNPE ._001650... 
01023 308* MKtNOD(IK) 001655 
01024 309* IF (KODE(MK) .NE. -2) GO TO 171 001656 
01026 310* LIN:LIN+1 001662 
01027 311* NKZNOD(NK) _.-001665 
01030 312* X(HK,1)ZX(NK,I) 001667 
01031 313* -- .........- X(MK,2)tX(NK .. . 001672 
01032 314* KODE(MK):1 001674 
01033 315* NDEG(LIN)ZMK 001676 
01034 316* 171 CONTINUE 001705 
01636 317* 172 CONTINUE ..... . . . ................ 001705 _ 
01040 318* LIAO:0 001705 
01041 319* D-00173 I1 ,NFST . . ... . ....... . ............ 001711 
01044 320* II:NFS(t) 001711 
-. 01045 321* . . IF (KODE(II) .NE. -5) GO TO 173 001712 
01047 322* LIAOZLIAO+1 001716 
01050 323* , NFS(I):NDEG(LIAb . .... . ... .. 001721 
> 01051 324* 173 CONTINUE 001726 
01053 325* MNEPJ-1 001726 
- 010b4 326* 00 178 Iz1,INTEL _ "-001734 -
01057 327* MM+ 001734 
01U60 328* N:INTELM(I) 001737 
01061 329* 0 175 J:lNPE 001741 
01064 330* MJ:NOOIM,J) 001752 
01065 331* IF (MJ .GE. NPPJ) GO TO 175 001'753 
01067 332* 00 174 K:INPE .. 001762 










01016 334* LKZNOO(HN,K) .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . 001770 
01077 337* NOD(M,J)LK. 001775 
01100 338* 174 CONTINUE 002006 
01102 339* 175 CONTINUE ..002006 
OilO4 340* 178 CONTINUE 002006 
01106 341* --- F (NSLIDE .GE. 0) GO TO 185 __ 002006 -
01110 342* 00 182 J:1,2 00201 






DO 180 1:1,II -002027 
002025 
01121 346* 1..........NIIBDISIIJ) 002034-­
01122 347* 180 X(NI,J)'XPRV(NIJ .. 002037 
01124 348* 182 CONTINUE 002047 
01126 349* 185 00 190 I:1,NPS 002047 
01131 350* - -- IF (KOQECI) .LT.2i KODE(I):1 002047 
01133 ' 351* 190 CONTINUF 002056 
01135 352* .INX:I 002056 
01136 353* RFITIC(4 002060 
SLID DATE 010978 
01137 354* 200 CONTINUE 002064' 
01137 355* C 
----­ 002064 
01137 356*.... C UPDATE DATA DUE TO REBOUND OR SLIDING 002064 
01137 357* C.___I ... . . . .... 002064 
01140 358* 00 215 I=lNPS 002064 
0I13.. 359* 215 KODE(NI)=3 002071 
01146 360* IOMITrNPPJT-NPPJ+1 002073 
Ollq6 361* 00 218 = 3. .... ......... 002077 
01151 362* NZIB0IST(J) 002107 
01152 363* IBOIST(J): M+IOMIT ............. 002111 
01153 364* NrNPPJ-1 002113 
01154 365* 00 218 1=I IOHIT 002117 
01157 366* N=NtI 002117 
01160 367* m:M+l 002121 
01161 368* IBDIS(M,J)ZN 002126 
01162 -­ 369* OISBD(HJ)ZO.0 002127 
01163 370* 228 CONTINUE 002136 
01166 371* . 00 220 J=i 11L_ 002136 
01111 372* M=IBDVTTJ) 002147 
01172 373* IBDVT (J =M+IOMIT .... ...... . .002151 
01173 374* NZNPPJ-1 002153 
01174 375* 00 220 I:1,IOMIT --. 002157 
01177 376* NN+1 002157 
01200 377* .. ...... M=M__ 002161 
01201 378* IBDV(MJ)zN 002164 
01202 379* VBU(M JIZO.D 002167 
01203 380* IF (J .EQ. 5.) VBD(KJ)ZVERPRV(NJ) 002170 
ul 01205 381* -. 220 CONTINUE 002214 
01210 i8?* 00 225 J=1,3 002214 
01213 383* DO 225 K=123 ' "_ 002214 
01216 384* M8IBDST(JK) 002222 
01217 385* IBDST(JK):M+IOMIT.. 002224 
01220 386* N:NPPJ-1 002226 
01221 387* 0 225 I11IOMIT ... 002232 
01224 388* NZN+1 002232 
01225 389* Mrmr I 002234 
01226 390* IMDS(MJK):N 
01227 391* SD(MNvJK)'O.O 




01234 393* RETURN 002252 
01235 394* 300 CONTINUE 002263 
0123b 395* -- C....... 002263 
01235 396* C TEST THE PENETRATION CASE 002263 
01235 397* C 002263 
01236 398* DO 350 N=INET 002263 
01241 399* 00 330 I=INPE. 002263 
01244 400* NTZI 002263 
01245 40l* ND=NOD(NNT) .... ,, " 002267 
01246 402* IF (KODE(ND) .Ed. 0) 60 TO 330 002272 
01250 403* IF (KOOE(ND) EQ. 4) 60T 330 002274 
01252 404* MJIl=O 002277 
01253 405* 00 302 J=l,4 002303 
01256 406* IF (NT EO. MOVEI(J,IOROC)) MJI:MOVE4(JVIORDC) 002303 
01260 407* IF (NT .EQ. ,MOVE4(J,IORDC) MJI=MOV,E1(JIORDC) 002307 
01262 408* 302 CONTINU 02316 
01264 409* MJ?:0 1n2316 
002354 
















00 303 J:1,4 
_F(T.O MOVE 24 J IORDC)) HJ2ZHOVE 5(JJ CROI__________________ 
IF (NT *EQ. MOVES(JIOROC)) MJZ=MOVE2(JIORDC) 
303_CONTINU_ 
MJ3=O 
DO 304 J=1,4 








01304. - 417* IF (NT EO. MOVE 6IJ,1ORDCU)-MJ3NOVE3 (J O_00,2345__ 
01306 418* 304 CONTINUE 
01310 419* .NTXZO 002354 
01311 420* IF (MJ1 .EQ. 0) GO TO 310 002355 
-....01313 421* JIN  NNO0( MJ1. ___ .... 002357 
01314 422* DFIZABS(XN(ND,1)- XN(NJI,1 I) 002365 
01315 423* IF (OFl .LT. DMIN) NTX:1 . . 23 7 1 
01317 424* 310 NTY:O 002400 
01320 425* IF (MJ2 EQ. 0) GO TO 314 002401 
01322 426* NJ2=NOD(NMJ2) 002403 
01323 427 . DF2=ABS(XN,(NDt2?,XN(NJ2,2)) 002411 
01324 428* IF (DF2 .LT. DMIN) NTY:1 002415 
01326 429* 314 NTZ:O 002424 
01327 430* IF (HJ3 EQ. O)GO TO 317 002425 
01331 431* - NJ3zNOD(NMJ3) 002427 
01332 432* OF3ZABS(XN(ND,33-XN(NJ3,3|) 002435 
013330133S 433*4134" 311 IF (0F3 .LT.OMIN) NTZ:1317 CONTINUE 002452"0024S2"­
01336 435* 00 318 KZINFSI 
-. 002452 
01341 436* NK:NFS(KI 002452 
a' 01S42 437* IF INK .EQ. NO !AND. KODEINK) dNE. 2) GO TO 319 002455 
01344 438* 318 CONTINUE 002472 
01346 439* GO TO 330 002472 
01347 440* 319 CONTINUE 002474 
01'350 441* IF (NTX .NE. 03 GO TO 320 002474 
01352 442* IF (NTY .NE. 0) GO TO 321 002475 
01354 443* IF (NTZ .NE. o) 60TO 322 _ . 002477 
01356 444* 60 TO 330 002501 
01357 445* 320 IF (OF1 ,GT. DF2) GO TO 321 002503 
01361 446* IF (OFi .GT. 0F31 GO TO 322 002506 
01363 447* NJ=NJI 002512 
01364 448* Go TO 323 002514 
.01365 449* 321 IF (0F2 .GT. DF3)--GO TO. 322 002516 
01367 450* NJZNJ2 002521 
01370 451* GO TO 323 002523 
61371 452* 322 NJZNJ3 002525 
01372 453* 323 CONTINUE 002527 
01373 454* - IF (KODEINJI .EQ. -13 GO TO 330 002530 
01375 455, IF (KOOE(NJ) .NE. 2) 60 TO 325 00 2 5 3 3 
01377 456* KO0E(NJ)Z4 002536 
.01400 457* KODE(ND)=4 ._ 002540 
01 .0.1458* GO TO 327 002541 
01402 459* 325 CONTINUE 002543 
01403 460* KODE(NJ)=-f 002544 
01404 461* KODE(NO)=4 002546 
01405 462* 00 326 K:1,'NFSf 002553 
01410 463*. NKZNFS(K) 0025b3 
01411 4641* IF INK .NE. NI)) "-OTO326 002554 





01414 466* 326 CONTINUE 002563 
-- 1416 467* .327 CONTINUE . 02563 
01417 468* O0 328 K:1,3 002563 
-- 01422 469* *. 328 X(ND,K)=XPRV(NKLQ _ 002570 
01424 470* 330 CONTINUE 002601 
.01426 471* 350 CONTINUE 002601 
01430 472* DO 380 IZ1,NPS 002601 
01433 473* ........ IF (KOOEfI) .EQ.l) XOOE(I)I 
_ ..... 002604 ­
01435 474* IF (KODE(I) .NE. 4) GO TO 380 002611 
01437 475* DO 355 JZ1,IU ......... .... . . 002620__ 
01442 476* MtIBDVT(J) 002620 
01443 477* IBDVT(J)M+1 
_ 002622 
01444 478* HJZIBDVTfJ) 002624


01445 479* IBDV(MJtJ):I. .................- 002630


01446 480* VB0(MJJ):O.O 002632


01447 481* IF iJ EQ. 5) VBDMJ J):yERPRV(I Pd) 002634 
01451 482* - 355 CONTINUE 002651 
01453 -. 483* DO 358 J:I 2 3. 002651__ 
Oi1d6 484* DO 358 K:1,3 002657 
01'Ibl 485* t1:BOST(JK)- --- 002657 
01462 486* IBOST(JK)=M+1 002661 
011463 487* NJ:IiD ST(JI<) . . ... . .. ...... . . . .......... .............. ..... ............. . 002663 
G1464 488* IBDS(HJJK)3I 002671


U1465 489* SBO(MJ,JtK)=OD0O 002673


01466 490* 358 CONTINUE 002706


01471 491* DO 360 J:1,3 002706


01474 492* M:IBtJIST(J) 002706


01475- 493* IBUIST(J)ZM+1 002710


01476 494* MJ:IbDIST(J) 002712


01477 495* IRDIS(HJ,J}nI 002713


U1b)C 496* OISBDIHJJ)UO0 002720


01501 497* 360 CONTINUE 002725


01503 498* 380 CONTINUE 002725
01505 499* IF (NFRAC EQ. 0) GOTO,410 002725


01507 500* DO 397 I:1,NFRAC 002727


01512 501* NI:NODFRC(I) -002734


0113, 502* IF (KOE(NI) EO. 41 60 TO 97 002736


0[1P15 503* KOE(NI) 0 002741


Olblb tlq 0uIo) luli J I,N&f 002745 
01521 505* NJ-NFS(J) 002745 
01522 5064 IF (NI .EO. NJ) MOOEN)1 002746 
01524 507* -. 394 CONTINUE 
__002761 
01526 508* 397 CONTINUE 002761 
01530 509* 410 RETURN 002761


01531 510* 500 CONTINUE 002764


01532 511* STOP 002764


01533 512* 1100 FORMAT (2X,'** ***** * PROJECTILE REFLECTEDYi) '003040 ­
-01534 513'* 1200 FORMAT (2X,**4******* PROJECTILE SLIPES'//) 003040


01535 514* 1201 FORMAT (2X&'** 'ROJECTILEREACHES THE BOUNDARY,'// 003040


01536 515* 1202 FORMAT (2X,'**** PROJECTILE SLIDES OUT OF IMPACT ZONE,'/2X. 003040


01536 516* 1- REGENERATING MESH IS NEEDED TO PROCEED THE CALCULATIONS.') 003040


01537 517* END 003040


END OF COMPILATION: NO ITAGNOSlICS.
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STORAGE USED: CODEC11) OOP1S.;_ QATA(JD o Z  H PQZ.MHNI _ 
 





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPEtRELAIIVE-9ATO, NA.. -... . ...................... ...


10001 000114 IOOL 0001, -P0?J.__ ooL__--QQa 4_IIj_ oQ1 cpO_ 1R___O..Lj__
._ 000042 1 
0000 000047 INJPS 0000 I 000044 J 0000 I 000040 K 0oo I 000041 H 0000 I 000043 N 
0000 R 000045 TEMP 0000 I 000000 X... ... . .... . .. .. . . . . . ... .. . . . 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE SORT (NODENYNNNPEHM) 000025


00103 2* DIMENSION X(321,NYt32),NODEMMNPE)--------.. 000025 
00104 3* INTEGER X 000025


00104 4* C PUT EXTERNAL NUMBERS IN TEMP ARRAY X 000025 .. 
00105 5* 00 10 KI=,NPE 000025 
00110 6* ........ XIKNODE(NNKL 000025 
00111 7* NYCK)=K 000027 
0(10112 8* 10 CONTINUE 00003 
00114 9* KrNPE 000033 
00115 10* - M'NPE-1 .000035 
00116 11* DO 100 I=ZM 000037 
00121 12* N:I 1 ......... 000044 
00122 13* 00 100 J:Nv 000047 
00125 14* IF(X(I).LT.X( J GO TO 100 000056 .00127 15* IEMP:X(I) 000061


00130 16* XII):XJ) 
----- 000064 ­
00131 17* X(,J)=TEMP Ud0066 
00132 18* TEMP:NY(I1) 000076 
00133 19* NY(IfiNY(J) 000101 
00134 20* - - NY(JITEMP 000103 
00135 21* 100 CONTINUE 000121 
00140 22* ..... -RETURN 000121


00141 23* END 000154













SUBROUTINE STIFFG ENTRY POINT 001144 
STORAG USED: CODE(I.) 001262; DATAO) fOO766LANK COMMONt2) O0OO-




















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE2 RELATIVE LOCATJON, NAME) 
"0001 000053 IOL , 0001 0..00222.. OOL O0001. .00014512260001 _ _ 000146.1256 . 
0001 000163 136G 0000 000011 140OF 0001 000164 141G 0001 00204 15OG 
0001 000206 1566 0001 000227 167G 0001 000230 171G 0ool 000245 2DOG 
0001 000246 202G 0001000263 2116 O01 000264 2136 0001 000301 2226 
0001 000641 230L . 0001 000314 232G anal 000315 235G 0001 000646 240L 
0001 001120 250L 0001 000433 252G -0101 000434 255G 0001 "" 000457 2646 
0001 000465 272G 0001 000552 305G . 0001 000553 3106 0001 000567 3166 
0O1 000571 3246 0001 000606 333G 0001 000631 341G 0001 000632 344G 
ool 000654 3606 0001 000671 367G 0001 000672 371G 0001 000707 4006 
0001 000725 411G 0001 000726 413G'... 0001 -­ 000740 4216 0001 000741 4246 
0001 001035 441G 0001 001036 444G 0001 001056 4536 0001 001105 461G 
0003 R 000055 CK 0000 R 000002 CNT1 0000 R 000007 CNT2 "0003 R 000033 E 
0000 R 000001 FACT2 0000 I 000003. ..... 0000 I 000006 IN 0000 00020 INJPS 
0005 I 000003 ISOT 0000 I 000004 1 0000 I 000010 K OP03 000022 LI 
0005 000000 NFRAC 0004 R 000044 PCK _ 0004 . 000022 PE.... 0005 P 000002 PMIU _ 
0004 R 000033 PPNIU ooO4R-OOOOt PSLC OO04'OOOOO PSLT 0003 R 000011 SLC 
0005 R 000001 TMIU 
0001 . 0001621336 
0001 000205 153G 
OOl 000503 200L 
BO'Oaos00 224G' 
.000,1 - 000426 247G 
B001 000464 267G 
0001 000570 321G 
0001 000653 356G 
'0001000710 4025 
0001 --­001030 436G 
000,1 001106 464G 
O00 R' 0OO0 FACTI 
.­ 0005 I 000004 ISOP_. 
O00O 1000005 N 












































00103 9* DIMENSION CF(NOND), C(NPMND,ND),INTF(i),CINTfINTNDNDI 000040 
00103 10------- KODE(.fl,CF PCND,NO).......... 
___ . _ __- 000040c! 
00104 11* COMMON /ORTHPCZ SLTi(33),SLCC3,3),Li(,3),E(3,3)PNTU(3,3)CKit3) 000010


00105. 1?*.. COMMON-/PROJMTL.ySLT(3.1),R$LC(.$,31,P.(393,R__) ENuLh). ___._._ _.__ 000040_


00106 13* COMMON /MATRL/ NFRAC,TMIU,PMIUISOT,ISOP 000040


00107 11* FACTII.0 000040

00110 15* VACT2:i.O 000042

00111 . 16* IF (IUNIT EQ. 1) GO. TO 10 . . .. .. - 000043 
00113 17* FACTI:6.895/100000.0 0000116

001141 18* . . .. FACT2:6.895/100 O . . .. ... 000050

00115 19* 10 CONTINUE 000053

00116 20* IFHSOT .NE. 0) GO To 100 000053

00120 21* CNTI:2.0*TMIU 000054

60121 22* DO 18 I11,ND- 000146


00124 23* 00 18 JI1,ND 000146


00127 24* . 8 CFtIJrICNT1 000146..


00132 25 00 20 NrINPS 000164


00135 26* 00 20 Ilt NL ___B000164


00141b 27* 00 20Ii =J:ND 000164


00143 28* 20 C(N,I,J)tCNT1 000164 .


00147 29* DO 30 IN:I,INT 000206


00152 30* DO 30 I:I, D 000206


00155 31* DO 30 JI,N0 000206


00160 32* 30 CINT(INIJ)ZCNT1 000206


JUl64 33* GO TO 200 000220 
00165 3I* -. 100 READ 1400, ((SLT(TJ),Jz1,3I t,31 ..... 000222 . 
00176 35* READ 1400, (.(SLC(IJ),Jr1,3),1_1,33 000237 
00207 36* RFAD 1400, ((E(TJ),Jz1,3,Iz1,3) - .. . .000255 
00220 37 RAD 1400,((PNIU(IJ)3J=l,3ibI:1,3) 000273


0023l 3R# DO 105 I1l13 ....... .. ..... 000315


00234 39* 00 105 J=l,3 000315


00237 40* SLT(IJ)=SLT(IJ)*FACTI .. .. . 000315 
00240 41* SLC(IJ):SLC(I,J)*FACT1 000317 
00241 424 E(IyJIZE(IJd*FACT? .. ... 000322 ­
00242 43* 105 CONTINUE 000332 
00245 44* .. CALL STIFF(CFNOEPNIUC- -- 000332. 
00246 45* 00 110 N:INPS 000341


00251 46* 00 110 1,NO ------- 000434


00254 474 DO 110 J:IND 000434 
00257 48* 110 C(NIJ)CF(IJ) 000434 
00263 49* 00 115 INZI,INT 000465 
00266 , 50* 00 115 11 ,NO 000465 
00271 51* D0 115 J IND 000465 
00274 52* 115 CINT(INIJ):CF4ItJ! _____________ 000465 
00300 53* 200 CONTINUE 000503 
003b 51* IF (ISOP .NE. 0)2GO TO 240 ..... 000503000504"


00303 55* CNT2:2.0*PMIU 
 
00304 . 56* 00 208 IINO" 000553


00307 57* 00 208 J:I,NQ , 000553


00312 58* 208 CFP(I,J) CNT2 000553


00315 59* DO 210 NZNP,NPT 000571


00320 60* DO 210 I:1,ND- .. . .... . . . . ........ ...... ..... . . ..... . . .. . 000571


00323 61* 00 210 J1INO 000571 
00326 6?* 210 C(N, ,J):CNT2 000571 
00332 63* DO 230 KRIINT 000606 
00335 64* NtINTF(K) . - 000606 
. .TFG" DATE 010978 
00336 65* IFIKODE(N) NE. 0) 60 TO 230 000607 
__00340 66* - -- DO 220 .IiND 000632 
00343 67*' 00 220 JziiNO 000632 
- 00346 - 68* 220 C(NI,J)=CNT2 o0532 
0035106353 69* 70* 230 CONTINUEER TURN 000642 000642 









READ 1400 ((PSLC(I J,)ttJ=1_,3),I=1,3)_
READ 1400, ((PECIJIJnl,3),IZ1,33 




00420 75* DO 241 1=1,3 000741 
00423 ... 76* 00. 241 J=1,3 ........ 000741 









00431 80* 241. CONTINUE 000756 
00434 81* CALL STIFFiCFPNOPEPPNIUPCK­ - 000756 
00l135 . 82* 00 242 N:NP1NPT 000765 
00440 83* 00 242 I:1,ND 001036 
00443 84* 00 242 J=,ND.. 001036 
0044c 85* 242 C(N,I J)zCFP(IJ) 001036 
00452 86* DO 250 K:I,INT---------... 001 056 
00455 87* N=INTF(K) 001056 
001456 88* ___IF(KODEIN) .NE. 0) GO TO 250 001057 
00460 89* 00 245 I:l.ND 001106 
00463 90* 00 245 J:11 N0 001106 
00466 91* 245 C(N,IJ):CFP(IJ) 001106 
00471 92* 250 CONTINUE 001121 








END OF COMPILATION: NO BIAGNOSTICS. 






SUBROUTINE STIFF, ENTRY POINT 000327












Goal 000055 1116 
0000 R 000014 A2 
0000 I 000010 11 
(BLOCK, TYPE,' 'ELATIVE-TCATION, NAME-)

000 00056 1140 0001 000114 1236 
- 0000 R 000015_A3--------­ 0000 P 0O00O7 
0000 i 000011 12 0000 1 000006 J 
0001 000214 1442G 
000 0I,00005 I 




R 000013 Al 
- 000023 INJPS 
I 000000 MP 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE STIFF(CFNDEPNIUCK) 000056 

00103 2* DIMENSION CF(NONOU)HP(5),E(3,3,PNIU(3,31,CK3) 000056 
odyItO -, 3* DATA HP/1,2,3,1,2/ 
. . . .. . ... . . ... ... 000056. 

00104 4* C 000056 
00106 5* r..FNCTI(AtBXY)=(I.O-A!B)*X/Y 000056 
001011 6* FNCT2(AB,CX,Y1:(A+B*C)*X/Y 000056 
00107 7* C 000056 
00110 8* 00 20 I:I,NO 000056 
00113 9* 00 20 J=I,ND 000056 
00116 10* 20 CF(I,J)O.O . 000056 
00121 11 .* NHl.O-PNIUi(1.2)*PNIU(2.1:)-PNIU(2t3h*PNIU(3.2)-PNIU[3.1 *PNIU(I..3) 000063.. .. 
00121 12* 1 -2.0*PNIU(I,2)*PNIUi2,3)*PNIU(3,1) 000063 
0012 13* 00 2b 1=1,3 000114 
00125 14* JZ1*3 000114 
00126 15* . - I1:MP(+1+11 000117 
00127 16* 12:MP(I.2) 000121 
00130 17* CF(I,I):FNCTI(PNIUII212) ,PNIU(12,I1 ,EtI,I),H]) 000123 
00131 18* 25 CFtJ,J)'E(Ii,12) 000142 
00133 19* . CF(1,2)=FNCT2(PNIU(2,1)PNIU(2,3),PNIU(3,1)tE(i,1.1),HJ ----­ 000154 
00134 20* CF(1,3)'FNCT2(PNIUI'3,1),PNIU(2,1),PNIU(3,2,E(1,iH) . 000162 
00135 21* CFI2,3}=FNCT2(PNIU(3,2) PNIUI1 2,PNIU (Z,1IE(22,H) 000171 . . . 
00136 22* CF(2,1):CF(1,23 000177 
00137 23* F3,1r=CF(I,3) ' " _ 000201 
00140­ 2* CF(3,2)=CF(2,3) 001203 
00141 25* . 00 30 1:1,3 ..... 000214 
00144 26* J=HP(1+41) O00214 
00145 27* K=HP(I+21 000230 
00146 28* AI:(1.04.0*PNLLJ(IJ)-PNIUgI.K)I*E(JJ. 000211 
00147 29* A2:(1.O-PNIU(Jt,)X*E(IIl 00047 
00350 30* A3:SQR(E(I,I)*E(JJ)*(2.0PNIU(IJI+PNIU(I,K))*t2.0;PNIU(JI .000253 
80150 31* 1 *PN'IU(J,KlI) 000 3 
---- fir--_____ _____-_________-DOlE 010978 
06151 32* 30 CK(I)ZIAA.A2)/A3 000273


- 00153 33* ... .RETURN 00300 
00154 34* END 000357 





_.HSA !. 23:4 ; .A )E3 zO1/09!/78 3.  
SUBROUTINE STRENG ENTRY POINT 000440









.. 	 0003 CELZI .o00001o1 . 
0004 60EPJ 000003 
0005 MATRL 000005 ..................... 









STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)


I001 000224 IDOL'* 0001 000073 1176 0001 000122 125G 0001 000123 1300 
 
ODOi 000210 156G 0001 000211, 1616 0 0CI1_000230 200L
pOOl 000273 1756 
N '0001 000303 205G 0001 000330 2206 0001 000367 2336 0O1 000370 2366 
Ul 	 0001 000400 420L 0001 000163 58L 0001 000221 SL 0003 000001 A 
0000 R 000012 BETA 0003 000013 DELT 0000 R 000005 FJ2 0000 000006 1 
0003 1 000011 INNER __ 0004-1 000002 INTFT _0003 .. 0C000IORC 0051 300004 ISOP 
0003 	 000012 ITER 0000 I 000007 J 0000 I 000002 K 0000 I 000000 L 
 
0000 1 000010 M 0000 I 000003 N 0003 000006 NBW .0003 000010 NEPJ 
 
0003 000003 NET 0005 O0000 NFRAC 0003 I 000014 NFST 0003 000005 NHBW 
 
0004 1 OOO01 NP 0003 I 000004 NPS ......- 0005 000002 PMIU 0000 R 000011 RATIO.-

0000 R 000004 Y2


00101 J* .- SUBROUTINE STRENGNPM, SSYNFSINTFKODE)­ .... ............ 
00101 2* C 
00101 . 3* . C 
00101 4* C VON MISES CRITERION FOR ISOTROPIC MATERIALS 
00101 5* C. . . ...... . . . .. . . .. 
00101 6* c 
00103 7* DIMENSION 
00103 8* 1 ,NFS(I) 
00103 9* C "' 
o0104 10.. . CO­6MMON '/CELZi'i7iDC,AALPNA',NETNPS.,NHBW,NBO,NN,,NEP J,INNER, 
00104 11* 1 ITER,OELT,NFST 
00105 12* COMMON /NODEPJ/ NEPJT,NP,INTFT 
00106 134 COMMON /MATRL/ NFRACTMIUPMIU,ISOTISOP­ ......... .. 
001,06 14* C 
00106 15* - C 
00107 16* IF IlSOP .NE. 0) RETURN 









..		 0001 000302 2026 
OOO1 boo34 '40SL 
0003 000002 ALPHA 
0000 000016 INJPS 
0005 .I 	 000003 ISOT­







0003 I 	 000007 NN






















































STRN DATE 010978 

00114 18* 20 L=NN 000064 

00115 19* LP=NP - -000066 

00116 20* DO0 K1IlNTFT 000073 

00121 21* . N:INTF(K) ...... 000073. 

00122 22* Y2=O.33333333*Y(NI*YIN 000074 
... 00123 23* __ _ _ FJ2=0.O 000102 
00124 24* 6o 50 1'l,3 000123 

00127 25* 00 50 J=1,3 - 000123 
00132 26* 50 FJ2 = FJ2+O.56*STS(NI,J)*STS(NJ,I1 000123 
00135 27* IF CFJ2 .LE. Y2. GO TO 80 ....... 000137 
00137 28* IF (INNER .EQ. 1) GO TO 58 000142 
00141 29* KODE(N)mO 000144_ 
00142 30* 00 55 I=iNFST 000150 
00145 31* H:NFS(I) 000150 
00146 32* IF (N .EQ. M) KO0E(N)I. 000151 
00150 33* 55 CONTINUE 000163 
00152 34* 58 CONTINUE 000163 
00153 35* RATIO:SQRT(Y2/FJ2) 000166_ 
00154 36* ......... .BETAZ .0-RATIO 000176 
00155 37* 00 60 I=1,3 -.... ... . .... .000200 
00160 38* 00 60 J=1,3 000211 
00163 39* 60 STSIN,I,J)=(i.OBETA)*STS(NYt~ij L. ____ _____ 000211 
00166 40* 80 CONTINUE 000222 
00170 ..41* GO TO 200 - 000222 
0W171 42* 100 L'1 000224 
00172 43* LP=NPS 000225 
00173 44* 200 CONTINUE 000230 
00174 45* 00 420 NZL,LP . .... ... 000230 
00177 46* Y?:O.33333333*Y(N)*YtN) 000273 
00200 47* FJ2O0O 000277 
00201 48* 00 400 I=13 000,303 
00204 49* DO 400 J:1,3 000303 
00207 50* " 400 FJ2 = FJ2 O.50*sTSfN;I,J3)*STS(Nj;I) 000303 
00212 51* IF (FJ2 .LE. Y21 GO TO 420 000317 
00214 52* IF (INNER .E0. Gi0 TO 0o5 .... ... 000322 
00216 53* KODE(N)=O 000324 






IF (N p.o, M) UVSONIlf .... 
000330 
000331 
00225 57* 402 CONTINUE 000341 
00227 58* 405 CONTINUE 000341 
00230 59* RATIOZSORT(Y2/FJ2) 000345 
00231 60* BETA=I.0-RATIO 000355­
00232 61* 00 410 I=1,3 000357 
00235 62* 00 410 JZ1,3 000370 
00240 63* 410 STS(N,I,J):t1.0-BETA)*STSCNIJ) 000370 
00243 64* 420 CONTINUE 000412 
00245 65* RETURN 000412 
00246 66* 'ENO 000465 
END OF COMPILATION: NO .OIAGNOST.ICS. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
aH0GP...... SYM -
Appendix B 


















2 C TtiE PURPOSE OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO GET THE NEXT MODULE To BE EXECUTED XSEM 3


3---e@-FgOM-THE-OSCAR-f ILEF-INITIAt:IZE--THE NODULE-AND CALL |T,-IF-IT-rS- I----XSEM --

I C INIS LINK OR CALL THE LINK IN WHICH THE HQDULE RESIDES- XSEM 5


6 INTEGER ANDF tDATADFoERRFLG,FIST FISTNMFSTRSTOPNTR pORF XSEM 7


? I "----4PARNL'iPARAM "oPARMN-iPOOL7-tZE .... iRSHIFTOSCRCtiM-SCRTCH-XSEM-8







:I IMHENSION"-SCRTCtf 2)IWORDB[ t-WORDbei2)' HUMBR(IOt KSE6 i


12 COMHON/SEM /MA5K oHASK2 MNASK3 PROGMI(IS) XSEM 13


14 F /SYSTEM/SYSBUFXX(37)oNBPE NBPWPNCPW XSEM Is


16 H /XLINK /LXLINKMAXLNKMXLINKIII ASEM 17 
is 2 /XFIST /FISTII) XSEM t9 
11 /XPFIST/FSTRST XSEM ZI


Z2 6 /OSCENT/INOSCR(200| XSEM 23 
29 a /ESFA /DATABf(II XSEN 2S


'2S- - 9 - - X5EH-2 6 
26 A / /PARAM(1OD) XSEM 27 
------2 7 -B ... . . ....... . .. . . ... .. 5 E - 2 8 
,2 8 C /XVPS /VP5(I) XSEH 29


zv - D -- f'-

E /HSGA /NNSG XSEM 31


32 DATA REW 1/,NOREW/ 0/.PPOL /4"POOL/ XSEM 33


----3 3- --- 3T--SCRTCH-/9NSCRA i HTCHOt . . ..... XSEM--34


39 '1 NUMBR/IHOIHiIIH2,IH3,IH9tlHS IH6;IH7,IHSIH9 /XSEM 35


36 6$ IBLNK/4H 1XSEM 37 
7 - - 61 -HODX ... /--200/ - ---- 5--XEM-3B 
38 7f EXIT/IHEXIT/ XSEM 39 . 
- 39 - --. ....... DATA-TH ISLKe--7/ .. -. .. . . .. ... . ... .... . ... . .. .. XSEM-- NO 
DATA BCDZRO .01HO/ XSEH 4l 
A12 C ,I ITIALIZE MACHINE DEPENDENT CONSTANTS XSEH q3


q- - - - CALL SE TC iItS ) . . . ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


44 CALL BTSTRP XSEM 19


-- ' 5 --C~e- -X 5 M- 5SE

96 C CALL BGNSYS TO INITIATE PROCESSING XSEM 96


48 KSCR- LSHIFT(|,NBPW-q*NBPCI XSEM q8


49 - ---- CALL BGNSYS .. . ....... .XSEH --49_


IBUFI - CORSZIDATABFIPARAHJ-SySBUF XSEM S0


_-- --5 ..... i0 TO 30 . ... ... . XSEM - St ...
 
62 Co**** XSEN 52 

a-5------- RETURN HERE AF7ER-'HODULE HAS EXECUTED ......... XSEM-S3 

54 Coo... XSE" S4 

-- S--.... 10 IF(TYpECD uT, 2 ,AND. INOSCRMN ,NE. EXIT) GO TO 20 .. . XSEM 5S . ...... . 
56 CALL SSWTCH (6,L) XSEH S6


IORD 14 )'-r-WORDr(Z-) ---- ---­- ---- - XSER-­

8 'CALL CONKSGIWORDp,4,L) XSEH 58
;0-17;NF|MSGTGrO-1-tSGtRTls r-- -- _________--________9_ 






62 C READ THE OSCAR ENTRY XSEM 62

b3 	 e___"_XSCK--p 
6q 30 CALL READ(28OpS4SOIPOOLINOSCRs200,,&ERRFLG) XSEN 64


6 - O-TO'290 XSEWB--- 5


66 40 F (ZNOSCR(650,30,30 XSEM 46


68 C TRY 	 AGAIN IF EXECUTE FLAG IS OFF 	 XSEH 68


-T97 __ _______ 	- _____-	 - ­ XSEPV--69 
70 50 CALL CLOSE(POOL.*) XSE 70


TTPECP ANDFINOSC T-,MASKI "XSEH-­

72 Co**** XSEH 72


41 c . t9"-ITERMf -'T E-K--Os'RI--FRnA 10t--73


71 Co*** XSEK 7q


lb "IPTYECDO-GT,2-- ­ -XsFI-7s
O'-To-200 ­
76 COO't XSEF 76


78 C NOW 	 PROCESSING TYPE 0 AND F 	 XSEH 78 
80 60 	 IODNO- INOSCRJ2) 	 XSEM 80


-6 	 Fr5T(Z)--FSTR3T 
 .XSEN-I 
82 OPNTR - 7 XSE 82

n 3- - '-ASSIGN'I O-TTO-- SEM-_3
H 
aq FISTNM'10 XSEH 84 
"-- sb C-*e. 'se!t --aB 
86 C PROCESS FILES IN OSCAR ENTRY. XSEN 86 
C*-" -8-	 - - XSEtI-87 
* 	 88 70 J.INOSCR(OPNTR) XSEH B8


-V -OPNTR-OPNTR p XSEM-S.









92 CALL GNFISTJINOSCRCOPNTR),FISTHHMODNOl XSEN 92


3|-IF(ODNO)--6Oit60GO-- - - XSEM-3


9 00 OPNTRs OPNTR 3 XSEI 91


95 - 90 FISTNMFISTN I-- -- XSE--9S


96 IgO GO TO flo(110 1120) XSEM 96

97 * 	 5EI 97 
98 C SETUP TO PROCESS OUTPUT FILES XSEM 98


S ----------- - -.-. XSEM-99


lOo 110 IFITYPECO.EQ.2) GO TO 120 XSEH IO0


"|OI-- - - - -ASSIGN-1 0-TO-1 . - ... _XSEH-IOI


£02 FISTNM201 XSEM 102







1011 Co 	 * XSEH Oq






106 CO . XSEK 106






 to jFIJIEQ*O) GO T £90 XSEM 108


107 - FISTNM--30I -.. SE-09


IO SCRCHM-LSIFT(RSHIFT(BCZRONP-NBPC,NBPW-qoNBPC) XSEM IlI


- ------- Do 130 Jlp41 ..-...........-. I .. -XSEN-

112 SCRCHHS SCRCHMKSCR XSEM 112


-4+a. (;RTcHiz I-ONrt ANOF SCRTCPIt2 )-,MAS 2),SCRCHM|I SER -6- 3­
111i CALL GNFISTISCRTCHFISTNHHOOD) XSE llq 
11 1F-4MONO)-- r260r60 #-1-"0-O Is 
116 130 FISTNM-FISTNK+I XSEN 116

it? &I o-QPNTR=U04tNTd-1 6-7 




120 C PARMN w NO, OF PARAMETERS TO PROCESS XSEM 120 
-- __ _ _ _--___ ___ ___....___ 
.- EM---21 
122 PARhNwINOSCRIOPNTR) XSEM 122 

I2 IF4 PARMNNS-- 4-O---4O--TO-D0O x6E---42. 

124 JISI XSEM 12q 

. .... -­5pN T R= OPN TR + - - . .X S E M 2 5 
126 DO 190 J2s1,PARmN XSEM 126 
-127 £PtINOSCR IOPNTRI)I17no01ISO ISO ----- - XSE----27 
128 C*0'00 XSEN 128 
-1-t*------C-tQW-PROCEss---ONST-AUT-PARAtIETER XSEM-fl-V 
130 C*** XSEM 130 
1i1 I--OG-P4RMLwINOSCRIOPNTR) 
--- _ -- XSEM--131. 
132 OPNTRPOPNTRtI XSEM 132 
1"3 o0 160"O3SIrPARHL 
-5 -- XEM-1-3-3, 
13q PARAHi1)sINOSCRIOPNTR) XSE$ 134 
1£5 11-11+4 1!E-,-3 
136 160 OPNTR-OPNTRtI XSEM 136 
-1-37 - -Go- TO-190 -XSEN-ta7 
S 13s C0*006 XSEM 138 
L, --- 7-- ---- C - H9 VE- V A I A SLE--I N T O - CO HHON -V I A - P -T B . . . . 5 H 







142 OPNTRPQPNTR+I XSEM iq2


-l-4N3 --- VPARdM-VPSIVPSX-d -XIn--pja 
lqq DO 180 .51,PVPARML XSEM lqI
ispARAH5 (I I I-Vpvps I- (VPH-I--B 
I46 i111tl4 XSEH 16 
It7? -8--VPS- -VP--+-SEM--'7 ilia 190 CONTINUE XSEM I48


ISO C USE LINK SPECIFICATION TABLE (MXLINK) TO DETERMINE IF MODULE RESIDES XSEM 150 
- I -C-IN--THIS LINK, ...... 1 
I52 C HOOX - INDEX INTO MXLINK XSEH 152 
• i5"s- - --
Ga* XSEM-15
 
IS ?O0 MODX - RSHIFT(INOSCRIS),16) XSEN 15q 
-3- - F.(ANPF(HXLINK HODX).LSHIFT(ItTHISLK-II NE. 01--GO.TO 200-----XSEM-ISs


156 C MODULE IS NOT IN THIS LINK - DETERMINE CLQSEST LINK WHERE IT RESIDES, XSEM 156 
-£6? --- J -? 2.HAXLNK-+------- ...... .-----. .. XSEH-17­... ... -­






160 C MODULE 15 IN LINK I - SEE IF LINK I IS CLOSER THAN LINK J. XSEM 160 
-16t- ---- IFIMINO(IABStTHISLk J),IABSCTHLSLK-I)I ,EQ. IABSSTNISLK-J)).. - XSEM-161 
162 1 60 TO 220 XSEM 162


-163--- -C-LINK- I IS CLOSER- THAN-J - MAKE LINK J CLOSEST LINK.FOUND SO FAR . ... XSE--163 
16q j - I XSEM £6q 
4 a& -2&0 CONTINUE---... .. .. ...... .... E . 6 
166 I - 2*MAXLNK XSEN 166 
-7 -- 220 IF(J 4GT. MAXLNKI- GO-TO 9O-....- .XSEM 167------­
166 C CALL ENOSYS TO GET LINK J XSEH as8 
-I-6- --irEK FOR -LINK-1-E-ING-SAHE DISTANCE-AS---FROH-THI-SLK --IF- IT--S-4O--T40-S4H-I-49 
370 C LINK I SINCE LINK TAPE SHOULD BE MOVED IN FORWARD DIRECTION IF PO5SI80XSEH 170 111 "iFITHISL'd--EQr-ITIS LK')-t-~---------O- 'lE---I 
£7Z NAME SPROGMI(JJ MSE £72


174 C LINK J 45 AFTER TIS LINK XSE$ Ill





177-C**-* ------ ______ __________________ 
178 C LINK J 45 BEFORE THIS LINK XSEM 177 




15"1- I- *II - 5 E--7 




18q CO**** XSEH 182 
- - ANO - --G(+-O--OI On50-1 F T-YPECD-tT-w-- AEeT -)NSR-HJ-H Er-E­
lob IORDSfI) - IOLNK XSEM 1$q 
"7BT tORDB(2)---INOSCR- )- XSEI-- e E

too WORD1B) - INOSCRI ) XSE £86 
---IBo--------- 0X1)01r)WO0R 0EttlI- XSEji-t8 
190 c XSEH 188 
17 c X Iftkt- DMA " -3E"tk-NV M 8 eft XS Ei-to; 
19 c XSEM 190 
tZ -- I--DIN'--* ANb NOSc'I6(IMASKt XSEtI-141 










198 1 L)) XSEH 196 
-9---DIN--%DIN/10 - ----­ XSE-i97 
200 
0-1 - -2"6 
IF(IDIN
1I- 0NT I NUE 




202 252 CONTINUE XSEH 200 
0 CALL--SSWTHIS W­ XSE".- 01 
20q CALL 9ONMSfilWORDB,4 ,L) XSE 202 
206 
27 -
CA****C-.... . -- E---R--- R----M-E-5S--A G-E-S------XSEII-ZOS XSrf 204 
208 C8#600 XSEN 206 
O----9--------HODULE RE4UIREHE4TS-EX CEEp-AVAIL-ABLE-F1I6EN XSE-O0


210 260 INOSCRM&) - ANDF(INOSCR(SI.HASKJ XSE 2o


212 C XSEM 210 
-3I-----C-UNEXPECTED, ALTERNATE-RETURN-TAKEN-HILE-ATTEMPTING-TO-OPEN-POO6--TAPE.-XSEH-2II 
211 270 CONTINUE XSEN 212 
216 C OSCAR FILE POSITIONED INCORRECTLY - HIT COr. XSEN 21q 
- 17 280 -CONTINUE-- . .. XSEH--215 
218 C XSEN 216 
-2 - - C-OSCAR RECORD TOO LARGE-FOR /OSCCIT/- -- XSEM -217


220 290 CONTINUE XSEH 218


--_-2121 _'---C_. _ _. .. skM--a19 
222 C LINK, SPECIFICATIONS INCORRECT FoR TItS HODULE. XSEM 220 
-. . 910 CALL nESAGE(-61,OO) ........XSEH- 2 ­
_________________ 
----
22q CoooooooooooooooeooooeooooXoo ooooooo000OO000~0oQ0oo XSEf 222 















230 1 902,0o5,2o06.20o7,2008,2009,201Q,20I1,202,2013,201t 940 XSE4 228 
231 2--
 "9'Ot" 9 Of20LB 2 0 19;"9'O,-9'o--94noi22j- 94 OV--9?iO--9402027-XgEH,--229
232 3. 2028,202912030# 910* 9q0,20331)1






















24Z It 940. 
2'44 kg 2059 








__20 it 9_ _ XSE 237 
",-251 
 1r-Z0S7 " 5St-tSS





------- SEH--2 qO251f 1), 
 XSEH qI



















- - - SEI-245, 




63- -- Il-2070 
 




266 I q MOOX - 99 
 XSE 250




-269-------- 121 -5---E_____---2--________3-______ XSEM 252 
270 1050 IF(MODX .GT, 1202 GO TO 9q0 
 XSEN 25q

-4; -1- w-M0DXA-1. .-­
5 
_______________ 








274 1, 4118 
 XSEM 2S8
27- -- 1- 9-.... -..- . -. .. - . . ­. .
 - - - - . . -5. -- -___9--_


276 1, 2120 
 XSEf 260





--- 799 . -- 60 TO' I0 - ­






































































































2005 CALL XCEI 
 
--- 60- TO-D-o 
2006 	CALL XCEI 

T83 oo'10 
2007 CALL XCEI 
uiG TO -tu 
2008 CALL XSAVE 
2009 CALL XPURGE 

-TO "tD­





2011 CALL XCES 

60-t0-iO­




2013 	CALL DADD 

'O-TO- | 0 
 












2023 qALL DOCOMP 









2029 CALL DUMOD3 

TO- 0­




2033 CALL OFOS 

-O-TO-IC­
20q CALL GPCYC 





2050 CALL MATPRN 
GG-TO-10 
2054 CALL MERGES 
-
- * 
60 TO-0 	 -XSEM 

2055 	CALL MODA 

2067 	 CALL 108 

-G0 TO--SO­
2058 	CALL ODC 

GO70-10 --­
2059 CALL DHPYA0 
-- Go TO I -0-.... . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. _ _ 	 .... . . . . .... .. - - . . .-- .-- ­
206q CALL OUTPTZ 

- GO-TO 10----­
2067 	CALL QPARAM SEK 312 





_ 	 ___-__5--26 
XSEM 	266 

.....--. - .- XSEM'-Z67 
XSEH 268 
























































































-S C I -3 11
 
336 2068 CALL PARANL 	 XSEH 314


-3?---GO-TO-O ' XSE" is­
338 2069 CALL QPARUR XSEH 316 
i39 -O--TO--0I XSE t7 
3JO 2070 CALL PARTNI XSEH 318 
-411 '-O -t-o XSFlH-41 9


342 2100 CALL SHPYAD XSEM 320


---' 3 Go TOD-0 XSEM-3-21


344 2191 QALL SOLVE XSE" 322












348 2117 CALL DUHERG XSEK 326


3-9'--60 -TO- 10 XSEI-ak27








352 2120 CALL YEC XSEK 330


-3 --- 35a 0O-T4-40 X-E4--4­

35q ENU XSEH 332







CIBLOCK-OAT-XBSBD D - --- OOOO00oo­
2 BLOCK DATA 00000020 
4 C L I N K 5 P E C I F I C A TI 0 N T A B L E OOOPOOqO 
- -*-Ctf1K-TAB-'ENTRY-CNTktNS-Att-EECUABLEDHAP-ItNSTUT1ON--NAIJErI 
-O0 OSO 
6 C CORRESPONDING SUBROUTINE ENTRY POINT NAME AND MACHINE DEPENDENT 000000 0 
I C--1INK- FLAG-WORDS, ---- - 0000070 
a C EACH BIT IN THE LINK FLAG SPECIFIES A LINK NUMBER* BIT IIRIGHT MO5T) 000000&0 
C-eEC-tIFIEES--IzN K-ONE-|1--T--SPECIf IES-L-INK" r-ETc. 00000090 
io C bIT 9N SPECIFIES NODULE IS IN THAT LINK, PIT OFF MEANS IT IS NOT, OOOQOIO0 
it 6-EXAMPhl-- UPPSE--lU0ULE--IS-i--+N*S--AN-BI--f K--AS44 t-G i 
12 C 00000120 
C-- - -- E-V--E--L-l---5--L- I-N-C-S5-P-4-C---T- A- B-L--E--- 0000j50 
1' C OOl 
£5- C-L-tNKrLENGTH-OfL-IYK-TALE. OOOOOtSO 
16

- C---r 3oeoOI-lo 
la C SET SENSE SWITCH go TO GENERATE ALL FORTRAN CODE BELOW, 0000080 
IT € -- 0000*G90 
20 
t-¢-LINK-SPEC ABLE-FR-SUROUTIN-XBSsD 
22 DIMENSION LINK illl) 
23 -FIt- tN Iit-Q ' 
2'* LINK2I 144) 
]~ 26 1 oYt-t LINKI I'*q'bINKS 4--41 
28 1 LINK6( l'40 
1,9 LINKT74-144*­




EQUIVALENCE (LINK( 1),LINKI(I)) 
- L'INKt--I'SIILINK2IIIr' 
34 If (LINKI 29)LINK3()) 
5-u- INK­ 33)LINKiI)-I 
36 It (LINKi 577),LINKS(l)) 





(LINK( 865hLINK7CI))LINK 1009) INK0(-3-)-I­
q0 DATA ILINK/lq'4/ 











q £ItiHUJUHPiH , qHXCEI,'fH * 16363. 16383, 16383, 16383 









t,'HEQUI#IIV IHXEQU,'HIV , 









SO ISHEXITtH qHXCEIqH 1£6383, 16383, 16363, 16303 
-­ 51 ... .. IJHAOD ,qI . -. .-­qHDADDqH­ " ---­ 721 721 72,...72 
52 ItqHADDS~H HODADDoINS * 69f 64t 6I, 6q 
















56 £,9HCYCT,'HI * HCYCT,qH1 , 6, 6, 6q, 61 






62 1 9HDDR291H I 'HDDR2,qH I 2010o 2098P 20q8g 2090 
6 iqh-----COi-------H r -6 69. . 6q - o, 
64 
-6 S - 1 





















69, 64 j-2e---'---2 




1-11H GK ADA H 
o 9HFRRD9H 






















78 I,9HGP2 OH , HGP2 ,qH 2, 2, 2, 2 
81 - DATA LINK3/






l89 ,IHGPSP04H p qHGPSPqH , p, 8, 81 8 I0 
_83'£I H6PPCYitC-rAI1GPCYIHC---- o- ... -------­
86 I19HINPU,4HT qHINPU,9HT # 2, 2, zt 2 
7 !iIHINPUHTTI-q--fqHIPTI-T-- ------- - ­ 2 .... 222 -1-­
88 IIINPU,9HTT2 , HINPT,4HT2 , 649 9, 69, 60 
09 - - i INPU HTT-vh-IjNPT9HT3--- ,-....---.- 2--------Zr 2 
90 IHINPU.4HTT * 9HINPT,91T4 t to 2, 21 2 
o9a hIrHNATGHPR . 'H*ATG,91Pfl t-28.-----IQ9---28, 2 
92 1,9HtATPIHRN I 9HATP,9HRN p 649* 69, 64, 6q

- - 93"-- ---- !,4HMATPo4HRT-- -- HPRTI qHNT---- 1209---1'28c- 128#---'-M


99 I,HMCEIH 9H1CE1,4H 8 8. a, a 
-95- -- -8H1C2.9-----HHCEZ,9---l- , -- - S--- 6,- f 
96 £,9HHERG0iHE , MERG,1HEI 69, 69. 691 b 69 
00I 987go IlHOiODAjHCc 'HIDAqHCC 2096, zoq6 2098, 2098 
C tH -- 9H . ... .- 9HO0B98 -...--.... 6- -6 9 ,. 691H0OAIl..9r-------I


101- - DATA L£ - - --....... 

102 1 HMO0C,Th 9HHODC,9 * 69 6, 6,, 64 

1702z l-,9IIIPYAJUID-------HOMeY,9HA--,--- 69*,-- 64i 4..--I ­

109 IqHMTRX,9HIN # 9HITRX,9HIN p 51, 5812, 512, 512 
-..9IHOFP 0-H -------- 4HOFP ,OH - 8--81929-- - 8192,.--- 8192, --- 8192---­
106 I,9hOUTP,9IIUT * 9HOUTP,4HT , 8192, 8892, 81921 8192 
- 107.---.. . HUUTPIHUTI--,-- 9HOUTPr[IHTI 1 - 8192, 8192, -- 0192, --- 8192-­
108 "IpHOUTPOHUT2 , 9HOUTP,HT2 49o 6, 69, 64 
- 109 IqHOUTP9HUT3--q--sHOUTPqHT3 -892- 8 .... 819 1 1 
Ila .IHOUTPHUT9 , 9HOUTPOIHT9 , $192, 8892, 8192, 8192 
-i 19HPIIPARA ,iqiHM 9'HQPAR,8HA 9 16382, 16382, W 16382­14382, 
112-- PI4HPARAqHL I 'HPARAqHMHL 1 16382. 163aZr' 16382, 16382

-a-i-a kHPARA,IHft--R---ftHQPARqHMR,...16382, 1 36 2 38 2
 

- a -___6-- --- 6382


1 f 1IIPART'HN , 'HpARTqHNI a 64P 6q, 61q 64
-1--114 lHPART IIHVEC-----IHSUBV IqHEZ- .S 
 2-1~ 56 - 25 61 25
















*22 1 HPLQTpqH * qHDPLO,'HT 0 2. 2, 2, 2


129 1,IHPLTTIIRAN e qHPLTT,9HRA 128, 128, 128, 128


126 £IqHPRTPOIHARH , qHPRTP,qHRn , 128, 128, 128t £287"~~ | R N IHOH- -r--i HR AND i HOM- 112 --- 8 1 VZ 1 - 8 192 -. 91- 8-­





p'1 t" --- 8 8, 81
t-vqhRB HG i0 H3--- "-T'l"RBMG0H3 1 ---- ---­- 8 r 8 . . . . F -8
 
132 1,4HRBMG'jHI I 4HR3HG,H4 at
13 3 - - 8, 8, 6I-rHHE AD 14H- r 4 HRE 16 V9 H - 1-.I_ 3 2 1 - 32'r _. -3__2.. ___ 
13q I,qHSCEIsIH , 'HSCEI,4H , 6. 8, 8, a


136 I£,HSDRZ,'H I qHSOR2,4H
 * '096p qO96, 4096,
1--37 - - - -|ifHD R 3 jqH qO96R 3 14 H-"---T 
 It 2 1-- -819 2 1- 019 1 - &19 2 
W 138 ItIhSDRH.qHT s HSDRIKHTII"I-t'9IqH5EEh0 I '1096, q096, - - -







I'4 I 'HSETVIHAL , HSETVqHAL * 2,
"--' 'q 2, 2, 2
-l H 5 MA 114H - -fH S KA I i H -- I---q- ---I- q - I 
I '4' lqHSNA0IH * HSMAZH ,t 
 4, 4, 49--1-5fI " H SMA 3 1 1 H - -- ' l HS H A 3 j4 H- I- - G .. .. -B. ..8 -- --­
l'16 £OqhSMp£tqH * IHSMPIH 8,Op 86 8


Ilia £,'HSMPYIHAD , 'IHSHPY,9HAD

-"9 il, 6q, 6'4 64
- - IlqHSOLVIHE--IHSOLVtqHE 
----- 6 .... 
 ... 4 v-- 6q­

















15 IslHSSGhI9HT p 4HSSGHtHT' 16t 16, 16, 16






156 £,9HTABIPOHREP , 4HTABP,HRE 
 0 254, 256, 256# 256


158 I,HTABP,4HRT I 'HTABF,qHT 
gs g * z 128, 128, 128t~q H SDR Xt4H .. _ .HS DR X ,4 H 6 1__B 94 , .- 














162 I qHTABP4IHT 4'HTABP,4HT , 128, 128, 128, £28
"163 I£IHTE,'iHTES--HT5IMTtH S T " p--... 256 --- 256v-- 256,-- 2S6164 ,IIHTRD ,OH , 4HYRD 04H 102I, £02q, 1024, 1024 
t6-A - I'T 
-HTRHT-,------HTRHT0H---1024,----
02fI,--021---24
166 1,'HTRLG,4H , 4HTRLGqH t 16p 16, 16, 16 
-- 167-- 1*,HTRNSIqHP s- 'HDTRAqHNP 




,*IItHUERIHGE p qHDUME0'HRG t, HUPAR*RHTN-t--H DpH T--








- 6 o. 
20.8, 
64, 













I,9HXYTRt4HAN , HXYTR,.4HAN 8192O 
1 qHAppI H- q- ,-4HAPD -­,4H .---- -128 v---­
1IHGI tqH * 4HG-I qH 120, 
I,1HAMG - IH------JIHAlG , qHe18128 
£,qHAHp JiM , KAMP ONH 12 








































tqHEXO1,4H '4HEXIO,'H 256, 
1p'HRCOpO H R 1 '--IqRC OV,911RpP- 256p-256r 
IgHRCGVt4HR3 IqHRCOVlKR3 266, 
IjjHREPUt9HGE--i---4REDUr4H-E----256 --­





















1tHSOFOIH I 'HSOFOqH 256, 256. 
HT_---_- HSOFU HT-­ ----..256 .... 2 .-
1,9ISUBPbHHI s 4HSUBPIHH * 256 256, 
4PLTnKfHR --4 --JIUgL TM, '41RG .. 2s..2s25&.....a 







200 END 00001880 
$CIIKTLBINZOI.OBJ(0) .LINK7 
ILZB-84,LC*UR115.L-OGAL-IB 
2 TYPE SETAFCN 
3ME- AIN - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
11 IN YTAACE 
- IN-PREAD,6OPENSDEeSP-T-psAXe­
6 ZN SENDBD.XSENO7.NTABS,NTRlANS 
IN-GNFIST--­ -­ ___________________ 
a IN UNIACK.NTPKBLDPK,PACK,WRTTRL.BlIpQS,AODX ,NPYAOX .FBSXDCOKPX,COCMP*,SPACT 
9I1N-lM TOGO, 6FBPSAXrZBLPK fl-o ZN TPK XK)UNPAKX, PACK-g OPNC OR--­
10 IN CORSZ,DESCRP,XCEITBSTIHE,STAPID ,TIHE.XLINK,SEK 
AtHQREAOQREAYP Ev4kpOCLNTEINO)(rT*0 NA~iIESrOUTPUTTKVPkSrXPFIGT: 
12 IN XXFZATs(LSTXF'IATMSGX 
ls3----tN 'GINOXGINOIEI NOIO-,VNAIIEiPEXIT-SSWTCHIaUT ILlOPEN .CLOSEREA0 sPPDUNP 
I LlIN HAPFrJS,IIESAGE 
16 IN~ REWIND 
&I I t#-B CkREC 
to IN PATXPARMEG 
r1-9 -IN XVrL-,OSCrNTiXNSTR. 
-
________________________ 
20 IN SYSTEM 
I - INCVNO8flDCONDVAD-CONDAS 
22 SEa Al. 
43 iN-PAGE-­






- 28 SEG INPTIZfgdAlI 
INNINT2 
30 SEG INP2XX*,CINPTT2I 




IN OIJTPT2-----­ _ _ _ _ _ -----­ *-­ _____________________ 
3'1 SEG OXXXXX$1 IOUTZXX) 
36 SEG NSGWT.,IAII 
-37---- IN HSGYPFTpUSRKSG ---­
______________________ 
38 SEG ENDSYSO,IAA) 
3? -IN -BTSTUPENQSYSiSEARCi---------------­ ___________________ 
'10 IN DErCOR1 QFCOR 
q! 5L SE-DSSS~r(ENOSYSi -­ ____-____________________________ 
'12 IN ENOSSS 
- 't3 - SEG- QPARANJ i IA - - - - -­ - - -
'Pt IN QPARAM,VNDPAR,QPARNR,PARAIL 
'lb -­ 5EG PARMLX?,(PRK------­
-
____________________ 
'16 IN PARMLX 
'$8 1td XSAVE 
__9 ----- SFGSKPVIL.,CAI)------------------------------­
_ ______­
so IN SKPFIL,EOF 
51 SLG SCEISPSKFILI­ -­ - - - - -­ ______ 
52 IN XCEI 
53SLSG XCHK.,(51PFIIt1 -­ --­ - - - ___________________ 







60 IN ESFA 




































-----.5 SEG-CYCr20%iIATRX) - ___________________________
















a -S~rG--GPCYC9 ,flATRX -------.-----­
3 






































-99 G-DA00-- A*ofDADDA- --.­









-j05------SEG SOLAXI.,(SOLV3XI--- - -______________


106 It!SOLVaX,c)ECPzx ___ 
-I107 ~ SEG SOLVSX*.tGENXI -- ___ -__________ 







112 SAG SPSDC*,NATRX 
H3 S I N-tSPsDE iRSPLOC 
114 SEE DPSOCE,fIATRX 
-1t5 ------ 1IN-SCOMP PLOOP 
114 SAG SOLVIXspISPSOC,DPSDC) 
lie* SEG CSPSDC*,KATRX 
Ity lW-CSIrSDC~PPLoOO 
120 5fG SOLV6X#,(CSPSO9I 
-­ 21 - Zt$-SOLV6X;PECP1X­
522 SEE CXTBS',KATRX 
£2' Sl-G 50Lvt x,$crB 
-- I2--t S-OtV7X;07833X 
126 SEG PRTIIRE.,IATRX 
&21 - Ih-rARTNZ;F!AftTNS 
128 IU PRTMRE 
130 I1lPARTI 
--- I­ -SfGE-PTHEZZ. rtPRTMG)---­
132 IN flERGE1 
--t-3-SfrPTMGZ&-*r(TKEmZZI 
1311 IN PTMEZZ 
t3S-L-D-T RA NXVrK~tlN 
136 IN TRNSPX 
-31 ------IN-TRNSPOTRAHP
W £38 SEG DTRAXX.,(DTRANXI 
- ~flVN- DTftANA 
,4 £11 S9E SRGPRT*,NATRX 
112 S6G SDRBIO,(MREPRT) 
M43 114N-DUMERGtlERGEESDRIS 
1441 SAG SORBLX9,CSDUB*) 
t93 1N5SDR81-________________________________________________ 
*146 S96 UPARTO,(HRGPRT) 
I; I IN-&UPARVVUPAWN-PART 1. 
5118 SEE UPAUTXO,(UPART)
-I t? IN UPARTX------
ISO SEG VFcXXX*,MATRX 
-IS­ -IN -VEC--­
152 StE VECXXX.,CVFCXXX) 
15 - l&-VEGAXX 
1511 SEQ bUMODIf,IATRtX 
-5---- 1----tiDOUII0D I-­
156 SAG bUtgaXX.,IOUHODII 
- -S? IN~ DUN IX 
ISO SAG OUlIODZ.,KATRX 
iZ9 IH- D U 02­
160 SEG DUK2XX*,IDUMOD;) 
-6---­ -I N DUKZXA -*----­ - -. - -
£62 SEQ 0yM003.,NATRX -
- t63'­ -- IN OUMOD3-------­
- -
1611 SEE DUM3XX?,dDUKOD3I 
__ 
______ 
- - -____________________ 
________ 
________ 





160 SCE oUn'IXO,(UHoDq) 
170 S§G IIODAS,MATRX 
94S N-IODA 
£72 5E9 KODXXX 
1711 506 HODO,HATRX 
-i - IN-HOD8 
176 SCG MODC*,KATRX 
170 END 
td­








2 C INPT 2
Y+ CR...RAI 'OTr-toc Pcrrr]T RurrrO: F0 TR Ar0HIN ; FT--3 
_ .... 
4 C NI '1 
- .IMP? 
7 C : NPUTT* /o OZ,03O qOSVN.PI/VNP2/VNP3 S , tNFt 7
X K' 
a C INPT 8 
PTWO N ACTIONkr~b~SA IMP? 9 ____ 
1fc71 ; OA iir11gU5E0E READ INP? 10


ARE PRINTED AND READ OCCURS AT, BEGINNINa Or I P? 3"

' 
_ I _ 1" " . C ,' TAPE ?a"._ _ _NpT__ ___ _ 








 SEARCH FORTRAN TAPE FOR FINAL VERSION OF DATAINPT. 19 
 7 





_______ ;F-1 AVh vouRDt A_#II~l iri N INPT 21 
____ 
- - -'C "ThUrii .. ... . ...... . .... .... ........ .
 
-- Z.3-- ---------- -- - T' NP?'--2rsiRcwn ITRXWiTd-rfl,+ + rv-r'IEs I6IJ" F-bATA I T _________________ 
- pC•iCEW 
.- tYi '.$ 
­
If NOT FOUND, A WARNING OCCURS, 
26 C - PI.-8, SEARCH FORTRAN TAPE FOR FINAL, VERSION OF DATAINPT 26 ­
27- - C BLOCKS Rt1"*U' -tD INPT 27 
*IA NWY U9DU--WAFtNd1N tUftS NiPtY2S_________ 
25 C. IF ANY ARE INPT 2, 
 ' . 

F -8c &RE-NOT'VFI
- C ,jU . INPT 30 ,: v:r.!" ,,,
,3 C P 35,-THE FORTRAN UNIT, FROM WHICH THE DATA BLOCKiSI INPT *, 31 ' 3C , WILL BE2 READ. . INPT 32 , . 
":---3±-4 "T - P F- UIf"V-- ul- '- - -EI---- ----- .... . . ........ .. .. ....___
33 C _____rVHPV ErAUct.- V~ut 
_________ 
FEgpiISg- IP3____________33~INPT 33 _ _ __ _ _ _ 
....- 35 ....- C -F3 W"'AP"!U--C 0 -FOR-F TRAN" TAPE--lAN AL PHAU40 RtIl NPT--'36
---- 6.,, "­
.C. VARIABLE W-E-VLOC'i-ii-lCM--irf-rt'i 11PT 36 -' ;. .; .., ,Yk:/ 
37 C ON THE FORTRAN. TAPE. INPT 37 ''=VALUE 
 
38 C -. THIS CHECK IS DEPENDENT ON THE. VALUE OF IMP?,N. 38 ,
--- ---- .. - . nP-Xr-'roIvwO ,; . . . .. . 
____--+_ _ " 
-- o- .. c- "---Prir ..... . .ITAPr"irCD'(HEC"KEr" 
__....... INPT-mO_ _________ 
q.-NO-I IPT-I 1 
rr-n --- t-,... u" . N r -- IV-Pr7Tz r' n" $>'. 
'*3 C ,; . I, YES IMPT q3 
Aiq C YES IWARNING CHECKI INPT 'Iii-5 ... C- .3 .;5 - - - YES -INPT-Sq5­





Y APT--47.',,_ '_ __' 
49 C THE MPL DEFAULT VALUE FOR P3 IS XXXXXXXX . INPT '9 
SO C INPT 50 
SI . . . . ....... ........ INPT"- I ­

--.... .... NTEGER ... TR(7';CORSZ;OUBUFiNAME2 INONC(2-SUBNAHIZI .. .r T "5 2


.... INTEGER. OUTI5;OUTPUT iZEROiNAMEXI2%IP2.---------NPT-3
. PSSS* I NTEGERpJ3; IDFR r7TnOIHDR X |t7nFp3rrir;TI S;;'S ' pT--4 
­
ivxs-.... I 
SS INTEGER TAPCODI2) tbPT 55 









 INPI '6' ,g8
_______CoMOW 'i /,FrIP2,Ps4t S INPI S9 








- DATA OUT/201202#203p20N,205/ 
 




 .NPT &S "-
" I.- '.-, 
68- DTAXNUEE7fHnu--C....... 
 
. ... ... ... ....... .. 8?7q;isc.___________


-- - - O-- _­- O- AT . , _-
- -, .nr,.,LU74oNUC7NP 1 66 




767- -0T ACOD{IH R- qR NNPT 'P6])I- qH F6RT;4H TA 1[7 __ 571_PC S5 ,4AE .. ,-,, .INPT 70


3- - C R7At 0R S I I - B P 
---- 79 ....... FIELCOTLR FX-Atj--MESREU AE1T---LCOaRUBNANAf -- T1 9____..... 
_T'-

-76 TAPCOD(I - P3-'1)' 
 INPT 75 "-"--
­77 ..... . . tb .. .
.... -0 . . . . ,I - . . . . . - . ...T&PCOD(21  .. . . . . . . . INPT -­w P3121 . .. .. 
______ 




02 ]FIPI.EQMTRE) GO T0 2000 .. 
- |NPT 81 ."-
­
83 IFIPI.LEZCRO) 60 TO 190'- INPT 82 - '­
- - --- ......-- -* . ......-- .------ -- -­ "- ',-­






.Y .INPT 862> '' -. 
89 KEYXu2 




 INPT Be 









+ g Fr c-"-tr-999 .
 - - PT-- ­94 ASSIGN 120 TO RET 
 INPI 92 ..- ' 
95 NSKIPI 
 N T 93 Q,-z,-"


97' - - 2Or0NTINU­
-_7 ThI i LE~a FIT-_G-TT-v 
S£ INP -9700 60 TO 195 -T INPT, 98
01 C 
--102 ... .C ... INPT 99INPT"iOD 
C .... . .........- OPEN-FORTRAN TAPE-TO READ WITHOUT REWIND, -.. INPT 101 
--105 ..... 19--CONUE 
--
.. INPT' 102. ... .. . .. ....
- -. IPT-'|OJ­]----- -­
106 IFIPI.NE.IONEI GO TO 195 INPT 104 
IO7 REWIND IN 
 INPT 105 

108 - . . . . . . -I-"KEY . . .. NP










 GO TO 9918 -. .-.... 
... NPT lOBt........... ....... 
----- . -- READIIN.6OT--DX ---------------.. 
..... .. ... . ..-­
-.. 
 









rrl	-ji' r txt T FN~i~r-G-t-f ariN8 172--­

11 REAOINt8000) IHD"X" 
 INPT 1I3 
 ''

116 DO 192 KFrl,7 , ' 	 
_ _ , 	 
__PT r, _ _ _ _ _ 
"19 RtEAD|I£Nead I -kT . ... . . ... ..... .. . ..... . . 
.





" t2) I K,9(KEY.NE.gEYXI GO:TO 9960 	 ' INPT. 119 . .""


122 READtIN,8000I P3*' "_" INPt 1 " > " T21 REA031 IDN;BorDx'-L - INPT iII 
" 2 ... .. PIKE Y GE, 0F f--	 INPT 122 
----125
. .......
 I PU I I j ;RE-.P 3I -I--'R;--P 3 X1- I_;E'p3 Q'j- -65 TU"99 ["I 	 P 2 

r--nz r •, - ns r&Frrql-Tr-fr-,--­7-1CINPT23	 |RF-i'4q ... 




128 GO To 5000 "' w 
_ ___ |NPT 2 , ",

T2 9 n'r 1r- " ' 




_3- _C- 126ly -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
133 OUTPUT.OUT(II 
- -
- INPT I l ° , " ­
34 - CALL FNAHMCIOUPUTNAMEI INPT 12 .














_" 14?INPT , 





CO 	 i 193-- -- READIIW;aa'aO"-KET­1'12"EA-50 T 70O ! 1 T0,CX 	 - ______ 	 iN?? l14 pr-'[lPT 39111N __________91_______ 
|,S ZIKE.cp "o:o' lI- INPT Iq3. :,-#'"tt,. V

146 C READ TRAILER REcbRo. IMPT 149 
q7- - - r-- -i-T-....... -------­















~ TFIKE17G£--r1 u-'rrv 
_ ___IMP? ' _____.......
 
.- ~ .. .. ......... .... .... . . ...- .. .....- . IN PT-- _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _





157 C CALL OPEN1I902,OUT#UTIx40UBurII INPT 155


I58 CALL OPENI59902@OUTPUTXIOUBUFV bIt ................................ NPT 156 __





-160-..... C ............--- 60CO6TTS6F
FORTARATA'




164 C NEXT 5 CARDS WERE REMOVED TO ALLOW HEADER-RECORD OF MORE THAN 9/75-NUK

--- C ---- TW- "EXAPCES;;i"''USET;PPT) 97S6NUK*_ 
-­
O WORDS­
--	 166. C .. .. ...... . . . . . .

 . . .. . ... . . . . /75 WUk


167 -- C KEYX-2 ....

-168 .. C -'READ I IfNBO-- KE--- K
169 C IF IKEY.NE.KEYX) GO TO 9918 9/75-NUK

170 C READ IIN,80OO) (XIL).L-It l /72-NK


172 NULLCKma ,' 0, ., .-. 
Th7 S -IK -S3OYrRE'0 




, , ~ 
irz 
INNPT166 


















INPT I5 - -Gv -­
190 
191 -CALL 
Z4OCQNTIN t ,WRITEtOUlpUts)XO,I) 'fIPT-377 slyq. r, - .'*­ -
--I 1 --C .... -.... ..CLO SE"OTPUT-OXTA- OCK ITH-REWIND"AND EOF .NPT-IaO 
W 
194 300 CALL CLOSEIUUTPUTlI 
$97 C .__ 
91[ - - WRTTri-TALEt,"I­
---1 -9.- C .N-t'"I66 
-- 200 - * TRL I1I-T'iO TPUT .. . . .. 
-­2I" CALL-tVTTR1TRT 
202 WRITEINOUTqO0) NAHKINNANEX 
203 900 FQRMAT(35HQa.. USER INFORHATION MESSA6E 
. . . 
41050 
___'____ 
. . . 











.. 2S­ * SZF NAE-OrIDATA'BLOCkI WHEN PLACS'ON -FORTRAN TAPE WA---­
206. 2A 4; . .. .
-z Or-----c 
-­










"... .' _" _ _ 
-­ - - C -T----­ -- -
21' C OBTAIN LIST OF DATA BLOCKS 'N FORTRAN TAPE. 
215 C 
-67--- -..ZOOV-CONTINUE .NPT202 
.. E217R WIND IN .... .. . .. . . . . 
2 18 REAO(IN.aOOG) KEY---'-----------------------­
---------.... 
KEYX.3 
220 IFIKEYNE.KEYXI dO TO 9918 
221 READ(IN S0OOl OX 
22------------....-EAO iNSOOOF0­ --------------.. ... 
223 . KEYX------------------------------------------------------. 
--­22' -IFIKCyNE;KEYXI 'O TO 9918 '' 
- 225 READ (IN,80 0 | IDHORX . . . . .... . . . .... . . ...dPT
226 00 2005 KF-,7 







.- AlNP 8. 
INPT 20? 







--'-2 --20 5' ION U E. . . .. NPT--2 1- . 
229 .R&,ADIINogOaO) kEY' ,7 |NPT 21.5 
230 KEYX42 ,. NPT 216 
__Z31 _-I NE T -O-T - lNPT-217...	 -- -~ -1FI|KE - Y' " 7 p 	 -E ­
-23" '|'' --E 0 '6 .9 9 NPT 220 ' :."'' 
23S IEIP3x(I) NE P3fI) "OR # P3Xj2IiNE 40jlI2)j Go TO 9914 . INPT 221 .'"J:.. .. 
.',.236 . 2006 CONTINUE tNPT 222 '' ";l' 
238'I"%PT [P 229 
239 "INPT 225E 	 "T
 
291 KFwO 	 I,,"''NPT. 227 ": ... .,­202 2007 ¢ LL, PAG ' /.. "'.. " - -lPr .
.'"' 	 - -9 
 
"'-' WhfTtjNOUT 2OuO) ;IN INPT-229


--2qS---20O2O"COf4YIN(It__ 	 INPT 231 
240 C KCTX*2 ' l T 2 ' .. , , " 
"2 9--'---c- - i rI x --" IPTr- 2351E y ;N1n kra()- I1 r 
 
--2 0 . .. .. READ'( I N - O9"060 R IRPT 2116
1 
'---2I ,m l- OE.O) 4O T0,,v 9 ".. " ' . .. INPT 238 " " ... '" " 
253 ASSIGN 2025 TO RET.. |NPT'239." . : .. . 
3 "2S54 "O' 0iNPT 	 240!

) -257 - - KFFKFi.l"P 	 # 2-i 
259 '. 2030 FORMAT14 X I |) ~ q INPT 2q5 " . " i"/-.. 





--. .REWIND IN ~ N
26 ... .. Hp V 14a 
.i -t'~- , ,' 
265 Go To 50od0.s.' ' IMP? 2 1'" '. .. 
266 2055 CONTINUE. ' ".INPT. 25 " " ''-"" . . 
'--	765 f; ' 7 -, , ,". " - - ' : -, I NF T 25 "". ,'.:. /" 
-_2 6 9--- 	
 









272 C 	 IP 6
'1 PT"269






-276-- - C" 
 I 
 H T 2".. 17' . .
277 C 	 E"XAMINE OUTPUT REQUESTS AND FILL NAME YABLZ* INPT 263 :"


278 C 	 INPT 26q" 
283 IF(NAME{I).EQ.NONEIII -AND, NAHt121,EQNONE1V ) 60 TO -'020 INPT 269


280 NT|II)-O INPT 270


2Z9 306O NT f I , 3" ?N'AM-C 2 INPT, 27, 
'": " "- ~~INPT : . .273 





2932 .. .3 7 'QT 4E"NPT- 20 

.25 T; " ""PT c~xm N 29 , , . 
-­3, .. 

29T READ-[ N'OOI X I NPT 2 93 
299 REI '.- N E Q-ll k ' INPT 
," c,-K TX E E - INpT Zt.lb , ., . . 
3"05 ,,',RE A'D(INtS 6)KEY: '0' Ip -"I .. ; 
• ,17 ,IFfKEy-,NE-.KrYrF& "WO TO 9 8f ,,f, , '" , ',I NPT._ 0... ,292:{.,.:,k',' 
....31 ..... . ... READI I NI8O -EylNPT-214 
"310. . .... .IFf(KEyN; iE;T- GO TO 9 1|0I T 0 
-­ 3z..... o8U"CORTINUE -...-­. - -. . ... . . . . . ... mPT"30' 










I (Eg"A~ - --Sj 





322 ASIN38ST E INPT 308 
323 DOKP. 30 W7320I=*NPT 

--- lg NAM[ tI t'WIT1|7Z) , . 'IUpTr-ZB- ' ' 
3q3 NANME92)NtTi3)' INPT 329 
3lV 1f(NTIIl).LT.O • 1 _ _, _, .GO to 3200 PNPT. 330 
NAM RQ1;ENM~2j6 To 3200' 
 INPTGOi'R 331
 
'''~~' 'iiNPT 332 __ 
- . .- 0 X. . . .u4l GO O ii . . T I i I ItE EQ..ASI .. *Rtfti 0......... ..


-- 'Wf ']' NOU173r'g 6Th14- Q _,KF 
 - ' INPt 33; '' ' . . 
3q? ' 3jqO FORMAT(3ZHOO'* USERrWARNING MESSAGE ft38. INPT 335 '' .. ,.

'350 ' , *0 XIHDATA BLOCK. ZA4,2IH (DATA BLOCK COUNT 0!_5__'IP 3 .,'. ,' t$.

-352 2A. ..... r-.. .. l'- b "TLc-ri"'GN 6A b d........ . ... .I. NPT 338 _________
353- G'-"320.... .... INPT 339
 

355 ~ rwRE ' ''' ZN 3~ 3''"" '' 
355 READIIN,8000) 'KEY," ' . INPT 341


356 KEYXW7 .... 'INPT' 342 - - "­
357 - --- IF ( ; MER KTETrX'TiT­ RT- 33r9 
_
"358READ( 1N E 0 OobT. .. . .. R. .... "'R-... ... ...... . .. NT %
 ____ ____359 READD((iB Y-- d0KOOO'_RE l ___-3__ 
. --- --- "--3 - ff ' 1 - f"I -3 6 , ,6 "TIFi'(ET I" P-T 
361 OUTPUT-OUT(I) " ,, ' INPT 3q? , . ,-z,' , 
362 C CALL OPENII99OZoOUTPUtJTtXIOUBUF " ' INPT o " ' " xkt.1"8 
" 
-363 A t OPENrt4Y'o'I-rtT-rouBufl"rrT - INPT 3*9 
--- '36*1 . ............' N U L LC I O ...'--------..... .... . ...... ...... ...........
 /7__-___

---365- .31U-CONTINUE ' it ipl lI . 
7X--36W7- -E Ofl [Booo KEY,'.. .52 - .. , N al . ' >'t'*'A ,V 
 
367 - IFIKEY) 3170j31803165 . '"IP


368 316 'CONTINUE "',' , , INPT. 353 '


-369IYF ( ;KEY.Gr-orcR '9 9117-- INPT asU
35q
370 RED1 N';8900 V'-fXTL_)71:i' ITK£ Y'l"INT 




3168 GOU T rr t;,. . , ; " " IMP! 3 ""'.,,c't%373 T a 6T . a, -'1 - ' ' *aCK'! " -. . 't r '" " 8/74 GC. 1A'', .;' 
'_ K_. . . _37_'"-... _:,.. 
 "C ,5,_ ,.7,T' __L _ _ ._ 
"376- - - "3170-CONT1NUE' I T­
"37i IF1-- N-U-LLCK-*---GT-T1- 3"75 





?385 ", , CALL WRTTRLITRL|I; ' - , , JNPT'363 " c ,'i . ,y'y , , 
'386 - W'RITE(NOUT,31851 NAMEINI<F " NP 3~ ' "'"' '" 
,~r-3lroHtfN~-sr~in~j6f~si'i9JNPT ,_.366 ___,_.__,__.o.9I~17f PQ___ 
-388.........- C5X jjHDATA'8BLQCK"2Aq;29HURITRIEVEO *ROM'FORTRAH-TAPt .I2r- JI PT3&& _______ _


-- 39? ......... 'OXT2 A --'D8LT0-rt0KU Ti 5 ifl' ') ......... ......... .1NPT-2167-

Ta9 Th"rIrrrrr T;rrr,-wrT-- - :ir~3e ""'-' "" " -....


-,39'1 . NNT'.NNT-l *.' INPT 369 ~ ' ' :''' "'­
392 I GQ To 3210 ' ' INPT 370 ., ,
 

-39N'.... 31?5" FORMAT(31H0..CusErWARNING-HESSAGE 'q~qoj--------------------------. NP7 n"372 _____ 
-395 ............-- 58H4 SECONOARr-VERSION-Or DATA OLOCK'HASREPLACED EAR IER'ONE;T--INPTI- -­

-3?r-"rT '-"3z10 ----- -NPT-37M


9 3200 CONTINUE IP 376 
398 C I~r 3'976 _ __ 
, . 0I .. + A S , ,0 ..t £ , ' , . N I 3 e .,. , ,.. 
-­ qQ£3 .... ....3207 -COMT I UE -.. . . . . .. . . . ... .. ... .. ..... .. . NP T-3 a i 
q07 -35b0 IFINNT4LE.O1 GO.,TO 3900 ' ' INPT 38 0'P..t' ; ' 
-407,. . .... W ITE I NOUT'++35 F'o . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . INV 1-167 -
-­[10--­ 35 ) o FORHAT 13 1'D+H -ORmRl GH ++EYkf "~T++ 
At12 
91q3 
' 0D3530 jof,6• . + 
lF6 Tjljl iNE;oi Go To 
'." 
3r3a ,, 








-­4 .. ...33QCONT IHUE----] P -§ 
1t9.ASSIGN 3105 16O lt' INPT 3976 . ,->+t , 
-+ '21 . .... ....­Go- 'to-Soaoct .e9 
2 S 
.,q " 
,$Si M AT'IOtN or s icP rII. N fHSK |P J tMFNT 402 + + f''NpT 03 ... " " ", . ', , ' , 
w3 ' SJ-oP ~l FNKP• , , INPT 401L , __ 
q37 10 REW INDIN00 XLe-IKOO + I PT + <• 
-q32I-­-
~20q 200-IOTN£Do EO TiU IN"'" ,IRPT qla"]qf I . 
N 355 r T O y Q5I quePT Nqi . 
9+G90' T *5 R |05T 16­
q435 60 TO 9950... . IPT q't3 
-- __ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ __-__ ___-_ __ _- -TNPT--q90 z- . -, 
q57 9908 WiITE(NOUT,99S8 P1 INPT 491 
'58 9958 FORMAT(S3HOO@* USER FATAL MESSAGE 41I3s MODULE INPUTT2 ILLCGALVINPT *92 _ _'__- __ 
~ALUE 6~-F~lgr~ftHE1Ew~izoIINPT '93 ___ 
- To 9996 . iNP... . 
-- 6 . .. . .... INPT q95 
-q6r-2----,Vl-C--tTTEThUUJTjT9l7"&DfT-F (--rF-pflT--T'-T 2"T - , ,,.. IW,,& o,,t 
,,"-, -, 
'q63 9960 FORMAT(SIHOO" USER FATAL MESSAGE 9116, USER TAPE ID CODE j - -IMPT '97 . L$,- . 
6q 2A4, q7H. DOES NOT HATCH THIRD iNPUTTZ DMAP PARAMETER -, INPT q98 , , , , ,, ­
" 4 . . . . .9 " O9 9ZINPT . .. '$99.. 

tAN,TO -NPT SOO 
1469 9963 FORHATI74HO'** USER FATAL MESSAGE q134, MODULE INPUTT2 - ILLEGAL 'TINPT 627' .k ,, t 
470 P HEADER a _INPT __,'P?'52
*APE CODE ,7Aq.) _ '628 
- r_______ _Y_ __ __ ___ __ _____- -- ROT~$29 ________ 
'472 C INPT 530
t-S3 -- ______
-- 73---,-9qWRITE (ROU-;99F-IIyPXIIIP3X(_P3(_flfl#j_2IIIN1P 
-- w- 9fo - HA-H Th u -trwj N-Iw -ht-SJ-A~' IT3jr-U t-rA-r- rID CoOEt*'i' % IMPT 632'-"-' '* , . 
475 * ZAt 97H- DOES NOT MATCH THIRD INPUTT2 DHAp PARAMETER nt -- IMPT 533 .- - -'" 
'176 & RA , 2H-.61 - _ _ _ IMP? 639 - " 
q77 GO tO 2o6 - INPT 535




-79-. .99I6-WRTENOUT-TT INPT-540 
'481 - S SXSIHONE Or MORE DATA BLOCKS NOT FOUND ON FORTRAN TAPE. 19 ," INPT 550 - " " " 
- '49 GQ TO ?990 - INPT 551 .* t1' . . -W '83 _ c - INPT 552 
7'8.. 997RITiI 9&TFtRkE- _ INPT 553 
'*87 • SX,2SHLEGTH OF WORKING CORE-' ,iI55HibS4 IN 6"- " 

S5HLENGTH OF FORTRAN LOGICAL RECORD .... .?. 
'488 * ,II0H.) IMPt 557 C"-; A, " 
" 9To ToT 99fD5 INPT 558

--$q9I ... 991 r"WRrTEl NOUTY9if8F-KE"YTKEYEX -- NEi- 56!& 
- 4-V -- --- - D9 -Trru ATTSR 0Tan- T tEw-f lx Twnwr5 t L -aI -TA -E FQR KEY iN rIIt- ',-Th $ -. < - ,... 
'493 , - IO,1H|iOXI7HEXPECTED VALUE b O110,IH*,H IN?PT 662-- .. 
*,'$l GO TO 9995 -. - -, INP? 563 K- C>? >A ' ' 
--_996'- ------ I P 565C. ..
9--96..... 9919R1|OTE(NOUJ-KTfl6T-[rH'PTS6" __________ 
497 -9909 FORMAT (IO~S5~FTVES~29FLrATAUTni.HT5&____________ 
G TO 9996 , . ' - INPT 568 > ",9$ . - '. 
SO0 C INP? 569 -' 
0S t ........ 
.. |1PT 670 _____T 

-- 602 .... .999O"D0W9992" 1M115 ... . . . . ... . . ... ... .. . .. ...... .. NPT'571 _ _ _ _ _ _ _03 ..........-.... IFINTIINE-G-To-9992 - INP


5SUq- W--RTEl NVUrrrTT-TlrF FNfrIT iT----- hV -fdni 
 
SOS 9991 FORHATIZOX,2IHNAKE OF DATA BLOCK 9,2A01 INPT 574 - - , ., '. 
506 9992 CONTINUE INPT 675 - - ­
-S07 -...-GO TO 999 INPT-S76 ' 
-- so0 "" - ----- . .. .. . N T 7 - -...... 
C .- -------- ----. NPT-78 
-5I0-9V9D5PTTEINUT-999r ---- P 7 9 -­
sit 9996 FORHATI17HOSSO FATAL ERROR.) INPT 5$0 









Irit. ;k -W 
k4"­
.I~NPT $tj ''i 
v' -
-?~ ~~ r­ . .........­ -
Of­
. . ........ 
SCliHTZBIN2O9*OBa(O)-.OUTPT2 
- ..... ... .. . .... . . .. ...... .. . 
I SUBROUTINE OUTPT2' 





3 C COPY DATA BLOCK(S) ONTO FORTRAN UNIT. OUTP 3 









OUTP -­ 4 
7 
.... . 
CC . ........ CALL To THIS MODULE IS . . .. . . . ....... .­ - . ..... OUTP . .....OUT? 56-­ ---­ ------­ --­
9 C OUTPUT2 INIIN2,IN3,IN4,INS//VNP1/VNP2/V,NP3 lOUT? 7 
--- OUTP 
-
11 C PI=Q , NO ACTION TAKEN BEFORE WRITE OUIP 9 
P-12---C=N, SKIPL-FORUARD--N-OATA-BLOCKS-BEFORE--WRITE
------­ OUTP--1O-­
13 C P1:-i, FORTRAN TAPE IS REWOUND BEFORE WRITE OUTP 11 
-­
--­
14 .-...--C -... 
15 C 
16 -----­ -L_._----3, 
P1-2, FORTRAN--TAPE-IS-REWOUND AND-ADVANCED TO­ .-.. 8/7_-___ 
BEGINNING OF FIRST DATA BLOCK 8/74-6C. 




-c - - ---






19 C PI-9, WRITE A NULL FILE, ENDFILE AND OUTP 15 
-­ 0. ._..----REWINd-FORTRAN--TAPE-----------........-....-.OUT-- 16­
21 
-- 2 .. . 
C 
C -
THE MPL DEFAULT VALUE FOR PI 




. . . . . . .. . . 
OUTP 17
OUTR -­la 
23 C P2 IS THE FORTRAN UNIT NO. ON WHICH THE DATA OUTP 19 
2 -- C 
-- BLOCKS--WIL-L-BE--WRIITEN.-...-........ 
---- OUTP-23 
25 C THE NPL DEFAULT VALUE FOR P2 IS 0 OUTP 21 
S----26--.... C-.... ...-... . .....-. .. ................ OUTP - 22-­ -
1 27 C p3: TAPE ID CODE FOR FORTRAN TAPE, AN ALPHANUHERIC OUTP 23 
- -­ 28------ C 
- -VARIABLE--WHOSE.-VALUF-WILL.-.E WRITTEN.ON A FORTRAN --­OUTP-- 21I 
c" 29 C TAPE. OUTP 25 
--O -C THE-WRITING-F--T-HqS--IT-E4--IS-DEPENDEN 
--ON -THE----- OU P--2 __ 
31 C VALUE OF PI AS FOLLOWS.. OUTP 27 
... _....-.i -... P1 .----­ -*-TAPE ID-WRI-TTEN-­ -------­ OUTP-- 28-­




NO­ -... .. 
YES 







- 3 -­ NU--(WARNING-CECK-)---OUTP--32-
NPL DEFAULT VALUE FOR P3 IS XXXXXXXX . OUTP 33 
--­3 8 .. 
39 
- . C 
C 
. . . . . . . . .OUTP--- 34-
OUTP 35 
-------.. NTEGEROUTTRL(7)CORSZ,..-..NAME-(2)INONE12),SUBNA4(2)......... OUTP-­ 36 
41 INTEGER IN(S),PIZERO,NAMEX(2),P2, P3,IDHDR(7).IOHDRXI7) OUTP 37 
- 42 - ---IN-TEGER-P-3X(Q-),DOX (3­ OU..-38 




45 INTEGER RET OUTP 41 
- -- 4 ... ... C ... . .. ...... . ... ... . ... . . . OUTP -









. .. . . -.. . .. --.. . . .... . . ... ... ... . . . ...OUTP " 46 -. . . 
SI 
---­52-------
DATA NONE,SUBNAH/4H (NO,'HNE) ,4HOUTP,4HT2 







DATA ZERO,FNONEM1WOtTRE,NIN/O,-I,-z,-3,-91 OUTP q9DA-TA-IIODR/-4HNAST ,4HRAN -,-4HFORT-,4H-TAP,4HE 
-IDH-GOD,4HF---./-......OUTP-5Q 















ENOJWCO ....... .-. ... ...-... ...-.. .. .. .- OUTP 55 OUTP " 5__ _ 
-63 LCOR CORSZ(PIX) - NB OUTP b7 
- -64 .... C--------------------------------------------... 9/75-NUK----------.....-­
65 C TO CONTROL FORTRAN OATA SIZE 9/75-NUK 
66----­- C .. ........ .. . 9/75-NUK ... 
67 
68 -




69 IF(LCORoLE.0) CALL HESAGE(-8,LCORSUBNAM) OUTP 59 
- -70----------­ -INSUF:LC R... ... .... .... .. . . . .. ........ ... ......--­. OUTP 60 
71 TAPCOD(I) = P3(1) OUTP 61 








75 IF (PI.LT.MTRE) GO TO 9905 6/74-GC. 
77 IF (PI.EQ.MTWO .OR. PI.EO.MTREj GO TO 2000 8/74-SC. 
----78-------------IF(PI.LE.ZERO)-GO TO 190 ......--.-....--.........----- OUTP -­68--­
-80 79G C -l. OUTP 69 OU IP--70­
81 120 CONTINUE OUTP 71 
--­82 - READ(OUTI000 )--KEY--. ...................... . .. ..... . . . ..... 
83 KEYX:2 
- 84--- IF(KEY.NE.KEY X-. GO-To-9918 .. ......................... 
7 85 READIOUT,SO0O) NAMEX OUTP 72 
" 86­ -READ(OUT,&O0O)-KEY---­
---­--­
8t IF(KEY.GE.0) GO TO 9919 
---.88 --........--- ASSIGN 125 -TO-RET--------.. 
-- OU P 73 
89 NSHIPrl OUTP 74 




-­ :1. 1-­ - - -­ ------ OUTP OUT­ 76 _ __ __ __-7-_ __ _ 
93 IF(I.LE.P1) 
. .. 4 . . . .C .. . . . . . . 
GO TO 120 





95 190 CONTINUE OUTP 80 
--­96 1-F----IF(PI.NE.HONE)--GO.TO-195 . .... --.. .- OUTP -81 
97 REWIND OUT OUTP 82 
8 .-------- OUIP----­ _____ 
99 WRITE(OUTI80O) KEY OUTP 84 
--..100---..-..... WRITE(OUT,8000)-- -D-............. . .... ... .....-OUTP-8 
101 KEYZ7 OUTP 86 
-­ 102 ---------..- WRITE(OUT000) KEY­ ...................­ OUTP.---87 
103 V;RITE(OUT,8000) I0HOR OUTP 88 
--.104-A EY2 -
_OUTP----8s 
105 WRITE(OUT,8000) KEY OUTP 90 
"---106--­ - -. WRITE(OUT,8000)-- P3 ................ .......... OUTP 91 
107 ENORECrENDREC-1 OUTP 92 
-­ 108 ----­ -- WRITE (OUT.,-000-----ENDREC ... .... OUTe.-­ 93 
109 WIRITE(OUT,8000) ENOFIL OUTP 94 
-110ill C--..C T?OU P- 96 OUIP 96 
....-- -2---- -- . E -...  -195--ONTIN . . -. .... . . . . .. ..--. OUIP 9 ?­...............
 
 
113 00 1000 I=1'5 OUTP 98


114- . .. . .. . . ...




115 INPUT:IN(I) OUTIP 100


- 116 . - CALL- FNAIE(INPUTNAMEI - . ... . .. .. OUTP 101 ­

117 IF(NAXE(1).EO.NONE(1) .AND. NAiE(2ZEO.NON[(2)) 60 TO 1000 OUlIP 102 

-1 18 -TRL(1)=NU .....-....--. ...- -- OUTP-103 

119 CALL RDTRL(TRL) OUTP 104 , 

----120--.-- ------.IFtTRL(I1).LE.0)-60 TO 1000- .... .... ... ... 10........... ....---.----­
OUT? 5 

121 C OUTP 106 

-122 . ..-C. OPLN- INPUT DATA BLOCK-TO READ WII 
 RLWI ND. ........ OUTP -17 -­
. . .. ....------.­
123 C , OUTP 308


-12 ....-C--- -CALL--REN-9-1- NPU,XINBUF-,.0-) -...---. ................. -. OIlT -109-.-­

125 CALL OPEN(S9901,INPUTX(INBUF)ID) OUTP 110


.......---- . ........ ...........-2-6- .......--.-----E Y=2 - . -- .- OUTP 
 111­

127 WRITE(OUT,8000) KEY OUTP 112


--.128 -­... WRITECOUT,8000) NAME -- ---- - -. - OUTR- 113--
OUTP 114 ­

--- 13 0------- WRITE(OUT.8000-ENDREC - - -__OUTP.--1­

- 32 .... .... . WRITE(OUT ,8000)-KEY-.. ......... . . .-. .. - - - - - - ---. OUTP--117--­

--- 13q ...-- LNDREC:LNOREC-1 . . ... . . ... . . --.. . . .. ..OUTP, 119­

131- KEY:7 OUIP 116








WRITECOUT,BO00) ENUREC ,OUTP 120


--.......... . .. C .. . . ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... OUTP- I2 1.­
-1 6 

137 C COPY CONTENTS OF INPUT DATA BLOCK ONTO FILE OUIP 122 

- 138 -. C--­..----------.-... .. . . . ....... .. ... .. .... OUTP 123­

- 139 C,200 CALL READI$300,1250,,INPUTX(1)LCOR2,0,NF) OUTP 12q 

-40 200-CALL-REAU(s300,S250,INPUTX(I .LCOR20N .. OUTP 125..-.- -

N jai WRITE(OUT,8000) LCOR2 OUTP 126 

-142- --- WRITr OUTUT6OO0)--(X(L)-,L=1-,LCOR2) - - OUa-OUT-127 

10 GO TO 200 OUIP 128 

-C--­
145 250 CONTINUE OUTP 130


---144---...- . .... .. 
 . .. .... . . ... ......... . .. . . ... .... . .... . .. OUT? 129.
 




147 WRITE(OUT,8000) NF - OUTP 131








--- 255 CONTINUE . .---- _ - 8/74,GCo. . . 
151 ENUREC'ENDREC-1 OUTP 133


,-.2-.---...... WRITE(OUT,8000LENDREC . OUTP..134
 

153 GO TO 200 OUTP 135


-- 154 ........ 26G NFZ=2...... ... ... .. .. .. .... ... ..8/74-GC.


155 WRITE (OUTT,8000) NFZ 8/74-GC.









-- -WRITE (OUT,8000) -(X(L L=l NFZ) . . ...... .. ...... ....... . .....--------.


GO TO 255 8/74-GC.
60 . . . C ---.. .-.. .. . . .. .. .. .. ..... . . ..-... .. . . .. . . ... . .oUTp-13 a 
 ­-- :

161 C CLOSE INPUT DATA BLOCK WITH REWIND. UUTP 137 

- 162 - - C . ---- - OUT? 138-------­........---­

163 300 CALL CLOSE(INPUT,1) OUTP 139 

- 16 - C , ..... - .. OUTP 140 -........ . ----
.. ­
165 WRITE(OUT,8000) ENDFIL OUTP 141 

- 166-------- ---ENDREC:O -........-...... . . -..... . OUP 142- -........ 

167 WRITEINOUTT,350) NAMLOUTTRL OUTP 143 





169 4 12H DATA BLOCK ,2A4,2511 WRITTEN ON FORTRAN UNIT 12, OUTP 145


-170OH, -------8- TRL X.7*18- OUT 146 . ............ .


171 C OUTP 147


172 1000 CONTINUE .. .OUIP 148


173 C OUTP 149


7LOE'FORTRAN-IAP-WITHOUT'REwINQ. -. ... QUIP I ­

175 C OUIP ISI










179 RETURN OUTP 155


180 . . ... . ... . . . . .. . .OUTP-156 ­

181 C FINAL CALL TO OUTPUT2. OUTP 157


183 1500 CONTINUE OUTP 159













187 REWIND OUT OUTP 163


- 188 --- 'RETURN -- "- -------------­ ......... OT 164 ­

189 C OUTP 165


- 190 .. OBTAIN-L-IST-OF- DTA--LOCKS-ON FORTRAN-TAPE.--------. OUTP 166­






* 193 REWIND OUT OUIP 169


-- 194.... . READ-OUT, 8000)-KY. OUTP. 170­

195 KEYXZ3 OUT? 171


-196............IFKEY.N E- YX)-O--TO--991-8 91-----...OUTP 172
 ---­

* 197 READIOUT,UOO0) OX OUTP 173


"19___DO_,___'--_ _.....-- ---OUTP -1-74


199 KEYX=7 OUTP 175


- 200 -..... . .IF (KEY. NE KFYX )-GO-TO--991 . .-................ -OUTP -176-­

201 REA0(OUT,8UOO} ICHDRX ourP 177


-- 202 .-. 00 2005 KFZ-,-7.-------­........ OUTP 178


203 IF(IDHDRX(KF).NE.IOHR(KF1) GO TO 9913 OUTP 179

-204 -- -20O5--CONT1NUE­ .....- O(JTP 180 --...... _______ 







........ ........ ......­OUTP- 18a2


267 IF(KEY.NE.KEYX) GO TO 9918 OUTP 183


- 208 .. .. 
_. I OUTP 1
8
READ(OUT,O80 )----P3X- --  : 

209 IF(P3Y(I).NE.P3(1) OR. P3X(2).NE.P3(2) GO 1O 9914 OUTP 185


-- 1 .... 20060-CONTINUE.. . -"----- OUTP-186


? 211 ASSIGN 2008 TO RET OUTP 187


-212 - .... . NSKIP= ...... . . ..----------.-....... ........... OUTP 188 .


---214 2 o213TO 189
GO OUTP
008.. C N INUE . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... OUTP 0






217 2007 CALL PAGET OUTP 192


--218 -....... WRITE(NOUT,2OIO)-OUT-- ---­......--. ......... ... . OUTP 193 - ­

219 2010 FORMAT "(1HO,50X,I,1411 FILE CONTENTS/46X,4HFILE,IBX,4HNAHE/IH) 8/74-5C.


---220 --- 2020-CONTINUE-- . . .. . . .. OUTP-19s


221 REAO(OUT,8000) KEY OUTP 196


-- 222- .. IF(KEYI 9915,205a,2023 .......... ... ..................OU_"__








-224" READIOUT nnOODn-NAMrX- . ... 
. OUTP 199,




226-.-..... NSKIP= I 
 OUIP 201
227 O0 TO 5000 
 OUTP 202,
























----. /74-GC .... 








_ .... ..................... OUT P- l -14
237 C 
- SIHULATION OF SKPFIL(OUTtNSKIP) OUTP 215

--238*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
 . . . . . . . . . 
. . . .. . . OUTP -,'16




















245 5205 READ(OUT7,8000 KWOR 
 OUTP 223





247 5210 CONTINUE 
 





249 READ(OUT,8000) (X(L),L=I,KWORD) OUTP 227


-- 250-- - ­- - -- GO TO $205-.......-.-.. 
... 
 ... ..... ... . OUIP 228-­

251 5220 NREC=-KWORD 
 OUTP 229

-252 .-- .... GO-TO 5205 
 
-30 
a 253 5230 CONTINUE 
 OUTP 231

-25 4.....-5290 CONTINUE 
--
- - ---0 232







257 C OUTP '35 










-INPUT ......... . . ...............-.
OUTP 240





- 264 ......- *52HSUBROUTINE-OUTPT2 UNABLE--.TO-OPEN-INPUT 
 DATA BLOCK - ,I5)-











---268..- 9955-FORMAT(83HO **-USER FATAL' MESSAGE-412o,-HODULE OUTPUT2-- ILLEGAL-VOUTP-259-­


















273 9963 FORMAT(74HO**o USER FATAL 
MESSAGE 4130, MODULE OUTPUT2 
 - ILLEGAL TOUTp 288


--a74 -- - - -*APE CODE HEADER ,7A41 .-- ..... . .. . . . ..... ... OUTp 289­











-278----... 9964- FORMAT( 54HO*O*-USER--WARWING-ESSAGE-41-31, 
 FORTRAN -TAPE -ID CODE -, OUTP--293­





- '2A4f '2 ) .. .. . OUTP 29S ­
281 GO TO 2006 OUTP 294 

*282 C'.. . ... ...... OLIP 297 

243 9915 WRELI(NOUT, 9965) OUIP Z98 

- 28'1 9965 FORMAT(59HU*#*'SYSTEM FATAL'MESSAGE-4115, MODULE OUTPUT2 - SHORT ROUTP 299 






287 C OUIP 30; 
-2 .... .917 WRITE(NOUT;996T LCOUKtY ... OUTP jai .... 
269 9967 FORIAT(8?HQ** USER FATAL MESSASE, 2187, INSUFEICIENT WORKING CURL OUp 30 
-"-290 IC. HCOLD FORTRAN LOSICAL RECORD;-/----------. Culp 3US -
Z91 5X,25HLENGTH OF WORKING COR,E ZI)J,1fi,,5Y, OUT? 316 
-29Z-......--*- ........--SHLENTH-F -PORTRAN-LOOICAL--RECOfcU ,IuO,1-.p . ..-..OUT 1307
 
293 60 TO 9995 OUIP 30B 
-294 C--------------- --- OUTP 309 
295 9918 tRITE(NOUT,9968) KEY,KEYX OUTP 310

-- 296- --996d FORAT(56HO** SYSTEM FATAL-ESSAG-219Oh ILLEGAL VALUE FOR KEY OUIP 311












 WRITE(NOUT ,9969)-- 300 9919 KEY .... .........- ....... .. ......... .... ....
 
301 9969 FORAT(56HO*A* SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2190, ILLEGAL VALUE FOR KEY 

- 302 ............. II.0,aH. 1-....... ---. ..­
303 Go TO 9995 

-- 04-----C---------- ------ *---------- P-31 ___________ 
'305 C OUP 315 

*306--. 9995 WRITE(NOUTl9996----------- -... OUTP-316 

307 9996 FORMAT(17HI* * FATAL ERROP.4 OUTp 317 
















C-I RUNI File 
C-2 START File 
C-3 NASI File 
C-4 LOOP File 





































9. &AODP STA T.



















1.6. a AD0P LOOP. 
17. &ADDP LOOP. 
















DATA 8RI SL73R1 10i31/78 21:19:15 40)












7. aUSE 14. ,INP. 







1 1. aAS61APCH2 ..­
* 	 i. iUSE 18.,PCH2. 
13.... aASG,T PCHI,F//Ji000 
14. &ASGC PcHS.F/iOO 
IE . aUSE 19.,PCH3. 
16. aRRKPT PUNCHSiPCI1?I 
17. aXQT CELFE_ __ 
18. +1 CHANGE THIS CARD TO 0 FOR CLEFE RUN ONLY


i1S. --- 0 
 -
2C. HIGH VELOCITY IMPACT --- DEMONSTRAT ION PROBLEM 
21. 1 1 51 4 1 0 2 8 1 0 a 
22. 4.CO a. 5. 
23. 0.0 0.0 -7.5600*3 2.000040 2.0000+0 8.200,2 ­
2.73U-2 5.1200-2 0.0d:: .0"274 3 0.0 6.00100+31.ODOdi§U 
25. 76 33 13 3 16 3 62 30 77 34 76 33 648 103 
26. 20 20 0 15 15 10 1b '10 '10 10 10" 10 10 10' 2 20 
 
2'. 1 4 10 7 2 5 11 8


28. 2 5 11 8 3 6 " 12 9 -- - - - - - - -. 
29. 3 6 12 9 13 14 16 153c. '--1-7 20 10- 5-18-1 i-i--£ 
31. 5 18 21 11 6 19 22 12 
32. 10' 20 23' -26 1-1 21 24 27 
33. 11 21 24 27 12 22 25 28


- q. 7 10 26 29 8 11 27 30

35. 	 8 11 27 30 9 12 28 31


A E. -- 1732 - 35'- 20 18' 33 36 21r


31. 18 33 36 21 19 34 37 22 
38. 20 35 38 23 21 36 39 24 
39. 21 36 39 24 22 37 40 25


4 C. 26 23 38 41 27 24 39 42


41. 27 24 39 42 28 25 40 43 
42. 29 26 41 44 30 27 42 45 
43. 30 27 42 45 31 28 43 46 
44. 32 47 50 35 33 48 51 36 
4E. 33 48 51 36 34 49 52 37 
46. 35 50 53 -38 36"" 51 '54 39 
4. 36 51 54 39 37 52 55 40


e' - 41 38- 53 56 42 39 54 57 ­

45. 42 39 54 57 43 40 55 58 
""" SC. 44 "41 56 "59 45 42 57 bO0. .. .. -.. 
51. 45 42 57 60 46 43 58 61 
52. 47 62 65 50 48 63 66 51 
52. 48 63 66 51 49 64 67 52









MGINAIL PAGE IS 
OF POW GOALT 
0 
Table C-2 (Continued) 
5 YM 
_ 	 55. 51 66 69 54 52 67 70 55 
6. 56 53 68 71 57 54 69 72 
51. 57 54 69 72 58 55 70 73 
8. 5'9- S6 -- 7!I05772 
59. 60 57 72 75 61 58 73 76 
6E. GRID 1 20G_ O 
__61. 	 GRID 2 _10. 0: 0.041 
62; E tr_ 0f*0.82iD__3 YO* 

6!:. GRID 4 20.15 0. D. 

64. GRID "s ... . . 0.15 0. " "C.041' 
-. 	 5.E GRID 6 . ' 10.15 . 0.082 
66i GPI.D 7 20. Q.,15 - ," ­
6i. GRID 8 10D. 0.'15 0.041 
6 8._ _ _ GR ID ... .. . .. 10 . . .D; - C 062 ­
65. GRID in 20.15 0.15 0. 
7[. GRID ii 10.15 0.15 0.041 
71. GRID 12 10.15 0.15 U.082 
... 72, .. . GRID "° 13 . . .. . ... 10. 0., - 0.232 ­
73, 	 GRID 14 10.15 0. 0.232


--".DR 0 --- S 1 ; i ----0;232­

7 . GRID 16 10.15 0.115 0:232 
7 (; GRID 1720.3S 0. 6. 
71. GRID 18 10.35 a. 0.041 
.. .. . GRID 19 10,35 
 " 0.08278,.. 	 . 

79. GRID 20 	 20.35 0.15 0.


8 1. GRID 22 	 10.35 0.15 0.082 
8 2. GRID 23 	 20.35 0.35 C. 
82. GRID 24 	 10.35 0.35 0.041 
.. .. 4 - ------ GRID 25 .. .. ... .. .10.35 -- .35.... . 082 ­

8E. GRID 26 20.15 0.35 G.


87. GRID 28 	 10.15 0.35 G.,182


88. GRID 29 	 20. 0.35 0. 
8 , GRID 30 10. 0..35 0.041 
9c. GRID 31 	 10. 0.35 0.082 
91. GRID 32 20.5 D. 0. 
.....9 2. ...RID --..... 10.5--.. ...33-- -	 , ... 1;041­
92. GRID 34 10.5- 0. 0.082 
. . 9q .. GRID-...3- .. ... .. . 20.5"- 0.35 " " G. " " 
9DE. GRID 36 10.5 0.35 0.041 
... 96. GRID_ 37 10.5 " 0.35 ..0 082 " 




 GRID 	 403 	 10.5 	 0.5
 0.082.
 
. ...10I 	C,. . .GRID 41 . ...
 . .. 20.35'-" 0.5 .. ...O 
l0l. GRID 42 " 10.35 0,5 D,0.1 
102. GRID 43 10.35 0.5 0.082


I0!. GRID 44 20. 0.5 0.


1OE. GRID 46 10. 0.5 0 :08 2 
.....1 6. . ..GRID .47 .. . . .. .21; ---0 . 0...... 
I01. GRID 48 Ill. O, 0.041 
7=-" 108* - -GRID 49 11,. . 0.082 
IDa 9 GRID 5021. 0.5 D,. 




Table C-Z (Concluded.) 
S14 ­
,111. GRID 52 "1.1. 0.5 0.082


112. GRID 53 21. 1. .• 
-113. GRID 54 11. 1. 0.D4I 
114. GRID 55 	 11. 1. 0.082


II. GRID 56 	 Z0. S t.0,.... O­
116. GRID 57 	 10.5 1. 0.041 
111. GRID 58 	 10.5 1. 0.082 
118. GRID 59 	 20. 1. 0.


11. GRID . 60 	 10. A. 0 .041. 
12C. GRID 61 10. 1. 0.082 ­
.121. GRID .. 62 22. 0. _0. 
122. GRID 63 .... 22. 0. .C41 
123. GRID 64 	 22. 0. .C82 
124. 	 GRID 65 22.- - 1. 0.






12t. GRID 67 	 22. 1. .082


127.-------GRID 68 .. - 22. . 2. .. 0. 
128. GRID 69 22. 2. .041


12S. GRID 70 22. 2. .082


13C. GRID 71 	 21. 2. C. 
131. - GRID 72 . . 21. . 2. .041 . . . . . . . . . . . 
132. GRID 73 	 21. 2. .082


133. GRID 74----------- 20. 2. 0. 
134. GRID' 75 20.- . 2.' ..041


13E. GRID 76 20. 2. .082


136. 1 4 6 7 9 10 12- 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 22 23 25 26 28 29 
132. ... 31 32 34 35 37 38 40 .41 43 44 46 47 49 50 52 53 SS 56 58 59 
138. 61 62 64 '6768 70-71 73-74 76 




 14C. ... a8.10003 9.1000+3 8.9000.3 9.1000.3 0.1990* -9.106b;'3-8.900043 .1008i3­
141. 8.1CQO+3




144. 3.1500+6 0.7800+6 0.6000*.6 0.7800*6 29.20006"0 .78 d06"--0.6006 0.7800.6­
14E. 3.1500.6 




141. 1 2 Fi !T5----T -- i "44 4-S-T- - r' -5-'-­
145. 1 2 3 4 5 6 13 14 17 18 19 32 33 34 47 48 49 62 63 64 
10C. 62 63 '64 65 66 "67" "68 69 70 71 72 73 74 5 76 
151. 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76


152. 62 64 65" 67 68 70 717" 73 74 ' 76 . 
152. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76 
-154. 62 64 65 67 68 70 1 -73 -7 76 
155. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76 " 
156 . 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76 
151. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76 
158. 62. 64 65 67 * 68 70 71-73 74 76 
159. 62 64 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76


16C; 62--64- 65 "- -7"---73 -"74-76 
161. 1 2 3 7 8 9 13 15 29 30 31 44 4S 46 59 60 61 74 75 76 
162. 1 2- 3 4 5 '6 13 -14 17 18 19 32" 33 -3'4-474- 9263-64" 


























--- 2-- -WXQT .NASTRAN.LINXI ..- ........








5. 	 APP DISP






-Twh; GIAG 8,22 ­

9. 	 ALTER 2


LI. $ A55EMBLE AND SOLVE It PRIMARY VARIABLES


I-Zw-PARA ..--.-//CfNjNOPIVNrT UEI 
 5 ...........
 
13. PARAN //CN.NOP/VNFALSE- ! S


----t1i -PAtA -- /IICNADO/IUNjNUEL/VYNUlP .







"----a-8 LABEL OUTER s .... -----­











2. 	 A -­
23. 	 ADQ El,/BX S 




27. COND EOTTOZNUNP S


-zn -- t0VI-V---AXiATIFAtSE a


29. 	 EQLIV BXBTYFALSE S


31. 	 ADD AAX/AT S 
32r-E ULV -AT.AX/TRUE-S 
33, 	 ADO buX/3T s 
31 -	 QVV 13,B/TRUES* --­
35, 	 REPT INNER,31 S 
37. LABEL UOTTOi2 S






39. 	 SOLVE AT,9T1X/VY.SYN/CN/CNIJC.N.I 1 
I-' 	 I f / /-$ -O 	 MA TP A I-F- . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 
'It. 	 OUtf'UT2 A,),,//C,NO/CNIi 5

F.PAAH, -	 d/C.N.SUidV,VNUMNP/VN.UEL S .... 
.3. 	 REPT OUTCR,1I S 
.
 .. .. 
q -2 . . 	S--	 - -. .. . . . 












-- " " .. . .. ASSEMBLE STIFrNE55 MATRIX KG" 






53. 	 LALt:L KLOOP 5 
PARAH I/CflSU3/VYNUMNP/VfltNUUNp $ 
(Continued) 
G-5 
Table C-3 (Continued) 




A , --FALSE -5 





59. EQUIV KGGG&KGGX/TRUE 5


-B-- "-E4.--- KLOOP,32 £ 
63. LABEL KEND s






- 6 ---L- TER- !1 | ..-.... . .- ........
I- .­

-~,-~*f -S-OUTPUT--DISP-AND-VELOC-I-T-Y--TO CELFE 
67. UHIRGE USETDUDVT,/UVN/C,NN/C,ND/CNS S 
-- tI#- "UVN '-/p. 1 / /-------... ........-...... ___ ___ __
ATPRH-­
























.80 DLQAD I -...-- .... .-.-----.. -- --- .... ... 
al. OUTPUT 












--B,- -PAEAM - BLOK- - 0-----........ ­






91. PARAi NUMNP 32 2
 
.
- 92---------CELA 2- -- 1-..l*3--00 3 ......
 
93. CELAS2 1062 1.+3 236 2 






-9. CORD2R--- I- -------- 0.0-----00---- 00--0.--- o-­

97. +222 1.0 0.0 0.0


-98-.pUAD2 201 -- 123-- .082 ­

99. CQUAD2 203 201 175 204 210 172


100r CQUAD2------- 201 --- 201 2011 205 - 21-- .210


101; CQVAD2 205 201 205 206 212 211


-- _O - -CQ UAU2 __208 _____201- 172.----210--- 216.--.169


103- CQUADZ 209 - 201 210 211 217 216 
-40%.---- CQUAD2 - ...-210 201 .- 211 - 212 218 217 
l05. CQUAO2 211 201 163 1& 220 219 
-106, ------ CQUAD2 --- 212 - 201 166 169 221 220 
107. CQUAD2 213 201 1159 216 222 221 
-I D8.- - .2it.......20j . .216-- 217...... 223 ..... 222 
109. CQUAD2 215 201 217 210 224 223 




Table G-3 (Continued) 






2-n;- <qAO2--- 28---- 20--- - -- 222--- 228---227-­
222 223 229 228113. CQUAD2 219 201 
---	 CQVADZ-.........-Z2-0I--....R3 ....22 ...-------230----229------­
115. 	 CQUADZ Z21 201- - 2 2 65 	- Z262 2 3 2 - - ­ 231 
-t116, QUAD2 "-'--222-201t	 27 - 3 ---Z42 
117. CQUAD2 Z23 201 Z27 228 234 233 
--- QAD ----- ,-22 ..-- ......22- -- 229-- -3 ---- 23q--­
41?. 	 CQVAD2 225 
 201 229 230 236 Z36 
-- 4-20 GID6----
IZI. GRID 166 1 Z. I. .09 0 6 
123. GRID 172 
 1 I" 2. BOq1 0 6 
-t-2q,-----GR1O--- 1 1*0 -. 20-- .0141 0A 
425. GRID Z04 1 000 3.000 .0%) 0 6 
--16 F- 'GRI . . BUD ---1 OO ... 4 --­ _....
 
127. GRID 206 1 goo '1.375 .091 0 6 
--- 10-6t"0 
 [.-----.--00 
129. 	 GRID 211 1 1.0,0 .OOO .091 	 6


131. 	 GRID 216 I 2.010 3.000 .011 0 6


------ 21----	 OO-,4,0-.oI- 0- 6


--16R170 D 	 --- 12. 
 
133. 	 GRID 218 1 2.000 ',375 001 a 6







135. 	 GRID 220 1 3.0o 1.000 .oqi 0 6

t6frn "3RID--"----2.... l----3.000--ZOOO-----,O0! ....-0 .... 6---­

137.. 	 GRID ZZ2 1 3.000 3.000 .091 0 6


-- t8 - GRIo-----223 -- 1-3.0OO-JO- ----'0O.0---0O


139. 	 GRID 22q I 3.000 9.375 .091 0 6 
-

-",-------GRID - 225- -- 1.OO -. 000- .041 - 0- 6 
1IZ . GRID 226 1 ',000 L.000 .061 0 6 227 	 D'-qOO--2OO-'ql0- -­-- ' --- GRID --	 -- --- "l­
| 3 GRID 228 1 16000 3,000 V11 0 6 
1--'*- -GRID -2 29- 10---00-----OOO-O91 6 
1q5. GRID 230 1 4.000 q.375 .lq1 0 6 GRID -23*-"-'--L:I--4.B7S----.00 	 -----. 0'4-----------6-­
1q7. GRID 232 / 1i ,87S 1.000 DO91 D 6 
-- ia - --'GR1D-.----- 233 -1-..I-,875-- 2000 0I -- -­--- ... ....... 0 
1q9. GRID 231 1 4.675 3.000 .091 0 6 
---- - 00 --- 9 ..-..-- .6-­075 0 ---­
15*. GRID 236 5 .09! 6I 9,875 4.375 	 0 
...
 29.2906.0--.7806-.-73"
-.------- HA72-----23----3.-t+--0 37-40.0 
1 62 163 0.0 l.0 0.0 	 1153. CBAR 1 
-- 35S'---CBAR-- 2 -----.. 6If 0. - -1 0... 0. 
J55. CBAR 3 1 65 166 0.0 1.0 *0. 
 
CBAR £ 	 69 657, 169 0.0 - - .O -- 1 
159. 	 CBAR 7 1 71 171 0.0 1.0 0.0 1























163. PeAR I 2 10. I0. Ia. 20. 
tb ' MA Tt --­ ... ..3 +06... -... 7--­ .1-73 
6S. - PC 1 163 1 l*O 63 1 -1.0 




Table C-3 (Concluded) 
167. MPf 1 163 3 1.0 63 3 -1.0 




























1.0 69 3 
----- 72"---­ ..... 
















179. SPC 1 175 3 1.O 75 
-­ 80- PC 1-I 15- I 2­ 3 ­
t8. SP;4 I is 13 15 29 
-182v-- 5P-SPI--I .--... 15--­ 5­ -­ 9 
183. SPCI 1 1 79 75 76 
.&ei. sc-SP--­ 24 -t 2 -3 
186, SPCI 1 24 13 19 17 
-o86#- SPCI ... 3-.-.--- 2I-47----33­
-.. 3­ 7­
187. SPCI 1 2 ,62 63 69 
-­88 TLOAD I'- 1 --­2 "D---­ -__........ . 
189. TABLEDI I0 
---­9r-­ -tI­ r----­ l 000y--|--------+ElDT 
191. EN9DATA 







































































































DATA SRI -73R1 10131178 21:19:18 40)


1. GRID 1 	 .000 .000 .000 
2. 	 GRID 2 .000 .000 .041 
. GRID 3 a0 .000 .082 
4. ___GRID-	 .1SO .000 dOE. GRID 4 	 .-IS .- .040


.. GRID 7 	 :e150 .100 .041 
*. GRID 6 	 .150 .0.0 .082


S. GRID 	 .000 .150 .000 
5. GRID . 9 .. .. .... . .. -D .150 _ .082


Ic. GRID 10 .150 .150 .000


11. GRID 11 	 -.150- .150 .041


1j. GRID 12 .150 .150 .082






14. GRID 14 	 . ---. 000 .232


15. GRID 15 .000 .150 .232


it. GRID 16 .150 .150 .232


11. GRID 17 	 .350 .000 OlCD


18. GRID 18 	 .350 .OCO .041


15. GRID - 19 .350 .000 .082


-- 2C...... GRID 20 .350 .150 .000


21. GRID 21 	 .350 .150 .041


22. GRID "22 	 .350 -150 '.082


22. GRID 23 	 .350 .350 .000


2. GRID 24 	 .350 .350 .041
2!. GRID 25 	 .350 .350 -. 082


26. GRID 26 	 .150 .350 ace


21. GRID 27 	 .150 .350 .041


28. -- GRID 28 	 .150 .350- '.082"


29. GRID 29 	 .000 .350 .00


3C. GRID 30 000 .... .041


SI. GRID' 31 .000 .350 .082


32. GRID 32 ".- -500 '.OOO ,DCO


33. GRID 33 	 .600 .000 .C41


34. GRID 34 ---- -. 5OO .000 .082'


35. 	 GRID 35 .500 .350 .000


6- GRID 3 .O--35d-- b4­

31. GRID 37 .500 .350 :082 
.38. GRID - 38 .500 .500 .OCO 
39. GRID 39 .500 .500 .041 
4i. GRID 40 ..... ......... .500 -- 500 .082 
41. GRID 41 .350 .500 .000 
-- *4.."7 - GRIb'I2 .350 --- o50-;041­
43. GRID 43 	 .350 .500 .082


44. GRID 4- ... - ---- 000 -.. "
-_OO 
 
45. GRID 45 	 :o 500 .041


46. GRID 46 	 "=000.*;SOaO - 082" 
41. GRID 47 	 1.000 .OCD :oo


49. 	 GRID' 49 1.000 .OLD .082

U5C GRID 50 ".OO.... --.5c
 ­
51. GRID 51 	 1.000 .50 .041


" 	 52. GRID 52 . 1.000 .500 .082 
S!. GRID 53 1.000 1.000 .0CC 
3l' *-GRID 54 1.0 ---1;oo ;o4 
(Continued) 
C-1O 
Table C-5 (Concluded) 
SYm 
55. GRID 55 1.00 1.000 .082 
56. GRID 56 .500 1.000 .000 
57. GRID 57 .500 .0co .041, 
58. GRID 58 .500 1.000 .082 
59. . GRID 59 .000_ 1.000 .000 
6(. GRID 60 .D00 1.000 .041 
61. GRID 61 .000 1.000 .082 
62. GRID 62 1 2.000 .000 .000 
6.. - GRID 63 1 2.000 .000 .041 -
64. GRID 64 1 2.000 .0U0 .082 
65. - GRID 65 1 2.000 1.000 .000 
66. GRID 66 00Q °O00 041 
67. ___ GRID 67 1 2.000 1.000 .082 
68. GRID 68 1 2.000 2.OCO .06o 
69. GRID -_.69 1 2.000 2.000O .041 
7C. GRID 70 1 2.000 2.000 .082 
71. GRID 71 1 1.000 2.000 .000 
72. GRID 72 1 1.000 2.000 .041 
__7__ 3. GRID 73 1 1,00 2.000 .082 
74. GRID 74 .1 .000 2.000 0c0 
75. GRID 75 1 .000 2000 .041 
7t. GRID 76 1 .000 2.000 .082 
- -END DATA . --­---.. . . ... 
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